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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMSSION
*

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
,

~

REGION IV

Report No. 50-498/77-13; 50-499/77-08

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Inspection at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Inspection conducted: December 19-21, 1977

m -m ~ .
Inspectors: [' / / - /M r

R. G. Taylor,' Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Batd
(Paragraphs,1, 2, 3 & 6)

f t/y|jyA
gvL. D. Gilbert, Reactor Inspector, Engineering Support D6t(

Section (Paragraphs 4.& 5)

//f!76Approved: -
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

/k f
R. E. Hall, Chief. Engineering Support Section Date

Inspection Summary:

Inspection on December 19-21, 1977 (Report No. 50-498/77-13; 50-499/77-08)
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection involving repair of Unit 1
structural steel columns; review of records for Unit 2 containment base mat
concrete placements; observation of work and review of records pertaining to
Unit 2 containment liner; and follow up on a previously identified unresolved
item. The inspection involved forty-one inspector-hours by two NRC inspectors.
'Res ul ts : No items of noncompliance or deviations were disclosed.
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*
DETAILS

,

1.' Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Encloyees

*W. N. Phillips, Project Quality Assurance Manager
*S. A. Viaclovsky, Quality Assurance Site Supervisor
*L. D. Wilson, Quality Assurance Surveillance Specialist
*T. K. Logan, Quality Assurance Engineer
*J. V. Valentine, Construction Project Engineer
D. G. Long, Quality Assurance Engineer
D. Douglas, Quality Assurance Engineer

Other Personnel

*T. J. Foley, Pittsburgh-Des Moines Site QA Manager
D. J. Leger, Project Superintendent, Universal Engineering Services
D. R. Schmitz, Pittsburgh-Des Moines QA Inspector
K. E. Easter, drown & Root QA Surveillance Specialist
R. W. Eastman, Pittsburgh-Des Moines Central Division QA Manager
G. R. Parish, Brown & Root PTL Sub-Contract Coordinator (Acting)
T. F. Ellis, Brown & Root QC Inspector

*T. P. Gardner, Brown & Root Project QA Manager
*C. L. Crane, Brown & Root Construction Project Manager

* denotes those attending the exit meeting.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findinas

(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-498/77-11; 50-499/77-06): NDE of Containment
Crane Support Brackets. The licensee's engineer has issued DCN 11-16-77
to specification 2C269SS006-F which provides that specification paragraph

| 3.0 does not apply to the crane support brackets. In addition, paragraph
2.6.2 has been modified by adding sub-paragraph j which requires magnetic
particle examination of the crane girder bracket welds in accordance with
ASME B&PV Code, Section III, Division 2. These changes clarify the
apparent differences between specification 2C269SS006-F and the approved
vendor drawing 126AB.

This item is considered closed.

3. Centainment Structural Concrete - Review of Records

The IE inspector reviewed the quality control records pertaining to the
placement of concrete in the Unit 2 containment base mat. The placement
activities reviewed were CI2-M8, which was observed by an IE inspector
on November 9,1977 (Report No. 50-499/77-06), and CI2-M10. CI2-M10 was

| -2-
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placed on November 11, 1977 and was the final increment in the Unit 2
bas' mat placement series. The data reviewed included: ,

e.

a. Preplacement checklists with appropriate reference to the con-
struction drawings involved.

b. Records of placement including inspection of depositing and
consolidation, field run tests for slump, air content and unit
weight as well as sampling for laboratory cured cylinder strength
specimens.

Recc.ds indicating form removal within bven'ty-four hours afterc.
completion of placement and wet curing for seven days under
proper temperature conditions.

d. Records indicating that reinforcing steel in the placement areas
was spliced by qualified personnel and inspected and tested in
accordance with requirements.

e. Material test reports stating that cement, aggregates end water
were in accordance with applicable ASTM specifications with test
frequencies as required by the Code.

f. Batching tickets with constituent weights accounting for all
concrete placed and batch plant checklists indicating proper
operation of the plant prior to and during the activity.

g. Records pertaining to the qualifications and certifications of
Brown & Root and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory personnel responsible
for conduct of tests and inspections involved in the placements.

h. Cylinder break records indicating all tests exceeded design
requi rements .

The above items were examined for conformance to ASME B&PV Code, Section
III, Division 2, Project specification CS028-E, " Concrete Construction,"
and Brown & Root Quality Control procedures ST-QCP-4.2, "Cadwelding,"
and ST-QCP-4.4, " Concrete Inspection."

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Reactor Colunn Supports - 50.55(e) Item

The inspector performed a follow-up inspection on the repair of nineteen
reactor column supports reported defective in Brown & Root (B&R) DDR
No. S-0300, Rev. A. The repair welding being performed by Pittsburgh-
Des Moines Steel Company (PDM) to procedure No. RP-02, Rev. C was
monitored for columns 851, 858 and 970. The PDM ultrasonic procedures

-3-
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LUT-01, Rev. A and LCUT-01, Rev. O used for inspecting the column repair
. wel'ds were reviewed. The inspector observed the ultrasonic inspection of

the repairs to the top section of column 970. The ultrasonic inspection
and post weld heat treatment records for column S51 were reviewed for
conformance to ASME Section III, Division 1, Subsection NF 1974 edition
and Winter 1975 Addendum requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Containment Liner

The inspector observed the fabrication of the containment liner floor
on Unit No. 2. The liner seam welds were being made using the shielded
metal-arc welding process (PDM procedure WPS-75-143, Rev. F) or a
combinaticn of the shielded metal-arc and submerged arc welding processes
(PDM procedure WPS-73-127, Rev. H). The receipt inspection records for
two pieces of liner plate (pcs 1082-L and 10B3-L) were reviewed for
conformance to ASME SA285, Grade A specification requirements. Receipt
inspection records for three samples (ID 2183, 9010 and 9016) of welding
filler material used in welding the liner floor plate seans were reviewed
for conformance to ASME B&PV (1971 edition through Winter 1973 Addendum)
Code requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph 1)
at the conclusion of the inspection on December 21, 1977. The inspectors
summarized the scope of the inspection and the findings.

,
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UNITED STATES*

, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONgg O REGION IV
,

,9., o

E 611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE. SUITE 1000 _

2 ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011
,

...* .
April 3,1978 li F LE COPJ.'' *

=,

In Reply Refer -To:_
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 78-05

50-499/Rpt. 78-05
,

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. G. W. Oprea, Jr.

Executive Vice President
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Messrs. J. J. Ward and
W. G. Hubacek of our staff on March 21, 1978, of activities authorized '
by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for the South Texas
Project facility, Units No. I and 2, concerning an allegation by a
Brown and Root employee.

*

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed in-
vestigation report. The investigation consisted of an interview of
the alleger.

Within the scope of the investigation, no items of noncompliance were
identified.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part

1
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the

| enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
| Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be

proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such infornation be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in

this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in
the Public Document Room. '

7' 7
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-2- April 3, 1978, .

.{ buston Lighting & Power Company
r '~

..

'E.
2

Should yos have any questions concerning this investigation, we will
be pleasetto discuss them with you.

Sincerely,
7

/ &
-

.

_'

W.C. Seine, Chief
Reactor Construction and,

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/78-05

50-499/78-05
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 52*

g ., .

s 0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT -
-

REGION IV

~ 'outh Texas Project Units 1 and 2Subject: S

Docket Nos. 50-498; 50-499

Investigation based on an allegation by a Brown and Root
employee'

Period of Investigation: March 21, 1978

Investigator: Pr d 3-bl-7E
Jirfin J. Ward' Investigation Specialist Date

Reactor Inspecto / M , fad 3/3//PY
W. G. Hubacek," Projects Section Date

=== _ CE/3/f?8Approved: $
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date
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y Reason for Investigation -

A letter to NRC Headquarters dated February 20, 1978, from an individual
which indicated he was a potential scapegoat for improper procedures at
the South Texas Project.

.

Scope of Investigation

To interview the alleger and to identify the specific areas of his
complaint.

%

Summary of Facts

The complainant, Individual "A," believes that his job with Brown & Root
is in jeopardy only because he has to insist upon compliance with the
Brown & Root documentation procedures. He believes that other Brown &
Root personnel who do not tocply with the requirements, and who object
to his insisting that they complete required forms, would blame him
for improper operations. These operations do not involve any fabri-
cation or construction of nuclear safety systems or nuclear construc-
tion. The complainant's concerns are involved primarily with personnel
matters . He also alleged that there is not a consistent method of
removing outdated procedures and certification lists and posting the
current ones,which results in craft personnel not knowing about changes
in procedures and current authorizations.

Details

Individual "A" was interviewed in the presence of Mr. William Hubacek,
Reactor Inspector, on the afternoon of March 21, 1978. "A" stated that
he had written directly to the NRC's Headquarters so that he could get
prompt action on his complaint.

His letter stated that he has been placed in a " quadruple bind as a
potential scapegoat." He further explained this to mean that there are
four groups of people with whom he dealt on a daily basis that could,
for reasons of their own, place his job in jeopardy by blaming him
for an improper use of procedures. He stated he has instructions
from his superior which requires him to insist upon compliance with
procedures on the documentation prepared by various craftsmen. He
stated that these craftsmen frequently become annoyed when he will
not accept ill-prepared documents and they complain to their foremen
who, in turn, complain to Individual "A"'s supervision. He feels
he is in the middle, therefore, and the problem seems to be that the
directives he receives from his superiors as to the documentation
requirements are not made a matter of general information and passed
on to the craftsmen who must. comply with the directives.

-2-
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.Ne stated further 'tha't when the new procedures are issued and new*
-

.

certification lists are prepared and distributed to his department _t w-

that there is no provision for the old procedures which are outdated
to be retrieved or destroyed. Consequently, there is confusion as to
which persons are certified, which persons can be issued equipment,
and what procedures will apply to particular material. In the dis-
cussion. Individual "A" cited several examples wherein this had caused
problems,~n'one of which would have Safety significance. No safety-
related matters were identified.

%

.
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* June 6, 1978

In Reply Refer To: /{ j
COPXRIV

Docket No. 50-498/78-09
50-499/78-09

Houston Lighting and Power Cormany
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Mr. J. J. Ward and other
members of our staff during the period May 16-18, 1978, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for the
South Texas Project facility, Units No.1 and 2, concerning an allegation
by a Brown and Root employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed investi-
gation report.

Within the scope of the investigation, no items of noncompliance were
identi fied.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regu ations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such information be withheld from public disclosure. The application

l must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed ini

the Public Document Room.
1
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Houstori Lighting and Power Company -2- June 6, 1978-

. Shou]d you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will
be pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,
,

.

. _ ' /&_

W. C. Sei e, Chief
Reactor Construction and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/78-09

50-499/78-03
,
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$ U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV- -

Report No. 50-498/78-09; 50-499/78-09

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Investigation at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: May 16-18, 1978

Investigator: h $ 7 ML[v de s k 4/6 N Y
p y J. J. Ward Investigation Specialist Date

Inspectors: 6 .27dd/.-d 4/6h ?
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date

mL- s/s/u
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

Approved: h/m d r_.- - 6/4/78
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date
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REASON FOR INVESTIGATIONs

A telephone call on May 15, 1978, to the Region III office from an anonymous
alleger who advised of possible falsifications of Cadweld records regarding
lack 'of qu.alification of QC inspectors and procedural violations at the
South Texas Project.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

To investigate the allegations and determine their substance.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a review of records and interviews with all individuals in the
departments involved, it was determined that there was no evidence that
Cadweld records had b'een falsified. It was also determined that all
present QC civil / structural inspectors have been properly qualified for
their positions, tests have been given to all inspectors and in the case
of failed tests, subsequent tests have been passed by those individuals.
Both tests are kept in the records for the individuals. In no case, did

the file folder for a qualified inspector not have a completed test that
had been passed. None of the inspectors interviewed stated that they had
received undue pressure to lift a " hold" on an activity to allow the con-
struction to proceed.

No items of r.oncompliance or deviations were identified.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On May 15, 1978, a Region III investigator received a telephone call from
an individual who identified himself as a Brown & Root employee at the
South Texas Project who wished to remain anonymous, but who wished to
report some alleged irregularities. As reported by Region III, the follow-
ing allegations were made:

a. Cadweld records have been falsified. In most cases, QC inspections

|
of Cadwelas have been done, but, in some cases, QC has been too busy,

|
to do the inspections and has missed them. In cases where the
inspections are done, the Cadwelds are marked with a marker and,'

after weathering, many markings became illegible. When it was time
to locate the Cadwelds on as-built drawings, the Cadwelds could not
be positively identified, and some 900 Cadwelds were taken from
other records and recorded on as-builts by guesswork. Individual A,

in collusion with QC personnel, completed the as-built drawings.
These Cadwelds are now in concrete.

b. Inspectors are not qualified for their positions. As an example,
Individual B cannot read a civil drawing. During his period as an
inspector in the containment building, he never identified any
nonconformances, but present inspectors are identifying many non-
conformances. He had left employment at the site, but has since
returned to work there.

|
l -2-
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c.. Inspectors have been tested (a general knowledge test) and have
,

failed the test, yet documents indicate that they successfully
passed the test. Quite a few of the failed tests do not appear
in the " record vault." The man that gives the tests to inspectors
is aware of this.-

d. " Procedural violations" have occurred. When something is put on
" hold" by an inspector, construction personnel and/or licensee
personnel indicate that the inspection is not proper, or other-
wise put pressure on the inspector to lift the " hold" and allow
construction to proceed.

An investigation of the allegations was conducted May 16-18,1978, with
the assistance of the IE Project Inspector and Project Section Chief who
were conducting a simultaneous inspection at the facility. Training of;

the inspectors had been partially covered in a prior inspection by the
i Project Inspector, but additional review of the records was made by him

to confirm the finding. Additionally, since one allegation concerned
Cadwelds, a specific inspection of completed Cadwelds in the Units 1 & 2
containments was made with a comparison of the test records for these
Cadwelds.

!
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DETAILS*

1. Persons Contacted
.

A. J. Hammons Brown & Root (B&R) QC Civil Supervisor
D. E. Swayze, B&R QC Inspector
C. M. Singleton, B&R QC Inspector
J. M. Lacey, B&R QC Inspector
J. A. Stevens, B&R QC Inspector
J. F. Ellis, B&R QC Inspector
B. N. Kesarinath , B&R QC Inspector
L. W. Lauderdale, B&R QC Inspector
C. King, B&R QC Inspector
H. L. Casanova, B&R QC Inspector
R. Buckalew, B&R Construction Supervisor
T. K. Logan, Lead Engineer, Houston Power & Lighting Co.
D. G. Long, QA Engineer, Houston Power & Lighting Co.

2. Investigation May 16-18, 1978

Records were examined in the storage vault where training records were
Individual records are maintained for forty-one Cadwelders ofkept. In each case,which seventeen were currently a;tive in that occupation.

a record of test in horizontal and vertical positions, with the date
passed, was noted. In cases where the individuals had not done Cad-
welding for a period longer than ninety days, they were retested in
accordance with the procedure requirement. Records of testing and

qualification for all of the QC inspectors were examined by the reactor
In some cases where the initial test had been failed, ainspector.

subsequent test had been given and passed. Copies of both tests were
in the folders for these individuals. Each QC inspector's file
contained a completed passed test for the QC inspection procedures.

An on-the-spot inspection of Cadwelds presently completed and in place
in the containment structures of both Units 1 & 2 was made during a

The IE inspector observed completedwalk through of the facility.
Cadwelds in Units 1 & 2 containment structures and selected sixteenTheCadwelds for subsequent review of related documentation. 37H50,
selected Cadwelds were identified by the following numbers:,

j 37H52, 37H29, 37H54, 28H434, 36H47, 36H46, 27H531, 27H533, 26H59,
The Cadweld26H60, 41Hil41, 41H1142, 5Hil81, 5Hil78 and 29V152.

identification numbers and white stripes indicating acceptance by
Related CadwelderQuality Control were legible and clearly visible.

test records were logged in accordance with Brown & Root Procedure
ST-QCP-4.2, "Cadwelding."

In the discussion with the QC inspectors and in particular, a dis-
cussion with the construction supervisor, the matter of the legibili-
ty of Cadweld markings was discussed in reference to the subsequent

4
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Y . record made on the as-built drawings. It was determined that the
Cadwelds for the mat of the Unit 1 containment (approximately 1000
Cadwelds) had been made on the horizontal rebars as they were placed
in tha lay-up yard where they had baen subsequently left exposed to
the elements. For the first 100-150, marking of the Cadwelds had-

been done only on one side and it was soon discovered that there was
difficulty in identifying them since sometimes the markings would be
turned downward and in order to be eyamined a mirror had to be used.
For the remaining Cadwelds, the muktng was placed on both sides of
the Cadweld ensuring that, in case of weathering, at least one of the
numbers would be legible. Three of the inspectors and the construction
supervisor confimed that there had been some difficulty in identifying
the Cadwelds as the rebars were picked up to be placed in the contain-
ment and the as-built record was being made. However, in any case of
a doubtful marking, two and sometimes three opinions were obtained as
to the number which it represented. In no case, was the complete
numbering obliterated. The construction supervisor stated that in
only one or two cases was there a doubtful identification of the
Cadweld and that these had been put in the proper sequence so that he
was ninety-nine percent sure that all Cadwelds, as represented on the
as-built drawings, had been correctly placed. In all cases, each of
the Cadwelds which had been made in the lay-up yard had been correctly
made, tested and accepted as required by procedures.

Interviews of all of the QC inspectors determined that, while there
was a natural pressure on all of them to get the job completed, there
had been no untoward pressure which would have caused them to forego
any hold orders. In the case of one QC supervisor, he advised that
his holds had sometimes been overruled by higher authority, but as he
stated this was their prerogative and did not result from pressure
from the construction side.

Inquiry was made in regard to the allegation concerning an individual,
formerly a qualified QC inspector, who could not read a civil drawing.
It was determined that other inspectors also could not read a civil
drawing and that for the type of inspections that these individuals had
to do, this ability was not required. In regard to the particular indi-
vidual referred to, he had terminated from Brown & Root sometime in the
past and had recently been rehired. He has not, at present, been quali-
fied or tested for qualification on any of the inspection procedures.
He is presently employed in activities which do not require this kind of
certification.

-5-
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o REGION IV ,
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AR LINGTON, TEXAS 76011o
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August 22, 1978

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket Nos. 50-498/78-12

50-499/78-12

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Mr. J. J. Ward and other
members of our staff during the period July 25-28, 1978, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for the
South Texas Project facility, Units No.1 and 2, concerning an allegation
by a Brown and Root employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed investi-
gation report.

Within the scope of the investigation, no items of noncompliance were
identi fied.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such information be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in
the Public Document Room.
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liouston 1.ighting and Power -2- August 22, 1978
Company

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will
be pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

/ YC.e
W. C. Seidl'e Chief
Reactor Con uction and

Engineerin Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Investigation Report Nos. 50-498/78-12

50-499/78-12
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
REGION IV

Report Nos. 50-498/78-12; 50-499/78-12

Docket Nos. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2

Investigation at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: July 25-28, 1978

Investigator: / p- 8/ M 7F
J. 7. Ward, Investigation Specialist Date

Inspectors: N/,NMM b 7/Pah53
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Date

Section

0 bh?
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

Appraved by: #- --

W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date
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Investigation Summary:

Investigation on July 25-28, 1978 (Report No. 50-498/78-12; 50-499/78-12)
Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations of in-
sufficient training for implementation of newly issued procedures; inadequate
nonconformance reporting system; reluctance by QA to issue nonconformance
reports; inadequate support of QC inspectors; poor control of QC documents;
inaccurate as-built drawings; inaccessability of upper management; undue
pressure on QC inspectors; performance of repairs without approved proce-
dures; and inability of construction engineers to perform work. The
investigation involved seventy-two inspector-hours on site by three NRC
inspectors.
Results: No itens of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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INTRODUCTION.

.

The South Texas Project, Units No.1 and 2, are under construction in Matagorda
County, Texas near the town of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston Lighting and Power
Company is the Construction Permit holder. Brown and Root, Incorporated is
both Architect Engineer and Constructor for the plant.

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

The Region IV Project Inspector for STP received a telephone call from an STP
employee who reported an alleged breakdown in the STP civil QA program.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On July 19, 1978, the RIV Project Inspector received a telephone call from an
individual who identified himself as an employee at the South Texas Project.
The employee wished to report alleged irregularities in the civil QA program
at STP. The allegation involved the following concerns in relation to the
STP QA program:

1. Inability of civil QC inspectors to do their jobs due to issuance of new
procedures withouth sufficient training in the new procedures before
implementation.

2. An inadequate nonconformance reporting system.

3. QA reluctance to issue nonconformance reports when probleas are identified
by QC.

4. Inadequate support of QC inspectors by QA.

5. Poor document control for drawings and documents used by craft and QC
personnel.

6. Inaccurate Cadweld as-built drawings for the Unit 2 fill slab.

7. Inaccessability of upper management.

8. Undue pressure from construction on QC inspectors.

9. Performance of repairs without approved procedures.

10. Inability of construction engineers to do their jobs in assuring that civil
construction was performed in accordance with drawings and procedures.

,
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CONCLUSIONS*

1. The allegation regarding insufficient training of the civil QC inspectors
was jo substantiated since it is not possible to assess the amount ofn
training required to implement the procedures and the degree of training
that was actually provided.

2. The allegation concerning an inadequate nonconformance reporting system
was n t substantiated by specific example. The conditions described bya
the QC inspectors suggest that the reporting system has weaknesses.

3. The allegation of QA reluctance to issue nonconformance reports when
problems are identified by QC could aqt b.e substantiate.d by specific
examples. However, generalizations presented by the QC inspectors
indicate that this situation could exist.

4. The allegation of inadefuate support of QC inspectors by the QA engineers
was n.ot substantiated.by specific example, but the majority of the QC
inspectors interviewed stated there was lack of support.

5. Review of the QC document control system and interviews with responsible
individuals tends to provide support to the allegation of pocr document
control of drawings and documents used by QC personnel. However, no,
specific examples were provided to actually substantiate the allegation.

_

6. The allegation concerning inaccurate Cadweld as-built drawings for the
Unit No. 2 fill slab was thoroughly checked out but could n.ot be sub-
stantiated.

7. The allegation of inaccessability to upper management was expressed by
a majority of the QC inspectors.

8. The allegation concerning undue pressure from construction on QC inspectors -
could be valid considering the extensive numbers of items on the-QC in-
spector inspection " punch lists."

9. The allegation of performance of repairs without approved procedures was
not substantiated. The specific example cited was traced to a FREA which
contained appropriate recommended action.

10. Although the allegation regarding the inability of the construction
engineers to do their job could not be wholly substantiated, the exten-
sive number and types of deficienBes contained in the QC inspection
" punch lists" suggests the possibility that the inspections by the craft
supervisors and the engineer is, perhaps, less than adequate.
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DETAILS 68-

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

S. A. Viaclovsky, Project QA Supervisor, HL&P
T. Stanley, QA Supervisor, HL&P

Brown & Root, Inc.

Individuals "A" through "N"

2. Investigation July 25-28, 1978

a. Allegation No. 1

Inability of QC inspectors to do their jobs due to issuance of new
quality construction procedures without sufficient training in the
new procedures before implementation.

Findings

Individual "M" stated that he had received no training related to
the new quality construction procedures prior to their implementa-
tion on June 26, 1978. He also stated that the procedures were
implemented by delivery of new procedures to QC personnel at
10:30 a.m. on June 26, 1978, followed by immediate recall of the
old procedures. Individual "M" further stated that a meeting with
construction for the purpose of discussing the new procedures did
not address the procedures and that a planned orientation for QC
inspectors failed to materialize.

Individuals "B," "C," "D," "F," "G," "H," "I," "J," "K," "L" and
"N" were interviewed by RIV representatives and questioned with

,

regard to training that had been provided for QC inspectors. In-
dividuals "B," "D," "F," "G," "H" and "I" stated that training
related to the new procedures was inadequate and that they had
experienced difficulties in following the documentation require-

| ments contained in the procedures. Individual "N" stated that,
| although he considered the training to be inadequate, he person-
! ally had encountered no significant problens with the implementa-

tion of the new procedures.
|

I
i

(
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Individuals "C" and "J" stated that they had been able to'

review the new procedures prior to implementation and had r.ot
encountered any significant problems.

Individual "L" stated that he considered the new procedures
and the training provided to be adequate. He further stated
that no substantive changes were made in the new procedures
and that only minimal training was required prior to implemen-
tation.

Individual "K" stated that training related to new quality
assurance procedures (QAP) was provided for supervisors and
lead inspectors on or about June 26, 1978, and training sessions
related to quality construction procedures were held by con-
struction on June 12,13 and 14,1978, for construction and QC
personnel . He also stated that training sessions are held once
per week by supervisors who select procedures to be covered and
determine the priority of training required. Individual "K"
further stated that a letter issued by the B&R Project QA Manager
required all QA/QC personnel to read the new QAPs by July 7,1978.

The RIV representatives reviewed the new quality construction
procedures and documentation of the training provided to con-
struction and QA/QC personnel. It was observed that the new set
of quality construction procedures integrates requirements previ-
ously contained in two separate sets of procedures used by the
construction and QA/QC departments. The inspection requirements
contained in the new procedures appear to be substantially the
same as those contained in the old procedures; however, documen-
tation requirements for inspection of concrete preplacement and
placement activities have been changed. The format used to docu-
ment inspection of concrete placements has been revised and expand-
ed from 28 to 64 items. This expansion of inspection items and the
new format apparently contributed to the difficulties described by
some of the QC inspectors who were interviewed. Training records
indicated that some QA/QC and construction personnel had attended
training related to the new procedures but the adequacy of the
training provided could not be detarmined.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

b. Allegation No. 2

The STP QA program does not provide an adequate nonconformance
reporting system.

-6-
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Findings

Individual "L" stated that the old method of reporting deficiencies
by Deficiency and Disposition Report (DDR) had been eliminated and
a new, single purpose form, Nonconformance Report (NCR), was now
being utilized. He also stated that anyone could identify a defi-
ciency, but QA issues the NCR. He knew of no instance wnere there
was resistance by the QA engineer to issue an NCR.

Individual "D" stated that the NCR procedure ST-QAP-2.6 did not
offer specific enough guidance for issuance of NCRs. He presented
as an example, the prepour activities covered on the " Concrete Pour
Card" of CCP-3, Rev. 8, 5/15/78. He stated that original oral
guidance was to report all deficiencies detected by the QC inspectors
as NCRs, but so many NCRs resulted from this practice that QC in-
spectors were directed to develop " punch lists" of items which did
not conform to plans and specifications. As a consequence, he
thought it was difficult to know just when he should write an NCR.

Many of the QC inspectors stated that they had encountered resistance
by the QA engineer to process NCRs. Several QC inspectors were of
the opinion that the QA engineer was not technically competent to
assess deficiencies and he could not give the QC inspectors technical
advice concerning proposed NCRs.

Individuals "F," "G," "I," "M" and "N" made statements regarding NCRs
to the effect that, they had written NCRs which were rejected for no
reason; the QC inspectors wrote NCRs and were accused of " nit picking";
the QA engineer's interpretation of specifications, codes or standards
cancels out the NCR; the QC inspectors' decisions regarding NCRs are
overridden by the QA engineer; and there are occasions when QC in-
spectors are instructed not to submit NCRs when they point out valid
deficiencies.

In regard to seeking technical advice concerning problem areas, the
QC inspectors were " warned about going over the supervisor's head."

The NRC inspectors reviewed several of the examples cited in the
area of improper treatment of deficiencies. The NRC inspectors

i could not substantiate, by review of documentation or direct obser-
vation, the specific examples presented by the QC inspectors. How-
ever, the conditions described by the QC inspectors suggest that the
NCR reporting system has weaknesses.

Ne items of nonconpliance or deviations were identified.

!
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c. Allegation No. 3'

QA reluctance to issue nonconformance reports when problems are
identified by QC.

Findings

Individual "M" stated that QC encounters much resistance from QA
in processing Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) initiated by QC and
that some draf t NCRs were not issued nor was QC given reasons why
they were not issued.

Indidivuals "B," "F," "G," "I" and "N" stated that they had know-
ledge of the initiation of several potential NCRs that were submitted
to QA for processing but were rejected by QA. It was stated that in
many cases the reasons for rejection were not communicated to the
initiators of the NCRs. It was also stated that there was no feed-
back to the initiator on the status of NCRs that were proce: sed.

No objective evidence which would support this allegation could be
developed.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

d. Allegation No. 4

Inadequate support of QC inspectors by the QA engineer.

Findings

The civil QC inspectors agreed in majority that there was a lack of
technical assistance provided by the on-site QA engineer. The QC
inspectors had contacted the QA engineer in Houston several times
for technical assistance, but had been cautioned against " going
over the supervisor's head."

Individual "F" pointed out that the on-site QA engineer was respon-
sible for procedure revision which he considered to be poo-ly
written.

As pointed out in the Findings of Allegation No. 2, five QC inspectors
stated that they were not receiving proper support from the QA engineer
in regard to NCR reporting.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

e. Allegation No. 5

poor document control for drawings and documents used by craft and
QC personnel.

-8-
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Findings
,

Individual "M" stated that distribution of documents (including
FREAs, DCNs, drawings) was frequently delayed.

Individual "A" stated that the QA library, which issues documents
to the QC disciplines, has been behind in issuance and recall of
documents. Individual "A" stated that the delays had been caused
by rapid turnover and shortage of trained personnel in the QA
library in addition to delays attributed to equipment failure in
the site document control center (DCC). Individual "A" also stated
that the backlog of documents in the QA library has been eliminated
and that distribution is now current.

Individual "D" stated that shortage of experienced personnel in the
QA library was the major factor which caused delays in the distri-
bution of documents to QC inspectors in the field.

Individual "G" stated that, due to untimely distribution of documents
through the QA library, he has gone to construction or the DCC for
the latest issues of documents that he needed to perform his in-
spections.

Individual "I" stated that document control at his duty station is
difficult due to adverse conditions which exist at his " gang box"
which serves as his office in the field.

Individual "L" stated that issuance of documents by the QA library
has not always been timely but the documents are not uncontrolled.
Field inspectors have assisted in distribution of documents.

Review of the QC document control system and interviews by RIV
representatives with personnel tended to support this allegation;
however, no specific examples were provided to substantiate the
allegation.

No iters of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

f. Allegation No. 6

Inaccurate Cadweld as-built drawings for the Unit 2 fill slab.
|

Findings

Specifically, it was alleged that four Cadwelds which were installed
in the Unit No. 2 fill slab had been duplicated. That is, the identi-
fication number for the four Cadwelds in actuality should have appeared
twice for each of the Cadwelds on the as-built drawing FSQ-0049. The

_g.
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NRC inspectors reviewed the control copy of FSQ-0049 in the document-

'

vault. The allegation could not be substantiated.

Also, Cadweld 27BV819 was purported to be in the fill slab and should
appear on the as-built drawing, but it was in the lay-down yard. The
NRC inspectors identified the Cadweld in the lay-down yard, but it
did not appear on the as-built drawing. It was observed that this
specific Cadweld had been written over on the as-built drawing.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

g. Allegation No. 7

Inaccessability of upper management.

Findings

Individual "M" stated that QC inspectors were denied access to upper
management in cases where immediate supervisors were unable to provide
adequate resolution of probleas identified by the inspectors.

Statements by othef QC civil inspectors tended to support this alle-
gation; however, no specific examples were provided to substantiate
the allegation.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

h. Allegation No. 8

There is undue pressure from constructicn on the QC inspectors.

Findings

In regard to the preplacement inspection in accordance with the
Concrete Pour Card (see Findings, Allegation No. 2), several of the
QC inspectors produced " punch lists" and stated that, in some cases,
neither the craft supervisor nor the Senior Discipline Engineer (or
his representative) would sign the Concrete Pour Card until the
respective Quality Control Inspector had completed his inspection.|

The NRC inspectors were provided with a copy of a Concrete Pour Card
which had been signed off by the Chief Project Engineer before the
responsible QC inspector had signed off. This sequence is contrary
to Section 3.4 of CCP-3. However, follow up by the NRC inspectors
revealed that the control copy of the Concrete Pour Card contained
in the records vault was corrected to show the Chief Project Engineer
authorizing the pour after the QC inspector had signed off,

e

-10-
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Individuals "B," "C," "O," "I," "M" and "N" stated that the burden.

of all inspection is on the QC inspector. The craft supervisor*

and construction engineer are not doing proper in-process inspection
as evidenced by the large number and types of deficiencies found by
the QC inspectors. Also, they stated that the structural and tech-
nical problens should have been identified by the engineer prior to
the QC inspection. The QC inspectors pointed out that this practice
greatly increases the workload placed on them.

Individual "B" stated that construction criticizes the QC inspectors
for finding discrepancies after the construction engineer overlooks
them. He said a statement had been made to the QC inspectors by a
construction manager that Brown and Root signs the paychecks and
implying QC should not hold up construction.

Individual "M" stated that as soon as construction signs off the
" Concrete Pour Card," they expect QC to sign right away. They do

~

not want to allot QC any time for inspection after construction is
through with the erection work.

The NRC inspectors reviewed several " punch lists" provided by the
QC inspectors. The lists contain an excessive number of items for
which corrective action should have been initiated prior to the
QC inspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

i. Allegation No. 9

; Performance of repairs without approved procedures.
;

Findings

Individual "M" stated that B&R construction frequently works without
procedures. He cited a specific example wherein cr~ *ruction was
alleged to have attempted to repair misaligned ar, its for
waste monitor tanks located in the Unit 1 Mechanical Auxiliary Building
(MEA) without a repair procedure.

The RIV representatives observed that Field Request for Engineering
Action (FREA) No.1-C-1298, dated July 11, 1978, was issued with
regard to the waste monitor tank anchor bolts. The FREA contained
a description of the problem and the recommended disposition includ-
ing the method of repair.

This allegation was not substantiated.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

-11-
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J.' Allegation No. 10
'

,

Inability of construction engineers to do their jobs in assuring
that civil construction was performed in accordance with drawings
and procedures.

Findings

Individual "0" stated that construction engineers are not able to
keep up with their work because they are severely undermanned. Con-
sequently, they rely on QC to complete the whole scope of inspection.
The,y must do this to keep up with the construction schedule.

Individual "M" stated that the construction engineers are not per-
forming in-process inspection. Consequently, this puts an extra
burden on the QC inspectors because the QC inspectors must do the
in-process inspection and tha final acceptance inspection. Usually,
there are very many discrepant items. The bulk of the inspection
is left to QC because the construction engineer group is under-
staffed.

Individual "B" stated that the total inspection reponsibility is
being placed on QC because the construction engineers aren't doing
their job. He said that it is obvious that the construction engi-
neers are not doing in-process inspection because of the large
number and magnitude of deficiencies found during the QC inspection.
Further, he stated, that many of the problems found by QC should
have been found by the engineers because they are technical problems.
Also, the majority of the FREAs issued result from the QC inspection
so it appears as though the construction engineers are not knowledge-
able.

Individual "I" stated in regard to the allegation that problems he
is finding should have been identified during construction. If you
wait until the construction is complete and find the problem during
acceptance inspection, time is lost and there is pressure to get the
problems corrected.

Individual "C" stated that discrepancies are brought to the attention
of the construction engineer. If the discrepancy cannot be resolved,
the QC inspector writes an NCR for QA review.

Individual "N" stated that all inspection is left to the QC inspectors.

The NRC inspectors reviewed several " punch lists" which contained
items found during the inspections performed by the QC inspectors.
Many of the items were observed to be of a type which could have

-12-
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' been identified and corrected during the erection process. The* -

' NRC inspectors also noted that, at the time of the investigation,
forms had been removed from a concrete placement to correct dis-
crepancies. The type and magnitude of discrepancies identified
suggest the possibility that in-process inspections are inadequate.-

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
'

4
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*
NUOLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION*

,

- h R EGION IVc
2, I 611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE,CUtTE 1000'

4 .I f ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011

% /
4*** August 25, 1978

ig BLE COPY.
In Reply Refer To: --

RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 78-13

50-499/Rpt. 78-13

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Tec'.nical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the meeting held by representatives of the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement staff, Region IV, with you and members of
your staff on August 15, 1978, regarding your activities authorized by
NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for South Texas Project,
Units No.1 and 2. .

The attached report documents the topics discussed at this meeting.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If

the report contains any information that you believe to be proprietary,
it is necessary that you submit a written application to this office,
within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that such infor-
mation be withheld from public disclosure. The application must include
a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the information
is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that any proprie-
tary information identified is contained in an enclosure to the applica-
tion, since the application without the enclosure will also be placed in
the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in this regard-
within the specified period, the report will be placed in the Public
Document Room.
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Should you have any questions concerning this meeting, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

|.) b" -

W. C. Sei le, Chief

Reactor C nstruction and
Engineering Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Inspection Report No. 50-498/78-13

50-499/78-13
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION*

.

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 50-498/78-13; 50-499/78-13

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2
.

Licensee: Houston Lighting & Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Meeting Held at: Houston, Texas

Meeting conducted: August 15, 1978

-Inspection and

S 23!7Y^~

& < -(on
W. C. Seidle, Chief, Reactor Construction and Date

Engineering Support Branch

$. b b/ V)21} 7fw

[W. A. Crossman, Chig, Projects Section Date

h. k hk/d e.- fh?ht
.h. G. Hubacek, Reactor] Inspector, Projects Section Date
o

7/L1/1/
. [ . [. W4Approved:

Date/wW. A. Crossman, Chie(4 Projects Section .

Inspection Summary:

Management Meeting on August 15, 1978 (Report No. 50-498/78-13;50-499/78-13)
Areas Discussed: Morale of site QA/QC personnel, alleged problems in implemen-
tation of the site QA/QC civil program and adequacy of site QA/QC staffing.
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,

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Attendees

E. A. Turner, Vice President, Power Plant Construction & Technical Services
W. H. Menger, General Manager, Power Plant Engineering and Construction
D. G. Barker, Manager, Power Plant Construction Division
W. N. Phillips, Projects QA Manager

IE Attendees

W. C. Seidle, Chief, RC&ES Branch, RIV
W. A. Crossnan, Chief, Projects Section, RIV
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section, RIV

_

2. Purpose of Meeting

The purpose of the meeting was to express concern about the apparent low
morale of sone civil QA/QC personnel, to discuss alleged weaknesses in the
implementation of the site civil QA/QC program, and to discuss the adequacy
of the present QA/QC staffing level.

.

3. Matters Discussed

The senior IE representative expressed concern that the apparent low morale
of some QA/QC civil personnel at the South Texas Project (STP) site could
have adverse effects on the quality of safety related work. Specific mani-

: festations of low morale included: the strong and sometimes outspoken
dissension between a QC inspector and a QC supervisor, the feeling that QC
inspectors are second class citizens on site as indicated by the less than
acceptable gang boxes they are being provided; the feeling that nonconfor-
mance findings detected by QC inspectors are given less than adequate

i consideration; the feeling of several QC inspectors that the training being
provided on recently revised procedures is inadequate and the general

'
conserius among the QC inspectors that they are being pushed too hard and
have little time for inspection preparation.;

,

The senior IE representative also discussed alleged problems in the imple-.

mentation of the STP site QA/QC civil program which were the subject of a
recent IE investigation. The alleged program implementation problems
identified during the meeting included: inadequate pre-pour inspections
by craft foreman and field engineers which puts considerable pressure on
QC inspectors to complete inspection activities for acceptance; inadequate
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. feedback to QC inspectors on disposition of their Nonconformance Reports~

;

(NCRs); the apparent unwillingness on the part of QC supervision to
.

-

explain to QC inspectors why a NCR was not issued; the untimely distri-
bution of current documents to the QC inspectors; the authorization of
some field changes by telephone without a Field Request for Engineering
Form (FREA) being subsequently issued; the lack of understanding by .

some QC inspectors on how to properly process a NCR form which is now {

required by the recently revised procedures; and the difficulty QC
'

inspectors sometimes experience in obtaining technical assistance from
their supervision. It was emphasized that, although none of the alleged
problems were substantiated, they were considered by IE to be of suffi-
cient importance to warrant this discussion of the investigation findings
with the licensee.

Adequacy of site QA/QC staffing levels for both Houston Lighting and
Power (HL&P) ard Brown & Root (B&R) organizations was discussed. The
senior IE representative pointed out that both the B&R QA/QC and HL&P
organizations were below their projected staffing levels for the present
status of the project by some twenty-one QA/QC personnel and two QA
surveillance inspectors, respectively.

The licensee's enforcement history for STP was reviewed by the senior
IE representative who pointed out that of twelve (12) items of non-
cortpliance identified over a two year period, seven (7) involved
failure to provide and/or adhere to procedures as required by Criterion
V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

The senior HL&P representative stated that the matters discussed during
this meeting would be pursued by the licensee and that RIV would be
informed of significant developments related to these matters.
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' feedback to QC inspectors on disposition of their Nonconformance Reports,

.(NCRs); the apparent unwillingness on the part of QC supervision to* *

explain to QC inspectors why a NCR was not issued; the untimely distri-
bution of current documents to the QC inspectors; the authorization of
some field changes by telephone without a Field Request for Engineering
Form (FREA) being subsequently issued; the lack of understanding by
some QC inspectors on how to properly process a NCR form which is new
required by the recently nevised procedures; and the difficulty QC
inspectors sometimes experience in obtaining technical assistance from
their supervision. It was emphasized that, although none of the alleged
problems were substantiated, they were considered by IE to be of suffi-
cient importance to warrant this discussion of the investigation findings
with the licensee.

Adequacy of site QA/QC staffing levels for both Houston Lighting and
Power (HL&P) and Brown & Root (B&R) organizations was discussed. The
senior IE representative pointed out that both the B&R QA/QC and HL&P
organizations were below their projected staffing levels for the present
status of the project by some twenty-one QA/QC personnel and two QA
surveillance inspectors, respectively.

The licensee's enforcement history for STP was reviewed by the senior
IE representative who pointed out that of twelve (12) items of non-
cogliance identified over a two year period, seven (7) involved
failure to provide and/or adhere to procedures as required by Criterion
V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 8.

The senior HL&P representative stated that the matters discussed during
this meeting would be pursued by the licensee and that RIV would be
informed of significant developr.ents related to these matters.

-
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UNITED STATES
'

'

.s * 88 tug- .

/ o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

E REGION IVo7
3dW ... $ 611 RYAN PLAZA ORIVE,SulTE 1000

o '. - 8 ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011
,,

**"* September 15, 1978

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 78-14

50-499/Rpt. 78-14

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Mr. J. J. Ward and other
merrbers of our staff during the period August 22-25, 1978, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for the South
Texas Project facility, Units No. 1 and 2, concerning an allegation by a
Brown and Root employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed investi-
gation report.

Within the scope of the investigation, no items of noncompliance were
identified.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such information be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in t

the Public Document Room.
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Houston Lighting and Power
. Company -2- September 15, 1978

*

.

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

~

Sincerely,
.,

'

W.C.Seih, Chief
Reactor Castruction and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/78-14

; 50-499/78-14

i
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT.

*

REGION IV,

,

Report No. 50-498/78-14; 50-499/78-14

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2

Investigation at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: August 22-25, 1978

Investigator-M Sb, d m b A CJ//5bT
J. J. Ward, Investigation Specialist Date

Inspectors: 4, OM-82m/mb 9//~5/)T
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date

W- Wahe
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

Approved by: fd.f 8. - ---

W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

Investigation Summary:

Investigation on August 2?-25, 1978 (Report No. 50-498/78-14; 50-499/78-14)
Areas investigated: Speical, unannounced investigation of an allegation of
misconduct by a Brown and Root Quality Control employee. The investigation
involved fifty-five inspector-hours by one investigator and two inspectors.
Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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INTRODUCTION
-

.

The .Sou'th Texas Project, Units No.1 and 2 are under construction in
Matagorda County, Texas near the town of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston
Lighting and Power Company is the Construction Permit Holder. Brown
and Root, Incorporated is both Architect Engineer and Constructor for
the plant.

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

Region IV was notified by Brown and Root representatives of an alleged
bribery attempt by a Brcwn and Root Quality Control inspector, which
could involve safety-related components.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On August 17, 1978, in a meeting with the RIV Director, RC&ES Branch Chief,
and the RC&ES Branch Section Chief, executives of the Brown and Root Houston
office reported that a Brown and Root construction person had alleged to
the Project Manager that he had been approached by a Brown and Root Quality
Control inspector who stated that he could help construction get jobs moving
if he were "taken care of."

On August 23, 1978, the RC&ES Branch Chief was informed by Brown and Root
that the Quality Control inspector had been terminated on August 22, 1978.

An IE investigation was conducted on August 22-25, 1978, at Bay City and the
STP site. In the course of this investigation, the terminated Qualtiy Control

~

(QC) inspector denied the allegation of attempted bribery and counter alleged
that, with him as an example, other QC inspectors would be intimidated and
would not feel free to find nonconformances. The IE investigation examined
both allegations and the effect either has had or could have on the construc-
tion of the plant's safety related components, structures and systems.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The allegation that an attempted bribery had been committed by a QC
inspector, who had offered to expedite acceptance of construction in
exhange for material favors could not be substantiated by the IE
investT'gation . The allegation waste ~nTe~dTWe QC Tnspector. There
were no witnesses to the alleged bribery attempt; none of the other

-2-
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QC inspectors had any knowledge of any prior bribery or attempt at
bribery by the accused QC inspector. Other construction personnel
stated there had been references, in a bantering jocular manner, to
an exchange of a bottle of whiskey for QC acceptance of construction-

' work, but no such exchanges were made..

The HL&P representative stated, as a result of the allegation, that'

Brown and Root has been directed to provide a written report on all
aspects of the allegation to HL&P who will determine their course of
action after reviewing the report. HL&P is considering performing
a very detailed audit of construction safety related activities,
specifically those in which the individual identified in the allega-
tion was involved.

The HL&P representative also stated that on site surveillance of
safety related activities will be increased.

2. The allegation that th'e QC inspectors, as a group and individually,
have been intimidated by the firing of the QC inspector for reasons
of his refusing to accept construction which did not meet specifi-
cations and that they W.ill, in the future, be reluctant to report
nonconformances on construction work that does not meet specifi-|

cations, was not substantiated. All QC inspectors interviewed'

denied that any items of nonconformance would be overlooked by them
for any reasons or for fear of losing their jobs. Neither did they
have any knowledge of attempts of bribery or past incidents of non-
conformances having been purposely overlooked in exchange for favors,

2

(whiskey, invitations to vendor-sponsored hunting trips, dinners,
and other events).

!

.

I
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DETAILS'

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

W. M. Phillips, Projects QA Supervisor, HL&P
S. A. Viaclovsky, Project QA Supervisor. HL&P

Brown & Root, Inc.

Individuals "A" through "L"

2. Investigation - August 22-25, 1978

a. Allegation No. 1

An attempted bribery had been committed by a QC inspector who, on
August 11, 1978, had offered to expedite acceptance of construction
in exchange for material favors.

Findings

Interview wid. Individual "A"

Individual "A" stated that he had been acquainted with individual "F"1/
for approximately two years and had worked with him at the South Texas
Project site. During this two-year period, according to "A," "F" had

inportuned him from time to time with " nitty" things, suggesting vari-
ously that "F" should be included in dinner engagements with vendors;
various outing;such as hunting trips and other gratuities such as a
fifth of whiskey. These requests were made with the in. plied return
of favors by overlooking nonconforming items.

On Friday, August 11,1978, about 10:00 a.m. , "F" came into "A's"
office and stated, "I need to show you something." Another individual
was present in the office at the time (individual "B"). Since "F"
indicated that he wanted to talk alone with "A," they went out to-
gether and got in "A's" truck and drove off to another part of the
s i te . "F" opened the conversation by saying, "I want to talk to you,
I want to find out from you what is your biggest problem out here."
"A" responded that he considered he had four problems; one, that "A"
did not have top supervision; two, that there were problems in design
(which would cause congestion of rebars for example); three, a need
for better civil engineers; and four, problems with last minute
checkouts by quality control. At that point,"F" stated, "What is the
biggest problem you have? What is the one major problem which holds

l/QC inspector alleged to have made bribery attempt.

-4-
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up a concrete pour?" At that point, "A" stated that the QC check-
out holds up more pours than anything. Then "F" said, " Correct,
I am your biggest problem, QC is your biggest problem. To prove
this, pick up your FREAs and see." "F" then said, "I know HL&P-

QA has been told to back out of the picture and I've got inside*

information on every move they make and they've been told to stay
out" (this apparently implied that "F" would have more authority
without being overruled by HL&P QA).

"F" then said, "How much pull do you have with Brown and Root?"
"A" stated that if he thought the problem was severe enough he
could go to "L," a Brown and Root representative. Then "F" said,

"How much control do you have over vendors?" He said, "I know
you have contracts with vendors which involve lots of money and
that the vendors were willing to give a lot." "A" answered yes,
that he dealt with vendors and "F" then said, "Let me ask you,
what would it do for you if you could go down and make a pour
whenever you scheduled one?" "A" said that it would be good. "F"
said, "I can guarantee you that every one of those pours can be on
schedule." He advised then that his two ininediate supervisors
know only what he tells them and what paperwork they see come across
their desks. Furthermore, "F" said that his people do what he tells
them to do. "F" said, "If I want them to accept quarters (1/4-inch
out of tolerance) they will accept this," and "what can you do for
us?" "A" said, "What would you want?" "F" said, "We would like to
have air conditioned field offices. We would like to have transpor-
tation on the job. We would like to have occasional dinners out
with vendors." "A" then said, "What could I do for you?" "F" said,

"I'd like to have a shrimp boat. Remember, this is big." He went
on to say, "But if I can't get a shrimp boat, how about a motorboat,
or even a row boat. How about a load of wood - some people to work
with it? It wouldn't be that big a problem. Or, how about a dog
house?" He said, "I would like to go on some of those vendor
hunting trips." "A" told "F" that he could go hunting on some
property owned by his relatives. He said, "You've got a gun, don't
you?" "F" said, "Oh, that's another thing, you could get me a gun.
This is something you can get me." He went on to say that "A" could
get him a bottle of whiskey, just anything to help things out. At
that point, "A" started the truck and stated to "F," "There is no
way in the world that you could move any lumber out - the security
at the plant is too good," and he stated that he gave "F" some other
noncommittal answers in regard to the other requests. Subsequently,
"A" stated that he advised his supervision about the contact.

The following Monday morning, "B" was in "A's" office when "F" came
in with one of his co-workers. According to "A," "F" asked, "Have
you got us a dove hunt lined up? You know the season starts next
month." "A" said, "Let's go up to my dad's place," and "F" said,

"No, I just want to go up with one of those vendors."

-5-
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On the next day, Tuesday, "F" again visited "A,s" office and asked.

Something real heavy is happening. I
"A," "What's going down?
know next month there is going to be a big meeting - very important
to Brown and Root. They've got to get their act together."*

.

On Wednesday morning at 7:30 a.m., "F" came into "A's" office and
said something really heavy is coming. He advised "A" that a
supervisor had called a corporate construction manager and they
had flown in to the site yesterday evening. He stated, "I think
I know what it is about. They got the previous QA Manager out and
now they're going to give it to Brown and Root."

"A" stated that when he had contacted his supervision, he was sub-
sequently put in touch with an attorney from Houston who arranged
for him to make a deposition in the form of an affidavit which
generally suninarized the meeting as described above by "A" and
stated that, "In our conversation, dealing with what I could do
for him, we talked about boats, guns, lumber, a small crew of men
to build a house, dining out, whiskey; in general, just anything

In return for these favors, I could be guaranteedhe could get.
"A" stated that both "B" and "E" hadmeeting more schedules."

been present at various times when "F" had asked for favors inAs an often repeated phrase,
exchange for QC clearance for pours.
"B" stated that "F" would say, "You'd be surprised what a bottle
of whiskey could do for these pours."

Interview with Individual "B"

Individual "B" stated he was present when, on August 11 "F" told
"A" that he wanted to talk to him privately. They departed together
and after "A" returned, "A" told him that "F" had suggested a bribery

"B" stated that on two other occasions he had heard "F" alludeoffer.
"F" said, "You know, I used to have a responsibleto gratuities.

position in government work and the way we kept the inspectors happy"B" stated that
was to give them a fifth (of whiskey) now and then."
at other times he had heard "F" suggest to "A" that "F" should be

included in dove and deer hunts sponsored by vendors.

"B" stated that on August 11, when "A" returned from his meeting with

"F," that he ("B") and "A" went (to Blessing) for lunch and talked
"A" then went to see the Construction Project Manager

and on the following Tuesday there was a meeting in the Construction
things over.

Project Manager's office attended by four members of Brown and Root
On the next morning, "F" came in to see "A" with another

management.
; individual while "B" was present.
'

He observed that the NRC had recently
"F" said, "What's going on?"On other occasions when they had left, they had
been to the site.
always held an exit interview. He indicated something was brewing

,

"F" then commented
and maybe NRC was ready to shut down the plant.
that it would not bother him, "can't nobody fire me, because NRC
needs QC."

-6-
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Interview with Individual "C"*

Individual "C" stated that he had no knowledge of any offers by any*

- QC inspectors to overlook nonconforming items in exchange for any
gratuities.'

Interview with In,dividual "D"

Individual "D" stated that he had no knowledge of any offers by QC
inspectors to overlook nonconformance for gratuities.

Interview with Individual "E"

Individual "E" stated that there had been occasions, when other people'

were present, that individual "F" was accused by individual "A" with
holding up QC approval. On three or four occasions, "F" had responded
that "you can't ever tell what a fifth of whiskey could do." These
coninents were made in a jocular bantering fashion, according to "E"
and he did not think they were significant. Similarly, one day
during the daily concrete meeting, "F" said to "A," "What would it

i

be worth to you to get the scheduling done? You all ought to take
QC on one of those (vendor) trips."

Interview with Individual "F"
:

Individual "F' was interviewed on August 23 between 8 and 9:45 p.m.
"F" stated that he had been tenninated by Brown and Root effective

!

|
5:30 p.m. the previous day, August 22. He stated that he had been
notified Friday, August 18, at about 11:00 a.m. that he was either

;

going to be terminated or transferred in connection with vague
allegations that he had either asked for or accepted gratuities.
He was told that he could go home that day with pay. Jn Monday
morning, August 21, he went back to work and worked all day with no
discussion concerning the allegations. Late Monday, his supervisor
advised him to be in the QA office Tuesday morning at 8:00 a.n..
When he arrived at the manager's office Tuesday morning, his innediate
supervisor told hin' to go to the Assistant Project Manager's office
where he saw four members of Brown and Root management, including
an attorney, and a court reporter. The attorney, at that point,
asked everyone else to leave and told individual "F" that he wanted
him to make a sworn desposition. "F" stated that before he would do
so he had to call his attorney and he did so. "F" stated that his
attorney told him not to proceed with the deposition and not to sign
anything. "F" stated that originally he had been led to believe that
it was alleged that he had accepted nonconforming items in order to
expedite the signing of pour cards,'but in the discussion with the
attorney it was indicated that he was suspected of having accepted
gratuities for accepting nonconforming work. When "F" stated that
he would refuse to make the deposition, the attorney told him that,
that could be an act of insubordination and that he had been ill-
advised by his attorney.

-7-
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At about 8:45 that same morning, "F" was told to go into the Project
Control Engineer's office, and he stayed there until about noon when

- he went to the QC Supervisor's office and he subsequently was told-

to go home. The QC Supervisor came to his home that evening for the
purpose of obtaining "F's" signature on his termination papers. "F"'

produced a copy of the termination paper which stated that the ter-
mination was made because of a lack of confidence (NF) and because
he occupied a sensitive position of critical importance. No mention
was made of alleged bribery or accepting of gratuities. "F" stated
that when the Senior Construction Manager first contacted him, he had
indicated that somebody had said that "F" was signing the pour cards
and overlooking items ir srder to make "A" look good. The Senior
Construction Manager f, ..er stated it must be understood that this
will get all over the joo site and, if he can prove who was lying,
the individual will either have to terminate or transfer.

"F's" QC supervisor connented in discussions with the other individuals
that "F's" work record was excellent and that he was a good employee.
"F" stated that a problem has been that the QC inspectors end up
doing the work of foreman because the construction foremen don't know
where to put rebar that is missing. "F" indicated that the construc-
tion foremen apply a lot or pressure on the QC inspectors.

Interview with Individual "G"

Individual "G" stated that he had been informed of the allegation that
a QC inspector had solicited bribes from a construction foreman but he
was not privy to events leading to termination of the QC inspector.
He further stated that he was not aware of any evidence that the QC
inspector had solicited bribes from the construction foreman; however,
he said that he had occasionally heard QC inspectors make joking
remarks which could have been misinterpreted as such.

Interview with Individual "H"

Individual "H" stated that he was informed of the allegation that a
QC inspector had solicited bribes from a construction foreman and of
events leading to the QC inspector's subsequent termination. He said
that the construction foreman, when questioned if he could be mistaken
about the alleged solicitation, maintained that the solicitation had
occurred as he had reported to his supervisors and that it was not
perceived as a joke. "H" further stated that a second construction
foreman also felt that he had been similarly approached by the QC
inspector during the last two months.

-8-
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"H" also stated that a lawyer and a court stenographer were at the
STP site on August 22, 1978, to take depositions related to this
allegation; however the QC inspector named in the allegation re-
fused to make a statement. "H" believes that the QC inspector was
terminated because of his refusal to make a statement. "H" stated~

that he was not aware of any incidents involving safety related
activities, wherein the QC inspectors had solicited and/or accepted
bribes from construction personnel.

Interview with Individual "I"
,

Individual "I" stated that he was aware of the allegation that a QC
inspector had solicited bribes from a construction foreman, but he
had no personal knowledge of any acutal solicitation or acceptance
of bribes by the QC inspector. He also stated that he had occasion-
ally heard remarks made in jest by the QC inspector which may have
been misconstrued as actual solicitations. "I" further stated that
he felt that theD inspector identified in the allegation did not
have the influence or the capability to either unnecessarily hold
up construction work or to accept nonconfonning work without
detection by other personnel. He stated that he felt certain that
there had been no-compromise of quality.

Inttrview with Individual "J"

Individual "J" stated his knowledge was limited concerning the alle-
gation that a QC inspector had solicited bribes from a construction
foreman; however, he stated he had observed the QC inspector for
approximately 1-1/2 years and was favorably impressed by the inspec-
tor's competence and performance.

Interview with Individual "K"

Individual "K" stated that he had confidence in the competence and
integrity of the terminated QC inspector against whom the allegation
of solicitation of bribes was made. He stated he was not aware of
any compromise of the quality of safety related activities.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

b. Allegation No. 2

The QC inspectors, as a group and individually, have been intimi-
dated by the firing of the QC inspector for reasons of his refusal
to accept construction which did not meet specifications and that
they will, in the future, be reluctant to report nonconformances
on construction work that does not meet specifications.

.g.
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~ Findings

Interview with Individual "F"*

"F" denied that he had made any attempt to offer to overlook non-'

He stated that theconformances in exchange for gratuities.
charges against him were trumped up and that he was fired only
because he would not let pours proceed when there were noncon-

He said that, as a result of his being fired for this,formances.
the QC inspectors would feel their jobs would be in jeopardy if
they reported nonconformances and accordingly, in the future, none

He stated the reason given on the terminationwould be reported.
paper (which he had refused to sign) was that he had been terminated
for " apparent misconduct" and the company's " lack of confidence (in
him) for a sensitive position of critical importance."

Interview with Individual "G"

Individual "G" stated that, in his opinion, the termination of the
QC inspector would not have an adverse impact on future QC inspec-
tion of safety related activities, but he expects that there will
be a hardenir:g of the QC inspector's stance and a deterioration of

He also stated that some QC inspectors
QC/ construction relations.feel that what has happened to the terminated QC inspector could
also happen to them and he expects that some QC personnel will
resign because of their perception of the manner in which the ter-
mination was accomplished.

Interview with Individual "H"

Individual "H" stated that he did not feel that the other QC
inspector's future performance of safety related work would be
adversely affected by the termination of the QC inspector.

Interview with Individual "I"

Individual "I" stated that other QC inspectors have expressed concern
that if the allegations against the QC inspector caused his termina-He also stated
tion, they, too, were vulnerable to the same process.
that, in his opinion, the stance of the QC inspectors relative to
construction quality related activities has hardened.

Interview with Individual "J"

Individual "J" stated that he does not believe that the termination
of the QC inspector for alleged solicitation of bribes will adversely
affect the performance of other QC inspectors in the discharge of

-10-
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their duties.' He also stated that he had no knowledge of any related*

*
occurrences which could have had adverse impact on safety related

- components or activities.'

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.*
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In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 78-15

50-499/Rpt. 78-15

Houston Lighting and Power Cornpany
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001'

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Messrs. R. E. Hall and
A. B. Rosenberg of our staff during the period September 11-14, 1978,
of activities authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and
129 for the South Texas Project facility, Units No.1 and 2, concern-
ing an allegation by a South Texas Project employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed inves-
tigation report.

During the investigation, it was found that certain activities under
your license appear to be in noncompliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR
50 of the NRC Regulations, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants." The items of noncompliance and references to the per-
tinent requirements are identified in the enclosed Notice of Violation.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201
of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal

Regulations. Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office, with-
in 30 days of your receipt of this notice, a written statement or expla-
nation in reply including: (1) corrective steps which have been taken by
you, and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps which will be taken
to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full ccmpliance
will be achieved.

Three new unresolved items are identified in paragraphs 2.a, 2.m. and 3.a
of the enclosed report.
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Houston Lighting and Power'

-2- October 6, 1978
Company

.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the flRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any infonnation that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such infonnation be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in
the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will
be pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

/ AE'
,

.

C ,s
.

W. C. Seidle, Chief
Reactor Construction and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation
2. IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/78-15

50-499/78-15
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Appendix A
*

,

. NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Based on results of the NRC investigation conducted on September 11-14,
1978, it appears that certain of your activities were not conducted in
full compliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 as indicated below:

A. Failure to Follow Cadweld Procedure

Criterion V of Appendix B requires that established instructions,
procedures, or drawings be followed for all activities affecting
quality.

Brown and Root Quality Construction Procedure No. A040KPCCP-ll
requires that Cadweld rebar splices be fabricated in accordance
with procedures specified in the Erico Products, Inc., manual
entitled, "Cadweld Rebar Splicing," 1974.

Contrary to the above:

On September 12, 1978, during the second shift, it was observed
by the IE inspectors that the Cadweld procedures specified in
the Erico Products, Inc., manual were not being followed. Ob-
served examples of failure to follow the Cadweld procedures are
identified below:

1. Cadweld 54V47, located in the Unit 1 containment wall, was
observed to have a piece of wire forced into the annular
area between the rebar and sleeve such that it concealed a
rejectable void. This practice is not included in the
Cadweld procedure and could interfere with detection of the
rejectable void.

2. Cadweld 54V49, also located in the Unit 1 containment wall,
was observed to have been fabricated without centering
(witness) marks having been scribed on the rebar before
firing. Step 1 of the Cadweld procedure for vertical
splicing requires these marks be made before firing to
permit subsequent inspection.

3. Packing was improperly wrapped by Cadwelders 33 and 54
around the top of vertical Cadweld sleevet and tie-wire
was used instead of prescribed end alignment clamps to
retain the wrap. (An additional example involving Cad-
welder 39 was noted on September 13.) Step 5 of the
Cadweld procedure for vertical splicing defines a single
wrap of packing instead of the two or three wraps cbserved
and specifies use of the end alignment clamp.
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A butane torch was u5ed to fire Cadweld 54V50 instead of
.

,4 . the Flint Gun identified in step 8 of the Cadweld procedure
for vertical splicing.,

This is an infraction.
Failure to Provide Specified in-Process InspectionB.

Criterion X of Appendix B requires that a program for inspection
of activities affecting quality be established and executed to
verify conformance with instructions, procedures, and drawings.

Brown and Root Quality Construction Procedure A040KPCCP-ll speci-
fies the requirement for surveillance of Cadwelding activities.
Appendix A to this proedure defines a daily frequency for in-process
Cadweld surveillance inspections.

Contrary to the above:

12, 1978, the IE inspectors observed that no QualityOn September
Control Inspectors were assigned to perform in-process inspection
of Cadweld splices being made on the second shift. Review of
records for the period August 1 to September 10, 1978, and inter-
views with Brown & Root inspection personnel revealed that the
requirement for daily surveillance inspections of in-process
Cadweld activities had not been routinely satisfied for the second
shift during this period.

This is an infraction.

.
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 50-498/78-15; 50-499/78-15

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2

Investigation at: Southlexas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: September 11-14, 1978

: Inspectors: A /0 C
R. E. Hall, Chief, Engineering Support Section Cater

ek/?ilr -

'A . B. Rosenoerg, Reactor I*spector, Engineering Date'
Support Section

Reviewed: N. M24mhk. /o///M
W. G. Huoacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date

[6 [/7[Approved:
R. E< dall, Chief Engineering Support Section Date/

Investigation Sumary:

Investigation on Seotember 11-14, 1978 (Recort No. 50-498/78-15; 50 499/78-15)
Areas Insoected: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations regarc-
ing nonconfonning construction practices and insufficient quality control
programs involved in Unit I construction; and a mislocation of the Unit 2
structure. The investigation involved fifty-two inspector-hours by two NRC
inspectors;
Results: Investigation of the allegations resulted in two identified items
of concompliance (infraction - failure to follow Cadweld procedure. - para-
graph 2.h; and infraction - failure to provide specified in-process inspec-
tion - paragraph 2.1).
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INTRODUCTION
-

* The South Texas Project, Units No.1 and 2, are under construction in
Matagorda County, Texas near the town of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston
Lighting and Power Company is the Construction Permit holder. Brown
and Root, Incorporated is both Architect Engineer and Constructor for
the plant.

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

The Region IV duty officer received a telephone call on September 9,
1978, from an STP employee who reported specific allegations regarding
the STP Civil Construction and Quality Assurance programs.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On September 9,1978, the Region IV duty officer (Chief, Projects Section,
Reactor Construction Branch) received a telephone call from an individual
who identified himself as an employee at the South Texas Project. The
employee wished to report irregularities in the Civil Construction and
Quality Assurance programs at South Texas. The individual expressed the
following specific allegations relating to the South Texas construction
and Quality Assurance programs:

1. Cadweld location field sketch No. FSQO30 had been lost and was no
longer available.

2. Two construction field sketches showing Cadweld locations, FSQ040
and FSQ041, contain Cadweld locations showing shot nunber and
elevation but no coordinate number, or showing shot number and
coordinate number but no elevation.

3. Excessive time of up to six weeks is taken to record shot numbers for
Cadwelds on as-built drawings.

4. Cadweld locations are recorded by Construction rather than by Quality
Control personnel.

5. Cadweld location field sketch FSQO34 shows Cadwelds at the wrong
elevation and horizontally displaced by one rebar from actual instal-
lation.

-2-
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6. Construction Site Procedure CCP-11 (Brown & Root Quality Construction
Procedure A040KPCCP-ll) prohibits Cadwelder helpers from heating and
cleaning bar ends preparatory to Cadweld splicing. Construction code
ACI359 (Oraft Division 2. ASME Section III) paragraph CC433.3 precludes
unqualified helpers from doing any activity related to Cadwelding. It

was alleged that personnel classed as helpers were cleaning and heating
bar ends preparatory to Cadwelding.

7. Cadweld powder lots and sleeves are not traceable to the Cadweld loca-
tion drawings as shown on FSQs. Issuance of multiple lots of powder
to individual Cadwelders is now permitted.

8. Centering marks on rebar are made after firing of Cadwelds in vio-
lation of Cadwelding procedures.

9. Back shift inspections of Cadwelding operations are not being made;
therefore, twenty-five to thirty shots per Cadwelder are made as,

compared with four to five shots per Cadwelder on the day shift when
QC coverage is available.

10. Only th'ree Quality Control Civil inspectors do Cadweld inspections,

11. Brown & Root foremen can neither read nor write.

12. Cadweld operations are proceeding in wet weather in violation of
procedure.

13. The Unit No. 2 Containment, the Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary,
and the Fuel Handling Suildings are mislocated by one foot frcm
the position shown on design drawings.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The allegation regarding the loss of field sketch FSQO30 was confimed.
Houston Lighting a power Company has initiated action to identify the
significance of the missing data and the impact upon the records re-
required for the South Texas Project. This item has been identified
as an unresolved item,

2. The allegation concerning insufficient identifiers for Cadweld loca-t

tions on drawings FSQ040 and FSQ041 could not be substantiated. Records
review and print review confirmed that descriptions of Cadweld loca'tions
were sufficient to specifically identify Cadweld locations.'

-3-
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3. The allegation regarding excessive time to record data on as-built
drawings could not be substantiated. Cadweld locations for an in-
process placement were reviewed and found to be complete and suffi-
cient to support that concrete placement.

4. The allegation regarding use of Construction personnel instead of
Quality Control personnel to record Cadweld locations could neither
be proven nor disproven since all data sheets reviewed had been
completed by Quality Control personnel.

5. The allegation concerning mislocation of Cadwelds on FSQO34 was not
substantiated. Physical inspection of Cadweld location revealed that
installed Cadwelds were in agreement with record copies of FSQO34
within specified construction tolerances.

6. The allegation regarding helpers perfonning activities in nonconfor-
mance with established procedures could not be substantiated. Pro-
cedures in use and regulatory requirements do not preclude helpers
fron cleaning and heating bar ends preparatory to Cadweld firing.

7. The allegation regarding loss of traceability of Cadweld powder and
sleeve lots as a result of a procedure change could not be substan-
tiated. Records are maintained of lot numbers and sleeve numbers
utilized in each Cadweld. It was confirmed that a procedure change
had been recently made which pennitted issuance of multiple lots of
material to a given Cadwelder; however, this is not inconsistent with
applicable regulatory requirements.

8. The allegation regarding application of centering marks to rebar after
firing was substantiated by direct observation. Additional cases of
failure to follow procedure with respect to Cadwelding operations were
also identified. This item has been identified as an item of noncom-
pliance.

9. The allegation regarding the lack of second shift Quality Control in-
spection coverage of Cadwelding operations was confinned. The alleged
difference in the rate of perfomance of Cadwelding operations between
night shift and day shift, however, could not be substantiated. Lack
of second shift Quality Control inspection has been identified as an
item of noncompliance.

10. The allegation regarding the fact that only three Cadweld inspectors
are available for all Cadweld inspection was confinned,

11. The allegation regarding the inability of Brown & Root foremen to
read or write was not inspected during this investigation. However,
the matter of alleged corrmunication problems will continue to be
the subject of forthecming inspections.

| -4-
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12. The allegation that Cadweld operations are proceeding in wet weather
could neither be proven or disproven since weather conditions did
not. permit direct inspection in this regard.

13. The allegation regarding mislocation of Unit 2 structures was found
to be an item under review by the licensee. At the time of the
investigation, the licensee had not detennined that it was reportable
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e); therefore, this item was identified
as an unresolved item.

;
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

*F. D. Asbeck, Construction Supervisor
*D. G. Barker, Manager, Construction
*R. A. Frazar, Manager, Quality Assurance
M. M. Johnson, Senior Engineer

*H. L. Key, Project Manager
D. G. Long, Lead Engineer

*W. M. Menger, Power Plant Engineering and Construction
*W. H. Morgan, Manager of Projects
*W. N. Phillips, Projects QA Manager
*T. O. Stanley, QA Supervisor
*S. A. Viaclovsky, Site QA Supervisor

Brown & Root Employees

*L. A. Ashley, Senior Construction Manager
J. B. Cleere, Training Coordinator

*C. L. Crane, Project General Manager
*T. H. Gamon, Quality Assurance Manager
B. Hearitige, Night Building Superintendent

*J. R. Monroe, Construction Project Manager
*H. Paperno, Assistant QA Manager
*J. Salvitti, Assistant Project Manager
C. M. Singleton, Civil Inspector

*C. W. Vincent, Project QA Manager

The IE inspectors also interviewed other licensee and centractor
employees including members of the QA/QC and engineering staffs.

,

* denotes those attending the exit interview.

2. Investigation Cetails

a. Allegation No. 1

Cadweld location field sketch No. FSQO30 had been lost and was
no longer available.

Findings

Cadweld location field sketch No. FSQO30 was requested frcm
the QC records vault. It was indicated as having been issued
to a Brown & Root Quality Control inspector who is no longer

-6-
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assigned to the project. The title identifier assigned by the
quality records section was insufficient to identify the specific
location for data which were to have been recorded on this field
sketch drawing. Other drawings referenced in the tabular listing
of field sketches covered similar identifiers but at specified
elevations. It could not be determined by the IE inspectors
whether or not FSQO30 had been, in fact, utilized by Quality
Control to record Cadweld locations which were not recorded on
other drawings. Further search by the licensee and Brown & Root
Quality Control failed to locate FSQO30. The licensee issued
speed letter C047 dated September 14, 1978, requesting that
Brown & Root continue their search for the missing drawing and
if it could not be located, then the specific area which would
have been included on that drawing be identified. It was also
requested that the significance of the missing data be defined.
This item is i.dentified as an unresolved item pending completion
of the research"Tnitiated by the licensee's speed letter.

This allegation was confimed.

b. ~ Allecatiori No. 2

Two construction field sketches showing Cadweld locations, FSQ040
and FSQ041, contain Cadweld lccations showing shot number and el-
evation but no coordinate number, or showing shot number and
coordinate number but no elevation.

Findings

A review of field sketch FSQ040 and field sketch FSQ041 and
comparison with the Brown & Root construction drawings confirmed
that the location of all identified Cadwelds could be expressly
detemined based on available data. In one case, it was necessary
to also reference a Field Request for Engineering Action (FREA),

.
an intermediate engineering drawing; however, utilization of the
FREA and the Brown & Root construction drawing pemitted specific
identification of Cadweld locations.

This allegation was not substantiated.

c. Allecation No. 3
<

Excessive time of up to six weeks is taken to record shot numbers
for Cadwelds on as-built drawings.

7
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Findings _

Cadweld location records identified on FSQO34 and FSQ071 which
were to be utilized for scheduled concrete placement CS W8A, E
and G scheduled for September 13, 1978, were reviewed to deter-
mine if they had been completed in preparation for that concrete

It was verified that all records necessary to identify
Cadweld locations within that pour had been completed on a timely
pour.

basis preparatory to release by Qualilty Assurance of the pour
A specific requirement of the pour card for complex place-

ments requires that Construction Engineering and Quality Control
ca rd.

indicate their acceptance of Cadweld locations as specified on
engineering drawings prior to release of the pour card for con-
crete placement.

This allegation could not substantiated.

d. Allegation No. 4

Cadweld locations are recorded by Construction rather than by
Quality Control personnel.

Findings

This allegation could neither be proven or disproven since data
were not available to indicate that Construction forces havebeen utilized instead of Quality Control personnel to record

All data sheets reviewed had apparentlyCadweld locations. Since these databeen completed by Quality Control inspectors.
are recorded by the inspectors as a part of their verification
activities, there were no records which would substantiate the
improper use of Construction personnel to do quality verifica-
tions.

Allegation No. 54

e.

Cadweld location field sketch FSQO34 shows Cadwelds at the'

wrong elevation and hori:entally displaced by one rebar from
actual installation.

Findings

This allegation can be considered in two parts:

The allegation was made that Cadwelds had been placed at(1) a one inen elevation difference than that prescribed on'

It was alleged that no tolerances were specifieddrawings.

;
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on the Brown & Root construction drawings. It was deter-
mined that an internal Brown & Root memorandum, GM-13351,

15, 1975, had been issued previously whichdated July
specified a plus or minus 3 inch tolerance on Cadweld splice
location.

It was alleged that records showing Cadweld location on(2) rebar in placement CS W8A, E and G were incorrect in that
they showed the Cadwelds on the wrong reinforcing bars.
Physical verification by the IE inspectors and comparison
of installed Cadweld locations with fomal records as shown
on sketch FSQO34 confimed that Cadweld locations were prop-

.

erly depicted on the field sketch.

This allegation could not be substantiated.

f. Allegation No. 6

Construction site procedure CCP-il (Brown & Root Quality Con-
struction Procedure A040KPCCP-11) prohibits Cadwelder helpers
from heating bar ends and cleaning bar ends preparatory to
Cadweld splicing. Construction coda ACI359 (Draft Division 2,
ASME Section III) paragraph CC433.3 precludes unqualified helpers
from doing any activity related to Cadwelding. It was alleged
that persunnel classed as helpers were cleaning and heating bar
ends preparatory to Cadwelding.

Findings

Review of Construction Quality Procedure CCP-il and previous
editions of Construction and Quality Assurance procedures
covering Cadwelding operations did not identify any specific
breakdown in work that could be assigned to Cadweld helpers.
Review of the Erico Cadweld rebar splicing procedures indi-
cated that, in fact, bar end preparation, cleaning and heating
are not integral steps of the Cadweld procedure, but are pre-

Since the qualified Cadwelder is responsibleparatory steps.
for assembly of the Cadweld and its firing, as well as final
acceptance, use of helpers for preparatory steps does not appear
inconsistent with procedure or with regulatory requirements.

This allegation could not be substantiated.

g. Allegation No. 7

Cadweld powder lots and sleeves are not traceable to the Cadweld
location drawings as shown on FSQs. Issuance of multiple lots
of powder to individual Cadwelders is not pemitted.

.g.
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Findings

It was verified that Revision 4 to procedure CCP-ll dated August
did, in fact, delete the following from paragraph 3.6.1;25, 1978,

"Only one sleeve lot and one filler metal lot may be issued to aHowever, paragraph 3.6.1 stillCadwelder at any given time."
states, " traceability of Cadweld material shall be verified by QC."
Review of Cadweld material issue logs revealed that normally only
one lot of sleeve or cartridge material is issued to a Cadwelder
at a given time; however, there have been exceptions to that prac-

No such exceptions occurred during the process of this in-tice.
vestigation; however, discussions with the Cadweld material issue
clerk indicated that when a lot of material is brokea, i.e., more
than one lot issued to a Cadwelder at one time, the individual bags
of cartridge material or sleeves are marked with their material lot

These data may then be recorded by the Cadwelder in his lognumber. All records reviewed, bothand subsequently on Cadweld record logs.
Cadwelder logs and Cadweld records, confimed that lot numbers of
cartridge material and sleeve material utilized are being recorded
for each fabricated Cadweld splice.

This allegation was substantiated as stated; however, since no
regulatory requirement has been compromised, this item is not con-
sidered to be in deviation with NRC requirements.

h. Allecation No. 8

Centering marks on rebar are made after firing of Cadwelds in
violation of Cadwelding procedures.

Findings

Cadwelding operations on both the day and second shifts were
observed by the IE inspectors. During observations on the
second shift on September 12, 1978, the following specific
deviations from Erico Cadweld procedures were noted:

Cadweld number 54-47 which had been fabricated on September(1) was observed to contain a piece of tie wire pressed12, 1978,
into the annular gap between the rebar and Cadweld sleeve
such that it concealed an unacceptable void in the filler
material.

-10-
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Packing wrappings being utilized for the top of the vertical(2) Cadweld sleeves were being retained in place utilizing tie
This was

wire rather than the approved retaining) clamp.observed for two Cadwelders (No. 54, 33 .

It was observed that multiple wraps in excess of the 1-1/2(3) turns of, packing material were being applied to the top
annular area of Cadwelds being fabricated in the vertical
orientation. It was subsequently detennined that up to 2-1/2
turns is pennissable by the Cadweld manufacturer; however.
HL&p and Brown and Root procedures had not been modified to
permit this increased number of wraps.

Cadweld Number 54V49 which had just been fabricated did not(4) have witness centering marks as prescribed by procedure.
Lack of these marks prior to firing makes it impossible to
detennine proper centering of the Cadweld sleeve on the rebar

A second case involving Cadwelder No. 33 was alsoj oi nt.
observed in which the rebar had not been marked with centering
marks prior to assembly of the Cadweld splice materials.

During fabrication of Cadweld No. 54V50, it was observed(5)
that the Cadwelder utilized a torch to fire the Cadweld
rather than the prescribed Flint Gun.

This allegation was substantiated in that two instances were noted
wherein centering marks had not been applied to the rebar prior to

Additionally, other noted proce-Cacweld fabrication or assembly.
dural discrepancies are considered to be an indication of failure
to folicw procedure. This is considered a violation of the re-
quirements of Criterion V, Appendix B,10 CFR 50 which requires
that procedures be established and implemented for those activities
affecting quality.

1. Allegation No. 9

Back shift inspections of Cadwelding operations are not being made;
therefore, twenty-five to tnitty shots per Cadwelder are made during
the back shif t as compared with four to five shots per Cadwelder on
day shift when QC coverage is available.

Findings

This allegation may be considered in two parts:

(1) The allegation that back shift inspection is not being made
was substantiated. During the period when the inspectors

-11-
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perfomed an investigation on the second shift on September
no Quality Control in-process inspection was ob-12, 1978, Review of records andserved for Cadwelding operations.

discussions with assigned Brown & Root Cadweld inspectors
confinned that during the period August 1 through September
10 essentially no second shift inspection of in-processAppendix A to
Cadwelding operations had been perfonned.
Brown & Root Quality Construction Procedure CCP-ll specifies
that in-process inspection will be perfonned on a daily
basis to inspect conformance with procedural requirements
involved in Cadweld fabrication. This is considered an item
of noncompliance with Criterion X,10 CFR 50, Appendix B
which specifies that a program for inspection of activities
affecting quality shall be established and executed to verify
confonnance with the documented instructions, procedures and
drawings for accomplishing an activity affecting quality.

The allegation that twenty-five to thirty Cadwelds are(2) fabricated per Cadwelder on the second shift versus a rate
of four to five per Cadwelder on day shift could not be

Records of Cadweld completion for foursubstantiated.
representative Cadwelders on day shift and swing shift were
investigated and the rates were found to be comparable. This
portion of this allegation was not substantiated.

j. Allegation No. 10

Only three Quality Control Civil inspectors do Cadweld inspections.

Findings

It was confirmed that, in fact, only three Brown & Root GCThis allegation,
inspectors are involved in Cadweld inspection.
as stated, was substantiated; however, since the matter of Quality
Control manpower leading had been discussed during a prior meeting
between the Region IV and the licensee (Ref. letter dated August

W. C. Seidle to Houston Lighting & Power transmitting25, 1978,
IE inspection report 50-498/78-13), this matter was not investi-
gated any further.

k. Allegation No. 11

Brown & Root foremen can neither read nor write.

Findings

The matter of the ability of Brown & Root construction foremen
to read or write was not investigated. It was confinned by ob-
servation of the inspectors that the foremen were communicating

*
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with their workers in an effective manner even though it was
noted that language problems did exist. This allegation was
neither substantiated nor refuted during the investigation.
The matter of alleged comunication problems will continue
to be the subject of forthcoming inspections.

1. Allegation No.12

Cadweld operations are proceeding in wet weather in violation of'

procedure.

Findings

During the investigation, weather conditions did not pemit
direct inspection of Cadwelding operations relative to wet or
rainy weather. Discussions with Quality Control personnel and
with Cadwelding personnel were insufficient to either confirm
or deny this allegation. This allegation could neither be
confirmed nor disproved.

m. Allegation No.13

The Unit No. 2 Containment, the Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary,
and the Fuel Handling Buildings are mislocated by one foot frcm
the position shown on design drawings.

Findings

Discussions with the licensee by the IE inspectors confirmed that,
in fact, an error in one dimension of the base mat for the Unit 2
Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary Building had been made; however,
the reportability of this was being evaluated internally within
the HL&P organization and a detemination had not as yet been

No general mislocation of other Unit 2 structures had beenmade.
identified. This item is considered an unresolved item pending

-

completion of the HL&P review to detemine reportability in ac-
cordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e).

3. Other Areas of Concern _

Incidental to the primary intent of this investigation, the following
two areas were identified as being areas of concern by the IE inspectors:

During review of Cadwelder qualification records, it was noteda.
that the sequential Cadweld numbers 36H216 through 36H222, had
been repeated and that Cadweld numbers 36V450 through 36V453 had
not been utilized in sequence. This item was identified to the
licensee for subsequent evaluation and follow up and is considered
an unresolved item pending his detemination of the proper sequenc-
ing of Cadweld numbers.

-13-
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b. During inspections of the various locations of the Unit 1 con-

tainment exterior wall, the containment interior work areas,
and the Fuel Handling and Auxiliary Buildings, it was determined
that a high percentage of fire extinguishers provided did not
indicate a charged condition. On the exterior wall of the
containment where Cadwelding operations were proceeding on
a high cat-walk, it was observed that only one of four fire
extinguishers indicated a fully charged condition. These f1nd-
ings were identified to the licentae,and will be carried as an
outstanding item for review during $w next inspection.

'
4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more infonnation is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of
noncompliance, or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during this
investigation are discussed in paragraphs 2.a. 2.m and 3a.

5. Exit Interview

The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in para-
graph 1) at the conclusion of the investigation on September 14, 1978.
The IE inspectors sumarized the purpose and scope of the investiga-
tion, reviewed the allegations and the findings, and discussed the
items of noncompliance and unresolved items. The licensee represen-
tatives expressed concern over the observed lack of fire protection
observed by the IE inspectors and indicated that corrective action
will be taken in this regard. They further comitted to pursuing
the items identified as unresolved in this investigation.

!

I

|

!

!
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February 16, 1979

In Reply Refer To:
RIV

'

'Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 79-01
50-499/Rpt. 79-01

5 ,,

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Mr. W. G. Hubacek and other
members of our staff during the period January 23-26 and January 30 through
February 2,1979, of activities authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos.
CPPR-128 and 129 for the South Texas Project facility, Units No. I and 2,
concerning an allegation by a former South Texas Project employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed inves-
tigation report.

During the investigation, it was founc chat certain activities under
your license appear to be in noncompl.ance with Appendix B to 10 CFR
50 of the NRC Regulations, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants." The item of noncompliance and references to the per-
tinent requirements are identified in the enclosed Notice of Violation.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201
of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations. Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office, with-
in 30 days of your receipt of this notice, a written statement or expla-
nation in reply including: (1) corrective steps which have been taken by
you, and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps which will be taken
to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance
will be achieved.

..F/
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flouston Lighting and Power"

Company -2- February 16, 1979*

In.accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such infonnation be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
infonnation is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in
the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will
be pleased to discuss them with you.

.

Sincerely,

b6 -/ /

W. C. Seidle, Chief
Reactor Co'nstruction and

Engineering Support Branch-

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation
2. IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/79-01

50-499/79-01

|

|

|, :
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Appendix A
.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION _

Based on results of the NRC investigation conducted on January 23-26
and January 30 through February 2, 1979, it appears that certain of
your activities were not conducted in full compliance with the condi-
tions of your NRC Construction Pennits No. CPPR-128 and 129 as indicated
below:

Failure to Provide Procedures for a Quality Control Activity

Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires that activities
affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, pro-
cedures or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances.

Contrary to the above:

Transcription of Cadwelding Examination Checklist records, an
activity affecting quality, was being performed without benefit
of documented instructions, procedures, or drawings.

This is an infraction.
1

,n .f&l||
, m
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CORiISSION
.

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 50-498/79-01; 50-499/79-01

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2
.

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2

Investigation at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: January 23-26 and Janaury 30 - February 2, 1979

3 7#Inspector :
. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date

(Paragraphs 1, 2 & 3)

Af/Jfif
~ ~

R. E. Hall, Chief. Engineering Support Section Oate
(Paragraph 2)

LflY?Y
*M. J. Ward, IrMestigation Specialist Date

(Paragraph 2)

Approved: ;;- = -- Z!/.3[79
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section 04te

2bl ?$
R. E. Hall, Chief, Engineering Support St.ction 'ite'
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Investigation Summary:.

Investigation on January 23-26, 1979, and January 30 - February 2,1979
(Report No. 50-498/79-01; 50-499/79-01)
Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations
regarding nonconforming construction practices and insufficient quality
control programs involved in construction at the South Texas Project.
The investigation involved forty inspector-hours by three NRC inspectors.
Results: Investigation of the allegations resulted in one identified
item of noncompliance (deficiency - failure to provide procedures for
a quality control activity - paragraph 2.a).

1

2-
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INTRODUCTION.

The Soutn Texas Project, Units No.1 and 2, are under construction in
Matagorda County, Texas near the cown of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston
Lighting and Power Company is the Construction Permit holder. Brown
and Root, Incorporated is both Architect Engineer and Constructor for
the plant.

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

The Region IV Chief, Projc.cs Section, Reactor Construction Branch
received telephone calls on January 13,19 and 22,1979, from an
individual who alleged irregularities in the STP Civil Construction
and Quality Assurance progams. Additional information concerning
these allegations was received from the alleger on January 25, 1979.

SUMMARY OF FACTS
,

On January 13,19 and 22,1979, the Region IV Chief, Projects Section,
Reactor Construction Branch received telephone calls from an individual
who made allegations in regard to the South Texas Project. The alleger
provided additional information concerning the allegations on January 25,
1979. The individual expressed the following specific allegations re-
lating to the South Texas construction and Quality Assurance programs:

1. Original Cadweld Examination Checklists (ECs) prepared by field QC
inspectors were being changed before sending the ECs to the document
storage vault. The lead QC inspector has copied ECs over and written
in the field inspector's initials.

2. Problems identified by field inspectors and identified on " dirty
copies of ECs" are not transferred to record copies.

3. As-building of Cadweld location is behind schedule.

4. For Cadwelds identified as 51V181 and 32H687 to 32H698, there had
been no preignition inspection performed; however, the records
indicate that one was performed and that the field inspector's
initials had been forged.

-3-
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Cadweld records are all " screwed up" and there is much " whiting out"
. .

5.
and signing off of ECs and as-built drawings.

Cadweld 27BV418 was accepted although QC inspection records indicated6.
the existence of excess voids in the filler metal.

CONCLUSIONS

The allegation concerning copying over of Cadweld Examination1.
Checklists (ECs) was substantiated. It was determined that the
field inspector's initials were entered on the record copy ofin the absence of a proce-

~the EC by another person; h
,sdure, the involved indiv_idu,oweverredJ.his.to be an acceptablea cons.
' practice.

The allegation that problems identified on field copies were not2.
always transferred to the record copy could not be substantiated.

The allegation regarding the timcliness of entering Cadweld locations3.
on drawings could not be substantiated.

The allegation of falsified preignition inspections for specific4.
Cadwelds could not be substantiated since record ECs did not
indicate that preignition inspection had been performed for the
specified Cadwelds.

The allegation regarding the quality of the EC records could not5.
'

be substantiated since inspection of the records did not reveal
unacceptable data recording practices.

The allegation that Cadweld 27BV418 was accepted even though it6.
contained a void in excess of acceptance criteria requirements was
substantiated; however, acceptance was based on an evaluation de-
scribed in a Field Request for Engineering Action which is an
accepted method of resolving such matters.

_4
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DETAILS

1. Persons. Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

*T. R. Alford, Site Manager
+*F. D. Asbeck, Construction Supervisor
*R. A. Frazar, Manager, Quality Assurance
*W. N. Phillips, Projects QA Manager

+*T. D. Stanley, QA Supervisor
+*L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor
+*D. G. Long, Lead Engineer
+*T. J. Jordan, Lead Engineer

+M. H. Smith, Plant QA Supervisor

Brown & Root Employees

*C. W. Vincent, Project QA Manager
*G. T. Warnick, Site QA Manager
+R. Bass, Assistant to QA Manager
+T. B. Schreeder, Site QC Supervisor

+*J. Salvitti, Assistant Project Manager
+S. A. Rasnick, Construction Chief Engineer

+*A. Smith, Chief Construction Quality Engineer
C. M. Singleton, Civil Inspector
A. Hanmons, Supervisor, Site Civil QC
A. Schlaifer, Lead Cadweld Inspector
G. Ewert, Internal Surveillance Supervisor,

J. Curci, QA Turnover Civil Records Specialist
J. McFarland, Civil Quality Engineer
J. Murphy, Civil Quality Engineer
J. G. Zipen, Cadweld Inspector
M. J. Ewald, Cadweld Inspector

,

The IE inspectors also interviewed other licensee and contractor
employees including members of the QA/QC and engineering staffs.

* denotes those attending the exit interview on January 26, 1979.
+ denotes those attending the exit interview on February 2, 1979.

2. Investigation Details

The following specific allegations were investigated during this
investigation. Resultant findings of the NRC Investigation Team
are indicated below:

'
,

4

-5-
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a. Allegation: Original Cadweld Examination Checklists (ECs)
prepared by field QC inspectors were being changed before
sending the ECs to the document storage vault. The lead

;

; QC inspector has copied ECs over and written in the field
inspector's initials.

,

|
Investigation Finding: The investigation team reviewed
record copies of ECs for the period from November 1978, to
January 8, 1979. Numerous cases of apparent inscribing of
field inspector's initials by another person were noted;

; both in the " Inspected By" column and to a lesser degree in
the " Plotted-FSQ By" column. Record copies of QC inspector

- initials were reviewed which likewise indicated that the
' noted initials were not always those of the field inspector

whom they represented.

! The investigation team interviewed the lead Cadweld inspector,
who freely admitted that the ECs were frequently prepared by
himself or other day shift personnel, based in some cases on
" dirty copies" or " field notes" of the field inspector; and
if the inspector was not immediately available, he would
scribe the initials of the field inspector in the " Inspected4

: By" column. He indicated in his opinion that the column was
i only an indication of "who did the inspection," and not an
j attestation to the performance of the indicated QC inspection.
i

! It was determined that the use of the Examination Checklist
(front page of the fom only) was provided for in site proce-'

dure A040KpCCP-ll, " Reinforcing Steel Mechanical Splicing
,

(Cadwelds)"; however, a recent change to the fom to record'

supporting information on Cadweld inspection on the reverse
side of the EC has not as yet been covered procedurally. A
draft of Brown and Root Site Work Instruction for Cadwelders,
SWI-007-A, draft dated January 24, 1979, was reviewed. This
procedure specifies in paragraph 1.5, item j that the Cadweld

' field inspector shall indicate " completion of the above items
.

by initialing in the ' Inspected By' column for each Cadweld."
!
! Inquiries by the NRC investigation team could not locate any
| other procedure wnich would have permitted the practice of
j entering the initials of other persons during the review process

by persons other than the inspector. Likewise, no other proce-
;

dure could be identified applicable to the records' entered on
,

: the reverse of the EC foms.
I

i
;

I

-6-
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Criterion V to Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 requires that quality
related work activities be perfonned in accordance with written
procedures. Since no such procedures were in effect governing

. the EC form completion (back side) and since this resulted in
the above noted practice, .this is considered an item of non-
compliance.

This allegation was substantiated and resulted in the above
noted item of noncompliance,

Problems identified by field inspectors and identi-Allegation:b. fied on " dirty copies of ECs" are not transferred to record copies.

Investigation Finding: The investigation team was initially
informed by the lead Cadweld inspector that draft copies of ECsTheare not retained after record copies have been prepared.
team concluded that implementation of the above noted SWI-007-A
would preclude the loss of data during transfer of field data to
record copies of ECs since the individual inspector would attest
to the record copy.

Subsequently, the licensee located draft copies of ECs referredAn IE inspector comparedto specifically in the allegation.
record copies of the ECs (for November 7, 1978, and November 18,
1978) with existing draft copies of ECs with respect to allega-
tions concerning one Cadweld that was accepted without a lower
witness mark and another Cadweld that was initially rejected
for lack of an identifying mark.

It was established in the case of the Cadweld without a lower
witness mark that, due to extreme congestion of rebar in the
area, it was impossible to apply a lower witness mark; however,
the Cadweld inspector was informed of the situation by construc-
tion personnel and personally inspected the entire Cadwelding
procedure from preparation to firing, and accepted the Cadweld
on the basis of his inspection of preparation and the final
inspection.

In the case of the Cadweld alleged to have been initially re-
jected for lack of an identifying mark, it was established by
discussions with the Cadweld inspector and the lead Cadweld
inspector that the Cadweld was initially rejected on November 7,
1978, for lack of an identification mark but was 2.ccepted on
November 8, 1978, after the lead Cadweld inspector determined
its identification by consulting with the Cadweld inspector and
construction personnel who produced the Cadweld.

-7-
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This allegation could not be substantiated in that approved
procedures for acceptance of Cadwelds and resolution of
inspector findings were followed,

c. Allegation: As-building of Cadweld location is behind
schedule.

Investigation Finding: ECs for the period up to two weeks
before the investigation were found to be in the document
control center. These ECs reflected Cadweld location veri-
fication by Brown & Root QC field inspectors. Later ECs
observed in the field QC office were in the process of being
completed; none observed predated the investigation by more
than two weeks.

An in-progress concrete placement, CIl-W45B, West Pressurizer
Walls from +20' to +35'3", was also inspected. It was ob-

,
' served that FSQ-0076 was complete, indicating Cadweld loca-

tions within the placement.

This allegation could not be substantiated.

d. Allegation: For Cadwelds identified as 51V181, and 32H687 to
32H698, there had been no preignition inspection performed;
however, the records indicate that one was performed, and that
the field inspectors' initials had been forged.

Investigation Finding: Review of ECs for the noted Cadwelds
revealed that none had been indicated.as having been inspected
prior to firing. All record entries on the record copies of
the ECs showed that each was noted as "N" (not inspected) in

,

: the prefiring column. Comparison of the initials showed that
the field inspector identified had indicated his post firingi

inspection of the noted Cadwelds as required.

This allegation was not substantiated,

e. Allegation: Cadweld records are all " screwed up" and there
is much " whiting out" and signing off of ECs and as-builtt

' drawings.

Investigation Finding: Inspection of ECs from November 1978, to
January 8,1979, Cadweld qualification records for Cadwelders 5

|
and 32, and Cadweld qualification sumary records failed to
identify any problems of the type alluded to in the allegation.

This allegation could not be substantiated.

!
| .g.
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f. Allegation: Cadweld 27BV418 was accepted although QC,

inspection records indicated the existence of excess void
in the filler metal.

Investigation Finding: Discussions with cognizant licensee
representatives revealed that Cadweld 27BV418 was initially
rejected by a QC inspector due to excess void but was later
accepted based on an evaluation documented in a Field Request
for Engineering Action (FREA). The investigation team ob-
served that a Cadweld inspection book dated March 22, 1978,
indicated that Cadweld 27BV418 was rejected due to excess
void in the sleeve end. An FREA requesting disposition of
the Cadweld 27BV418 void stated that 27BV418 was a repair
sleeve that was welded to previously rejected sleeve 14BV834
which was attached to the base liner plate of the Unit 2
Reactor Containment Building. The FREA, which was approved
on March 28, 1978, stated that the recomended disposition,
" accept as is," Fas acceptable.

This allegation was substantiated; however, acceptance of
27BV418 was based on an evaluation documented in an approved
Field Request for Engineering Action, which is an accepted
method of resolving such matters.

3. Exit Interview

The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in
paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the investigation on Janaury 16,
1979, and February 2,1979. The IE inspectors sumarized the pur-
pose and scope of the investigation, reviewed the allegations and
the findings, and discussed the item of noncompliance.

_g.
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REGION IV[, o

$ , j 611 RY AN PLAZA DRIVE, SulTE 1000
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 70G11
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%,...../ April 11,1979

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 79-04

50-499/Rpt. 79-04

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Servicgts

Post Office Box 1700
'

Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen: ,

This refers to the inspection conducted by Mr. W. G. Hubacek and other
. members of our staff during the period March 20-23, 1979, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for Scuth
Texas Project, Units No.1 and 2, and to the discussion of our findings
with T. D. Stanley and other members of your staff at the conclusion
of the inspection.

Areas examined during the inspection and our findings are discussed in
the enclosed inspection report. Within these areas, the inspection con-
sisted of selective examination of procedures and representative records,
interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.

During the inspection,. it.was found that certain activities under your
license appear to be in noncompliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 of
the NRC Regulations, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants." The item of noncompliance and references to the pertinent
requirements are identified in *.he enclosed Notice of Violation.

We have also examined actions you have taken with regard to previously
identified inspection findings. The status of these items is identified
in paragraph 2 of the enclosed repret.

O-[[[ ('
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Hou.ston 1.ighting and Power -

Company -2- April 11, 1979-

,

.

.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201
of.the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2 Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations. Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office, within
30 days of your receipt of this notice, a written statement or explanation
in reply including: (1) corrective steps which have been taken by you,
and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps which will be taken to
avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance will
be achieved.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the
enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document-

Room. If the report contains any infonnation that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such information be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in
the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely.

|

c- -

W. C. Seidle, Chief
Reactor Construction and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation
2. IE Inspection Report No. 50-498/79-04

50-499/79-04

*
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Appendix A.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Based on the results of the NRC. inspection conducted during the period
March 20-23,1979, it appears that certain of your activities were not
conducted in full compliance with the conditions of your NRC Construction
Pennit No. CPPR-129 as indicated below:

Failure to Follow Concrete Placement Procedures
,

Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires that activities
affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, pro-
cedures or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances,
and that they be accomplished in accordance with these documents.

.

Brown and Root Quality Control Procedure No. A040KPCCP-3 (CCP-3),
"Prepour Activities," Rev. 9, July 5,1978, paragraph 3.35.9
states that, "Before depositing concrete, foreign materials and
standing water will be removed from the conveying equipment and
the area of placement." Paragraph 3.3.3 requires that the absence
of a "significant amount of free water" be one of the prepour
inspection signoffs for construction, engineering and quality.

control.
'

Brown and Root Quality Control Procedure No. A040KPCCP-4 (CCP-4),
" Concrete Placement and Finishing," Rev. 8, July 6, 1978, paragraph
3.5.3 states that, " Vibrators will not be used to cause concrete to
flow laterally further than five (5) feet."

Contrary to the above:

On March 22, 1979, during observation of concrete placement
MEL-W001-00, the following examples of failure to follow procedures

| were noted:

a. Prior to initiating concrete placement, pools of standing
water were observed by the IE inspector between the interior
form and the waterstop. The pour card had been signed off
on March 22, 1979, for this item and concrete placement was
initiated without removal of tne free standing water.
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b. On two occasions, during the initial phases of the placement,.

- concrete was observed being moved laterally, by vibrators,
- by as much as eight to ten feet.

This is an infraction.

.

A
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,' U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV
.

Report No. 50-498/79-04; 50-499/79-04

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting & Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Inspection at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Inspection conducted: March 20-23,1979

Inspectors:Mrfdbhd /N
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date
(Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 11)

mm - '//N!7 9
h L. D. Gilbert, Reactor Inspector, Engineering Date
o Support Sectioh (Paragraphs 9 & 10)

*///t|7 9a.--

R. E. Hall, Chief, Engineering Support Section Date
(Paragraphs 2, 7 & 8)

Y/N/7 9Approved: %-

W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date
i

--_ - _ _ -
// 9
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hR.E. Hall, Chief,EngineeringSupportSection Date
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Inspection Summary:.

*

Inspection on March 20-23, 1979 (Report No. 50-498/79-04; 50-499/79-04)
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of construction activi-
ties including observation of work related to concrete placement for Unit 2;
review of records related to welding of the Unit 1 containment liner dome;
review of fabrication records related to the Unit I crane girder; review of
receiving records for electrical components; review of reported 50.55(e)
items; and review of previous inspection findings. The inspection involved
seventy-five inspector-hours by three NRC inspectors.
Results: Of the six areas inspected, one apparent item of noncompliance
was identified in one area (infraction - failure to follow concrete place-
ment procedures - paragraph 7).

-
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,' DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees
~

*T. R. Alford, Project Site Manager
*T. D. Stanley, Project QA Supervisor
*L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor
*D. G. Long, Lead Engineer
*T. J. Jordan, Lead Engineer ~

M. H. Smith, Plant QA Supervisor
*R. L. Ulrey, QA Specialist
*D. W. Bohner, QA Specialist
*M. S. Monteith, QA Technician
C. L. Grosso, Associate Engineer
M. M. Johnson, Sen'ict Engineer

Other Personnel

*J. Dodd, Senio'r Manager of Construction, Brown & Root (B&R)
*J. H. Pepin, Project General Manager, B&R
*C. W. Vincent, Project QA Manager, B&R
*G. T. Warnick, Site QA Manager, B&R
*J. R. Monroe, Construction Project Manager, B&R
*S. A. Rasnick, Construction Chief Engineer, B&R
*A. Smith, Chief Construction Quality Engineer, B&R
G. Ewert, Internal Surveillance Supervisor, B&R
R. Allgood, Training Coordinator, B&R
K. E. Easter, External' Surveillance, B&R
T. J. Foley, Site QA Manager, Pittsburgh Des Moines (PDM)

The IE inspectors also interviewed other licensee and contractor
employees including members of the QA/QC and engineering staffs.

* denotes those attending the exit interview.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Insoection Findings

(0 pen') Infraction (50-498/78-16; 50-499/78-16): Failure to Provide
Procedure for Housekeeping Inspectic n. The IE inspector reviewed

i corrective actions described in the licensee's letters, dated
i January 8, 1979, and February 14, 1979. Corrective actions have

been accomplished as described in the letters; however, Procedure p

| -3-
!
:
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GCP-4, " Housekeeping," Rev. 2, dated December 15, 1978, did not
.

sufficiently define responsibilities for planning and implementa-
tion of housekeeping requirements as required by ANSI N45.2.3.
In addition, the requirements for Safety Department inspection
of Zone IV and V areas were not sufficiently defined. The
above concerns were also identified in a Brown & Root (B&R)
QA housekeeping surveillance report, dated March 22, 1979. This
matter will remain open pending completion of corrective action
in response to the-B&R surveillance report.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (50-498/79-02; 50-499/79-02): Qualifi-
cation Requirements for Cadwelders. Brown & Root Quality Control
Procedure CCP-ll is undergoing revision to define Cadwelder
qualification requirements consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.10.
This item will remain open pending review of the revised and
approved procedure.

3. Site Tour

The IE inspectors toured various areas of the site to observe con-
struction activities and to inspect housekeeping and equipment
storage.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Review of Items Reported Under 50.55(e)

The IE inspector reviewed the status of the following items which
were previously reported under 10 CFR 50.55(e):

Voids in Lift 15 of the Unit 1 Reactor Containment Building (RCB)a.

The IE inspector was informed that grouting of voids in lift 15
of the RCB was completed on March 1, 1979. Preparations were
under way for load testing of the polar crane bracket located at
2150 azimuth which was chosen as the representative bracket for

c
| the test. A maximum load of 375 tons will be applied at a

distance of 2'8" from the liner surface. Loading and unloading
will be in established increments. Deformation measurements will

r

| be made by means of deflection gages and strain rosettes. The

defonnation measurements will be used to evaluate the strain'

recovery process during the unloading cycle.

This matter will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection
following submission of the final report.

-4-
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b. Installation of Anchor Bolts Fabricated from the Wrong Material-

Nonconformance Reports (NCR) S-M1080 and S-M1080A identify anchor
bolts which were fabricated from carbon steel of the wrong grades'

(A36andA193). Materials have been identified as to what was
required and what was actually used in fabrication of the bolts.
Locations where the anchor bolts have been embedded in concrete
have been identified. The IE inspector was informed that B&R

~ design engineering will disposition the bolts on a case by case
basis and they will be replaced as required.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. NSSS Component Supports

The IE inspector was informed that eighteen of twenty-eight vertical
columns, which wf11 be located at elevation (-)l1'-3 to 16'0" in the

' Unit 2 RCB, will be fabricated on site by POM. ' Preliminary work will
be perfomed in PDM's Des ~Moines facility with completion of the
fabrication to be accomplished in the existing fabrication shop at

,

the site. The remaining ten columns will be fabricated by LAMCO.
This change was stated to be necessary due to construction scheduling
requirements which require delivery of the columns in July 1979.

The IE inspector was also infomed that laminations have been detected
in nine transition pieces for Unit 1 NSSS component upper and lower
lateral supports. The laminations were found by UT at the vendor's
shop. Eight of the transition pieces are presently located at the
vendor's shop and will be repaired by the vendor. The remaining
transition piece locate.d at the site will be evaluated by the licen-
see and Brown & Root engineering.

' No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
t

6. Review of Receiving Records

The IE inspector reviewed receiving records for electrical components
to ascertain whether requirements of Procedure GCP-22, " General
Material Receiving and Storage," were met. Records for the Flux
Mapping Console, Baron Recycle Panel, Rod Control System, and a
Containment Spray Pump motor were reviewed.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

'

-5-
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7. Observation of Concrete Placement

A portion of concrete placement ME2-W001-01, wall at the northwest
corner of Unit 2, Mechanical Electrical Auxiliary Building, was
observed for compliance with procedural requirements of :

QCP-A040KPCCP-3, "Prepour Activities," Rev. 9, dated
July 5,1978 (CCP-3)

QCP-A040KPCCP-4, " Concrete Placement and Finishing,"
dated July 6, 1978 (CCP-4)

The Pour Card and Examination Checklists were reviewed. It was
verified that all required items had been signed by Construction,
Engineering and Quality Control. The pour card was signed author-
iring start of the placement.

The forms were inspected by the IE inspector and found to be clean
and free of debris. The surface of the construction joint was
observed to be in the saturated surface dry condition, except that
the IE inspector observed pools of standing water in the region
between the interior wall forms' and the in-place water stop on the
construction joint surface. These pools covered approximately 70%
of the length of the placement and were measured to be 1/2 inch
deep in one location. The QC inspector and B&R foreman indicated
their intent to " walk" the water ahead of the first layer of concrete
to remove it. Brown and Root Procedure CCP-3, paragraph 3.35.9
stipulates that standing water would be removed from the area of
placement in construction joints. When the IE inspector noted that
te placement crew was not " walking" the water out of the placement,
the QC inspector stopped the work until air hoses could be provided.
Subse~quently the standing water was removed ahead of concrete place-
ment using the air hoses and brooms.

During placement of the first layer of concrete, two cases were
noted in which the vibrators were used to move placed concrete
lateral distances of 8 and 10 feet from the discharge point. Brown

and Root Procedure CCP-4, paragraph 3.5.3 restricts lateral movement
of concrete to less than five feet. Initiation of concrete place-
ment with standing water on tha construction joint and the noted
lateral movement of concrete with vibrators appear to be examples
of failure to follow procedures as required by Criterion V of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50.

:

During the placement, a rainstonn occurred. As specified in para-
graph 3.4.1 of CCP-4, placement was stopped until rain protection
could be provided. During erection of rain protection, rain waterAfteraccumulated on the surface of the recently placed concrete.

-6-
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| the rain stopped, placement was resumed after inspection by Engineering
a11d Quality Control.- An NCR was initiated to confirm that the maximum
allowable water / cement ratio was not exceeded by the rainwater which
was added to the concrete. After resumption of placement, the IE
inspector verified that previously placed concrete was still in the
plastic state as required by paragraph 3.4.3 of CCP-4.

After . completion of the placement, it was verified that the surface
of the concrete was adequately protected and that the water-stop was
installed.

8. Miscellaneous

During the inspection and by telephone on March 26, 1979, the IE
inspector explored the circumstances surrounding an altercation
between a quality control inspector and a construction engineer.
It was determined that management response to this matter had been .

timely and effective in indicating support for the site quality
assurance program. No long range adverse effects were identified.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

9. Containment Liner Dome

a. Observation of Work

The IE inspector. observed shielded metal-arc welding of Seam 25
and Seam S1-138 on Course Assembly 1 for the Unit 1 Containment
Dome. The qualification and/or certification documentation by
PDM was reviewed for the two welders and E7018 welding electrode
being used for welding the two seams. In the areas inspected,
no discrepancies were noted between the documentation and the
requirements of Section III or IX of the ASME B&PV Code.

b. Review of Records
,

| The IE inspector selectively reviewed the completed documentation
for three seam welds on the Unit 1 Containment Liner Deme Course

l-
Assemblies. The seam welds were identified as Seam 21 of Course
2, Seam 22 of Course 3 and Seam 14 of Course 4. The documentation
for each seam weld was reviewed for completeness and use of quali-
fied welders, certified welding electrode, certified nondestructive

!

|
1
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examination reports, and qualified examination personnel. In the
areas inspected, no discrepancies were noted between the documen-'

-

tation and the requirements of Section III. V or IX of the ASME
'

B&PV Code.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

10. Polar Crane Girders

The IE inspector selectively reviewed the shop fabrication records and
material certification reports for the Unit 1 Crane Girder, Pc 125G2
of Drawing 125AG, Revision C. The girder steel plate material was
certified as conforming to the ASTM A537 Class 1 specification for
chemical and mechanical properties. The gusset and backing bar materials
were certified as conforming to the ASTM A36 specific & tion for chemical
and mechanical properties. In the areas inspected, no' discrepancies
were noted between the PDM shop fabrication record and material certifi-
cation reports for the crane girder and the B&R specification 2C269SS006,
Revision G, " Steel Liner Work for Reactor Containment Structures."

_

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.;

!

11. Exit Interview

The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in para-
graph 1) at the conclusion of the inspection on March 23, 1979. The,

IE inspectors summarized the purpose and the scope of the inspection
and the findings. A licensee representative acknowledged statements

,

of the IE inspector concerning the item of noncompliance.
,

s
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- i REGION IV*

0, N. [ 611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE, SUITE 1000
al AR LINGToN, TEXAS 76012...../%

June 8, 1979
In Reply Refer To:

-

RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 79-09

50-499/Rpt. 79-09 -

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

"

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Mr. W. G. Hubacek and other
members of our staff during the period May 15-18 and 22-23,1979, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and 129 for the South Texas
Project f acility, Units No.1 and 2, concerning an allegation by a former South
Texas Project employee.

The investigation and our findings are discussed in the enclosed investigation
report.

Within the scope of the investigation, no items of noncompliance were identified.

In accordance with Section' 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title

10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed investi-
gation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the report

contains any information that you believe to be proprietary, it is necessary
that you submit a written application to this office, within 20 days of the
date of this letter, requesting. that such infor=ation be withheld from public

disclosure. The application =ust include a full statement of the reasons why
it is clai=ed that the infor=ation is proprietary. The application should be
prepared so that any proprietary infor=ation identified is contained in an
enclosure to the application, since the application without the enclosure will
also be placed in the Public Docu=ent Room. If we do not hear from you in this.

regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in the Public
Document Room.
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Houston Lighting and Power Company -2- June 8, 1979
,

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will be pleased.co
discuss'them with you.

Sincerely,

} ~ |Q'

W. C. Sei , Chief
Reactor Construction and --

Engineering Support Branch

Enclos.ure:
IE Inspection Report No. 50-4'96779-09

50-499/79-09
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' U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV
,

Report No. 50-498/79-09; 50-499/79-09

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting & Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001 ,,

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Investigation at: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation conducted: May 15-18 and 22-23,1979

Inspectors: ,,b (3/Fhv-c
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Section Date

W= deh
W. A. Cross =an, Chief, Projects Section D' ate

h8 -Approved: >; =

W. A. Crossman, Chief , Projects Section Date

Investigation Su= mary:
Investigation on May 15-18 and 22-23, 1979 (Report No. 50-498/79-09; 50-499/79-09)
Areas Inspected: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations regarding
irregularities in the Quality Assurance program for Civil construction activities.
The investigation involved fifty-two inspector-hours by two NRC inspectors.
Results: No items of nonccmpliance or deviations were identified.
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* INTRODUCTION
-

The South Texas Project (STP), Units No. 1 and 2, are under construction in ,

Matagorda County, Texas, near the town of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston Lighting

and Power Company is the Construction Permit holder. Brown and Root,

Incorporated is both Architect Engineer and Constructor for the project.

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

The Region IV Ch'ief, Projects Section, Reactor Construction Branch received ..

telephone calls on May 1, 2 and 7,1979, from an individual who alleged
irregularities in the STP Quality Assurance program. Additional information
concerning these allegations was received from the alleger on May 8, 1979.

1

SUKHARY OF FACTS

On May 1, 2 and 7, 1979, the Region IV Chief, Projects Section, Reactor
Construction Branch received telephone calls from an individual who made
allegations in regard to the South Texas Project. The alleger provided

additional information concerning the allegations on May 8, 1979. The

individual expressed the following allegations relating to the South Texas
Project Qualtiy Assurance program:

1. The responsible Quality Control (QC) inspector refused to sign the
Concrete Pour Card for Lift 5 of the Unit 2 Reactor Containment Building
(RCB) due to discrepancies that he had identified. The discrepancies

were documented in a memorandum that the QC inspector distributed to
several individuals at the STP site. The Concrete Pour Card was subse-
quently signed by the supervisor of the responsible QC inspector.

2. There are widespread discrepancies in the documentation of Cadweld
as-built locations.

CONCLUSIONS

! 1. The allegation concerning the refusal of the responsible QC inspector
to sign the Concrete Four Card for Lift 5 of the Unit 2 RCB and the

4

subsequent signing of the card by the QC inspector's supervisor was
substantiated. It was determined that the reason the QC inspector refused
to sign the Pour Card was his conviction that cleanliness of the placenent
area was inadequate; however, the placement area was subsequently cleaned

1

-2-
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and the Pour Card was later signed by the QC inspector's supervisor.
It could not be conclusively established by the'I2T inspectors whether
or not the final cleanliness of the placement area was acceptable as
it was no longer accessible for visual inspection. -

2. The allegation that there are numerous discrepancies in the documentation
of Cadweld as-built locations was substantiated; however, it was deter-
mined that Brown & Root QA personnel assigned the task of reviewing and
correcting the documentation were aware of the discrepancies and were
actively engaged in measures to correct them.

..

l

|
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o DETAILS

-

1. Persons Contacted .

Principal Licensee Employees

R. A. Frazar, QA Manager
+T. R. Alford, Site Manager
W. N. Phillips, Projects QA Manager

+*L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor
+*D. G. Long, QA Lead Engineer
+*T. J. Jordan, QA Lead Engineer --

*R. L. Ulrey, Senior QA Specialist
+G. A. Marshall, Senior QA Specialist
*M. H. Smith, Plant QA Supervisor
*W. H. Moye, Construction Senior Engineer
C. L. Grosso, Associate Engineer

Brown and Root Employees

+*D. D. Coppeler, QCE Site Supervisor
+*L. E. Tolley, Chief Construction Engineer
+1. M. Salvitti, Assistant Project Manager
+S. A. Rasnick, Construction Engineer
C. M. Singleton, QCE Civil Supervisor
B. N. Kesarinath, Chief Engineer, RCB 1 & 2
H. L. Casanova, Civil QC Area Coordinator
R. C. Forte, Preplacement Lead Inspector RCB 1 & 2 and EC?
J. M. Lacey, Batching & Placing Lead Inspector
J. G. Zipen, Cadweld Lead Inspector
P. A. Shah, QC Inspector
C. R. Guruprosad, Chief Engineer BOP

A. E. Schlaifer, QC Inspector
+*G. F. Evert, Internal Surveillance Supervisor

S. H. Horton, Internal Surveillance Specialist
R. W. Markey, Assistant Chief Field Engineer

The IE inspectors also baterviewed other licensee and contractor e=ployees
including = embers of the QA/QC and engineering staffs.

* Denotes those attending the exit interview on May 18, 1979.

+ Denotes those attending the exit interview on May 23, 1979.
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2. Investigation Details
-

The following specific allegations were investigated during this investi-
gation. Findings of the NRC investigation team are indicated.below: .

a. Allegation: The responsible QC inspector refused to sign the Concrete
Pour Card f or Lif t 5 of the Unit 2 RCB due to discrepancies that he
had identified. The discrepancies were documented in a memorandum that
the QC inspector distributed to several individuals at the STP site.
The Concrete Pour Card was subsequently signed by the supervisor of the
responsible QC inspector.

Investigation Finding: The investigation team reviewed the Concrete --

Pour Card for pour number CS2-W5 of the Unit 2 containment Shell,
EL 27'0" to EL 37'0", which comprised Lift 5. It was observed that
the signature block on the card entitled, " Brown & Root Civil Quality
Control Engineer /Supv. ," which is normally signed by the responsible
QC inspector, was, in fact, signed by the QCE Civil Supervisor who is
the responsible QC inspector's supervisor. It should be noted that
signing of the Pour Card by the. supervisor is not precluded by
Brown & Root Procedure CCP-3, "Prepour Activities."

The investigation team interviewed nine Brown & Root employees whose
initials or signatures appeared on the Concrete Pour Card for Lift 5
and related Examination Check sheets. The responsible QC inspector
(who had declined to sign the Four Card) stated that, in his opinion,
Lift 5 was not clean, due primarily to the presence of sand, tie
wire and paper in the bottom of a horizontal channel and on the
surf ace of the construction joint under penetrations. The responsi-

ble QC inspector stated that, despite additional cleaning of the
area by construction, he still considered the cleanliness to be
unacceptable although he did not personally reinspect the area after
final cleaning was completed. He said that his supervisor signed the

Four Card af ter entering the pour area in only two places (the
responsible QC inspector stated that he himself had entered the area
in approximately fifteen places) and directing additional cleaning
in these places. The responsible QC inspector documented his position

!

on the cleanliness of Lift 5 in a letter which he distributed to
several individuals in the Brown &' Root QA organization. He stated
that he was subsequently placed on probation and cited for insubordi-
nation and f ailure to cooperate with construction.

The responsible QC inspector's supervisor stated that the day before
placement of Lif t 5, a construction fore =an came to his (the supervisor's)
office and infor=ed him that he expected trouble with the pour because
the responsible QC inspector had previously infor=ed him (the con-
struction foreman) that he expected the pour to be perfect. The super-

visor then assigned a subordinate supervisor to assist in the preplacement

-5-
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inspection of the pour area. The supervisor stated that cleaning of
the pour area began at approximately 7:00'aIcI. on the day of the
placement and the pour area was washed all around twice by 9:30 a.m.
The supervisor went into the Lif t 5 area at approximately.10:00 a.m. -

and inspected two places identified as being the worst (with regard
to cleanliness) by the responsible QC inspector. The supervisor
observed widely scattered grit on the construction joint in the two
places and some accumulation of sand in channels between vertical
stif feners on the liner. The supervisor did not consider che amount
of grit observed on the construction joint to be detrimental to
quality and informed construction that the accumulated sand between
stiffeners must be removed. Following removal of the sand which was
observed by his subordinate supervisor, the supervisor signed the "

Pour Card at approximately 11:00 a.m. and concrete placement began.

The subordinate supesvtsor stated that he became involved with Lift 5
at about 7:00 a.m. on the morning of the placement. The responsible
QC inspector informed him that the cleanliness of several places in
the pour area was still unacceptable. The subordinate supervisor

j observed that cl aning activities were in progress, but due to physical
constraints he was unable to enter the unacceptable places and inspect
them f rom close range; however, he did observe cleaning activities
from the top of Lift 5. The subordinate supervisor stated that QC
inspectors other than the responsible QC inspector did not consider
the cleanliness to be unsatisfactory in portions of Lif t 5 that they
had observed. The subordinate supervisor observed the inspection
of two locations by his supervisor, the subsequent cleaning of these
locations, and signing of the Pour Card by his supervisor. The sub-
ordinate supervisor stated that the responsible QC inspector did not
re-enter the Lif t 5 area af ter final cleaning was ccmpleted.

A QC inspector who assisted the responsible QC inspector in the
preplace=ent inspection of Lift 5 stated that on the day prior to
plac ement , the Lif t 5 area was not clean, but subsequent to additional
cleaning by construction, the places he inspected were found acceptable;
however, he did not inspect the entire Lift 5 area.

Other QC and construction personnel interviewed who inspected various
places in the pour area were unanimous in stating that the Lift 5 area
appeared to be acceptably clean following the additional cleaning per-
formed by construction.

This allegation was substantiated in that it was found that the
responsible QC inspector did not sign the Pour Card as is the usual
practice and it was subsequently signed by his supervisor. As

previously noted, signing of the Pour Card by the responsible QC
inspector's supervisor is not prohibited by the governing Brown &
"c:ot procedure. The investigation team could not conclusively establish
whether or not cleanliness of the Lift 5 area was acceptable prior to

placement since the questionable area could not be physically examined
by the investigation team because the area was covered by concrete
placed on April 27, 1979.

-6-
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b. Allegation: There are widespread discrepancies in the documentation
''~~~of Cadweld as-built locations.

Investigation Finding: The investigation team interviewed licensee ,

and Brown & Root representatives concerning the status of Cadweld
as-built records. A licensee representative stated that HL&P.QA
was aware of the existence of discrepancies in the Cadweld as-built
location records. The licensee initially identified the probler in

Speed Letters C-046 and C-047, dated September 11,1978, and
September 14, 1978, respectively and subsequently requested that
Brown & Root undertake a thorough review of all Cadweld records. The
review of Cadweld records commenced following a meeting between Brown
& Root and HL&P QA representatives on October 31, 1978. The review --

is now approximately 38% complete and it is expected that approxi-
mately six to twelve more months will be required to finish the
review.

A Brown & Root representative stated that, although the Cadweld records
in their present state are poorly organized and difficult to follow,
he is confident that the present records review will result in reliable
and retrievable as-built location data for all but a small portion of

the existing Cadwelds. He stated that information available on existing

as-built records, Cadweld inspection reports, and Cadweld crew material
handler logs are now being codified for computer input. Resolution of

discrepancies will be accomplished with cocputer assistance after all
data have been codified. The review includes all Cadweld as-built
records generated prior to April 12, 1979, when Revision 8 of CCP-ll
was issued which assigned responsibility to construction engineering
for docu=entation of Cadweld as-built locations.

The investigation team reviewed approximately thirty folders of Cadweld
as-built location records against infor=ation provided in the allegation.
The team was able to verify that =ost of the alleged discrepancies did
indeed exist; however, the discrepancies were also known to the Brown &
Root Cadwelu records review team who had compiled a list of Cadweld
as-built location records showing their current status. The investi-

gation team observed that the existing Cadweld as-built location records
produced prior to April 12, 1979, were poorly organized and could not be
evaluated for compliance with specification and procedural requirements
in their present state. The adequacy of the records is at this ti=e
indeterminate. The licensee's progress, in conduct of the ongoing records
review, will be followed during subsequent IE inspections.

This allegation was substantiated; however, the licensee was aware of
Cadweld as-built location record discrepancies and had previously
initiated action to correct the discrepancies. Specific infor:ation

provided by the alleger was verified to be correct, but this infor=ation
was also known to the Brown & Root team who had developed similar infor-
mation in their review of the Cadweld records.

- 7-'
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.4. Exit Meeting

-
The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph
1) at the conclusion of the investigation on May 18, 1979, and May 23, 1979.

1

The IE inspectors summarized the purpose and the scope of the-investigation
and the findings.
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October 5, 1979

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 79-13

50-499/Rpt. 79-13

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the inspection conducted by Mr. W. G. Hubacek and other
members of our staff during the period August 6-10, 1979, of activities
authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-128 and 129 for South
Texas Project, Units No. 1 and 2, and to the discussion of our findings
with Mr. R. A. Frazar and other members of your staff at the conclusion
of the inspection.

Areas examined during the inspection and our findings are discussed in
the enclosed inspection report. Within these areas, the inspection con-

sisted of selective examination of procedures and representative records,
interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.

During the inspection, it was found that certain activities under your
10 CFR 50 of thelicense appear to be in noncompliance with Appendix B to

NRC Regulations, " Quality Assurance Criteria fo: Nuclear Power Plants."
The items of noncompliance and references to the pertinent requirements
are identified in the enclosed Notice of Violation.
Nine new unresolved items are identified in paragraphs 3.c, 3.d, 3.k, 3.1,
3.m, 3.n, 6, 9, and 10 of the enclosed report. ,

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201 of
the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations.
Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this of fice, within 30 days of your
receipt of this notice, a written state =ent or explanation in reply including:
(1) corrective steps which have been taken by you, and the results achieved;
(2) corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and
(3) the date when full conpliance will be achieved.
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Houston Lighting and Power Company 2 October 5, 1979

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the

report contains any information that you believe to be proprietary, it is
necessary that you submit a written application to this office, within 20 days
of the date of this letter, requesting that such information be withheld from
public disclosure. The application must include a full statement of the reasons
why it is claimed that the information is proprietary. The application should
be prepared so that any proprietary information identified is contained in an
enclosure to the application, since the application without the enclosure will
also be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in this

regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in the Public
Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be pleased to
discuss them with you.

Sincerely, -

;7 /. . .& ,

- . . . , . .

W. C. Seidle',h hief
Reactor Const'rdetion and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosures:

1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation
2. IE Inspection Report No. 50-498/79-13

50-499/79-13
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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Based on the results of the NRC inspection conducted on August 6-10, 1979,
it appears that certain of your activities were not conducted in full com- -

pliance with the conditions of your NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-128
and 129 as indicated below:

A. Failure to Follow Procedures for Maintaining PDM QA Manuals

10 CFR Part. 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires that activities
affecting quality shall be accomplished in accordance with instructions,
procedures, or drawings.-

Pittsburgh Des Moines (PDM) QA Manual, Section 12 requires that the
manual shall be reviewed semiannually or more frequently by the QA Com-
mittee to keep the manual current with Code Addenda and PDM construction
and QA procedures.

Contrary to the above:

The PDM QA Manual did not appear to have been reviewed on a semiannual or
more frequent basis in that it was not current nor adequately controlled
as exemplified by the following:

1. Section 12, " Manual Revision and Distribution," does not describe
how supplements are to be integrated into the manual af ter receipt.

2. Section 13, " Audits," does not state Lead Auditor and auditor qual-
ifications requrements nor does it describe how they are qualified.

i

| 3. QA Manuals No. 67, 132, 152, and 177 were found deficient in several
' areas such as missing sections, dif ferent supplements, a superseded

procedure and an unauthorized memorandum imposing additional re-;
| quirements.

| This is an infraction.

I
B. Failure to Follow Procedures for Conduct of PDM Site Audits

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires that activities affecting
| quality shall be accomplished in accordance with instructions, proce-,

| dures, or drawings.
i
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PDM QA Manual, Section 13.0 requires that: annual or more frequent
audits be performed at each construction site; deficiencies and cor-
rective actions be brought to the attention of responsible managers;
audit results be reviewed by responsible management; and reaudits be
performed to assure correction of deficiencies.

Contrary to the above: ,

1. Annual or more frequent audits at the construction site were not
performed in that the QA program was not completely audited in 1976.'

2. Deficiencies and corrective actions were apparently not brought to
the attention of responsible managers in that corrective action
statements have not been signed off by management since 1976.

3. There is no evidence that audit results have been reviewed by responsi-
ble management to determine required corrective action. Reaudits
were not performed to assure correction of deficiencies. In one
case, recurring deficiencies were identified in 1977, yet the
deficiencies have not been co,rrected to date (August 16, 1979).

This is an infraction.

C. Failure to Delineate Organizational Change in the PDM QA Manual

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion I requires that authority and duties
of persons and organizations affecting safety-related functions of
structures, systems, and components shall be clearly established and
delineated in writing.

Contrary to the above:

A new position that had been established between the PDM Division QA
Manager and the PDM Site QA Manager was not delineated in the PDM QA
Manual.

This is a deficiency. "

D. Failure to Maintain Completed Audit Checklists in Audit Files

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII requires that sufficient records
shall be maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting quality.

Houston Lighting & Power Company (KL&P) Procedure QAP-5B requires that
completed audit checklists shall be maintained in the QA audit files.

| ,
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Contrary to the above:

The QA file for audit EL-60 contained two incomplete audit checklists.

v#This is a deficiency.

E. Failure to Destroy or Stamp a Deleted QA Procedure -

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires that activities affecting '

quality shall be accomplished in accordance with instructions, proce-
dures, or drawings.

Brown & Root Procedure ST-QAP-2.2, Attachment 6-D requires that super-
seded QA program documents must be destroyed or stamped " void" or " super-
seded".

.-

Contrary to the above:
-

Brown & Root QA Manual No. 19 contained Procedure ST-QAP-5.12 which had
been deleted per a " Summary of Revision" dated October 13, 1978; however,
the procedure had not been stamped " void" or " superseded".

This is a deficiency. /
v

!
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV
.

Report No. 50-498/79-13; 50-499/79-13 -

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2

Inspection at: Houston Offices and South Texas Project

Inspection conducted: August 6-10, 1979

/0/dY79Inspectors: ;=

& W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector, Projects Date

# Section (paragraphs 1, 2, 3.k, 3.m, 7, 10,
11, 12 & 13)

IC)-2 ~19D u
J. I apia, Req] tor Inspector, Engineering Date

Su rt Sectidd (paragraphs 3.i, 8 & 9)

/Offf7f
L. E. Foster, Inspection Specialist, RII Date

(paragraphs 2, 3.a, 3.b, 3.c, 3.e, 3.f, 3.g,j

! 4, 5, 6 and 7)

f

/ W W == fo//77
H. S. Phillips, Resident Reactor Inspector, Date

Projects Section (paragraphs 3.c, 3.d, 3.h,
3.j , 3.1 and 3.m)
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Other
Accompanying
Personnel: L. S. Waller, Engineering Aide (Co-op), Engineering Support

Section

Approved:
' /4[f/7f

W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

( /d $ N-

ff) R.'FX Hall, C ef, Engineering Support Section 4are
~

Inspection Summary:
/

Inspection on August 6-10, 1979 (Report No. 50-498/79-13; 50-499/79-13)
Areas Inspected: Special, announced Mid-Term QA inspection of the establishment
and implementation of the licensee's QA program for site related activities in-
cluding design, procurement and construction. Areas inspected included QA
management, procurement control, document control, design control, vendor
surveillance, audits, QA/QC organization and site installation activities. The
inspection involved one hundred thirty-two inspector-hours by four NRC
inspectors.
Results: Of the eight areas inspected, five items of noncompliance were identi-
fied in three areas (failure to follow procedures for maintaining PDM QA Manuals -
infraction, paragraph 3.m; failure to follow procedure for conduct of PDM site
audits - infraction, paragraph 3.m; failure to delineate organizational change
in the PDM QA Manual - deficiency, paragraph 3.m; failure to maintain ec=pleted
audit checklists in audit files - deficiency, paragraph 3.k; and failure to
destroy or stamp deleted QA procedure - deficiency, paragraph 3.c).

,
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

*R. A. Frazar, Manager, Quality Assurance '

*D. G. Barker, Manager, South Texas Project ,.

*J. H. Ferguson, Technical Consultant to the Vice President, Power Plant '
Construction and Technical Services

*W. N. Phillips, Project QA Manager
*T. D. Stanley, Project QA Supervisor
*L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor
*D. G. Long, QA Lead Engineer
*T. J. Jordan, QA Lead Engineer
*M. H. Smith, Plant QA Engineer
*S. A. Viaclovsky, Supervisor, Support Division
*R. L. Ulrey, Senior QA Specialist
H. G. Overstreet, lead QA Specialist, Vendor Surveillance

*A. J. Granger, Project Engineering Manager
*B. F. Duncan, Startup Manager
A. E. Schoeneberg, Project Purchasing Manager

*R. C. Henson, Operations QA Supervisor
J. L. Blau, Supervising Project Engineer
J. R. Molleda, Lead Project Engineer - Mechanical
D. R. Valley, QA Specialist - Audit Coordinator
P. A. Swearingen, General Supervisor, Records Management Division
M. S. Monteith, QA Technician
G. A. Marshall, Senior QA Specialist
J. A. Anderson, QA Specialist
R. R. Hernandez, Lead Project Engineer - Civil
S. C. Sims, Leader, Administrative Group
C. L. Grosso, QA Associate Engineer

Other Personnel

J. Dodd, Senior Project Manager, Brown & Root (B&R)
*C. W. Vincent, Project QA Manager, B&R
*G. T. Warnick, Site QA Manager, B&R
*H. O. Kirkland, Acting Project General Manager, B&R
*J. M. Salvitti, Assistant Construction Project Manager, B&R
*S. A. Rasnick, Manager, Construction Engineering, B&R
*R. G. Withrow, Assistant Engineering Project Manager, B&R
D. E. Sewell, QC Civil Inspector, B&R
E. R. Vickery, Acting Lead Cadweld QC Inspector, B&R

3
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L. Tofte, QA Training Coordinator, B&R
G. Mills, Chief Draftsman, Structural Group, B&R
A. F. Holbrook, Assistant QA Manager, B&R
R. Childers, Assistant to QA Coordinator, B&R
R. Kimball, Project Vendor Surveillance Coordinator, B&R
A. S. Goewey, NCR Supervisor, B&R
J. Purdy, QA Turnover Supervisor, B&R
D. Shumway, Day Shift Supervisor, QC Engineering, B&R
C. M. Singleton, Area Supervisor, QC Engineering, B&R
B. F. Mitchell, Quality Engineer, B&R
C. Mudd, Supervisor, Document Control,. B&R
S. Horton, Site Internal Surveillance Supervisor, B&R
D. Whittaker, Automative System Specialist, B&R
W. Abrams, QA Specialist, B&R
R. Fountan, Lead Clerk, B&R
C. Chaplin, Site QA Manager, Pittsburgh Des Moines (PDM)
M. L. Self, Site Superintendent, PDM
R. Barker, Site Engineer, PDM
A. H. Ewton, Site Manager, Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory

2. Review of QA Program and Inspection and Enforcement History

The IE inspectors performed a review of the QA manuals and docket files
of the licensee, architect engineer and constructors to include the
following: inspections relative to QA programs and site; enforcement
correspondence and responses; audits; responsibilities of key personnel;
construction deficiency reports; organization; execution of the QA pro-
gram and continued development of the QA program for the South Texas Project.

QA procedures for the control of activities within the Houston Lighting
and Power Company (HL&P) QA, Engineering, and Purchasing Organizations are
contained within the organization's respective QA manuals. In the case of
HL&P delegated activities, the QA procedures for control of design, pro-

curement and construction are contained within the B&R and W QA manuals.
Major subcontractors (Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory and Pittsburgh Des
Moines Steel Company) have their own QA manuals which have been approved
by the licensee.

It was noted that the HL&P organization for project management, which
. is described in the Project Quality Assurance Plan (PQAP), Revision 4,
dated July 20, 1979, differs from that shown in Chapter 17 of the South
Texas Project (STP) PSAR. The functions previously performed by

.
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several E&P departments have been consolidated in the STP organization
under the direction of the Manager, STP who reports to the Vice President,

' Power Plant Construction and Technical Services. The Manager, STP is
responsible for engineering; construction, startup, cost and schedule
activities and results of STP.

_

Changes have also been made in the licensee's Quality Assurance department.
The QA Manager now reports to the Vice President, Power Plant Construction
and' Technical Services rather than to the Executive Vice President as stated
in the STP PSAR. The position of Projects QA Manager has been added and
has responsibility for planning, development, implementation, coordination,
and administration of the Quality Assurance program for power plant pro-
jects (including STP) during engineering, design, procurement and con-
struction activities. The Projects QA Manager reports to the QA Mana'ger.
The position of Supervising Engineer has been changed to Project QA

: Supervisor with. continued responsibility for development, implementation,
coordination and administration of STP quality activities. The Project

; QA Supervisor reports to the Projects QA Manager. The Supervisor, Site
i QA, who is assigned to the site, is responsible for site quality assurance

surveillance of activities for STP during construction and startup opera-
tions. The Supervisor, Site QA, reports to the Project QA Supervisor.

,

The review findings indicate that E&P has developed and is continuing to
upgrade the QA program consistent with the SAR commitments relative to

: design, procurement, construction, enforcement response and reporting of
I deficiencies. QA manuals and procedures are being revised to depict
! organization changes and improvements to the overall program. The

licensee advised the IE inspectors that the PSAR was not revised to
depict changes as NRC licensing does not desire to review the changes.

3. On-Site Review of QA Manual and QA Manual Implementation'

a. QA Manual Reviews (HI.&P and B&R)
!

! The E&P QA manual, identified as the STP Quality Assurance Plan (PQAP),
j describes the E &P Quality Assurance plan. It delineates the policies,

organizational responsibilities and methods used by E&P to conform to;

j the eighteen " Quality Assurance Criteria" set forth in Title 10, Part 50,
' Appendix B of the Code of Federal Regulations.

E&P has provided their position descriptions for QA personnel, QA forms
j and QA procedures in a bound volume and has identified it as the STP

Quality Assurance Manual. This manual details the requirements to meet
their commitments made in the PSAR.

B&R has provided a QA manual which specifies their QA program for design,
procurement and construction activities associated with STP. The B&R

|
QA manual and associated procedures for STP were reviewed and approved

,

5
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by the licensee to ensure that B&R's QA program meets the require-.

ments of the E&P QA program. The B&R QA manual specifies that
STP is to be constructed in accordance with ASME, Section III, 1974
Edition, Division I with Winter 1975 Addenda. The licensee has also
committed to ASME, Section III, Division II. The B&R QAM also
specifies that the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B will be
met and that the QA procedures will meet the QAM requirements.

Several sections of the B&R and E&P QA manuals and procedures were
examined in detail to determine if the manuals and procedures were

i being updated to correct programmatic deficiencies, changes in
QA/QC organizational structure, technical requirements and if the
changes were being reviewed and approved by the licensee. B&R manual
sections and QA procedures examined in detail were:

(1) Section 10, " Examination, Inspections and Tests" (revised 8/8/79)

(2) Section9,"SheEialProcesses"(revised 2/5/79)

(3) Section 1, " Organization" ,

(4) Section 2, "Tra'ining"

(5) QAP-2.6, "Nonconformances" (revised 3/15/79)

.

(6) QAP-2.7, "Stop Work Authority"

(7) QAP-2.4, "QA Document Review" (revised 3/1/79)

(8) QAP-2.3, " Document Administration"

(9) QAP-5.4, " Structural Integrity Tests" (revised 2/24/79)

(10) QAP-5.6, " Post Tensioning" (revised 2/24/79)

(11) Quality Assurance Training Manual

E&P reanuals examined in detail included:

(1) E&P Project Engineering Procedures Manual No. PEP-01,
" Preparation and Control of Project Engineering Procedures"

;

(2) E&P Project Quality Assurance Plan, Revision 6, dated 6/20/79
(Sections 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8)

Procedures are being revised to eliminate deficiencies and to
improve the effectiveness of program execution. Comparison of

.
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B&R manuals in the corporate office and at the site confirmed that-

the manuals are being maintained current with the latest revisions. |

During discussions with B&R QA personnel, the IE inspector was
informed that the site organization chart shown in the manual had
not been updated to show the latest site QA structure. The basic
responsibilities of the B&R QA department have not changed, but the
Quality Control Engineering Groups have been assigned QC responsi-
bilities for certain areas of the plant instead of the previous

.

|

discipline assignments. QC Engineering personnel continue to report
to the QA department. -

Examinations of the QAMs, procedures and documentation revealed that
the licensee and constructor have adequate QA programs and appear to
be implementing the specified programs.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

b. QA Manual Document Control (E&P)

The licensee's PQAP Manual is issued to define and control
activities at the licensee's corporate office and STP site.

The PQAP Manual delegates responsibilities for control of
contractor's QA manuals to the contractors. The licensee is
responsible for auditing the contractor's control of their QA
manuals.

PQAP Manuil, Revision 6, dated June 20, 1979, describes the
methods used for preparing and controlling quality related acti-
vities. Sections 3, 6 and 7 specifically address document control.
The Records Management Division under the QA department is respon-
sible for maintaining copies of the STP records which include
drawings, copies of all in-house correspondence, B&R's design manual
and typical reference documents, audit reports, procurement documents,
specifications and correspondence between the licensee and major
vendors (B&R and W). This Division does not issue and distribute
information but is mainly a filing operation; however, items can be
checked out for use by licensee personnel. The IE inspector was
advised that the licensee is developing a computer systen for con-
trol of documents.

Responsibility for the development, control and implementation of
the PQAP Manual is assigned to the E &P Corporate QA Manager.
Departmental procedures are prepared by each QA Division and are
compiled into a Quality Assurance Procedures (QAP) Manual. Res-
ponsibility for control of the PQAP and QAP Manuals has been assigned

.
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to the Support Division of the QA department. Each manual is num-
bered and each holder of a manual is assigned a controlled manual
number. The leader, Administrative Support Section (QA) keeps a
record'of all manual holders, latest revision to sections, date of
issue and acknowledgement of receipt by the manual holder. A
master folder is kept up to date and includes a lists of all

revisions to the PQAP and QAP Manuals.

The IE inspector selected two persons assigned unrelated QA/QC func-
tions and interviewed them concerning their responsibilities assoc-
iated with the control of the manuals and verified that procedures and
manuals necessary for their responsibilities were available.

The IE inspector selec'ted five PQAP Manuals (No. 50, 51, 65, 84,
and 85) and four QA Manuals (No. 5, 10, 11, and 29) for examination.
The IE inspector visited the offices of the manual holders and con-
firmed that each individual had manuals assigned to him. The IE
inspector also reviewed the latest list of revisions to the proce-
dures and verified that the manuals had been updated to include the
latest revisions.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

c. QA Manual - Document Control (B&R)

Brown & Root, Incorporated provides written procedures for con- .

trolling the preparation, review, approval and issuance for docu-
ments affecting quality. The QA Manager is responsible for the
control of these documents.

The IE inspector reviewed B&R Procedures QAP-2.3, " Document Admin-
istration," QAP-2.2, " Control of Project Program Documents," QAP-
6.1, " Project QA Records," and QAP-6.3, " Codification of Documents,"
to determine if these procedures were ~ adequate. The IE inspector
held discussions with responsible management personnel, examined
the files and observed the facilities provided for the control of

i manuals.

B&R uses a " Form Control" described in Procedure QAP-2.11 for
transmittal of revised procedures. All revisions to the QA/QC
manuals are prepared and issued by the Houston QA Department. The
Revision Record Sheet is prepared and summarizes the manual
page number, description of changes and revision date, plus in-
structions for entering into the manual. A cover letter is utilized
to transmit revisions to each manual holder and this cover letter
is signed by the receiver and returned to the QA Department. If

the QA Department does not receive the acknowledgement receipt
within 30 days, the manual holder is sent a notice requesting

i
'
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that he check his manual for the revision and return the signed
acknowledgement. The QA Department also performs audits of the
manuals.>

Controlled manuals No. 10,15,17 and 19 were examined to determine
if the latest revision to the manuals had been incorporated by the
manual holders. The IE inspector found that Manual No. 19 contained
a procedure (QAP-5.12) which had been deleted per the " Summary of
Revision" dated October 13, 1978. The IE inspector was informed by -
the manual holder that he kept a complete set of procedures in his
manual for reference purposes and had inadvertently forgotten to
stamp the procedure " void" as specified in the procedure. Although
the holder stamped the procedure " void" in the presence of the
IE inspector, the failure to keep the QA manual current as specified
in QAP-2.2 is a deficiency.

The IE inspector also observed that ST-QA-2.3, " Documentation Admin-
istration," paragraph 5.3.1 shows examples of stamps to be used on
documentation. The stamp imprint is not legible and should be cor-
rected. ST-QAP-2.2, " Control of Project Program Document," paragraph
5.3 requires transmittal memorandum or record be returned. While
reviewing this area, the IE inspector noted that the procedures do not
clearly state the effective date of revised procedures.

The matters concerning illegible procedures and effective date of
revised procedures are considered unresolved.

d. HL&P Audit of B&R's Control of Manuals

After reviewing the controlled manuals, the IE inspector requested
the latest audit of document control which was Audit No. BR-26,
dated June 1-4, and 11-15, 1979. The audit identified a finding
concerning the control of B&R QA Training Manual No. 24. The
response to this audit finding addressed only the correction of
Manual No. 24. The corrective action did not include review of
other QA training manuals or similar manuals. Therefore, corrective
action was not taken by B&R QA to identify the cause of the condi-
tion nor was action taken to promptly identifiy similar conditions
adverse to quality.

The IE inspector reviewed this audit prior to HL&P review and
follow up. HL&P informed the IE inspector at the exit interview
that not only was this answer inadequate but responses to several
other findings in the same report were inadequate. The IE inspector
stated that KL&P follev up was not questioned since they were in the
process of reviewing the responses.

>
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The matter concerning the inadequate B&R response to the audit^

findings is considered unresolved.

QA Manual - Document Control (Site): e.

The IE inspector examined B&R QA Manuals No. 20, 22, 37 and 46
assigned to site personnel to determine if the manuals were con-
trolled and if the latest revisions to Procedures No. QAP-2.6, 2.12,

i

5.1, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 7.1 had been incorporated into the manuals.
.

Discussions with personnel revealed that they were knowledgeable of
the procedures for the control of documents and the review of their
manuals verified that the manual procedures were current.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

f. Drawings Document Control (B&R Corporate Office)
;

.

j The IE inspector discussed the control of drawings, specifications
and design changes with B&R Corporate Office responsible personnel
(Project Quality Engineer and Lead Clerk) to determine their know-
ledge and implementation of the procedures. A physical examination
was performed of the Engineering Document Control Center where the,

receipt, storage and distribution of drawings, specifications and
other QA documents are controlled. Access to the Engineering
Document Control Center is restricted to certain personnel and a
list of authorized personnel is posted.

,

The IE inspector selected thirteen current drawings from the
j master index and performed an inspection of the records (micro-

films and original vellums) to verify that all of the drawings
j
' were of the latest revision and if they.were stored and filed per

procedure.'

,

The IE inspector selected eight other drawings from the master
list and examined all QA documentation associated with the drawings,
from the original review and approval to the latest review,'

approval and distribution. Records of comments made during design
review and resolutions of these comments were also reviewed by the
IE inspector. B&R issues a drawing revision list each week and a
current revision list of all drawings and Design Change Notices
are issued every two months to personnel specified on the standard,

i

distribution list.

Procedures and other documents examined were as follows:

(1) Procedure STP-DC-002-1, " Engineering Procedure for Drawing
4

Control"
.

10
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' (2) Procedure STP-DC-010, " Codification System"

(3) Procedure STP-DC-005-H, " Preparation and Control of Specifications"

(4) Procedure STP-DC-014, " Engineering Procedure for Review and
Comment"

(5) Procedure STP-DC-013, " Engineering Procedure for Document Change
Notice Control"

.

(6) Procedure STP-DC-015, " Design Verifications"

(7) Drawings associated with concrete, piping and electrical
activities:

(a) 11C1509-

(b) 1C1512-5

(c) IC1540-6

(d) IC1542-5

(e) IC1544-8

(f) IP5051-1

(g) 'iP5052-0

(h) IP5231-1

(i) IP5234-0

(j) 1E1909-2

(k) 1E1916-0

(1) 1E2472-0

,
(m) 1E1940-2 -

(n) IC1509-6

(o) IC4193-1

11
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(8) Engineering Review, Design, Change Notices and comments on
the following drawings: IC4213-A; 15-4082-0; 0-5-0014C;
1-C4026-0 and 1-C4031-1.

(9) Complete History Card No. 3C01-1C1509 which included a
history of everything done on this drawing from April 25,
1978, to July 23, 1979.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified. *

g. Drawings - Document Control (Site)

To verify that the site was controlling drawings, specifications -
and design changes as required by the procedures (see above para-
graph), the IE inspector discussed the control of these items with
the Document Contro11Bupervisor and the CRT Supervisor. A walk-
through inspection of the site document control center and dis-
cussions with other personnel confirmed that documentation was
controlled, drawings and specifications were readily retrievable,
access to the area was restricted and personnel were knowledgeable
of their responsibilities.

To verify that the site had the latest revisions of drawings and
that they were distributed to required personnel, the IE inspector
requested that the site check the latest revisions to eleven draw-
ings previously selected by the IE inspector from the corporate
master list. Five concrete drawings, four piping drawings and two
electrical drawings were checked against the revisions reviewed at
the corporate office (see above paragraph) and they agreed.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

h. E &P Procurement Document Control

The STP QA Supervisor and the Manager of Project Purchasing were
interviewed to review the substance of QA manual provisions
relating to assigned procurement activities and determine the
location of E&P storage facilities for procurement documents
and evaluate the adequacy / control of documents.

The IE inspector reviewed procurement documents for material or
,

components for installation activities relating to major site
contractors. Westinghouse Electric Corporation Purchase Order
(PO) 8141 for electric penetrations; Southwest Fabrication P.O.
6014 for ASME Section III Piping 25" and larger; Analog Control

12
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P.O. 4105 for instrumentation and controls I & C, (change order);
and Hayward Tyler Pump Co. P.O. 4122 (change order) for ASME III
Class 3 pumps were reviewed to assure that purchase orders contnined
the scope of work, technical requirements, QA requirements, right of
access and documentation requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

i. Design Control
.

The Houston Lighting & Power Company Quality Assurance Manual (QAM)
implementation was reviewed with specific attention to those sections
of Criterion III which require that the design control measures pro-
vide for checking the adequacy of design by the performance of
design reviews and for subjecting design changes, including field
changes, to design control measures commensurate with those applied
to the original design. The program established by HL&P is docu-
mented by written policies, procedures and instructions contained
or referenced in the QAM,in departmental procedures and in the
STP PQAP. ,

Project Engineering Procedure PEP-05, Revision 0, " Performance
of Design Reviews," was reviewed for conformance with Section
4.3 of the QAM. This section entitled, " Review of Design by
HL&P," delegates to the HL&P engineering groups the responsi-
bility for performing technical reviews of design documents
developed by the Architect / Engineer (A/E).

The procedure was also reviewed for conformance to Section
4.4 of the PQAP. This section describes the process for the
design review performed by HL&P. Implementation of Procedure
PEP-05 was verified during this inspection by discussions with
the Lead Project Engineer-Civil who was in the process of gen-
ersting a Document Review Sheet for a revision to B&R Procedure
STP-PMO-21, " Procedure for Field Request for Engineering Action."
The Document Review Sheet generated by the Lead Project Engineer-
Instrumentation and Control for the same document was also
reviewed.

Requests originating from the STP site to change, deviate from, or
clarify design drawings and specifications are controlled through
a system called Field Requests for Engineering Action (FREA), which
provides for review and approval of field changes by the Engineering
Department through control of the FREA form. B&R Procedure
STP-PMO-21, " Procedure for FREA," Revision 7 provides 'the require-
ments for the origination, coordination, review, disposition,

13
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distribution and control of the FREA. Brown & Root Procedure
No. STP-DC-023, " Engineering Procedure for FREA," Revision H ,

provides direction for the engineering activities involved lu
process'ing the FREA.

,

Implementation of the FREA system was confirmed by reviewing the
field request for modifying the height of concrete placement number
7 for the Unit 2 Reactor Containment Building (RCB). The Engineering
Department was in the process of reviewing the site orginated request
to make the location of the eight inch channel liner plate stiffener
coinc.ide with the top of all subsequent concrete placements so that
the probability of void formation beneath the channel, such as that
which occurred in Unit 1, will be reduced.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

J. Brown & Root Vendor Surveillance

The IE inspector interviewed the B&R Project Vendor Surveillance
Coordinator. The vendor surveillance program is broken into five
regions across the United States. The IE inspector reviewed the
following:

(1) B&R Vendor Surveillance Schedule Job No. CR-0421 for April,
May and June 1979.

(2) Surveillances performed in Regions I, II, III, IV and V daring
July 1979.

(3) Vendor Surveillance Reports:

Report Manufacturer Item

K085-92 Kerotest ANSI B31.1. Valves

CO-95-006 Capital Pipe & Steel Flanges

P365-51 Prescon Tendons

| W 12050 Westinghouse 1000 & 1200 KVA
transformers

|
P097-189 PDM Des Moines NR Structural Steel'

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
,

k. Licensee Audits of QA Program Elements

The IE inspector reviewed selected reports of licensee audits
performed to verify implementation of QA program elements related,

| to design control, procurement, document control, material'

|

t

,

14
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receiving, construction and QA records. The audit records were
examined to determine if audited organizations received copies
of the audit reports; to determine if appropriate standards
were used for measuring performance; to ascertain if auditors

,

,e were selected in accordance with QA manual provisions; to review
corrective actions; and to review identification of substantive
design or hardware deficiencies. The following audit reports were
reviewed:

,
,

BR-7, audit of B&R Document Control Center and Engineer.ing,
performed January 29-31, 1975

BR-9, audit of B&R QA program implementation, performed
March 15-18, 1976

BR-14, audit of B&R personnel qualifications, records,
document control, receiving inspection and storage, performed
October 26-28, 1976 o

BR-21, Audit of B&R Purchasing, performed August 22-23, 1978

BR-22, audit of B&R Civil Design, performed November 13-17,
1978

BR-26, audit of B&R QA program implementation, performed
-June 4-6 and 11-13, 1979

R-27, audit of B&R welding program, performed June 11-12,
1979

HL-7, audit of HL&P Purchasing Department, performed April 18,
1978

HL-60, audit of HL&P Construction Department, performed
February 19-20, 1979

HL-67, audit of HL&P Records Management Division, performed
June 13-14, 1979

The IE inspector observed that the checklist for audit BR-7 was not
| completed and that the file for audit BR-9 did not contain a check-

lists had previously been identified by the NRC9fatain audit ebeck-
list. The IE inspector noted that failure to m

and the licensee
response indicated that corrective action had been implemented to
assure that audit checklists are maintained.

1/IE Inspection Report 50-498/77-12; 50-499/77-07, dated December 9,1977
,

|

|
15r
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DuringreviewofauditHk.-60,theIEinspectornotedthatnumerous'
*

(13) items on two audit checklists in the file were incomplete. During
discussions with licensee representatives, it was pointed out that one,

of the checklists was used as a " feeder" to the other (record) copy;
however, it was observed that one item on the record copy was not
checked " sat", "unsat" or "N/A".

It was noted that the licensee's audit reports summarize areas4

covered during audits and that only deficient areas are described
in detail in Audit Deficiency Reports issued with the reports. The-
complete audit scope cannot be determined without referring to the
audit checklists. The presence of the incomplete audit checklists in
the E-60 file was contrary to the licensee's response to previous inspec
tion findings and to paragraph 7.2.4 of E&P QA Department Procedure
QAP-5B which requires that completed audit checklists shall be
maintained in the QA audit files. This is an item of noncompliance
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII,
in that a QA audit file was not properly maintained.

The IE inspector also observed that certification records of one
E&P employee who participated in a.udits E-7 and BR-21 and another
employee who participated in audit BR-14 could not be found in the
QA auditor qualification file. Discussions with licensee represen-
tatives revealed that supporting documents, including completed
examinations, were on file but the actual certifications of the
two individuals had apparently been removed from the auditor
qualification file.

This' matter is considered unresolved pending completion of a recordsi

review for the missing documents by the licensee and subsequent
review by IE.

1. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory QA Manual Implementation

The E &P Quality Assurance program requirement for the establishment
of a test program to meet the requirements of Criterion XI of Appendix
B to 10 CFR 50 was reviewed with respect to concrete testing services.
The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) QA manual for inspection and
testing services was reviewed for conformance to Section 4. " Inspection

| of Concrete Construction," of ANSI N45.2.5-1974, " Supplementary
Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection and
Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During the
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants."

Implementation of FTL Procedure QA-1A, " Internal Audits," was reviewed.
Specific attention was given to the site initiated corrective actionJ

response required for all audit :eport findings and observations.

16 .
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The following records were specifically reviewed:

(1) PTL Corporate QA Audit Summary Reports of PTL Site Laboratory
Operations No. I through 8, covering the period from May 11,
1976, to March 12, 1979

(2) STP PTL Audit Reports No. I through 8 Responses
.

(3) PTL Corporate Close-out Reports

Brown & Root corporate audits of PTL were also reviewed. These
audits were performed in accordance with B&R Procedure ST-QAP-7.1,
" Houston QA Audits," Revised February 24, 1979. B&R QA Audit Reports

No. P262-1, -2, -5, -6, and -7 were reviewed. Audit Reports No.
P262-3 and -4 were not located in the site QA vault as required by
B&R Procedures ST-QAP-7.1 and ST-QAP-2.3, " Document Administration,"
revised August 28, 1978. Discussions with the HL&P site QA
Supervisor indicated that this deficiency had been identified in
HL&P audit of B&R Report No. 26 as' Audit Deficiency Report (ADR)
No. BR-26-D-01. The IE inspector was informed that the audit reports
were located at the B&R QA home office facilities but were to be
routed to the STP site QA vault for filing and retention in response
to the HL&P audit.

Inclusion of the audit reports in the vault is considered an
unresolved item to be reviewed at a later date.

PTL Procedure No. QC-CRN, " Control & Reporting of Nonconformances,"
Revision 3 was reviewed for conformance to the PTL QA program and
for implementation. PTL internal noncomformance reports No. 82, 83,
84, 85 and 86 were reviewed with specific attention made to the
requirement for reinspection and verification of all nonconformances.
In addition, the log of all nonconformance reports was also reviewed.

The training and indoctrination requirements of ANSI N45.2.6, " Qual-
ifications of Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel for
the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," were applied to
the personnel record of one randomly selected Level II concrete

The file indicated conformance to the requirementsfield inspector.

of the ANSI standard.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

Pittsburgh Des Moines (PDM) QA Manual Impicmentationm.

(1) QA/QC Organization

The IE inspector interviewed the site QA Manager to determine
whether individuals were assigned to QA manual identified
positions relative to the following:

17
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(a) Continued development of QA/QC procedures and
instructions

(b) Inspection

(c) Audits

(d) Management of the site related program implementation
.

The IE inspector found that procedures are controlled by the
organization located off site and audits are performed by the
same group. PDM has on-site inspectors and a QA Manager. The
PDM QA Manager was selected for the position in the last three
weeks. He was fommerly a lead inspector. When the interview
was conducted, he appeared to be performing the responsibilities

.

of lead inspecter and QA Manager. He stated that his workload
was declining and felt he would be able to perform both functions.

This individual was also interviewed to determine if, while as
an inspector and QA Manager, he had and now has the authority
and organizational freedom to identify nonconformances and seek
resolution from appropriate levels of management. He stated
that as an inspector and QA Manager he had received adequate
support from QA personnel and QA Managers. It was also stated
that he had not been subjected to threats or undue pressure

.

from anyone which would have influenced the performance of
his duties.

The IE inspector determined that recent organizational changes
had been made; however, such changes were neither described in
the QA manual nor shown on organizational charts. A new posi-
tion was created between the Division QA Manager and the Site
QA Manager.

The finding regarding the QA position not being described
represents a noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion
I and HL&P QA manual, Section 2.

(2) PDM QA Manual Control

The IE inspector reviewed the control and development of QA/QC
,

procedures and instructions and found the following:
J

(a) PDM QA manual document Control measures. Section 12,
" Manual Revision and Distribution," did not describe how
supplements would be integrated into the manual after
receipt. Also there is an apparent conflict between the,

18
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supp1c=catn as used now and revision instructions
described in Section 12.0 of the manual. (i.e., supple-
ments which changed paragraphs were not annotated in the
margin as required by the procedure.) ANSI N45.2, para-
graph 2 states in part, " Participating organizations shall
have procedures for control of the documents-and changes
thereto to preclude the possibility of use of outdated or
inappropriate documents."

.

Section 13, " Audits," was another example supporting the
NRC finding that the PDM manual does not fully incorporate
the provisions of ANSI N45.2. PDM Procedure No. 13 does
not state lead auditor and auditor qualifications require-
ments nor does it decribe how they are qualified. The
basis of audit frequency was not described, that is, prior
to and immediately af ter award of contracts, after signi-
ficant changes in functional areas of quality assurance
or when the safety performance or reliability of items are
suspected. This same procedure was found to contain a
reference to audit report form 17949CR which had been
superseded by 17949DR listed in Section 15, " Sample Forms,"
Revision 3, dated November 19, 1976.

Four QA Manuals (No. 67, 132, 150 and 177) were reviewed
to determine if manuals contained current revisions and
to. determine if procedures were properly distributed. The
following discrepancies were noted:

Manual 150 did not contain Section CP-1, " Calibration
Procedures." Manual 177 did not contain Section CP-1
and Section IT-1, " Indoctrination and Training Pro-
cedures."

Manuals 67, 132, 150 and 177 did not contain the same
supplements (documents pertaining only to South Texas
Project). That is manuals 67 and 150 lacked Supple-
ment 210; maaual 132 lacked Supplement 211; manual
177 contained no supplements.

The indoctrination and training procedure which had
been superseded by a new procedure was in the manual;
however, the old procedure was not marked " void"
" superseded" or "for information only."

Manual 67 contained a policy memorandum which imposed
additional requirements; however, the QA manual Section
12.0 does not authorize the manual to be revised or

.

19
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supplemented by memorandum. One such memorandum,
" Audit Response Cycle Policy," dated September 28,
1978, stated that Audit Deficiency Reports will be
resolved within 20 days of receipt.

These are typical examples of lack of document control.
The IE inspectors identified other examples which were
similar to those described above.

PDM QA manual, Section 12.0 states in part, "This manual -

shall be reviewed semiannually or more frequently by the.

.QA Committee . . . . The intent of this review shall be
to keep the manual current with Code addenda and with
PDM construction and quality assurance procedures . ...

Revisions to the manual shall be highlighted by revision
numbers in the margin."

The IE inspector's findings showed that the manual was
not current nor adequately controlled.

This finding represents a noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V.

(3) Control of PDM Site Originated Procurements

The IE inspector selected, for review, two site originated
purchase requisitions for weld materials and structural steel.
The procurement documents were located offsite at the various
plants or corporate QA records centers. Therefore, the IE
inspector reviewed Field Receiving Reports (Form 18047) No.101
(8 dome plates) and 108 (dome plate stiffeners) and structural
steel purchased under contract No.15680; FRR No. 51 (E 6010
and E 7028, 3/16 welding rod) under contract No. 15679 for
certification that:

(a) Specification of standards was proper.

(b) Material physical and chemical certifications met
requirements.

(c) Receipt inspection / testing was perfor=ed.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

(4) PDM Audits of PDM Site Activities

The following audit reports were reviewed. The IE inspector's
findings are described under " Comments" applicable to the
respective audits.

20
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Audit Report Comments Describing IE

No. Date Location Inspector's Findings

76-208 cnd 9/15/76 Site Review of audit records
76-212 and indicated that the following

11/11/76 Sections of the QA manual
were not audited in 1976:

Section Description

i

1.0 Design' Control

7.0 Control of Measuring
and Test Equipment

8.0 Heat Treatment

9.0 Storage and Handling

10.0 Examination and
Testing-

11.0 Indoctrination and
Training

12.0 Manual Revision /
- Distribution

13.0 Audits

14.0 Documentation
Corrective action
complete, signature
and date missing

77-201 1/2/77 Site Section 12.0 " Manual Revision
and and Distribution," found ac-

1/7/77 ceptable by PDM, yet NRC find-
ings show the manual in need
of revision.

77-201 1/3/77 Site Section 1.0, " Design," (con-
trol of design documents, pro-
cedures, specifications)
Section 8.0, " Heat Treatrent,"
and Section 14.0, "Documenta-
tion," were not audited in
CY 1977. Note: Documentation

21
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and Heat Treatment were not
audited for two years and
additionally, no record justifyint

- why the Sections were not
audited.

77-208 9/27 - Des This audit identified document
30/77 Moines control problems in audit De-

ficiency Reports No. 12 and.13,
yet site follow up was not
apparent. Corrective action

,

signature blank, lead auditor
not identified and report not
signed.

77-202 2/1-2/78 Site Section 12.0 audit by PDM found
acceptable, yet NRC found areas
need correction. Lead auditor
not identified. Corrective
action signature blank.

78-210 6/5-8/79 Des Moines Corrective action signature
blank

79-203 3/28 - Site Lead auditor not identified.
29/77 Corrective action signature

blank. PDM audit of Section
12.0 acceptable while NRC
findings showed correction
needed.

4

The IE inspector reviewed the above audit results for trends and
found the following discrepancies:

Section 2.0 (2.1, " Drawing, Preparation and Issuance", 2.2,
" Drawing Distribution") was identified in each PDM audit as
(c), corrections required, however, the areas remained
deficient from September 15, 1976, until March 27, 1979.
Corrective action was not adequate.

! Section 12.0 was repeatedly audited, yet the IE inspector
found that follow up to assure correction of document control
deficiencies on site was not adequate.

Additionally, the IE inspector found that only negative audit findings
were documented. When audit results are so documented, it is impos-
sible for the reviewer to determine on what basis acceptable findings
are made. That is, if Section 12.0 were audited at the site, did the

22
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auditor look at one manual or all manuals? Did the auditor
,

check each Section for current revisions or only one Section?
Specifically, the audit findings were not supported by reference
to the areas audited.

PDM QA Manual Section 13.0, " Audits," states in part, "The
Corporate Chief Engineer and Division Chief Engineer shall
initiate annual, or more frequent, audits of each field con-
struction site. The purpose of these audits shall be to
determine the effectiveness of the QA program . . The..

Division Chief Engineer shall bring deficiencies and recommend
corrective action to the attention of the respective department
managers for their action. Audit results shall be reviewed
by responsible management to determine the required corrective
action . The Division QA Manager shall initiate reaudits...

as required to assure correction of deficiencies."

Based on the findings described above, follow-up actions were not
taken to assure that deficiencies were corrected. In one case,

recurring deficiencies were identified in 1977, yet the de-
ficiencies have not been corrected to date (8/16/79). Documented
audit results did not reference what was reviewed / observed when
areas were found acceptable. The audit report did not identify
lead auditors and the procedure did not state auditor qualifi-
cations requirements. The QA program was not totally audited
in 1976. Manage:nent had not signed of f the corrective action
statement on the audit report form dating back to 1976.

These findings represent a noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V.

(5) PDM Inspection Personnel Qualification

The IE inspector reviewed three PDM inspector's files to determine
if welding and NDE inspectors were qualified. Of the three files
reviewed, one inspector's qualifications was considered inadequate.

The PDM QA manual, Section 1.0, paragraph 10.3.1 states in part,
" Level I, II, and III NDE personnel shall be certified in
accordance with PDM Written Practice QAS I, II or III which meets
the requirement of the Code." The PDM Written Practice QAS II
requirements are basic education plus nine months of experience.

The licensee's representative interpreted nine months laboratory
experience as work experience. The IE inspector did not concur
with this interpretation.

The IE inspector consulted NRC management and NDE specialist who
concurred that the individual did not initially meet level II

23-
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requirements in that the first nine months he worked he was not-

qualified. However, he would be qualified subsequent to
working in this area for nine months. Work performed during
the first nine months should be reviewed by the licensee to
assure that radiographs were correctly dispositioned.

Additionally, the PDM QA manual does not state minimum inspector
qualifications. The licensee representative informed the IE
inspector that the licensee had committed to ANSI N45.6.

The above matters are considered unresolved pending additional
inspection in these areas.

(6) PDM Construction Personnel

(a) PDM Site Superintendent -

~

The site' superintendent was interviewed to determine how
welders are qualified; determine the number of personnel
supervised and cooperation of crafts and QA/QC personnel.

~

The IE inspector found that the superintendent and site
QA Manager are located in adjacent offices for ease of
interface between these two groups. The foreman stated
that relations between the two groups were good. He stated
that some welders who were not qualified in each position
had welded in positions which they had not been qualified.
This happened at the beginning of work at STP. The
NRC, licensee and constructor identified this problem and
corrected it early in the project.

Welder qualification records were reviewed for the following
welders: Weld Symbol 104, 112, 120, 150, 156, 168, 176, 192,
194, 195, 197 and 199. The IE inspector was unable to view
radiographs because they were sent off site to record storage.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified,

n. Bowen Industries, Inc. QA Manual

The IE inspector reviewed the Bowen Industries, Inc. (Bowen) QA manual
for adequacy and implementation of program requirements. The IE inspec-
tor was informed that Bowen's (the contractor for heating, ventilating
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems installation) QA manual was
accepted for site use, but work has not commenced on safety-related
HVAC systems. The IE inspector observed that implementing procedures
related to the Bowen QA manual have not been issued and were not
available for review.
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During the review, the IE inspector observed that the manual stated
that nondestructive testing procedures shall be prepared and approved
by a " Level II Examiner" and the QA Manager. Discussions with licensee
representative failed to resolve the IE inspector's questions concerning
approval of the procedures by a Level III person. In the absence of
Bowen representatives, it could.not be determined if the " Level II
Examiner" was a typographical error or if the QA Manager was a Level
III person authorized to approve the procedures.

This matter is considered unresolved and will be reviewed during a
subsequent IE inspection.

4. QA/QC Organization (B&R)

Brown & Root, Incorporated the constructor of South Texas Plant
was inspected to determine if individuals had been assigned to the QA
manual identified QA/QC positions.

Review of the B&R QAM and discussions with personnel revealed the following:

B&R QA Procedures No. ST-QAP-1.0 and 1.1, dated March 1, 1979, definea.
the B&R QA organization.

b. The B&R corporate office develops the basic QA requirements (QA manual)
and the site QA group develops the site procedures and instructions,

Inspection activities at the site are controlled and implemented byc.
the Project QA Manager, Site QA Manager and the Quality Control
Engineering Supervisor. Area engineering supervisors have a staff

i of quality engineers who actually perform QA/QC activities. A QA
Specialist, Document Control Supervisor and an Administrative Super-
visor and staffs are responsible for other QA/QC activities such as

| preparing procedures, reviewing drawings, control of documentation
and administrative duties,

d. Audits are performed on the site activities by the Corporate QA staff,
responsible to the Corporate QA Manager. Surveillance activities are
performed by site QA/QC personnel. Audits and surveillances are
performed according to procedures.

e. Overall management of the site related QA program implementation is
performed by the Project QA Manager.

f. The B&R Site QA Manager is responsible for surveillance of activities
performed by other subcontractors as specified in Procedures No.
ST-QAP-5.5, 5.4 and 5.3.

No items of noncompliances or deviations were identified.
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5. Control of . Site Installation

The IE inspector selected the Reactor Containment Building structure and'
examined records and documentation associated with the placement of con-
crete and reinforcing steel. These operations are controlled by Procedures
No. 5.4, 5.5, 4.6, 2.6, CCP-3 and CCP-4.

The following records of concrete placement were examined and all QA/QC
records were properly signed.

Pour No. HEl-W251-02a.

b. Pour No. MEl-W928-1 ,

Pour No. MEl-W217-13c.

Discussions were held with responsible B&R and HL&P personnel regarding
the activities associated with construction inspection and documentation
of the containment building.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. Audits and Surveillances of Construction Activities

The IE inspector examined several audit and surveillance reports applicable
Some of the audits and surveillances wereto construction activities. Theconducted both by HL&P and B&R corporate office and site personnel.

IE inspector also reviewed training and qualification records of four B&R
QA/QC personnel. Discussions were held with the B&R Training Coordinator
and QA/QC personnel of HL&P and B&R.

Audits and surveillance reports examined were as follows:

ST-23, Hoisting, Rigging and Champion (supplier)a.
'

b. ST-22, Geotech and Vibroflotation

ST-14, Concrete Constructionc.

d. ST-13, Cadwelding and Reinforcing Steel

BR-24, HL&P Audit of B&R's Vendor Surveillance Groupe.

BR-19, KL&P Audit of B&R's Corporate Office and Sitef.

BR-22, HI&P Evaluation of Civil Engineering QA Programg.

Site Internal Surveillance (SIS)-17, " Field Fabrication of Steel"h.

26
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i. SIS-3, Documentation Administration, Turnover

j. SIS-5, Surveillance of Calibration Facility

k. B&R's Surveillance Reports of Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory's Site
Work, dated January 15, 1979, and February 1, 1979

1. Site Internal Surveillance log Book
.

Status Report of Site Internal Surveillance issued on August 2, 1979m.

The IE inspector also reviewed corrective action reports for several of the
above audits and surveillances. During discussions with personnel, the IE
inspector was informed that the audited organization had ten days in which
to answer adverse findings; however, if responses are not received in ten
days they usually receive a formal letter requesting extension of time.
The audit group evaluates the response and it answers are not adequate, they
are not accepted. The IE inspector reviewed the response to corrective
actions relative to surveillance No. SIS-17, " Requirement for Field Fab-
rication of Steel to ASW D1.1."

The IE inspector noted that the audit report folders, at the site, did
not contain complete information on the audit as required by ST-QAP-2.3.
The audit reports examined did not contain approved checklists, therefore,
the IE inspector could not determine if the audits were adequate. The
folders only contained a summary, deficiency report, pre-audit meeting and
post audit meeting. The licensee explained that the entire audit report
and checklists were kept at the corporate office and that the site only
retained the referenced documents. The IE inspector informed the licensee
that Procedure ST-QAP-2.3 states that "only referenced documents will be
kept at the home office and that all QA and NS records originating within
the home office shall be routed to the site for filing." Contrary to
Procedure ST-QAP-2.3, the site audit records did not contain an approved
audit checklist; therefore, the IE inspector could not confirm whether
the audits were performed in accordance with written instructions or an
approved checklist.

This is an unresolved item and will be examined during subsequent inspections.

7. Review of QA/QC Program

The IE inspectors held discussions with several licensee and contractor
personnel to determine the following:

Adequacy of training on new or revised proceduresa.

b. Knowledge of their position responsibilities and procedures

Access to management and feedback from management concerningc.
resolution of problems

,
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d. QA orientation and training for new employees

Identification of nonconformances and methods for resolutione.

f .' Ability to perform their job functions and stop work authority

g. Morale of QA/QC Personnel

h. Adequacy of document control measures

i. Adequacy of support of QC personnel by QA

j. Ability of construction personnel to identify and correct problems

k. Staffing of QA/QC positions

1. Working relationship with other licensee and contractor groups

If they contact other licensee about problems they encounterm.
and discuss solutions to generic type problems which may be
present at the South Texas Project

Results of these interviews revealed the following: site personnel
have access to high management; feedback from management appears
satisfactory; personnel appeared to be knowledgeable of their discipline
and responsibilities; orientation of new employees on QA requirements
and importance of QA/QC activities is minimal; most people are indoc-
trinated by production; staff meetings are held every week and the QC
supervisor attends daily meetings with construction supervisors;
staffing of positions is a continual problem as the site is isolated;
the licensee and contractor are trying to increase staffing of the
mechanical QC group and presently have fourteen new QC personnel and
have eight more reporting soon; the overall working relationship between
QA/QC and construction has improved over the past four months; inspectors
identify nonconformances and deficiencies when they find them and most of
the findings are corrected; the licensee and constructor have been evalua-
ting the problems associated with voids in concrete and they believe that
they have a solution to the problem; they don't frequently contact other
licensees to discuss problems they have encountered with construction,
vendors and installation of equipment.

J

No new concerns were identified during these discussions; however, a
licensee representative reported recent alleged incidents of intimidation
of two Brown & Root QC inspectors by Brown & Root construction personnel.
It was alleged that the construction personnel threatened the QC inspectors
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and used abusive and vile language during conversations with the inspectors
during the performance of their inspection duties. The IE inspector
reviewed the results of licensee and Brown & Root investigations into
this matter but did not discuss the allegation with the individuals
involved. The allegations will be the subject of a detailed investigation
which will be addressed in a separate IE investigation report.

8. Nonconformances

Criterion XV of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires that measures be
established to control equipment, material, services, or activities
which do not conform to requirements. HL&P QAM implementation of this
requirement was reviewed during this inspection. B&R Quality Assurance
Procedure ST-QAP-2.6, "Nonconformances," Revised March 15, 1979, and
Engineering Procedure STP-DC-022, " Engineering Procedure for Processing
Nonconformance Reports," Revision D were reviewed for conformance with
HL&P QAM and PQAP requirements. The procedures establish a system for
documenting the identification, description, disposition, approval,
verification and close out of nonconformances, and for providing
direction for the engineering activities involved in reviewing, pro-
cessing, controlling and dispositioning of nonconformance reports (NCRs)
originating on site.

Discussions with the site Quality Assurance Manager indicated that NCRs
are being analyzed for quality trends by a site NCR Supervisor and sub-
sequently transmitted to the Quality Assurance Management Review Board
for review as required by Section 17.1.15B of the STP Preliminary Safety
Analysis Report. NCRs originated at the home office and at vendor shops
are summarized and included in the Monthly Activity Report which is
also transmitted to the Review Board. Monthly Activity Report No. 44 was
reviewed during this inspe'ction.

Implementation of the NCR system was evaluated by reviewing NCR No.
S-C2706 which deals with the void investigation for the Unit 1 RCB. The
trend analysis program NCR Report No. 3 was also reviewed during this
inspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
I
'

9. Equipment Storage and Maintenance

Implementation of Criterion XIII of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 by B&R for
measures to control the storage of equipment in accordance with work
and inspection instructions was reviewed. B&R Quality Construction
Procedure No. A040KPGCP-35, " Storage and Maintenance," Revision 0,
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Section 3.6 requires an Equipment Storage and Maintenance Instruction*

(ESMI) card for safety related equipment. The ESMI for the High Head
Safety Injection Pump No. 3 was reviewed. It was determined that the
ESMI card equipment number being used for the pump was actually the
equipment number for the pump motor. Discussions with the HL&P Lead
QA Engineer-Mechanical indicated that this discrepant condition had
been identified by HL&P and documented in Site Discrepancy Memo (SDM)
M-051. This memo addresses the Containment Spray Pump Motor ESMI card
as listing the equipment number for the pump instead of the motor.
HL&P has required a new plan of B&R to provide for total and accurate
implementation of the requirements in the B&R Storage and Maintenance
Procedure. As a result of this required action on the part of B&R,
the ESHI numbering system will be revised at a later date.

Implementation of the revisions to the ESMI system is co'nsidered an
unresolved item to be reviewed at a later date.

' . - -
10. Cadwelding Activities

The IE inspector reviewed Cadweld inspection records and the status of the
ongoing Cadweld records review initiated as a result of the licensee's
speed letter C-046 which requested that Brown & Root undertake a thorough
review of all Cadweld records. The IE inspector was informed that the
Cadweld records review was approximately 50% complete as of August 8,
1979. A Brown & Root representative estimated that completion of the
review will require approximately six additional months of effort.

The IE inspector observed that Cadweld inspection results were recorded in
Cadweld Inspection Books as required by Procedure CCP-11, " Reinforcing
Steel Mechanical Splicing (Cadwelds)," Revision 9. The Acting Lead
Cadweld yC Inspector stated that most inspection results are entered
directly in inspection books which are taken into the field by QC
inspectors or, if direct entry is not possible and field notes are
used, inspection results are entered into the inspection books by the
responsible inspector.

A licensee representative stated that Cadwelder helpers are no longer
used and all Cadwelding steps are performed by qualified splicers. The

| licensee representative also stated that appropriate protection is
provided if Cadwelding is performed during wet weather conditions.
Cadwelding work activities were not observed by the IE inspector during4

! this inspection.

During review of Cadweld QC Inspector Certification records, the IE
;

inspector observed that one individual was certified as a " Structural
Metallic Material Technician (SM) L II," (Limited to Cadweld Inspection),

i
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but the IE inspector was unable to determine from records in the file
how the individual met the experience requirements for Level II stated
in the Brown & Root training manual. The Brown & Root Corporate Level
III individual who signed Cadweld inspector's certification record was
not available for interview.

This matter is considered unresolved pending clarification of the indivi-
dual's experience record and review by IE during a subsequent inspection.

11.' Site Drafting Activities

The IE inspector reviewed site drafting activities with the Brown &
Root Chief Draf tsman, Structural Group. The group is currently engaged
in producing drawings for cable tray and structural components fabri-
cated on site. Drawings completed by the group are approved on site
and sent to the Brown & Root Houston office for verification.

The group consists of eleven individuals, two of which are engineering
students in training status. The remainder of the individuals have three
or more years of drafting experience.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

12. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. Nine unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are

; discussed in paragraphs 3.c, 3.d, 3.k, 3.1, 3.m, 3.n, 6, 9 and 10.

13. Exit Interview
:

The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in paragraph
1) at the conclusion of the inspection on August 10, 1979. The IE Inspector
summarized the purpose and the scope of the inspection and the findings. A
licensee representative acknowledged the statements of the IE inspectors
concerning the unresolved items.

:

i

I

|

!
!
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8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION* g
3 E REGION IV

[# 811 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE,SulTE 1000

%.. ,e ARLINoToN, TEXAS 76012
*** *

October 16, 1979 -In Reply Refer To:
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/Rpt. 79-14

50-499/Rpt. 79-14

.

Houston Lighting and Power Company
Attn: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700 |
Houstan, Texas 77001

Gentleman:

This refers to the investigation conducted by Messrs. W. G. Hubacek and
H. S. Phillips of our staff during the period September 4-7 and 11-14, 1979, of
activities authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-128 and 129 for
the South Texas Project, Units No. I and 2, concerning an allegation by a
former South Texas Project employee.

The investigation.and our findings are discussed in the enclosed investigation
report.

During the investigation, it was found that certal.1 activities under your license
appear to be in noncompliance with Appendix 3 to 10 CFR 50 of the NRC Regulations,

| " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." The item of noncompliance
and reference to the pertinent requirements are identified in the enclosed Ndtice

( of Violation.
l

.One new unresolved item is identified in paragraph 2.c of the enclosed report.

I This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201 of the
NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. Section
2.201 requires you to submit to'this office, within 30 days of your receipt of
this notice, a written statement or explanation in reply including: (1) corrective
steps which have been taken by you, and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps
which will be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full
conpliance will be achieved.

( During the investigation,. it was found that certain of your activities appeared to
I deviate from commitments in the PSAR. This item and references to the specific

| commitments are identified in the enclosed Notice of Deviation. In your reply,

please include your comments concerning this item, a description of any steps
that have been or will be taken to correct it, a description of any steps that

T 14.g ,
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Houston Lighting and Power
Company 2 October 16, 1979

.

have been or will be takan to prevent recurrence, and the date all corrective
actions or preventive measures were or will be completed.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part
. 2, Title 10, Code of Pederal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the

enclosed investigation report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room. If the report contains any information that you believe to be
proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application to
this office, within 20 days of the date of this letter, requesting that
such information be withheld from public disclosure. The application
must include a full statement of the reasons why it is claimed that the
information is proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
any proprietary information identified is contained in an enclosure to
the application, since the application without the enclosure will also
be placed in the Public Document Room. If we do not hear from you in this
regard within the specified period, the report will be placed in the
Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this investigation, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.4

Sincerely,

W. C. Seidle, Chief
, 'l
|

Reactor Construction a0d
|

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice of Violation
2. Appendix B, Notice of Deviation
3. IE Investigation Report No. 50-498/79-14

50-499/79-14

.

#
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Docket No. 50-498/79-14
50-499/79-14

Appendix A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

. Based on the results of the NRC investigation conducted on September 4-7,
and 11-14, 1979, it appears that certain of your activities related to the
South Texas Project, Unit 2.were not conducted in full compliance with
the conditions of your NRC Construction Permit No. CPPR-129 as indicated
below:

Failure to Follow Procedures for Release of Stop-Work Notice S-14

'

Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 requires that activities affecting
quality shall be accomplished in accordance with instructions or procedures.

Section 15.0 of the Brown & Root QA Manual and QA Procedure ST-QAP-2.7,

require that approval for resuming work halted by a stop-work notice shall
be documented on the stop-work notice.

Contrary to the above:

On July 20, 1979, verbal instructions were given to a QC inspector to
' sign a concrete peur and to allow placement ME2-M3 to begin although Stop-

Work Notice S-14 applicable to the placement was in effect. Documented
! partial release of Stop-Work Notice S-14 was not accomplished until
; August 1,1979, several days after placement ME2-M3 was completed.

This is an infraction.

;
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Docket No. 50-498/79-14
50-499/79-14

Appendix B

NOTICE OF DEVIATION

Based on the results of the NRC investigation conducted on September 4-7,'

and 11-14, 1979, it appears that certain of your activities related to
South Texas Project, Unit I deviate from commitments made in your Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) as indicated below:

Appendix A of the PSAR commits to Regulatory Guide 1.88 which endorses
ANSI N45.2.9-1974, " Requirements for Collection, Storage and Maintenance
of Quality Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants."

Paragraph 3.2.6 of ANSI N45.2.9 requires that corrections or supplements
to QA records shall include the date and identification of the person
making such corrections or supplements.

'

Contrary to the above:

An Examination Check form documenting QC inspection of concrete placements
CSI-12A and CSI-13A, dated November 9, 1978, contained a supplemental entry
which did not include the date of entry or identification of the person
making the supplemental entry.

This is a deviation.
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0tefISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

REGION IV

Report No. 50-498/79-14; 50-499/79-14

. Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company
Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2

Investigation At: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation Conducted: September 4-7 and 11-14, 1979

Inspectors: 6/, _MMA /o/// />'/
W. G. Hubacek, Reactor Inspector Date
Projects Section

/OfHf79b = = =
DateM H. S. Phillips, Resident Reactor Inspector

O Projects Section

/O[#/7fApproved: [//.4 w-
W. A. Crossman, Chief, Projects Section Date

Investigation Summary:
,

|

Investigation on September 4-7 and 11-14, 1979 (Report No 50-498/79-14;
|

50-499/79-14)j
' Areas Investigated: Special, unannounced investigation of allegations

regarding nonconforming construction practices and insufficient qualityThe investi-control programs for construction at the South Texas Project.
gation involved eighty inspector-hours by two NRC inspectors.

One item of noncompliance (failure to follow procedures for releaseResult's:
of Stop-Work Notice - paragraph 2.1.) and one deviation (failure to include the

. date agd identification of person entering supplemental information on an
|' - inspection report - paragraph 2.h.) were identified during the investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

The South Texas Project, Units No. I and 2, are under construction in
Matagorda County, Texas, near the town of Wadsworth, Texas. Houston Lighting

,

and Power Company is the Construction Permit holder. Brown & Root, Incorpo-
rated is both Architect Engineer and Constructor for the project.

.
REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

During a recent site inspection,1/ the Region IV Project Inspector was notified
by the licensee of alleged incidents of intimidation of QC inspectors by
Brown and Root construction personnel. In addition, information concerning
alleged QA/QC irregularities it the South Texas Project was received by Region
IV from confidential sonrces'.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

On August 8, '1979, the licensee reported alleged intimidation incidents to
the Project Inspector. Subsequently, allegations of QA/QC program irregu-
larities were received from confidential sources. The following specific
allegations were expressed:

1. Two Brown and Root QC inspectors were intimidated by five Brown and Root
construction persons.

2. Brown & Root QC inspectors were involved in continuous card games
during working hours for a several month period in 1977. The QC inspec-
tors left the card games only to sign inspection forms when requested by
construction and immediately returned to the card games without performing
inspections of safety-related work.

l

3. Waterproofing membrane was installed at night on Reactor Containment
Building (RCB), Unit No. I and Fuel Handling Building (FHB), Units No.
I and 2 without proper QC inspection prior to backfill.

4. Holes left in concrete walls of safety-related structures following
removal of tapered form ties were not solidly filled with grout.

5. Cadweld inspection reports were signed by QC inspectors who had not per-
formed the reported inspections.

6. Lift 5 of RCB, Unit No. 2 contained 116 Cadwelds which were not accounted
for.

Some Cadweld inspection forms were hanging on the walls of the QC field7. shack and had not been submitted to the QA records vault since January
1929.

.

1/ IE Inspector Report 50-498/79-13; 50-499/79-13
2
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! 8. An inspection report for the RCB, Unit No.1 equipment hatch contained an
entry by a person other than the inspector responsible for the report. The
entry was not signed or dated by the person who made the entry.

9. A QC inspector was given verbal instructions to disregard a stop-vork
notice and sign the concrete pour card for placement No. HE2-M3.

. 10. A void in the concrete in the area where the FHB ties into RCB, Unit No. I
was not repaired in accordance with approved procedures.

CONCLUSIONS
~

1. The alleged intimidation of two QC inspectors by five construction
persons could not be sustantiated or refuted due to conflicting state-
ments made by these individuals during interviews by the NRC investiga-
tion team. The QC persons involved conveyed strong impressions that
statements made to them by the five construction persons were perceived
as serious threats that were meant to hinder their performance as.QC
inspectors. The five construction persons denied making direct threats
or using abusive language in direct conversations with the QC inspectors.
One of the construction persons stated that he may have made statements
about objects falling on one of the inspectors, but such statements were
meant as safety concerns or possibly were meant as jokes but not as
threats. Another construction person stated that he may have made remarks
about one of the QC inspectors, but denied making abusive or intimidating

*

remarks directly to the inspector. The licensee's actions in response to
this incident have apparently been effective in preventing further similar
incidents.

1

! 2. The allegation that Brown & Root QC inspectors were involved in con-
tinuous card games during working hours for several months in 1977 with

i detrimental effects on QC inspections could not be substantiated. The
investigation team interviewed nine individuals who were present at the
site during the alleged card games, but none were aware of the card
games that were alleged to have occurred in 1977. Two of the individuals

i stated that card games took place in 1976, but were not of the scope
| alleged and did not have adverse impact on the performance of inspections

by QC personnel.

3. The allegation that waterproofing membrane was installed at night on
RCB, Unit No. I and FHB, Units No. I and 2 without proper QC inspection
could not be substantiated. Five individuals interviewed by the investi-
gation team stated that they had no knowledge of improper inspection of

'. the membrane prior to backfilling. Review of QC records and the inspection
i procedure for waterproofing membrane was inconclusive and resulted in the
| identification of an unresolved item pertaining to the frequency of

inspections stated in the procedure.i

; _. .

,

|
|
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4. The allegation that holes left in concrete walls of safety-related '

structures after removal of tapered form ties were not solidly filled
with grout was substantiated; however, this matter was previously identi-
fled and dccumented by the licensee. Corrective action was in progress.

5. The allegation that Cadweld inspection reports were signed by QC inspec-
tors who had not performed the reported inspections could not be sub-
stantiated nor refuted. The confidential source of this information
declined to provide information to support this allegation. Two
individuals previously named by the alleger as individuals who signed
the inspection reports,were no longer employed at STP and were not
available for interview.

6. The allegation that Lift 5 of RCB, Unit No. 2 contained 116 Cadwelds that
could not be accounted for was substantiated; however, it was determined
that this matter was previously identified by the licensee and documented
in a nonconformance report.

7. The allegation that some Cadweld inspection forms were hanging on the
wall in the QC field shack and had not been submitted to the QA records
vault since January 1979 could not be substantiated. It was determined
by direct inspection of the QC field shack that the alleged inspection
records were not hanging on the wall in the QC field shack. Interviews
with personnel indicated that only duplicate copies of records are
maintained in the field shack and originals are promptly forwarded to the
QA records vault upon completion of required inspection and Cadweld.

location verifications.
,

8. The allegation that an inspection report for the RCB, Unit No. I equipment
hatch contained an unsigned and undated entry by a person other than the,

i responsible QC inspector was substantiated and resulted in issuance of a
i citation to the licensee for deviating from a PSAR commitment to ANSI
'

N45.2.9. It was determined that an entry was made on an inspection report
related to placements CSI-12A and CSI-13A by the responsible QC inspector's
lead inspector. The lead inspector failed to date and sign the entry
contrary to ANSI N45.2.9, which requires that such entries be dated and
the individual making the entry be identified.

9. The allegation that a QC i'nspector was instructed to disregard a stop-
work notice and sign a concrete pour card for placement ME2-M3 was
substantiated and resulted in the issuance of a citation to the licensee
for failure to follow procedures in the release of a stop-work notice. It
was determined that the QC inspector was verbally instructed to sign the
concrete pour card for placement ME2-M3 on July 20, 1979, although
Stop-Work Notice S-14 applicable to the placement was still in effect.
The Stop-Work Notice was not released in writing until August 1, 1979,
several days after placement ME2-M3 was completed. Brown & Root procedures
do n t provide for verbal release of stop-work notices.

.
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10. The allegation that a void in the concrete in the area where FHB, Unit
No. I ties into RCB, Unit No. I was not repaired in accordance with
approved procedures could not be substantiated. Individuals interviewed
were aware of the existence of some small voids in the area but maintained
that they were small and were repaired in accordance with established
procedures. They were not aware of any voids that were improperly repaired.

.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Principal Licensee Employees

*T. D. Stanley, Project QA Supervisor-

*N. H. Smith, Plant QA Supervisor
*T. J. Jordan, QA Lead Engineer
*R. L. Ulrey, Senior QA Specialist
*B. K. Schulte, Junior Engineer
*H. E. Orban, Construction Supervisor
L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor
W. N. Phillips,~ Projects QA Manager
D. G. Long, QA Lead Engineer
C. L. Grosso, Associate Engineer

Brown & Root Employees

G. T. Warnick, Site QA Manager
*D. Shumway, QC Shift Supervisor
*E. Tolley, Construction Chief Engineer
*W. Abrams, QA Engineering Supervisor

The IE inspectors also interviewed other licensee and contractor employees
including members of the QA/QC and engineering staffs.

* Denotes those attending the exit interview on September 14, 1979.

2. Investigation Details

The following specific allegations were investigated during this investi-
gation. Resultant findings of the NRC investigation team are indicated
below:

a. Allegation 1: Two Brown & Root (B&R) QC inspectors were intimidated by
five Brown & Root construction persons. The alleged intimidation
included threats to throw the QC inspectors out of a building, to drop
things on one QC inspector, and the use of vulgar and abusive language
in reference to the two QC inspectors.

Investigation Findings: The investigation team interviewed eight
individuals (A through H) who were identified in the allegation
as the persons involved in the alleged intimidation.

;

-.
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(1) Interview with Individual "F"

Individual "F" stated that the first incident of intimidation
occurred approximately 1\ months ago when "F" was inspecting
the Unit 1 Turbine Generator (TG-1) Building. When "F" wrote
a Nonconformance Report on the storage of equipment that was
located in the area "F" was called a vulgar name by individual:

' "D".
.

Individual "F" stated that approximately one week after the .
.

above incident, individual "G" threatened to throw "F" and
individual "H" out of the TG-1 Building if "F" placed any more
QC hold tags. "F" stated that, although "G" did not appear to
be angry, the threat was not perceived as a joke.

Individual "F" also stated that individual "A" (described as
short-tempered) called "F" vulgar names on several occasions,
some of which were witnessed by individuals "E" and "H".

Individual "F" further stated that on another occasion individual
"C" had asked what "F" was doing in the Unit 1 Fuel Handling
Building (FHB) and questioned "F's" ability and knowledge of
procedures. "F" stated that "C" used abusive language during
this encounter.

During the interview "F" stated that "F" took assigned respon-
sibilities seriously and that there had been no direct accusations
of " nit-picking" or playing "I got you" by construction. "F"
was not aware of any other cases of intimidation of QC inspectors
by construction personnel.

(2) Interview with Individual "H"

Individual "H" stated that approximately 1 to 2 months ago
while inspecting equipment storage in RCB, Unit No. 1 (accom-;

| panied by individual "E"), "H" was at a drinking water cooler
when "B" stopped for a drink and threw a used cup on the floor.

r

| "B" picked up the cup after "H" mentioned it to him. "B" then

! asked what "H" was doing and stated that things (spud wrench)
could fall on "H's" head if anything was written up in his
area.

Individual "H" was with "F" when "G" stated that he would
remove them from the TG-1 Building if another hold tag were
hung. "H" perceived this threat as harassment pather than'

.as actual intent to physically remove "F" and "H" from the
;

building.
I
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"H" feels that others may consider "H" to be a " nit-picker".*

"H" has had no further contact with "B" since the incident.

(3) Interview with Individual "E"
Individual "E" stated that "E" was present when "B" told
"R" not to write up anything in his building. "E" heard "B"
say to "H" that "something may drop on you". "E" stated that
"B" spoke on this subject for approximately five minutes and
went out of his way to make his meaning clear. "E" stated.

that he felt concerned about "H's" safety although "B" did
not appear to be angry or upset. The conversation took place
near the water cooler in the RCB, Unit No.1.

"E" recalled' instances where individual "A" used vulgar lan-
guage in reference to "F" but not in direct conversation with
nyn

"E" had no knowledge of intimidation of QC personnel other than
individuals "F" and "H". "E" stated that he is not aware of any

recent problems with intimidation or abusive language since
these incidents.

(4) Interview with Individual "D"

Individual "D" stated that he had no problems in his contacts
| with QC and he does not consider QC inspectors to be nit pickers.,

"D" did not recall any instances of the use of vulgar language
in conversations with QC personnel.

(5) Interview with Individual "B"

Individual "B" stated that approximately 2 months ago in the RCB,'

Unit No. I he splashed water into his eyes to relieve welding
burns and threw the empty cup on the floor. "B" was approached
by "H" (accompanied by "E") who stated "H" could " write up" "B"
for throwing the cup on the floor. "B" then picked up the cup.

,

"B" stated that he did not recall specifically what was said
during the incident and maintained he did not threaten "H". In

response to the IE inspector's questions, "B" stated that he
may have said that something could fall on the QC inspector's
head since they were in an area where there was the possibility
of falling objects, but he stated that if such was the case, no
harm was intended. B" further stated that he may have made"

such a statement as a joke.

"B" stated that he gets along well with QC.
"

.
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(6) Interview with Incividual "A"

Individual "A" stated that he did not recall the specific
instance of the use of vulgar language alleged by "F" but
stated that it was possible that he may have done so.

"A" said that he had had no problems with other QC inspectors.

(7) Interview with Individual "C"

Individual "C" stated that he could not recall any instances
where verbal abuse or vulgar language was used in conversations
with individual "F". "C" stated that he first became aware of
the problem when he was called in to discuss the matter with
the Brown & Root Project Manager.

"C" feels that the QC inspectors involved are over-zealous and
" nit picking".

(8) Interview with Individual "G"

Individual "G" stated that he recalls speaking to "F" in the
Turbine Generator Building but denied that he made any threats
against "F" or any other QC inspectors.

Discussions with licensee and Brown & Root representatives re-
vealed that the individuals involved in the alleged intimidation
incidents had been counselled by management and instructed to
conduct themselves at a high level of professionalism. The
individuals were informed that future occurrences of similar
incidents could result in removal of offenders from the job-
site. The licensee and Brown & Root representatives
stated that this matter was viewed with grave concern and that
methods of dealing with similar problems in the future,
including establishing a special group to hear grievances, are
being considered.

This allegation was neither substantiated nor refuted.

b. Allegation 2: Brown'& Root QC inspectors were involved in continuous
card games during working hours for a several month period in 1977.
The QC inspectors left the card games only to sign inspection forms
when requested by construction and immediately returned to the card
games without performing inspections of safety-related work.

Investigation Finding: The investigation team interviewed nine
' individuals who were present at the STP site during the time of

the alleged card games. None of the individuals interviewed had
any knowledge of the extensive card games alleged to have occurre.d

~~^in 1977; however, two of the individuals indicated they knew of'

-

card games which took place in 1976. The two individuals stated

9
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that the 1976 card games were not extensive ~ but took place during
periods of little construction activity and involved QC personnel
who had little or no work to do. Two other individuals stated that
they had heard of the 1976 card games from other site personnel but
had no direct knowledge of the gtzes. None of the nine individuals
interviewed were aware of any cases where QC inspectors failed
to properly inspect safety-related activities or signed inspection
records only when requested by construction because of participation
in card games.

.

This allegation was not substantiated.

c. Allegation 3: Waterproofing membrane was installed at night on
RCB, Unit No. 1 and FHB, Units No. 1 and 2 without proper QC inspection
prior to the placement of backfill.

Investigation Finding: The investigation team interviewed five
individuals who were involved or had previously been involved in
inspection of waterproofing membrane installation. All of the
individuals stated that they had no knowledge of the placement of
backfill against the membrane prior to proper completion of membrane
inspections by QC.

During review of documents related to membrane installation, the IE
inspector observed that there were apparent inconsistencies in pro-
cedure CCP-12 " Installation of Waterstop and Waterproofing Membrane,"
Revision 4 relative to the scope and frequency of the required QC
inspections. Paragraph 3.3.1 of the procedure states that the QC
inspector will inspect the cembrane system utilizing the Site QC
Schedule (appendix B). Appendix B indicates that all but two items
on the schedule shall be inspected on a semiweekly basis. The two
items - No. 280, "Special Application Techniques Employed," and No.
308, "Not Damaged to the Point Where Membrane Needs to be Repaired,"
are shown requiring inspection daily, as applicable. Paragraph
3.4.3.1 of the procedure states that all membrane surfaces will be
visually inspected by QC for discontinuities and imperfections.

During discussion of the above CCP-12 requirements with licensee
and contractor personnel, some individuals interpreted the procedure
to require 100% insp'ection of the membrane, other individuals inter-
preted the procedure to require something less than 100% inspection.
This matter is considered unresolved pending clarification of CCP-12
membrane inspection requirements and subsequent review by IE.

This allegation was not substantiated.

d. Allegation 4: Holes left in concrete walls of safety related struc-
tures following removal of tapered form ties were not solidly filled
with grout.

--
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Investigation Finding; The investigation team was informed by
licensee and contractor representatives that improper grouting of
tapered tie holes was first identified in Deficiency and Disposition
Report S-0325 which was initiated on December 29, 1977. Similar,
problems related to improper grouting of tapered tie holes were
documented in Nonconformance Reports S-C2257, S-C3126 and S-C3130
initiated on May 18, 1979, August 30, 1979, and September 10, 1979,
respectively, which remain open pending completion of corrective
action.

.

This allegation was substantiated; however, this matter had been
identified by the licensee and corrective action was in progress.

e. Allegation 5: Cadweld inspection reports were signed by two QC
inspectors who had not performed the related Cadweld inspections.

Investigation Findings: The confidential source of this allegation
Twodeclined to provide information to support the allegation.

individuals previously named by the alleger as individuals who
signed the inspection reports were no longer in the STP area and
were not available for interview.

This allegation was neither substantiated nor refuted.

f. Allegation 6: There were 116 Cadwelds in Lift 5 of RCB, Unit No. I
wall that could not be accounted for.

Investigation Findings: The investigation team was informed by
licensee representatives that Nonconformance Report (NCR) S-C2228,
dated April 26, 1979, documents that 114 Cadwelds shown by original

' QC documentation to be in Lif t 5 of RCB, Unit No. 2, were, in fact,,

not in Lift 5. The 114 Cadwelds were shown to be in Lift 5 due to
errors made by QC personnel in the frame of reference used to
determine as-built locations. Correct locations of the Cadwelds
are expected to be established by 7eans of the currently ongoing
computer-assisted records review

This allegation was substantiated; however, the problem was pre-
viously identified-by the licensee.

Allegation 7: Some Cadweld inspection forms were hanging on theg.
wall in the QC field shack and had not been submitted to the QA
records vault since January 1979.

Investigation Finding: During inspection of the Cadweld QC field
shack, the IE inspector did not observe any Cadweld inspection forms
hanging on the walls of the shack. The IE inspector was informed

-

.

2/ IE Report No. 50-498/79-09; 50-499/79-09

| 11
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by the licensee representatives that only duplicate copies of
inspection records and Field Engineering as-built location records
are maintained in the field. Original records are promptly for-
warded to the QA records vault after completion and checking by
the lead inspector.

This allegation was not substantiated.

h. Allegation 8: An ' inspection report for the RCB, Unit No. 1 equip-
ment hatch contained an entry by a person other than the inspector
responsible for the report. The entry was not signed and dated by the
person who made the entry.

Investination Findings: The investigation team observed that the
subject inspection report (Examination Check form for placements
CSI-12A and CSI-13A, dated November 9, 1978) contained an entry ;

on the back of the form that was made by a person other then the I

responsible inspector. The entry had not been signed or dated.
Discussions with licensee representatives revealed that the entry
was made by the responsible inspector's lead inspector in response
to remarks antered on the back of the report by the responsible
inspector. The person who made the entry signed and dated his
entry on September 13, 1979, while the investigation was in pro-
gress. The IE inspector informed the licensee that failure to
sign and date the entry on the report at the time it was made was
a deviation from ANSI N45.2.9-1974 in that supplemental information
was entered on the report without including the date and identifi-
cation of the person who made the supplemental entry.

This allegation was substantiated.

i. Allegation 9: A QC inspector was given verbal instructions to dis-
regard a stop-work notice and sign the concrete pour card for
placement No. ME2-M3.

'

Investigation Finding: The investigation team reviewed records
related to placement ME2-M3 which indicated that the placement
was made on July 20, 1979, but that a documented partial release
of the related stop-work notice (No. S-14) was not approved until
August 1, 1979. Discussicas with the responsible B&R representa-
tive revealed that he verbally instructed the QC inspector to sign
the concrete pour card with the understanding that the written release
of the stop work notice would immediately be issued. The B&R repre-
sentative also stated that neither Section 15.0 of the B&R QA
Manual nor QA Procedure ST-QAP 2.7 provide for verbal release of
stop-work notices and that B&R QA was at fault in failing to issue
a written release concurrently with the verbal release on July 20,
1979.

"
.
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The IE inspector informed the licensee that verbal release of the
stop-work notice is considered to be an item of noncompliance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, in that procedures'or
instructions. affecting quality were not followed.

This allegation was substantiated.

J. Allegation 10: A void in the concrete in the area where the FHB ties
into RCB, Unit No. I was not repaired in accordance with approved
procedures.

Investination Finding: The investigation team interviewed seven
individuals concerning the existence of a void in the area where
the FHB ties into RCB, Unit No. 1. Two of the individuals were aware of
small voids in this area but stated that they were small and did
not affect the integrity of the structures. Repairs were classed
as " cosmetic" and were accomplished in accordance with established
procedures. The other five of the seven individuals stated that
they had no knowledge of a void in this area. The allegation lacked
specific information regarding the location of the void, consequently
review of pertinent records was not performed.

This allegation was not substantiated.

3. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of non ,
compliance or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the '

investigation is discussed in paragraph 2.c.

4. Exit Interview

The IE inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in para-
graph 1) at the conclusion of the investigation on September 14, 1979.
The IE inspectors summarized the purpose and the scope of the investi-,

| ,

unresolved item, the item of noncompliance and the deviation.
gation, reviewed the allegations and the findings, and discussed the

'

;
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- Septembe['-14,1978

Docket No. 50-498 LIE
-,-

50-499 ^- -

.

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the telephone conversation with you and Mr. R. A. Frazar
of your staff and Messrs. W. C. Seidle and W. A. Crossman of this office
on September 13, 1978, related to Cadwelding activities at the South
Texas Project site.

With regard to the September 13 telephone conversations, we understand
that you have, or plan to:

1. Issue a stop-work order on a concrete placement scheduled for
September 13 in the Unit 1 containment in the area of the equipment
hatch, in that this area may include Cadweld splices that were
improperly installed.

2. Conduct a thorough investigation of Cadweld splicing and inspection
activ'ities at the South Texas Project site.

3. Determine whether all safety related concrete placements should be
stopped pending completion of your assessment of the Cadweld problems
and the initiation of appropriate corrective action as deemed r.ec-
ess ary. -

If our understanding of your plans is inconsistent with the above, please
| contact this office immediately.

Sincerely.
-

.

g ( h h' .' f .| -3 f
M

'K. V. Seyfrit-[\. -y r 4 Q' ! U(i
- o ,

Director
1 Ii pu: e

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 3 ....
7
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IMMEDI ATE ACTION LETTER

In Reply Refer to: .

RIV
Docket No. 50-498 / .

50-499 '' U ./.v,

N
i
'

Houston Lighting and Power Company 7' _ , ,

ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President -

Power Plant Construction and .

"
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001 ' ' ' hd

.

Gentlemen:

This refers to the telephone conversations between Mr. R. A. Frazar, and
Mr. W. C. Seidle of this office, on April 26 and 27,1979, concerning
improper storage of reinforcing steel at the South Texas Project. As you
know, improper storage of reinforcing steel was identified earlier this
year (See IE Inspection Report No. 498-499, 79-03) and, during a recent
inspection, the situation was found to have worsened.

,

.
Based on the April 26 and 27 telephone conversations, we understand that

..

you have:

1. Verified, by inspection of reinforcing steel storage areas on
April 27, 7979, that no significant departures exist from
reinforcing steel storage requirements specified in site Quality

;

| Construction Procedures.
!

2. Provided additional training for craft and quality personnel
concerning reinforcing steel storage requirements.

3. Increased the frequency of quality control inspections and quality
assurance surveillance of reinforcing steel storage areas.

4 Assigned additional personnel to the maintenance of reinforcing
steel storage areas, and ordered additional timber for.use in the -

storage areas.
r, a c

Q
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2- May 1, 1979Houston Lighting and Power Company -

If your understanding of this matter is inconsistent with the above, please
contact this office imediately.

Sincerely,
2

'

,

Karl V. Sey|fritI /
%- -

.,

Di rector /

'
cc: W. C. Seidle, RIV

W. E. Vetter, RIV
,

,

I
'

O
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June 22, 1979

D:cket No. 50-498
50-499

.

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Posc Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

~Gentlemen:
'

CIis refers to the telephone conversation between you and Mr. W. C. Seidle of
diis office on June 22, 1979, concerning voids in the concrete that were dis-
covered in Lif t 8 of the South Texas Project, Unit 1 containment wall and the
impact of the presence of the voids on other safety-related concrete placecents
at the site.

Based on the June 22, 1979, telephone conversation, we understand that you have,
or plan to:

. . . , . .

1. Issue an order effective June 22, 1979, to stop placement of safety-related
concrete at the South Texas Project site.

2. Review concrete placement procedures to deter =ine if inadequate, procedures
may have contributed to the formation of voids discovered in Lif t 8.

3. Review the adequacy of the mix design used for the containment walls.

C. 750iew the adequacy of the ratio of Quality Control personnel to construc-
tion personnel assigned to placement activities.

5. Review the adequacy of the ratio of supervisory personnel to placecent
personnel.

6. Review the adequacy of concrete preplacement planning.

7. Review the adequacy of lighting provided at the point of placement.

8. Contact the Region IV of fice prior to resu=ption of placement of safety-
related concrete.

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED .
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Houston Lighting and Power Company -2- June 22, 1979

If your understanding of this matter is inconsistent with the above, please
contact this office immediately.

Sincerely,

es/p
'

-

K. V. Seyfrit
Director

, . . .

!

f

|

|

|
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June 29, 1979

Docket No. 50-498
50-499

Houston Lighting and Power Cumpany
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and
Technical Services

Post Office Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to your letter dated June 28, 1979, which was transmitted to this
office by facsimile on June 29, 1979. Your letter states that, based on your
review of concrete placement concerns identified in your stop-work notice,
dated June 22, 1979, you intend to issue a partial release of your stop-work
notice which will allow for placement of all safety-related concrete at the
South Texas Project with the exception of the Reactor Containment Building
(RCB) exterior shell walls.

We understand that you will continue your stop work on the RCB exterior shell
wall placements pending completion of your evaluation of the RCB exterior
shell wall and, further, that you will release the stop work on the RC3 exterior
shell wall placements only af ter the results of your evaluation are known and
this office is informed of your plans prior to resuming these placements.

If your understanding of this matter is inconsistent with the above, please
contact this office ic=ediately.

Sincerely,

0 -1 / [l
-

42,b -

'K. V. Seyfrit
'

Director

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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j September 6, 1979 k
In Reply Refer Tor
RIV
Docket No. 50-498/79-14

50-499/79-14 f
f.

E-,

?'

Houston Li& ting and Fever Company th
ATTH: Mr. T. A. Turner, Vice President

Power Plant Construction and 1
ITechnical Services

Fost Office Box 1700 :
+

Bouston, Texas 77001
~

Centlemen: t.~
7,

This refers to the meeting Mr. R. A. Trazar and other cenbers of your staff !
i

had with me and cechers of cy staff in the Region IV of fice on Septecher 5
n

*

telephone conversation between you and our ir;-
1979, and to the subsequent
Mr. W. C. Seidle on Septe:Ser 6 with regard to your plans to resume thein the exterior shell vall of the STP Reactor Contain-5

~

placerent of concrete
' '

O ment Building (RCB) on, or about, September 6,1979.

Following the detection of voids in the RCB exterior shell vall, placement1 .
.

of safety-related concrete was stopped by an EL&P Stop-Vork Order and *

22, 1979. On
ccafirced by a Region IV I=,ediate Action Letter dated June

-

June 29. HL&P recoved the Stop-Verk Order except as the Order applied toSubsequently, we have cocpleted a review of the actions identified,.

,'

,,

$; the RCB. concrete placecent problees which
f.in our Ic:bediate Action Lett'er to correctBased on our review, we have no ;

-

resulted in the presence of the voids.
objection to your plan to resume place:ent of all safety-related concrete. ;-

Ve v111 centinue to monitor closely your verk activities, r:.anagecent controls F

and icpic entation of your Quality Assurance progran during subsequent }
'

tinspections.
!.

If you have any questierts regarding this matter, please contact this office. :,

[Sincerely,
i

of( _

gq,,- . . . . ,
1 >

., .
-

sh K.b. S y f r e
his]" t.

Director S cl/c
,
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UNITED STATES*

[gs treo,''o, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 20a,
4 nte:on :V 'e# 611 RY AN PLAZA DRIVE, SUITE 1000'' j/ ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76012

4 ,

-J
o
E

o, h i f ,f
b. December 31, 1979*

, ,

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
D cket No. 50-498/499

Rouston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. G. W. Oprea

Executive Vice President
P. O. Box 1700
Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to a special inspection at the South Texas construction site
during the past six weeks, meetings with you and members of your staff on
' December 21 and 28, 1979, and to your letter dated December 28, 1979.

As a result of our special inspection effort, a number of problems associ-
ated with the placement of concrete were identified and discussed with
you. Consequently, we understand that you:

1. Have initiated a Nine-Point Corrective Action Program to elimate problems
connected with concrete place =ent and inspection activities. (The
Nine-Point Corrective Action Program is contained in your December 23
letter.)

2. Plan to limit safety related concrete placements to placements
classified as Non-Cc= plex until such time as the Nine-Point Corrective
Action Program has been fully implemented.

3. Plan to notify the Region IV Office when you have implemented the
Nine-Point Corrective Action Program and such notification is to
occur at least 48 hours prior to the resumption of safety related,
complex concrete placement to permit NRC verification of satisfactory
implementation of the Corrective Action Progra=.

If your understanding of this matter is inconsistent with the above, please
contact this office immediately.

Sincerely,
a

l' ,

S/ - ,- %

k L f k'^ [ wKarl V. Seyfrit.

Director gEj/g
L3-

'
= N)

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED c o n n ,,, , , ,, q .y
~vev m --

t
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April 17, 1980

In Reply Refer To:
RIV
DocketNo.50-498b Q

$ c:P50-499 / m
e r- -,

'1 Q * *f
.-

:or -
'

b 'Ti (4 i)Houston Lighting and Power Company 9
ATTN: Mr. E. A. Turner, Vice President ' " . .

-

Power Plant Construction and E s

Technical Services .
9 i

''

5JPost Office Box 1700
--

'W
'

Houston, Texas 77001

Gentlemen:

This refers to the telephone conversation between Mr. D. G. Barker of your
office and Mr. W. A. Crossman of this office on April 15, 1980, concerning
a stop-work order placed on ASME Code welding, and other safety-related
welding, at the site on April 11, 1980. (Nonsafety-related AWS welding
and welding covered by B31.1 are not included in the stop-work order.)

Based on the April 15 telephone conversation, we understand that you have
stopped work, and plan to continue to stop work (Order No. S21A) covering
all ASME and AWS safety-related welding at the South Texas Project until
you have:

1. Reconfirmed the qualification of site safety-related welding procedures
by:

Confirming the adequacy of existing welding procedure qualifh.aticns,a.

or

b. Requalifying the applicable welding procedures.

2. Completed corrective action for audit deficiencies documented in Erown
and Root Audit ST-35, by:

Reviewing Mechanical Procedures (MECP) against ASME requirementsa.
and revising procedures as necessary,

b. Reviewing procedures DECP and Welding) to assure that weld
acceptance criteria have been approved by Level III QA persennel.

,. , n
" %$CERTIFIED MAIL

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED ,
** ' @.j

(y . [ YL -

i
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' .Mouston Lighting and Power
Company -2- April 17, 1980

, ,

.

Assuring that all welder qualifications have been inspected byc.
certified QC inspection personnel.

d. Determining the cause of failure to adhere to procedures for
weld filler material control, and corrective action needed to

assure adherence.

Developing a Materials Engineering Procedure for the control ofe.
Weld Procedure Qualifications.

3. Contacted the Region IV office to confirm completion of items 1 and 2,
above.

If your understanding of this matter is inconsistent with the above, please
contact this office immediately.

Sincerely,

c..$ k J -

Kdr1 V. Seyfrit
Director
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Docket Nos. 50-498
50-499

Houston Lighting and Power Company
ATTN: Mr. G. W. Oprea, Jr.

Executive Vice President <~
/ p., AP. O. Box 1700

Houston, Texas 77001 k #
.

Gentlemen:
, .

This refers to our special investigation of construction activities at the
South Texas Project Units 1 and 2 which are authorized by NRC Construction
Permit Nos. CPPR-128 and CPPR-129. Our investigation was separated into two
parts:

(1) Investigation of current allegations relative to harassment,
intimidation, and lack of support of quality control inspectors by
QC management, and

(2) Assessment of the effectiveness of the QA/QC program for ongoing
activities.

This letter and the attached report address the results of our investigation
which was conducted between November 10, 1979 and February 7, 1980.

Based on the results of our investigation, it appears that certain of your
activities at South Texas Units 1 and 2 were not being conducted in compliance
with NRC requirements as described in the enclosed Appendix A. These items of
apparent noncompliance coupled with the substantiated allegations involving

|

production pressure, lack of support by QC management, harassment, intimidation
| and threats directed toward QC inspectors indicate impairment of the qualityi

assurance program at the South Texas Project. These problems were identified
|

I
in connection with the quality . assurance program of one of your principal
contractors, Brown and Root, Incorporated.

Further, similar items of noncompliance and substantiated allegations of
harassment and lack of support of QC personnel have been the subject of
previous NRC correspondence with you and indicate that your past corrective
action on these matters has been incomplete or ineffective. Although these

problems have been to a great extent associated with Brown and Root quality
assurance program implementation, as licensee you have prime responsibility
for correction. The deficiencies in the Brown and Root program were so
extensivothat they should have been readily detected.

c~r,,-.71 e,

( h V')l[ W Ij G P

i /_ DEPOSITI * ,"; . f}
'
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-

CERTIFIED MAIL
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f, F uston Light and Power Company -2-
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. . . ..

As you are aware, the enforcement actions available to the Commission in the
exercise of its regulatory responsibilities include administrative actions in
the form of written notices of violation, civil monetary penalties, and orders
pertaining to the modification, suspension or revocation of a license.

,

| After careful evaluation of the items of noncompliance identified in Appendix
A, and other results of our investigation, this office, pursuant to the
Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2 and 50, hereby serves the enclosed Order
to Show Cause on the Houston Lighting and Power Company.

In addition to the Order, we also are proposing civil penalties, for the items
of noncompliance cited in Appendix A in the cumulative amount of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars. Appendix B of this letter is the Notice of Proposed Imposi-
tion of Civil Penalties.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter, the enclosures,
and your response to this letter will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

Sincerely,

Original signed by
yict or Stello

Victor Stello, Jr.
Director
Office of Inspection

and Enforcement

Enclosures:
Appendix A - Notice of Violation
Appendix B - Notice of Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalties
Appendix C - Cross References:

Violations to Report Details
Apendix 0 - Investigation Repor,t

50-498/79-19; 50-499/79-19
Order to Show Cause

]
- _ _ _
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APPENDIX As
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Houston Lighting and Power Company Docket Nos.: 50-498
50-499

Based on the results of the NRC investigation conducted during the period
November 10, 1979 through February 7,1980, it appears that certain of your
activities were not conducted in full compliance with the conditions of your
NRC Construction Permits Nos. CPPR-128 and CPPR-129 as indicated below.'

A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B requires that licensees holding construction
permits implement a quality assurance program meeting the criteria of
Appendix B for all activities affecting the safety related functions of
structures, systems, and components that prevent or mitigate the conse-
quences of postulated accidents that cause undue risk to the health and
safety of the public. Section 17 of the South Texas Plant Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report sets forth the Quality Assurance Program developed
by the licensee to implement Appendix B.

Contrary to the above, during the period of October 1979 through January
1980, the licensee was in continuous noncompliance with 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B in that the licensee and Brown & Root (B&R), did not adequately
control all activities affecting the safety related functions to assure
that such activities were conducted in accordance with the Appendix B
Criteria. This continuous noncompliance is evidenced by numerors examples *
in the subject area of Criteria I, III, V, VI, IX, X, XV, XVI, XVII,
and XVIII, as follows:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion I states in part, "The persons and
organizations performing quality assurance functions shall have
sufficient authority and organizational freedom to identify quality
problems . including sufficient independence from cost and. . .

schedule...."

The South Texas Project (STP) Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
(PSAR) in Section 17.1.18 (through Amendment 32, 10/17/75) states in
part, "To assure the establishment and operation of the QA/ Quality
Control (QA) Program, B&R has an organization such that those per-
forming the QA/QC functions have the freedom to identify quality
problems, to provide means for obtaining solution to problems, and
verify that solutions have been implemented. This organization has
sufficient independence, authority and technical expertise to carry
out the program in an efficient and effective manner. This is assured
by B&R QA Management reporting to Management levels above and indepen-
dent from pressures of production."

*Some of aae listed examples occurred outside the October-January time period
for which a civil penalty is proposed. Such examples support the findings that
similar occurrences were present during the period for which the civil penalty

I is proposed. .Cjvilpenalties.arenotbeingproposedforthoseexamples.
' r} * f i1 ) | t'l I1

j n ,s u n ,e
'
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Contrary to the above, the results of' the investigation indicate
that the quality assurance / quality control functions in the civil
area are not sufficiently independent, the QA/QC civil personnel do,

not have sufficient authority and the QA/QC civil personnel do not
have the freedom to identify problems and determine they are
adequately resolved. The results of interviews indicate that some
civil quality control inspectors are: (a) subjected to production
pressures, (b) not always supported by the QC management, (c)
harassed, (d) intimidated, and (e) threatened.

Documented evidence obtained during the investigation indicated a
continuing trend on the part of civil quality control inspectors to
assume the position that it is easier (less pressure, harassment,
and threats) to just sign the quality control documents which are
necessary for construction to proceed, even though the procedural or
specification. requirements may not have been fully met, than to be
confronted by quality control and/or construction management. It is

i noted, however, that during the investigation no items of major
safety significance were found which related to the above findings,
but the potential for future problems is great unless corrective

4

action is taken.

,

Examples supporting the above findings are as follows:

a. It was substantiated that during the final preparations for the
placement of concrete in Lift #5 of the Unit 2 reactor contain--

ment building shell wall .(placed 4/27/79) production pressure
was present and caused a QCE supervisor to override the advice
of his subordinates that the area of the construction joint was
dirty. The corrective action selected, which was not totally
effective, was that requiring the least delay in the construc-
tion schedule.

That the action was not fully effective was evidenced by a
construction foreman who saw a can float to the surface of the.

| concrete during placement. The QCE supervisor indicated that a
large number of construction personnel, including construction.
top site management were standing by to begin the placement and
that he signed off the necessary documents to get the placement

'.

underway due to the critical time frame for ordering concrete
(Allegation 11A, p. 38).*

b. A former QCE supervisor stated that whenever construction falls
behind in placing concrete, QC inspectors seem to always get
the blame. The statement was made on the basis of his knowledge
of what upper management expressed in meetings and general
conversations. He also indicated that construction always.

s ,,

i
~

l

!

| *Page numbers refer to Report No. 50-498/79-19; 50-499/79-19.

4
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b

indicates they are ready for a placement when they are not and
that QC had only 24 hours to complete the inspection. He noted
that construction scheduling pressure gradually reduced this
period (Individual A47, p. 3-26).

c. A current QCE supervisor related that after QC had completed a
preplacement inspection, the pour card had been signed and the
concrete ordered, the QC personnel would find additional problems
such as alterations to the forms or debris dropped into the
forms. This would occur from 3 to 24 hours after the sign off.
Construction personnel would try to pressure inspectors to
accept these conditions because of the time and money to
correct the situation. He indicated that if construction
personnel were unsuccessful and the placement was delayed or
stopped, then it always seemed to be QC's fault. He also'

indicated that construction management has a major problem in
that they think of quality only as a necessary evil and that
there is much controversy over schedules and cost overruns
(Individual A35, p. 3-14).

d. A QC inspector stated that in the summer of 1979 he had
discovered three horizontal reinforcing steel bars missing from
a wall section which was being readied for concrete placement.
On the previous day he had told construction personnel that he
thought the wall preplacement was correct. He was verbally
abused by a person from construction (Individual A17, p. 2-12).

e. Fifteen of twenty-four QC civil inspectors interviewed executed
signed sworn statements wherein they claimed that their super-
visors had not supported their positions during confrontations
with construction personnel. An additional QA auditor and an
inspector on special assignment indicated the same concern.
Interviews with the construction personnel involved resulted in
signed sworn statements wherein they, admitted ignoring and/or
bypassing the QC inspector's directive to stop by continuing,

the work, and then going to the QC inspector's supervisor to
reverse the directive (Allegation 6). This lack of QC manage-

3 ment support is'also evidenced by the findings resulting from
Allegations 3, 7A, 8A, and 9A (pages 18, 14, 32, 33 and 34).

f. A QC inspector refused to sign off on deficient Cadwelds and
initiated a nonconformance report (NCR) because Cadwelder
requalification was not performed as required by the specifica-
tion. The construction supervisor admitted he had ignored the
QC inspector, the inspector's supervisor and the NCR and
ordered his men to continue Cadwelding. This resulted from a
disagreement over interpretation of the specification,,

(Allegation 10A, p. 36).-

.

J

!
_____
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g. Five QC civil inspectors executed signed sworn statements
wherein they claimed that during a meeting a high level QA/QC
manager warned them not to talk to the NRC, indicating that

~

action would follow. This was also confirmed by another QC
civil inspector (Allegation 1, p. 12).

h. Another QC civil inspector executed a signed sworn statement
that a QC supervisor stated words to the effect that after the
NRC leaves we will have to get rid of some of the QC inspectors.

.The QC supervisor acknowledged that he made such a statement in
mid-November of 1979 (Allegation 4A, p. 29).

i. Another QC civil inspector involved in an incident where the
concrete foreman left the placement without informing the
inspector who was the acting foreman was later faced with
information that the concrete foreman had said his crew was
able to violate the specification without the inspector's
knowledge. The inspector was informed that the foreman was
bragging about the incident (Allegation 8, p. 20).

j. A QCE supervisor indicated that a person in construction
attempted to harass the QA/QC program personnel by trying to
remove air conditioning from the assigned office spaces
(Individual A35, p. 3-14).

.

k. A QC inspector admitted in a signed sworn statement he falsely
signed concrete curing records at the request of a lead QC
person when he had not inspected the curing and in fact was not
on-site at the time the inspection was supposedly made. The
lead QC person however, denied that such a request was made
(Allegation 1A, p. 26).

1. A QC inspector admitted in a signed sworn statement he signed
off on a minor Cadweld deficiency (procedure violation) because
he felt his supervisors would not support him and would side

.

with construction (Individual A52). In this instance the QC
inspector was intimidated by his past experience with his
supervisor and took an action to correspond with his supervisor

,

(p. 2-29).
1
i m. A QC inspector was physically threatened by a construction

general foreman. The QC inspector, a witness and the construc-
tion general foreman all executed signed sworn statements
substantiating this event. The construction general foreman
indicated he lost his temper and intended no harm (Allegation ,

,

2A, p. 27).'

_-.
,

i

i

e
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n. A QC inspector was physically threatened by a construction
superintendent. Both executed signed sworn statements substan-

,

tiating this event. The construction superintendent indicated
he lost his temper and intended no harm (Allegation 3A, p. 28).

A'QC inspector was threatened by a construction general foreman.o.
The QC inspector, a witness and the construction general foreman
all executed signed sworn statements substantiating this event.
A QCE supervisor in an interview also substantiated the threat.
The construction general foreman explained that he lost his
temper and made no attempt to injure the QC inspector
(Allegation 2, p. 13).

I p. On January 4,1980 a lecture by the Brown and Root Project QA
Manager was given to the Brown and Root site QA/QC personnel-

and construction engineering and supervisory personnel. The
lecture repeatedly overemphasized the Brown and Root QA/QC
organization's responsibilities to minimize project cost and
maintain the construction schedule. The lecture also strongly
emphasized the fact that a Brown and Root QC inspector's
decisions are subject to question, challenge and supervisory
review and reversal. The lecture was recorded on video tape
which continues to be used as a mechanism to project the Brown
and Root policy. In addition, the contents of the lecture were

' put into printed form and widely distributed to employees of
Brown and Root at the South Texas Project. (Appendix 5).

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX requires in part, " Measures shall
be established to assure that special processes... are controlled and
accomplished. . . using qualified procedures in accordance with. . .
specifications, criteria and other special requirements."

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.9A states in part that " Houston Lighting
. and Power Company (HL&P) requires written" procedures and controls to'

ensure special processes... are accomplished... using qualified
procedures in accordance with applicable... specifications, criteria,
and other special requirements. These procedures shall describe the
operations to be performed, sequence of operations, characteristics
involved... examinations, tests and inspections shall be conducted to
verify conformance to specified requirements... Compliance to these
requirements is mandatory for prime contractors."

From information provided to the inspector it was determined that a
" test fill program" resulted in the determination that for placement
of an 18 inch maximum lift thickness of soil it would be necessary to

__pake 12 passes with the compaction equipment.
,

.)

I
.
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Contrary to the above, Brown and Root construction procedure, STP-QCP
| A040KPCCP-2, Rev. 2, required only 8 passes with the compaction

equipment for the placement of a maximum lift thickness of 18 inches!

of soil. Thus the construction procedure did not reflect the necessary
number of passes of compaction equipment which had been established-
in a qualification test procedure (p.61).

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requires in part, " Measures shall
be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such

! as. .. defective.. . equipment. . . are promptly identified and corrected.
In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures

i shall assure that... corrective action taken to preclude repetition."
,

^

The STP-PSAR in Section 17.1.16A states in part, " Houston Lighting
and Power Company (HL&P) will require measures be established to-

assure conditions adverse to quality will be promptly... corrected...
In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, measures'

shall be taken to ensure the cause of the condition is determined,

! and corrective action is implemented to preclude repetition."
i

The FSAR in Section 2.5.4.5.6.2.4 and Brown and Root Specification
' No. 3YO69YS029, Rev. F, paragraph 9.e, and Brown and Root Procedure

.
No.'A040KPCCP-2, paragraph 3.3.3.5 require that at least one relative

-

density test be performed for every fourth field sand cone density
test.

Contrary to the above, a review of Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory data
on December 18, 1979, indicated that a relative density test had not

: been performed since November 17, 1979 as a result of equipment
j failure. Plant backfill continued to be placed and several sets of

four field sand cone density tests were completed without the,
'

companion relative density tests being performed (p.64).
t

| 4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires in part, " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by ' documented instructions,'

procedures... appropriate to the circumstances.

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.5A states in part, " Appropriate require-
ments have been established in the Houston Lighting and Power Company

: (HL&P) Quality Assurance (QA) Program to ensure quality related
i activities for the South Texas Project (STP) are prescribed by
i documented instructions, procedures... the responsibility for develop-

ment of-these methods, procedures and instructions is delegated to
,

i the organization performing the activities... The HL&P QA Department
'

has the responsibility for. ensuring that methods, procedures and
i instructors (sic) are developed and implemented for all activities

Jelating to the STP."t
,

!

!,

li
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Contrary to the above, Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory QA Procedure
No. IS-511-D1556-64 indicates that the in place density measurements
are to be performed according to EAASTM D-1556, however there are no
requirements in the procedure which define the location or depth of
the samples. A review of the records by the inspector revealed that
the samples were taken at various depths in a given lift with no
specific correlations of results available (p. 61).

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII requires in part, that
" Sufficient records shall be maintained to furnish evidence of
activities affecting quality."

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.17A states, in part that, "The STP QA
Plan specifies:

.

1) The records are required to be maintained to show evidence of
i performance of activities affecting quality. Typical records

to be maintained include: . . . inspection and test reports. .
tt

Paragraph 1.3.3.1 of B&R's Quality Construction Procedure CCP-2
states, "All inspection and laboratory testing will be conducted to
assure compliance with all specifications . . . and the requirements
of this Quality Construction procedure . . . The inspectors will
document their findings . . ."

Contrary to the above, neither the applicable B&R procedure nor the
test record form SF-6 required that the lift thickness and number of

! passes of the compaction equipment be documented.

These data are needed to assure that the backfill material is being
systematically placed and compacted to obtain the required densities
(p. 65).

!
l 6. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI' states in part, " Measures
' shall be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality,
i such as failures, . . . deficiencies, deviations, . . . and noncon-

| formances are property identified and corrected. In the case of
| significant conditions adverse to quality, the measures shall assure
| that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective action
j taken to preclude repetition."
|

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.16A states in part, "The identificationr

of a discrepancy or nonconformance requires certain steps to be
* taken to ensure proper closure of the item. The specific steps to

be followed are as follows: 1 . . 5. Verification (followup) by
, original identifier of discrepancy or noncomformance to ensure its

implementation and action to preclude repetition or recurrence."-

.

. . - ~ . , _ . .
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Contrary to the above, no effective program has been implemented on
a continuing basis to re~ view and analyze Nonconformance Reports,
Examination Checks / Inspection Books or Field Requests for Engineering
Action for repetitive occurrences to ensure that root causes are
identified and corrective action is taken to preclude repetition.
Further, no formal, approved procedures to implement such a program'

had been developed as of November 28, 1979 (p. 94).

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI as implemented by South Texas
Project PSAR Section 17.1.16, states in part, " Measures shall be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as
failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, . . . are promptly
identified and corrected. In the case of significant conditions
adverse to quality, the measures shall assure that the cause of the
condition is determ4ned and corrective action taken to preclude-

repetition . . ."

An HL&P letter to the NRC, ST-HL-AE-374 dated August 31, 1979,
pertaining to lifting the HL&P Stop-Work-Order for placement of
containment shell cor. crete specified that the following measures had
been implemented for all concrete placement:

1) "Very detailed preplacement planning is carefully performed to
identify potential consolidation problems . . ."

2) " Increased attention is given to logistics to provide for
backup equipment, access for inspection, lighting and manpower
assignments . . ."

3) "Special additional training for Construction and Quality
Control personnel is given to cover procedures for placement,
vibration . . ."

Contrary to the above, work observed, statements by site personnel,
quality assurance records and site intern'al surveillance reports

i
.

; show that the corrective actions outlined in HL&P letter ST-HL-AE-374
have not been effective to preclude repetition. Examples of this

| ineffectiveness are as follows (pages 53 and 54):

1) Concrete placement personnel were using improper consolidation
practices and lighting as observed by an NRC inspector was
inadequate for placement CIl-W81B made on November 20, 1979.

2) Concrete placement personnel were using improper consolidation
practices on placement DG1-M1 made on December 7, 1979. Further-
more, an insufficient number of preplacement inspectors were
assigned to conduct the final inspection..

.,

.

Construction work in the placement area was being performed
during the night prior to the placement and during the morning
of the placement.

M,
-. -_ - . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _
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This "last minute" construction activity, at least in
part, delayed the start of the placement from the scheduled
7:00 a.m. until approximately 11:00 a.m. This scheduling
resulted in undue pressure on the QC inspectors to quickly
accept the placement conditions. No specific placement method
(sequence) was specified in the placement plan or discussed in
the preplacement meeting. In addition, the report of the post

,

placement interview did not address the problems with last
minute construction work or the loose reinforcing steel that
delayed the start of the placement and was again identified

- after placement had begun.

3) , Interviews with QC inspectors and notations on Inspection
Books, Examination Checks, post placement interview reports and
Site Internal Surveillance SIS-26 for placements MEl-5047,
CS2-W7, ME2-WO12-06, CIl-W81B and ME2-WOO 1-04 indi,,cate that
poor consolidation practices and excessive lift thickness
continue to be problems.

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V states in part, " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,.

procedures or drawings... and shall be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, procedures or drawings."

;

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as implemented by the STP PSAR
Section 17.1.5, states in part, ". .. quality related activities for
the South Texas Project (STP) are prescribed by documented instruc-
tions, procedures or drawings; accomplished in accordance with such
documents;..."

Brown & Root (B&R) Quality Assurance Personnel Training Manual Part
1, Supplement E, Section 5 specifies the required educational /
experience levels for Level I and II civil inspectors. For example,
a Level II inspector with a degree from an accredited engineering or
science college or university must have o'ne year's experience in
quality assurance, including testing or inspection, or both.

.

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) Quality Control Procedure No.
| QC-PQ-2, Appendices II and III specify the required educational /

experience levels for Level I, II and III PTL inspectors. These
appendices identify the qualification requirements detailed in
ANSI-N45.2.6 and ASME Section III, Division 2 respectively.

Contrary to the above, of 14 Brown & Root civil QC inspectors and
six PTL concrete inspectors, for which qualification records were
examined, five B&R and three PTL inspectors did not have the
yequired applicable QA/QC experience at the time of their certifica-

' - tion (p. 58).

.

i

'*
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9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI, states in part, " Measures shall
be established to control the issuance of documents, such as instruc-
tions, procedures, and drawings, including changes thereto, which
prescribe all activities affecting quality . . ."

!

'

The STP PSAR, in Section 17.1, states in part, " Brown and Root
provides written procedures for controlling the preparation, review,
approval, and issuance of specifications, drawings, procurement
documents, procedures, instructions, and changes thereto, which
delineate activities affecting quality."

Section 6, of the Contractors Quality Assurance Manual, states in
part, " Documents used for the design, procurement, and construction
of code and safety-related items shall be distributed and controlled
in accordance with approved Project Procedures... ."

Contrary to the above, the licensee's controlled copies (Nos. 04
and 05) of the Contractors Quality Assurance Manual on January 8,
1980 did not contain the latest issue of interim changes. Addi-
tionally, the licensee's controlled copy of the Contractors Weld
Filler Material Specification,1UO20W5001-E, did not contain the
latest document change notices (DCNs) (DCN/11/16/77 and DCN/3/28/78),

;
,

(p.'69).

10. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX, states in part, " Measures shall
be established to assure that special processes, including welding .

. , are controlled and accomplished by qualified personnel using.

qualified procedures in accordance with applicable codes, standards,
specifications. . ."

|

Section 17 of the licensee's PSAR, titled " Control of Special
Processes," states in part, ". . . written procedures and controls
be prepared to ensure special processes, including welding, . . .i

are accomplished in accordance with applicable codes, standards,
~

specifications, . . ."

ASME, B&PV Code 1974 through Winter 1975 Addenda, Section III,
paragraph ND-4412, " Cleanliness and Protection of Welding Surfaces,"
states in part, ". the work shall be protected from deleterious. .

contamination and from rain, snow and wind during welding . . ."

Contrary to the above, the inspector observed on at least three
occasions safety-related pipe welding activities being performed
without adequate protection from the atmospheric conditions described
above. Subsequent examination of these welds showed that they had
unacceptable defects. For example, the radiograph for field weld

J005 in line AF2004, made without adequate protection from .the wind,
- which would cause loss of cover gas, showed high levels of oxidation

(p. 72).
.
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11. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX, states in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that r.pecial processes, including . .
. nondestructive testing; are controlled and accomplished . . . in
accordance with applicable codes, standards, specifications, criteria,
and other special requirements."

Section 17 of the licensee's PSAR titled " Control of Special
Processes" states in part, ". . . written procedures and controls be
prepared to assure special processes, including . . . nondestructive
testing . . . are accomplished . . . in accordance with applicable
codes, standards and specifications . . ."

a. Paragraph T-233.2 of Section V of the ASME B&PV Code 1974
through Winter 1975 Addenda requires that all radiographs be
free from mechanical, chemical, or other blemishes to the
extent that they cannot mask or be confused with the image of
any discontinuity, including; fogging, processing defects such
as streaks, water marks, or chemical stains.

Contrary to the above, the inspector reviewed at least 50 final
radiographs of production (field) welds and of welder qualifica-
tion tests which displayed significant light fogging and chemical
contamination to such an extent that proper interpretation of
the radiograph was not possible in whole or in part (p. 79).

b. Paragraph T-290 of Section V of the ASME B&PV Code 1974 through
Winter 1975 Addenda states in part, " . . . radiographs shall
be examined and interpreted . . . record on a review form
accompanying the radiographs the interpretation of each radio-
graph and disposition of the material examined . . ."

Contrary to the above, the inspector observed at least 12
radiographs of field welds and one radiograph for a welder
performance qualification test weld which contained linear
indications that had net been record'ed on the accompanying
interpretation sheet (p. 82).

ASME B&PV Code,'1974 through Winter 1975 Addenda Section III,c.
Paragraph ND-5351, " Evaluation of Indications" specifies that

[ any indication which is believed to be nonrelevant shall bei

regarded as a defect and shall be reexamined to verify whether
or not actual defects are present. Surface conditioning may
precede the reexamination.

I The contractors Liquid Penetrant Examination procedure,
l ST-NDEP-4.1, reiterates the above requirements.

. -
Contrary to the above, the inspector observed the performance*

r of a liquid penetrant examination for field weld number 0017 in

.

1
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the essential cooling water system for which the results were
, not evaluated according to these requirements (p. 76).

12. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires in part, " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions . . .
and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions,..."

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.5B states in part, " Engineering,
construction, inspection, testing, and planning techniques are used
to assure that activities affecting quality are set forth by written
B&R instructions, procedures and drawings, and are accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures and drawings."

Contrary to the above, on December 10, 1979, the inspector .

determined that an interim change ST-NDEP to ST-NDEP-4.1, " Liquid
Penetrant Examination," was issued on August 30, 1979 and was
inserted in the procedure and the applicable page of the procedure
was removed. The interim procedure is valid for 60 days. The
inspector observed that the invalid or cancelled insert was being
used by B&R NDE personnel during January 1980. A similar example
was observed relative to inserts for ST-NDEP-2.1, dated March 13,

1979. This appears to be a generic problem (p. 77).

l'3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI states in part, " Measures shall
- be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality such as

. . . deficiencies, deviations, . . . and nonconformances are
promptly identified and corrected."

The STP FSAR states in Amendment 7 dated July 16, 1979 in Chapter 3,
paragraph 3.8.1.6.3, " . . .:

a. Subparagraph CC-4333.3, Initial Qualification Tests, serves as
an alternate to Section C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.10, except
that a splicer will be requalified if in any 15 consecutive
Cadwelds there are two unacceptable '(either visual or tensile)
Cadwelds made. The splicer will be requalified in the position
or positions in,which the failure (s) occurred."

B&R Specification No. 2A010CS028-G " Concrete Construction"
(applicable at the time in question) states in paragraph 5.3.3.6,
"When a splicer accumulates two unacceptable tests, either visual or
tensile, within a unit of 15 consecutive test samples and the rejec-
tions are not due to material deficiencies, he shall not be

permitted to continue splicing until he has requalified according to
paragraph 5.3.3.5."

,

fontrary to the above, five Cadwelders who had accumulated two.,

visually unacceptable production splices within a unit of fifteen*

(15) consecutive splices were permitted to continue making produc-
tion splices without requalifying (p. 37).

i

|

|b
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14. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI states in part, " Measures shall
be established to assure that conditions adverse to quality, such as
failures . . . deviations . . . and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected. . . . the cause of the condition, and the

corrective action taken shall be documented and reported to
appropriate levels of management."

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.16b states in part, "Should conditions
exist that after a reasonable time for resolution, a deficiency or
nonconformance is not corrected, the QA Manager is required to report
the incident to the Power Division Senior Group Vice-President any
time agreement on corrective actions to be implemented cannot be

.

attained, the findings may be brought directly to the Power Division
Senior Group Vice-President for resolution."

,

Contrary to the above, there was no objective evidence that the
Division Senior Group Vice-President was advised of the failure to
take action on repetitive deficiencies documented in B&R site4

surveillances SIS-12 and 12.1 through 12.5, nor the failure to get
responses and/or corrective action on SIS-18 and the B&R letter 5153
dated November 12, 1979 (p. 106).

15. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V states in part, " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures or drawings... and shall be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, proceduras or drawings."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by South Texas
Project PSAR Section 17.1.5 states in part, "The HL&P QA Department
has the responsibility for ensuring that methods, procedures andf

instructions are developed and implemented for all activities
relating to STP."

HL&P Project Quality Procedures PSQC PC, Revision 1, and PSQP-A3,
Revision 9, state in part, "All checklists shall be completed in
full, signed and dated by the QA personnel involved, and filed in,

j the site QA office. Mould any items on the checklist not be
applicable to the operation, that item shall be marked, NA. Items
found to be satisfactory will be marked S. Items not audited shall
be marked N. Any discrepant items or deviations from specifications
shall be marked "U" and discussed in the " Remarks" section.

The OA surveillance personnel shall document all nonconformances and
deficiencies according to (SQP-3.

Notification of Brown & Root Site QA: Whenever a discrepant item or
* tondition for which B&R or a B&R subcontractor 'is responsible is*

identified by HL&P QA, Brown & Root site QA shall be notified
.

immediately. The notification may be by one of the previously
mentioned HL&P Discrepancy Notification Documents or orally. If

!
!

*
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immediate and acceptable action and recurrence control (as
applicable) are implemented by B&R pursuant to oral notification the
item may be closed out on the checklist itself if a checklist was
used. Reference should be made on the checklist as to the correc- )

tive action."
!

Contrary to the above, civil surveillances C.2.1 through C.2.5 were
not properly documented as required by the written procedures. That
is, unsatisfactory conditions and corrective action were not always
documented during the period of 1978 and 1979 (p. 103).

16. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires in part, " Measures
shall be established to control materials, parts, or components
which do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their

. 7''inadvertent use . *-

The STP PSAR in Section 17.1.15B requires suppliers to establish and
implement procedures for controlling items or processes that do not
conform to requirements of the applicable codes or standards.

ASTM D-1586-67, identified by Houston Light and Power Company as the
applicable standard for site soil penetration tests, states in

' paragraph 2.3, "The assembly shall consist of a 140 lb. weight."

Contrary to the above, site soil penetration testing activities were
allowed to continue during the period January 28, 1980 to February
4, 1980 using a weight (" hammer") which had been identified as
nonconforming to the requirements of ASTM D-1586-67 (p. 67).

17. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, requires in part, " Test
procedures shall include provisions for assuring that all prerequi-
sites for the given test have been met, that adequate test instru-
mentation is available and used. . ."

The STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraphs 17.1.11A and 17.1.11B states.

in part, " Houston Lighting and Power Company (HL&P) Quality Assurance
(QA) Program requires prime contractors, subcontractors . . . designate
appropriate tests to be performed at specific stages of . . . construc-
tion. Conduct of tests will be governed by written procedures which

( will incorporate requirements and acceptance limits . . . Tests will
be conducted in accordance with these procedures . . .

"The prime contractors Brown & Root, Incorporated (B&R) . . . shall
ensure all necessary tests are required and conducted. Such testing
will be performed in accordance with quality assurance and engineering*

test procedures which incorporate . . . the test requirements . . .
,,Iest requirements . . . are provided by the organization responsible

,

for the design of the item under test .*
..

.

.
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"B&R engineering will establish the required test program . . . in
appropriate specifications. The suppliers and B&R Construction are
required to establish detailed procedures for the tests . . . The
test procedures shall include provisions for assurance that the
prerequisite for the test have been met, that adequate instrumenta-
tion is available and will be used . . ."

A Woodward-Lundgren document, dated August 1,1975 entitled Appendix
B-1 Revision 2, presented to the NRC on February 5, 1980 as the
applicable QA procedure, states that split-spoon samples should be
taken according to ASTM D-1586-67.

Paragraph 2.2 of ASTM D-1586 states, "The sampler shall be constructed
with dimensions indicated on Figure 1. The drive shoe . . . shall
be replaced . . . when it becomes dented or distorted." Figure 1
shows a.1.375 inch inside diameter of the split-spoon sampler cutting
edge and a 0.75 inch taper.

Contrary to the above, the split-spoon used in the backfill test
program during the period January 28, 1980 to February 5, 1980, did
not conform to the requirements of ASTM D-1586-67 in that the inside
diameter of the cutting edge was measured to be 1.5 inches and the
driven end of the split-spoon was badly distorted and had a 0.50
inch taper. Thus the test procedure which defined the proper
dimensions on the equipment was not followed (p. 67).

18. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII states in part, "A
comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits shall be carried
out to verify compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance
program and to determine the effective use of the program."

The STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.18A states in part,
" Houston Light and Power Company (HL&P) requires . . . periodic
audits be performed to verify compliance with all aspects of the
program. . . . to verify by evaluation o'f objective evidence . . .
program has been properly implemented; to assess the effectiveness
of the QA program; to identify . . . and to verify correction of
identified nonconformances... Applicable elements of the QA Program
shall be audited at least annually . . . with the following addi-
tional criteria to be used for modifying the audit frequency:

4. When it is suspected the safety, performance or reliability of
an item is in jeopardy due to deficiencies and nonconformances

,

with respect to the organization's QA Program;

5. When it is considered necessary to verify implementation of
required corrective actions..."

,

|

;
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The STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.188 states in part,
4

" Brown and Root, Incorporated (B&R) has established an audit
system . . . for internal . . . audits. Internal audits are
audits of activities of the B&R organization... B&R performs
audits of all activities affecting quality, including but not
limited to the following:

8. The evaluation of work areas, activities, processes, and items
(hardware)

9. The review of documents and records

10. An objective evaluation of

a. Quality related practices, procedures and instruction

b. The effectiveness of implementation..."

The B&R QA Procedure ST-QAP 7.1 reiterates the above requirements,

a. Contrary to the above, neither the HL&P QA plan Section 8.0 nor
procedure QAP-5 " Audits" include provisions to implement the
above requirements concerning performance of supplemental
audits.

Furthermore, neither HL&P nor B&R (Houston) performed
supplemental audits to determine if suspected safety
performance or reliability of an item was in jeopardy, even
though: (1) continuing allegations were received during the
period from mid-1977 through 1979 relative to civil construc-
tion and inspection activities, and (2) significant voids were
identified in the Unit No. 1 containment shell in early 1978

| (followed just recently by the discovery of apparently similar
i

type voids in the Unit No. 2 containment vessel shell) (pages 95,
| 100 and 101).
!

b. HL&P QA Procedure, QAP-5B in paragraph 6.2 states in part,
" Objective evid4nce shall be examined for compliance with
Quality Assurance requirements. This includes review of Quality
Assurance / Quality Control procedures and documentation which
implements the Quality Assurance Program Requirements. Selected-
elements of the quality assurance effort shall be audited to
the depth necessary to determine whether or not it is being
implemented effectively."

| Contrary to the above procedure and the previously referenced
PSAR and Appendix B, Criterion XVIII requirements, HL&P (Houston),,

failed to audit the HL&P (site) QA function to the depth necessary.-

.
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Houston audits of site QA functions were essentially a review
of records and did not identify the fact that HL&P site procedures
PSQCP-C and PSQP-A3 were not being effectively implemented in
that nonconformances and deviations were not being identified
in the civil surveillance reports (pages 99 and 104).

c. HL&P South Texas QA Plan Section 8.0, paragraph 8.2 states in
part, "HL&P has the responsibility for the overall auditing of
quality activities for the South Texas Project. The frequency
of audits performed by HL&P . . . are generally as follows:
Brown & Root site construction - annually; Brown & Ro'ot site
QA/QC - semiannually."

Contrary to the above procedure and previously referenced PSAR
and Appendix B, Criterion XVIII requirements, HL&P (Houston)
did not audit the implementation / execution of B&R site construc-
tion procedures for the years 1977, 1978 and 1979, nor the site
QA/QC procedures ST-QAP-2.7, 3.1, 3.2, 4.3, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and
6.1 during the years 1978 and 1979 (p.100).

19. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII states in part, "A
comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits shall be carried
out to verify compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance
program and to determine the effectiveness of the program."

The STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.18B states in part, " Brown
& Root, Incorporated (B&R) has established an audit system . . . for
internal . . . audits. Internal audits are audits of activities of
the B&R organization... B&R performs audits of all activities affec-
ting quality, including . . . The evaluation of work areas, activi-
ties, processes, and items (hardware) . . . An objective evaluation
of quality related practices, procedures and instruction. The
effectiveness of implementation."

B&R QA Procedure ST-QAP 7.1 reiterates the above requirements.

Contrary to the above, B&R (Houston) audits of B&R site QA/QC and
construction activities were essentially only reviews of records and
did not determine to the depth necessary, whether the site quality
procedures were being effectively implemented. Further, no audits
were eonducted of site design control in 1978, although design lead
time over construction was and continues to be very short and
numerous Field Requests for Engineering Action and other design

, change documents were being processed (p. 100).

20. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, requires in part, " Houston Lighting
and Power Company (HL&P) will establish with each of its prime,

contractors... the primary inspection responsibility. HL&P, however,*

retains the responsibility for review, evaluation and surveillance

. . .. . _ _ . . - ___
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|

of the inspection procedures utilized by these organizations...
HL&P requires by contract that the principal contractors... meet
the' requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B... HL&P and/or its
representative shall verify... the inspections are being performed
and documented by personnel in conformance with approved procedures..."

The STP PSAR Section 17.1.10 states in part, "A program for
inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed . . . to verify conformance with the documented instruc-'

tions, procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity."

Paragraph 3.22.2 of Brown & Root Procedure CCP-3 requires in part
that the QC Civil Inspector ensure compliance with applicable B&R
drawings by verifying that reinforcing steel is supported and tied
to prevent displacement.

Contrary to the above, on December 7, 1979, although completed QC
documentation indicated that the reinforcing steel for placement
DG1-M1 was properly installed, a sample inspection of ten vertical
tie bars, made when the placement was about 1/3 completed, identified
that three of the ten were unwired (p. 53).

21. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires in part, "the design
basis . . . for those structures, systems and components . . . are
correctly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and
instructions. These measures shall include provisions to assure that
appropriate quality standards are specified and included in design
documents and that deviations from such standards are controlled."

The STP PSAR Section 17.1 states in part, "The HL&P QA Program
imposes the following design control requirements on its own activi-
ties as well as those of its principal subcontractors: . . . (3)
appropriate quality standards are specified and included in the
design documents, and deviations and changes from such standards are
controlled. . . (8) Design and specification changes are subject to
the same design controls which were applicable to original design."

Brown & Root QA Manual, Section 3, " Design Control Procedure"
; reiterates the above requirements.
i

i Contrary to the above, Brown and Root correspondence BC-22539
authorized design changes to welding requirements contained in
Welding Procedures MCEP-3 and MCEP-4 and Welding Specification
A010P002 without proper review and approval. Furthermore, field

c
; ' welding personnel and welding inspectors were using this letter and

the attached diagram as guidance for welding and inspecting (p. 74).
-,.

;
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Each day of failure to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, con-
stitutes a separate infraction and a penalty of $3,000 is proposed for each
(cumulative civil penalties - October 1979 through January 1980 -
123 days x $3,000 = $369,000).

B. 10 CFR 50.55a(3), states in part, " . . . piping which is part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary shall meet the requirements for Class 1
components set forth in Section III of the ASME Code . . ."

ASME Section III, NB-4321 (a) states in part, " . . . shall establish the
procedure and conduct the tests required by this article and by Section
IX in order to qualify both the weldin9 procedures and the performance of

rwelders and welding operators . . .

ASME Section IX, QW-191, states in part, " . . . the radiographic
examination . . . shall meet the technique requirements of Article 2,
Section V, . . ."

Paragraph T-263, Article 2 of Section V of the ASME Code, requires that a
source side penetrameter be used where accessibility permits hand place-
ment of penetrameter on the source side of the item being radiographed.

Contrary to the above, the inspector observed specimens completed by the
welders and welding operators as well as the radiographs of the weld
specimens which were made for qualification to weld on Class 1 components
with easy accessability, containing only film side penetrameters (p. 70).
On January 14, 1980, the inspector observed a weld being made on a Class 1
system, the main reactor coolant piping, by an improperly qualified welder.

This is an infraction. (Civil Penalty $3000)

Although the total civil penalties amount to $372,000, pursuant to Section 234
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, (42 USC 2282), the total civil
penalties for any thirty-day period cannot exceed 525,000. Consequently, civil
penalties.in the amount of 5100,000 are proposed for the above.

"

This Notice of Violation is sent to Houston Lighting and Power Company pursuant
to the provisions of Section 2:201 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. Houston Lighting and Power Company is

; hereby required to submit to this office within twenty five (25) days of the
| receipt of this notice, a written statement of explanation in reply including
' for each item of noncompliance, (1) admission or denial of the alleged item of

noncompliance; (2) the reasons for the item of noncompliance if admitted; (3) the
corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (4) correctivt,

! steps whfch will be taken to avoid further items of noncompliance; and (5) the
' date when full compliance will be achieved.

-i .

|
|

I
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COP 9(ISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

NEA0 QUARTERS
DIVISION OF REACTOR CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION

Report No. 50-498/79-19; 50-499/79-19

Docket No. 50-498; 50-499 Category A2

A7
Licensee: Houston Lighting and Power Company

Post Office Box 1700
i Houston, Texas', ;L7001

Facility Name: South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2
.

Investigation At: South Texas Project, Matagorda County, Texas

Investigation Conducted: Between November 10, 1979 and February 7, 1980

-

Inspectors:
.

|} <//s Y Y- 8~>
, ~

'Date& W. Hayss,~ Cpfef, Engineering
Support Section I, Region III

f 56'& WY 4-
R~. Herr, Investigator, Region IV Date

W& 3 -2 9- 80
H. S.'Phillips, Resident Reactor Date~

Inspector, Region IV

E. P. Jernigan,* Reactor Inspector Date

Region I

k 4 * * s'' '
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Investigation Summary:

Investigation November 10, 1979 through February 7, 1980 (Report No.
50-498/79-19; 50-499/79-19).

Areas Investigated: Special investigation of allegations concerning lack of
QC management support, intimidation and harassment of quality control inspectors
and the assessment of the effectiveness of the quality assurance / quality
control program at the South Texas Project. The investigation involved 1113
inspector-hours by one investigator and five NRC inspectors.

Results: Nine of the initial 12 and 10 of the 19 additional allegations were
substantiated. One of the initial 12 allegations was partially substantiated.
Eight of the additional allegations require further investigation and are con-
sidered unresolved. A total of 3 allegations were unsubstantiated. Twenty-two

items of noncompliance were identified:

The quality control inspection function lacked support and organizational
freedom, paragraph E.1.d; failure to complete the special process of back-
filling in accordance with the qualified procedure, paragraph E.3.a; failure
to take prompt corrective action on nonconforming test equipment, paragraph
E.3.c; failure to establish procedures for sampling as part of a systematic
testing program, paragraph E.3.a; failure to maintain records, paragraph

failure to take effective correction action, paragraphs E.7.d, E.2.b;E.3.d;
inspection and testing personnel not qualified per procedure, paragraph E.2.c;
failure to maintain controlled documents up-to-date, paragraph E.4.a; welding

failure toactivities not adequately controlled, paragraph E.4.c(2)(c);
provide adequate control of special processes, paragraphs E.5.b(2)(a),
E.5.b(2)(b), E.5.a(2); radiography not performed to code, paragraph E.4.b;
failure to take proper corrective action, par?. graph E;1.b (Allegation 10A);
failure to take action on repetitive deficiencies, paragraph E.9.b(3); deficient
conditions not documented per procedure, paragraph E.9.a(1); knowing use of
equipment identiffed as nonconforming, paragraph E.3.f; inadequate test control,
paragraph E.3.f; failure to conduct an effective audit program, paragraphs
E.8.c E.8.d(2), E.8.d(3), E.8.d(1), E.9.a(3), E.8.d(2), E.8.d(3); inadequate
inspection, paragraph E.2.b; welding procedures and specification changed
without proper review and approval, paragraph E.4.c(3)(d); and interim changes
to proceoures not controlled per requirements, paragraph E.5.b(1)(a).

V
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A. INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose of Investiaation

This investigation was initiated by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (NRC, OIE) on
November 10, 1979, under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 50.70. Its

purpose was to: (1) investigate and determine the validity of recent
allegations made by a South Texas Project employee concerning lack
of support of quality control inspectors by their management, harass-
ment and intimidation of Quality Control personnel and discrepancies
in the construction and quality assurance program for concrete
placement work; and (2) assess the effectiveness of the Quality
Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) program at the Houston Lighting
and Power Company's (HL&P) South Texas Nuclear Power Plant (STP).

2. Scope of Investigation / Inspection
TheThe investigation / inspection effort was divided into two parts.

first was the investigation of the specific allegations recently
received from a worker at the South Texas Project. The second was
the inspection of selected construction activities to assess the
effectiveness of the QA/QC program for the South Texas Project.

The need for the second phase was dictated by past allegations that
also concerned lack of support by management, threats and harassment
of Brown and Root, Inc. quality control inspectors. Some of these
past allegations have received considerable media interest which has
generated inquiries from several Congressmen and the NRC Commissioners.
Appendix 1 lists the inspection reports that document the results
of the NRC OIE investigation into these past allegations. These

investigations were conducted without the use of signed, sworn
statements.

The following site activities were reviewed to determine if an
effective QA/QC program is being implemented.

Observation of on going work and review of records relative toa.
the:

(1) production, placement, testing and curing of concrete and
associated activities such as Cadwelding. A significant

portion of the investigation / inspection effort was concen-
trated in this area because the majority of the allega-
tions, both past and present, concern the construction and
QC inspection activities for the placement of concrete.

(2) Installation and testing of plant engineered backfill.

(3) Installation and welding of safety-related piping.
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(4) Fabrication, installation and welding or bolting of
structural components.

(5) Nondestructive examination (NDE) of pipe and structural
welding,

b. Training and qualification of inspection, testing, welding and
NDE personnel,

Nonconformance Reports and Field Requests for Engineeringc.
Action.

d. Audit and inspection activities.

The inspection did not include a review of installation and
inspection of electrical work because of the relatively small amount
of on going activity in this area. Handling, storage and maintenance
of equipment also was not reviewed because of previously identified
problems in this area by both the NRC and the licensee and the
on going corrective action.

3. Facility Description

The South Texas Nuclear Project is co-owned and managed by the
Houston Lighting and Power Company with home offices located in
Houston, Texas. The site is located in the southeastern portion of
Texas near the Colorado River in Matagorda County approximately 90
miles southwest of Houston. The South Texas Nuclear Project
consists of two nuclear units both currently under construction.
Their completion status as of November 30, 1979 was: Unit 1 and
shared facilities - 50.7% and Unit 2 -16.4%. Engineering was
approximately 63% complete.

The nuclear units are pressurized light water reactors of the four
loop design furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The

balance of the plant was designed and is being managed and constructed
by Brown and Root, Inc., a Houston-based architect-engineering and
construction firm.

The license application for each unit is for a core power level of
3817 mWt which will result in a gross electrical output of approx,
mately 1250 mWe. Construction permits CPPR-128 and CPPR-129 were
issued for the units on December 22, 1975. The licensee's current
project schedule is based on Units 1 and 2 receiving operating
licenses and. loading fuel in September 1983, and September 1985,
respectively.

B. ALLEGATIONS

The current allegations were brought to the NRC's attention on November
2, 1979 by a South Texas Project (STP) employee who reported alleged
cases wherein construction employees and QA/QC management personnel had

_.
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threatened or intimidated quality control inspectors. The employee
initially conveyed his concerns to the Region IV Resident Inspector and
subsequently expressed 12 specific allegations that covered threats to QC
inspectors, dominant influence of construction craft personnel over QC
management, non-support of QC inspectors by QC management, and question-
able construction practices.

C. CONDUCT OF INVESTIGATION

1. Interviews

During the course of this investigation 57 formal interviews were
conducted, by the assigned investigator, and approximately 50
informal interviews / discussions were conducted in the field by the
NRC investigator and inspectors. Formal interviews were both selec-
tive and random. Selected interviewees were identified by co-workers
who claimed they had pertinent information. Random interviewees
were identified from employee rosters. In addition, the sequence of
the. interviews.between random and selective interviewees was varied
in a effort to protei:t the identity of personnel.

Investigation by the inspectors consisted of routine inspection and
investigation techniques including observations, review of documen-
tation, performance of tests and interviews and discussions with
site personnel. Those interviewed included HL&P and B&R construction
and QA/QC management personnel; B&R QC inspectors and engineers;
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory personnel; and other site personnel
such as pipefitters, iron workers, welders, warehouse, training and
office personnel. The summaries of the signed, sworn statements
are contained in Appendix 2 and the summaries of interviews are
contained in Appendix 3.

An allegation was considered to be substantiated if the information
developed during the investigation demonstrated that it was reasonable
to conclude that the alleged event did occur.

2. Investigation Team

The NRC onsite investigation team was comprised of five OIE
inspectors and one investigator. One inspector and the investigator
were from Region IV, one inspector each were from Regions I, and II,
and two inspectors were from Region III.

1

l 3. Management Meetings

A formal entrance meeting was conducted on November 19, 1979, with
the top HL&P QA and Project management site personnel. The licensee
personnel were informed that in connection with the investigation
and inspection efforts the NRC investigator and inspectors would be
conducting formal and informal interviews and discussions with HL&P
and their contractor personnel; that the interviews would be conducted
without HL&P personnel present; that statements would be taken from

b
s
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selected personnel; and that they would be informed of significant
information identified during the investigation but, as appropriate,
sources of information would be protected. Periodic site meetings
were conducted to enable the licensee to initiate actions to analyze
and correct, as required, those problems identified in this report.

A meeting was held with HL&P corporate management personnel by the
Director of Region IV of the NRC and members of his staff on
December 21, 1979 at the Region IV offices in Arlington, Texas. The
purpose of this meeting was to inform the licensee of allegations
that had been substantiated and deficiencies identified to date
relative to concrete placement activities. These deficiencies were
the same or similar to those previously identified in June 1979 and
which in part led to a self-imposed stop work directive. Based on
this fact and the substantiated allegations, the licensee agreed at
that time to stop placement of concrete for all safety-related
structures until corrective action could be developed and implemented.

HL&P corporate management personnel presented their proposed
corrective action in a followup meeting held on December 28, 1979,
also at the Region IV offices. The licensee had proposed or
initiated action on each of the adverse findings identified as of
that date. The understanding reached on these actions in the meeting
were later confirmed by HL&P in a letter dated December 28, 1979, to
the Region IV offices. The licensee had proposed or initiated
action on each of the adverse findings identified as of that date.
The understanding reached on these actions in the meeting and later
confirmed in the HL&P letter was acknowledged by the NRC in an
Immediate Action Letter dated December 31, 1979 and it was agreed
that safety-related concrete placement could be resumed for non-
complex placements. The stop work for complex concrete placements
for safety-related structures remained in effect.

A formal exit meeting was held with the Houston Lighting and Power
Company corporate and site management personnel on January 24, 1980
at the South Texas Project site. Those attending the meeting are
identified in the " Persons Contacted" section of this report. The

NRC inspectors discussed the results of their investigation and res-
ponded to the licensee's questions. The Director of the NRC Division
of Reactor Construction Inspection reviewed the various enforcement
options available to the NRC and explained that appropriate enforce-
ment action would be taken following careful review of the investi-
gation findings.

4. Persons Contacted
[

| Principal Licensee Employees

G. W. Oprea Jr. Executive Vice President*

E. A. Turner, Vice President*

R. A. Frazer, Manager Quality Assurance*

\

__
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Principal Licensee Employees (Cont'd)

W. N. Phillips, Projects QA Manager*

T. D. Stanley, Projects QA Supervisor*

L. D. Wilson, Site QA Supervisor*

T. J. Jordan, Lead Mechanical Engineer
D. G. Long, Lead Civil Engineer
D. G. Barker, Project Manager*

L. K. English, Project Site Manager*

* Denotes those persons who attended the exit meeting on
January 24, 1980.

Brown & Root Employees

J. R. Geurts, Vice President
T. Gamon, QA Manager
C. Vincent, Project QA Manager

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory

A. Ewton, Site Manager

Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance and Inspection Co.

R. Bryan, Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) A. Nieman, Authorized
Nuclear Inspector

The investigator and inspectors also contacted or interviewed other
licensee and contractor personnel during the course of the
investigation.

D. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This investigatinn has determined, through the examination of current
work activities and interviews with over 100 personnel on site, that the
QA/QC program at the South Texas Project is impaired. Procedural and
programmatic inadequacies in the HL&P and B&R organizations have resulted
in a failure to systematically identify quality problems and a failure to
routinely correct and prevent recurrence of identified problems.
Procedural, organizational and personnel inadequacies in the B&R QA/QC
organization have resulted in a lack of adequate control over safety-
related activities. The lack of detailed involvement of HL&P in the
total scope of the activities associated with the construction of the
South Texas Project has apparently been the reason behind these problems.
This lack of detailed knowledge and involvement has hindered HL&P's
ability to maintain adequate control over B&R which for this facility is
the designer, constructor and provides the majority of support personnel
for quality assurance / quality control program.

Al':;ations of harassment, threats and intimidation of B&R QC inspectors
by B&R construction personnel that were common knowledge through rumors
have been substantiated. These conditions have gone unchallenged by HL&P
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and B&R to the point that the quality of work at the South Texas Project
could be affected. In addition, instances were reported where inspectors'
decisions in the field were improperly overruled by QC supervisors, at
the request of construction personnel. While most of the allegations
investigated were substantiated, no major deficiencies were found in any
of the construction already completed.

Difficulties in controlling structural concrete activities and quality
problems in completed portions of structures have been continuing problems
at the South Texas Project since 1977. Ample evidence of this is provided
in licensee and constructor documents, allegations, NRC inspection and
investigation findings and licensee /NRC management meetings. Two stop
work orders and two accompanying Immediate Action Letters from the Region
IV NRC office support the seriousness of these problems. The inspection
of current activities and recent QA records indicate that the QA/QC
program has not prevented recurrence of poor concreting practices that at
times resulted in voids in structural concrete. Another recent example
of this was the lack of quality control during the Unit 2 containment
shell void evaluation in December 1979, which resulted in severe deforma-
tion of the containment liner (See Appendix 4). Procedures lacking in
clarity and qualitative acceptance criteria; personnel with inadequate
training, experience and/or education; production pressures, harassment
and intimidation have all contributed to this situation.

That the South Texas Project QA management may not fully recognize the
requirements for QA/QC organizational freedom was evidenced by a January 4,
1980 lecture by the B&R Project QA Manager to the B&R site QA/QC and
construction engineering and supervisory personnel. This lecture repeatedly

overemphasized the B&R QA/QC organization's responsibilities to minimizing
project cost and maintaining the construction schedule. In addition, the

lecture strongly emphasized the fact that a B&R QC inspector's decisions
are subject to question, challenge and supervisory review and reversal.
This lecture was delivered as a result of NRC substantiation of allega-
tions that QC personnel were being harassed and intimidated by construc-
tion personnel and were not being adequately supported by QA/QC management.
This presentation was subsequently put in printed form and distributed to
all B&R site personnel (See Appendix 5). .

In the area of soil foundations, serious questions remain as to whether
the inplace compacted backfill has met the required densities. When the
licensee recently initiated a retest program to provide answers to these
questions, the QA/QC program failed to adequately review and control this
operation, in that standard test requirements were not followed.

Although safety-related welding activities are at an early stage at the
South Texas Project, serious problems were identified in the areas of
welder qualification, welding process controls and NDE performance and
interpretation.

Furtber, although not reviewed during this investigation, licensee
personnel indicated significant problems relative to the storage and
maintenance of equipment and processing of quality records.

:
, _ .. __._. .
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Improper implementation of the HL&P and B&R QA audits and surveillance !

programs and the failure to perform continuous and effective trend
analysis of site documents that record problem areas have allowed these
conditions to persist. The failure to prevent or identify and correct
many of the deficient conditions identified by this team is indicative of
a lack of aggressiveness 'and effectiveness in the QA/QC program and
management.

E. REPORT DETAILS

1. ALLEGATIONS AND CONCERNS

a. Initial Allegations

The following is a detailed report of all allegations investigated.
During the course of this investigation 57 individuals were
formally interviewed. These interviews took place between
November 10, 1979 and February 7, 1980. Twenty-four of these
individuals executed signed sworn statements. These statements
have been paraphrased and sunnarized in an effort to protect
the identities of the individuals, and are attached to this
report as Appendix 2.

In addition, 29 individuals did not execute written statements.
These individuals were either not asked or expressed a desire
not to make a sworn statement. However, a Results of Interview
was prepared. These Results of Interviews have been paraphrased
and smnmarized in an effort to protect the identities of the
individuals. These summaries are attached to this report as
Appendix 3.

The remaining four individuals who were interviewed were either
new employees and/or did not profess to have any pertinent
knowledge or information and therefore no Statements or Results
of Interviews were executed.

The interviewed individuals are numbered Al through A57.
Individuals identified as B1 through B19 are employees who have
voluntarily terminated, been terminated, were not immediately
available for interview, or were not fully identified.

Supporting documents 01 through 08 are referenced in the
investigative findings, however, to protect the identities of
the individuals involved, they are not attached to this report.

The allegations, as understood by NRC, and resultant investigative
findings are stated below:

,

t
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Allegation No. 1

Individual Al alleged that A40, during a site QA/QC meeting, on
November 9, 1979, told the inspectors that he would know if any QC
inspectors went to the NRC; that the NRC is tired of your complaints
and he insinuated that action would follow.

Investigative Findings

Individuals A4, A6, All, A21 and A27 executed signed sworn statements
wherein they claimed that A40, during a meeting warned them not to
talk to the NRC indicating that action (trouble) would follow.
Individual A43 also confirmed this comment by Individual A40, but
did not execute a signed statement. Interview of Individual A40
resulted in a signed sworn statement wherein he admitted to stating
"Every time you go to NRC, we find out" explaining that the NRC
usually arrives on site to investigate and eventually he learns who
made the complaint. Further, Individual A40 admitted to stating
" Going to the NRC, they are probably getting tired of your call"
explaining that he was just giving his personal opinion. A40 denied

that he inferred action or trouble would follow to those individuals
talking to the NRC. Individual A40 advised that it was not his
intent to warn or discourage QC Inspectors, but merely to point out
the facts to them.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. All individuals who substantiated
the allegation stated they were unaware of any defective structures,
components or materials. Therefore, there is no known direct bearing
of this allegation on plant safety. The working environment created
by this incident is not conducive to proper performance of the QC
inspectors. If allowed to continue, such a work environment has the
potential for permitting relevant deficiencies to go uncorrected.

';
,
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Allegation No. 2

Individual Al alleged that in early November 1979, a quality control
inspector was threatened by a general foreman.

Investigative Findinas

Individuals A3 and A6 executed signed sworn statements wherein they
claimed they were present when Individual A50 threatened Individual
A3. Interview of Individual A50 resulted in a signed sworn statement
wherein he admitted that he threatened Individual A3, but explained
he just lost his temper and made no attempt to actually injure A3.
A35 indicated that he was present when A50 threatened A3.

Conclusion
.

This allegation is substantiated. This incident represented a case
of a threat. A6 also indicated he was unaware of any defective
structures, components or materials. There was no evidence from
either A3 or A6 that would indicate any known safety-related defects
are present in the facility. The working environment created by
this incident is not conducive to proper performance of the QC
inspectors. If allowed to continue, such a work environment has
the potential for permitting relevant deficiencies to go uncorrected.

_ _ _ . - . _. .. - - . .--
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eAllegation No. 3

Individual Al stated he was present when a general foreman knowingly
violated specifications by allowing excessive freefall and lateral
movement of concrete. This occurred in the spring of 1979.

Investigative Findings

Individual A2 executed a signed sworn statement wherein he
corroborated Al's allegation in that the general foreman, A50, and
his concrete foreman, A45 knowingly allowed concrete placement to
continue under deficient conditions. A2 stated he did not measure
the excessive distance during the freefall and lateral movement of
concrete and therefore could not, in effect, prove his contentionInterview
that there was excessive freefall and lateral movement.
with individual A50 resulted in a signed sworn statement wherein he
advised that Al and A2 were present at the placement and that they
had claimed there was excessive (greater than 5 feet) freefall and
that vibrators were being used to move concrete laterally more than

A50 advised that neither Al or A2 had made measurements and5 feet.
when A30 (QC Supervisor) was called to the site, A30 agreed that the

Interview of Individual A45, who worksplacement could continue.
directly for A50 and was the concrete foreman involved in the place-
ment of the concrete, resulted in a signed sworn statement wherein
he denied excessive freefall of concrete, but admitted he moved
concrete laterally, by vibration, in excess of that allowed by the

A45 advised that during this incident the specifica-specification.
tion called for lateral movement not to exceed 5 feet, however,

A45admitted that he moved the concrete approximately 7 feet.
stated he usually overvibrates the placements to ensure that honeycomb
does not occur.

Interview with Individual A30 resulted in a signed sworn statement
wherein he advised that QC inspectors had tried to stop A50 from

As a result A30 had been called toplacing concrete and had failed.
the site of the placement where he determined that Al and A2 had not
measured the distances of freefall, one of the items in question.
A50 advised that when he measured the freefall on the second pass
the distance was within the allowable limits. A30 told Al and A2 to
measure the distance in the future. A30 allowed the work to be

A30completed without an NCR since the placement wasn't critical.
advised that he was aware that A50 had allowed excessive freefall in

A30 also advised that at this same time there was athe past.
question over the lateral movement of concrete more than 5 feet butA30 advised themthat Al and A2 had not measured it in this case.
they must measure before stopping a placement.

As a result of another situation A3, a QC inspector, was interviewedA3 advised that recently he
and provided a signed sworn statement.
noted freefall of concrete in excess of 42 inches at four locations.A3 then told A50, A45'sA3 pointed this out to A45 who did nothing.
immediate supervisor, and A50 did nothing to correct the situation.

i
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A50 thenA3 then told A50 he was going to leave the placement.A45 in a signed
stopped the placement and corrected the situation.
sworn statement said that he had cut the tremies too short and the
QC inspector told him to stop the placement but he continued to Theplace with the intention of stopping at the end near the form.
QC inspector threatened to walk off the job until A50 told A45 toA50 in a signed sworn statementstop and placement was ended.
stated that he was notified by A3 that the tremies were too short
and when he was informed of this he ordered the foreman, A45, to

A50 was unaware that A3 had previously askedstop.the placement.
the foreman, A45, to stop.

Further, interview of A35 and AS4, both QA/QC supervisors, resulted
in both stating that they were aware that A45 could not be trusted
to place' concrete that will meet all specification requirements.
AS4 was aware of this based on information received from A35.

Conclusion
TheThe allegation concerning lateral movement is substantiated.

allegation concerning freefall is substantiated.

The excessive lateral movement of concrete in this case is not
considered to have had a significant effect on the integrity of the
structure since no segregation was observed during the placement and

Nono ef fects of segregation were observed after form removal.
apparent effect of excessive freefall was observed since segregation

This incident represented a case of lack of QCwas not detected.
management support, but results in no direct concern for safety of
the as-built structure.

9
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Allegation No. 4

Individual Al advised that he overheard a concrete foreman A45,
state that the construction practices on Lift #3 on RCB-1 shell wall
were worse than Lifts #8 and #15 which resulted in significant
voiding, previously identified to the NRC.

Investigative Findings

Interview of construction foreman, Individual A45, resulted in his
executing a signed sworn statement wherein he admitted that he may
have made a comment indicating that Lift #3 was worse than Lifts #8
and #15. Individual A45 explained that the present quality control
inspections are much improved over the quality control inspections
in 1976, and that the concrete slump in that particular placement,
in 1976, was 2 inches where as a slump of 4 to 6 inches is allowed
today.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. However, a review of the B&R
specification disclosed that in 1976 the specified slump was 2 to
4-inches. The present specification now specifies a slump of 5 to
7 inches for containment exterior shell wall concrete. This change
in the specification was made to facilitate placement and consolida-
tion of these congested placements. The NRC considers the range of
slumps from 2 to 7 inches is acceptable as long as the resulting
properties meet the design requirements. No records were found
which indicated the necessary properties were not met.

The licensee has established a program to study voiding in completed
containment shell wall concrete. The possible presence of voids in
Lift #3 will be investigated as part of this effort. (Note: On
2/18/80, after this investigation was completed, the licensee
submitted a final report on the voids in Units 1 and 2 reactor

|
containment buildings. All exploratory work is completed and all
repairs made except for a 10' x 14' area on Unit 2 where the liner'

bulge occurred. This area will be reported on by the licensee
separately. See Appendix 4.)

|
1
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Alleastion No. 5

That a QC inspector and construction personnel agreed to place
concrete in a complete 24-inch lift instead of the 18-inch lift
required by the specification. This occurred during the spring of
1979.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Al resulted in his executing a signed sworn statement
wherein he admitted that he allowed construction personnel to place
a complete lift of 24 inches instead of 18 inches, explaining that
the specification calls for a maximum 18 inch lift with an occasional
variance to 24-inches allowed. Al stated that he was subsequently
confronted by A30 and A35, his supervisors. Interview of A30 and
A35 confirmed that Al allowed construction personnel to place a
complete concrete lift of 24-inches. In addition, A50 claimed he
was present and admitted to A35 that construction was equally
responsible for the 24-inch placement.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. However, it is noted that the
specification allows occasional variances to 24-inches, that the
inspector stated that the concrete had been properly consolidated
and that this involved only the bottom layer of a 4-foot thick
section.

This item has no safety significance.

,
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Allegation No. 6

That quality control inspectors (Civil) have lost support of their
supervisors when they (inspectors) are confronted by construction
personnel.

Investigative Findings

Interviewofdl,A2,A3,A4,AS,A6,A9,All,A14,A16,A17,A21,
A27, A31, and A52 resulted in each executing a signed sworn statement
wherein they claimed that their supervisors, identified as Individuals
A35 and A40, have not supported them during confrontations with
construction personnel, whom they identified as individuals A33,
A45, and A50. Individuals A25 and A37, also voiced the same concern.
Interviews with A33, A45, and A50 resulted in signed sworn statements
wherein they admitted ignoring and/or bypassing quality control
inspectcr's directive to stop by continuing their work, and then
going to the QC inspector's supervisor, to reverse the QC inspector's
directive. Individuals A33, A45 and A50 all agreed that in the
future they will try to listen to the quality control inspector and
when told to stop work, they will stop, until a resolution can be
worked out. Individual A50 also agreed that in the future he will
not bypass his own chain-of-command or the chain-of-command of the
quality control to gain support over the inspector for his point of
view. Individuals A35 and A40 verbally advised that they tried to
support quality control inspectors at all times. A35 commented that
he personally went to Individual A50 and requested support from A50
in that comments from construction personnel to the effect that A35
will sign off placements over the objection of the assigned inspector
is undermining his authority and credibility. A35 pointed out that
he has supported Individuals A45 and A50 because most of the time
they are correct.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. Most civil QC inspectors feel
that they are not supported and perceive that the construction
organization usually has the final word (authority) when confronta-
tion occurrs. This instance represents a case of lack of QC manage-
ment support. No direct safety significance of actual structures is
attached to this substantiaud allegation. Instances related by the
involved individuals that might pertain to safety are addressed
elsewhere in the report.
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Allegation No. 7

That QC inspectors do not have direct communciation (two-way radios)
with their supervisors when in the field; that their supervisors
refuse to supply radios; that they do not have drawings in the
immediate placement area in the field.

Investicative Findinas

Interview of Individual A1, A4, A5, A6, A9, A14, A17 and A27
resulted in signed sworn statements wherein they advised that two-way
radios for concrete placement inspectors in the field are not avail-
able and therefore they have no immediate communications with their
supervisors. Most of the above individuals pointed out that the only
radios available were the ones held by construction personnel and
when they are trying,to stop or correct a concrete placement, it is
somewhat awkward to ask Construction if they can use their radios to
get support to use against them (Construction). A40, a QC supervisor,
advised that radios are available during placements and that all the
inspectors need.do is search through the QC organization to locate
an available radio. %40 stated, that he assumed that QC inspectors
were aware of this, however, admitted that he has never discussed or
written any notices to this effect. A40 explained that it would be
too expensive to issue two-way radios to all placement QC inspectors.
In addition, Individual A40 explained that all QC inspectors have
temporary Stop-Work authority and therefore, do not really need the
radios. A35 advised that two-way radios would help QC inspectors,
but the lack of them could be worked around. He also noted that the
request for the radios had been rejected by HL&P.

Additionally, most QC inspectors advised that copies of prints and
specifications are not readily available in the field, however,

A40admitted that they are accessible in certain field shacks.
pointed out that drawings and specifiations are readily available at
various QC shacks located adjacent to the work area in the field.

Conclusion
-

The allegation that QC inspectors have no direct (radio) contact
with their supervisors and that radios are not supplied by super-
visors is substantiated. It was determined that most lead inspectors
have radios, but that they are not always present at each placement
or during the full time of a placement. This situation is not
judged to have any direct safety significance with regard to the

I actual structures, however, the problem may add to the number of
times the verbal confrontations occur between construction and
quality control personnel. The allegation that drawings are not in
the field is not substantiated in that drawings are located in
various central field locations, in the main QC offices, and in the
Document Control Center.

1

'
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Allegation No. 8

That one of the QC inspectors reported that the assigned concrete
foreman left a concrete placement; the concrete placement crew would
not correct procedural violations identified by the concrete place-
ment inspector. This occurred in September or October 1979.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individual A9 resulted in a signed sworn statement
wherein A45 was identified as leaving a concrete placement for about
one hour while the placement was in progress.

The interview of Individual A45 resulted in a signed sworn statement
wherein he admitted leaving a concrete placement while it was in

A45progress for about one hour in order to attend a meeting.
explained that he left one of his construction workers in charge of
the placement, but did not inform the QC inspector.

Interview of A56 advised that it is the policy of B&R that the
concrete placement foreman must be present during placement of
concrete. A56 explained that A45's supervisor had called a meeting
at the time of the placement in question. However, he emphasized
that no meeting in the future that will require a foreman to leave a
placement.

Further, Individual A9 stated that procedural violations occurred
during this time which were documented on the preplacement examina-
tion checklist. The placement was, however, completed with all
aspects of the specifications met. A9 noted that some of the para-
meters were against the limits of the specifications. A9 stated
that the placement was thoroughly monitored. A9 told relief
inspector, A2, about this incident as well as A9's supervision, A17.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. The fact that the foreman left
the site does not represent a direct safety issue. QC inspection
personnel were on site during the placement and the procedural
violations that occurred were noted and documented.

All the speci-

fication requirements were met. The incident was later the subject
| of verbal comments whicn left the QC inspector in the position of
! being harassed.

|

|
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Allecation No. 9

That a QC inspector was threatened by a construction worker who
stated he was going to throw him off the top of a concrete wall.
This occurred between September 15 and October 31, 1979.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individual A2 resulted in his executing a signed sworn
statement wherein he claimed that a concrete worker threatened to
throw him off the top of the containment wall. A2 could not identify
the individual and efforts to locate witnesses to the incident were
unsuccessful. A2 further stated that the construction individual
was much smaller than him and that he did not take the threat too
seriously.

Conclusion

This allegation is not substantiated. No direct question of plant
safety was involved. The working environment created by this
incident is not conducive to proper performance of the QC inspectors.
If allowed to continue, such a work environment has the potential
for permitting relevant deficiencies to go uncorrected.

|
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Allegation No. 10

That a QC inspector was threatened by a carpenter who stated he
would hit him with crescent wrench during a dispute involving water
curing.of concrete. This occurred in October 1979.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individual AS resulted in a signed sworn statement
wherein he explained that during a curing process, one of the car-
penters cut off the water supply to some concrete being water cured.
Individual A5 advised that he asked the carpenter to turn the water
back on, at which time the carpenter threatened to hit him with a
crescent wrench. A5 could not identify the individual and efforts
to locate witnesses to this incident were unsuccessful.

Conclusion

This allegation is not substantiated.

Although the location and extent of the curing water interuption was
not established a continuing concrete curing inspection program was
in existance and any discrepancies would have been noted and corrected.
No direct safety significance involved. The working environment
created by this incident is not conducive to proper performance of
the QC inspectors. If allowed to continue, such a work environment
has the potential for permitting relevant deficiencies to go
uncorrected.

.'.
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Allegation No. 11

Tha't a QC inspector complained that markers, potentially containing
halogenic materials, were used by vendors to mark stainless steel
items and that stainless steel and carbon steel were stored together
(touching) by a vendor.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individuals A12 and A13 disclosed that during a recent
vendor surveillance (September 24-28, 1979) off site, they observed
markings suspected of containing halogenic material being used on
various stainless steel items scheduled to be sent to the South
Texas Project. Individual A12 explained that the markings were
brought to the attention of the vendor, at which time the markings
were ordered removed, B&R Purchase Specification ILO60 PS101-0
specifies maximum limits of chloride, other halogenics and sulfur
content for material in contact with austenitic stainless steel.
Also, as a result of a torn plastic shipping bag, carbon steel and
stainless steel were found in contact.

The vendor surveillance specialist, A26, for the September 24-28,
1979 vendor inspection was interviewed and indicated that a number
of problems were identified during the surveillance including the
storing of stainless steel with carbon steel. Individual A26 remarked
that deficiences were identified on a Corrective Action Request
(CAR) for vendor action and no items were released for shipment that
had deficiencies. The applicable Vendor Surveillance Report D1, and
CAR 02, outlining the inspection plan and documenting the results
were examined. Corrective action included the segregation of carbon
and stainless steel and the removal of markings from stainless steel
items.

B&R warehouse storage of hundreds of safety-related stainless steel
fittings was examined. This examination resulted in two fittings
marked with black ink (of unknown composition). Nonconformances
were subsequently written against these items. Additionally the QC
inspector, A38, responsiDie for material issues stated that no items
are issued with non qualified markings. Observations of the markings
reflect that these two items were special items rather than part of
bulk supply of standard fittings.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. However, corrective action was
taken and existing site procedures appear to preclude the issuance
and installation of discrepant materials. There is no reason to
believe that discrepant materials were ever issued from the B&R
warehouse for installation since nonconforming material was identified
and rejected or repaired. There is no resulting safety question
concerning installed materials.

. .
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Allenetion No. 12

That traceability of embeds is lost after leaving the B&R Receiving
group.

Investigative Findings

Investigation of the embed material receiving, storage, and fabrica-
tion areas, through interviews and procedural reviews, established
that QC does not verify the identification of embeds during erection
and installation. Quality Construction Procedure A040 KPCCP-3,
" Pre-Pour Activities," Revision 4, specifies the inplace inspection
to be performed by the QC inspector. The procedure provides for
checking the type, number, location, and support of embeds. There
is no objective evidence to indicate the material traceability is
verified for embedments. The licensee's architect / engineer per-
formed a special investigative audit during November 14-16, 1979,
and identified lack of embed plate traceability as a finding. The
audit finding is discussed in internal correspondence and, at the
time of this investigation, is pending resolution.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. The traceability of embed plates
is not maintained to the point of installation, however, the licensee's
audit program had identified the discrepancy and corrective actions
are being considered. Further review of this matter is planned pending

implementation of corrective action (498/79-19-01 and 499/79-19-01).
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b. Additional Allegations

The following allegations identified as IA thru 19A were developed
during the course of this investigation.

These allegation surfaced during formal interviews of individuals Al
thru A57.

The allegations as received and understood by NRC are stated below.

.
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Allegation No. lA

That a QC inspector had falsified concrete curing records. This
occurred in early November 1979.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individual A5 resulted in him executing signed sworn
statements wherein he admitted he initialed two documents as instructed
by his superviior, A31, indicating he performed inspections, when he
in fact had not conducted the required inspections. A5 identified
D3 and D4, Brown & Root Quality Assurance Examination Check Sheets,
as the documents bearing his initials which falsely indicate he
inspected concrete curing. A5 initialed the dates on the right side
of D3 and 04, pinpointing the exact falsification. In addition,

review of Brown & Root Labor Control Sheet, DS, verifies that A5 did
not work on two dates so indicated by his initials. A5 advised that
he falsely signed off on D3 and D4 under the direct instructions of
his supervisor, A31. A4 stated that A5 told him that A31 had asked
A5 to sign off on the record. Interview of A31 resulted in a signed
sworn statement wherein he denied instructing anyone to sign curing
records when the inspection was not performed.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated, however the reason for the
falsification is not apparent based on the two interviews.

However, the concrete placements involved were being cured with
liquid membrane curing compound which needs only to be inspected for
damage. The records indicate that the condition of the curing
surface was satisfactorily inspected after the days in question
which would assure no degradation of concrete quality. Therefore
there is no question with respect to the adequacy of the concrete
' structure. This incident apparently represented intimidation.

The matter of falsifying a record is being referred to the Office of
Inspector and Auditor for possible further action.

,
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Allegation No. 2A

That a construction general foreman threatened a quality control
inspector with bodily harm. This occurred in the fall of 1979.

Investicative Findings

Interview of Individual A18 resulted in his executing a signed sworn
statement wherein he claimed that A50 threatened him with bodily

Interview of A23 resulted in a signed sworn statement whereinharm.
he witnessed A50 threatening A18. Interview of Individual A50
resulted in him executing a signed sworn statement wherein he admitted
threatening A18. Individual A50 explained he lost his temper adding
that he did not plan to harm A18.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. No direct question of plant
safety was involved, but the incident was a threat. The working
environment created by this incident is not conducive to proper
performance of the QC inspectors. If allowed to continue, such a

work environment has the potential for permitting relevant
deficiencies to go uncorrected.
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Allegation No. 3A

That a construction superintendent threatened a QC inspector with
This occurred sometime between October and Novemberbodily harm.

1979.

Investigative Findings

Individual A17 executed a signed sworn statement wherein he identi-Individual A53 wasfled A53 as threatening him with bodily harm.
interviewed and admitted that he threatened A17 with bodily harm.
A53 explained that he lost his temper and did not actually intend to
hurt anyone.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. No direct question of plantThe working
safety was involved, but the incident was a threat.
environment created by this incident is not conducive to properIf allowed to continue, such a
performance of the QC inspectors.
work environment has the potential for permitting relevant
deficiencies to go uncorrected.

.
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Allegation No. 4A

That a QC supervisor stated words to the effect that aftet NRC
leaves we will have to get rid of some of the QC inspectors, indi-
cating that the QC inspectors who talked to NRC would be " hitting
the gate."

Investiaative Findings

Interview of Individual A16 resulted in a signed sworn statement
identifying A35 as the individual who stated, "It is my opinion that
if QC inspectors don't straighten up, they'll be hitting the gate."
A16 advised that A35's comments were interpreted, that management
would get rid of QC personnel who talked to the NRC. Interview of
A35 resulted in A35 admitting that during mid-November 1979, he used
words to the effect, that after NRC is finished investigating, we
need to get rid of some of our people. A35 emphasized that his
intention was to get the message across to QC inspectors that if
they were not performing their jobs in a proper manner they would be
released. A35 added that as a supervisor he was not responsible for
the interpretation of his comments by the various QC inspectors, and
therefore, did not have to explain his comments to anyone.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. No direct question of plant
safety was involved, but the incident represented a case of
harassment. The working environment created by this incident
is not conducive to proper performance of the QC inspectors. If

allowed to continue, such a work environment has the potential
for permitting relevant deficiencies to go uncorrected.I
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Allegation No. 5A

A memo / letter from a former B&R employee directed to B&R management
was received by the NRC during the course of this investigation. He
alleged that he had information that was significant enough to make
the current NRC investigation "look like a picnic."

Investigative Findings

Individual A55, the author of the memo / letter 06 directed to B&R
management was interviewed by telephone. During this interview A55
stated that the information he possessed was in the area of cost
overrun, adding that "it was none of NRC's business." A55 declined
to provide amplifying details and emphasized that it was a B&R
internal affair and that he did not want to discuss it further. He

did, however, comment that in his opinion the South Texas Project
had the worst cost overrun record in the country. A B&R response
letter, 07, apparently satisfied A55 concerns. A55 further remarked
that the NRC requires QA/QC personnel to have experience in the
field, however, there is apparently no requirement that construction
workers / laborers (male and female) have background experience.

Conclusion

This allegation is not substantiated.

AS5's statement relative to no requirement for background experience
is partially true, however, Criterion II of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8,
and certain codes and standards do contain personnel qualification
requirements for construction workers in certain specialized tasks
such as welding and reinforcing steel splicing. A55 is correct that
there are no all-inclusive requirements of the NRC for construction
workers comparable to the requirements for the personnel in the
QA/QC programs. No question related to plant safety was raised by
A55.

!
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Allegation No. 6A

The NRC investigator received an allegation that the Surveillance
Deficiency Report of B&R was changed for no apparent reason and that
the concrete audit schedule was changed to July 1980, a later date
for no apparent reason.

Investiaative Findings

The NRC inspector contacted site internal surveillance (SIS) per-
sonnel relative to changing site internal surveillance findings that
had been initially reported and finally documented in Report SIS-26
(Special Surveillance of Concrete Activities) performed in October
1979. The surveillance personnel were'sent back to the field in
November 1979 because,_of differences in opinion between the surveil-
lance personnel and'their supervisors relative to their surveillance
findings. Management did subsequently review and revise this
surveillance report.

The B&R site Lead Auditor, A57, was interviewed and the audit
~

schedule was subsequently reviewed. The audit of concrete work
activity is scheduled for July 1980. A57 explained that concrete
activities were scheduled for July 1980 because he had determined
that there were serious problems in the B&R QA records vault and he
decided that QA records should receive priority. The NRC inspector

asked why QA records were to be audited monthly for the next four to
six months when serious problems relatively to concrete work acti.i yt

Again, A57 stated that QA records deserved higher priorityexist.
than concrete.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. However, it is management's
choice to direct additional monitoring and/or report revision when

Further, management routinely reschedules work;

|
deemed necessary.

The NRC inspector was subsequently informed thatbased on priority.( surveillance of concrete activities would be given a higher priority.
| No direct safety questions concerning the plant were raised as a

result of this allegation.
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Allegation No. 7A

That QC inspectors are taught during a B&R QC (Civil) inspector
training course, not to expect any support from their supervisors.

'

Investigative Findings

Individual A27, who recently completed a B&R QC (Civil) training
course, executed a signed sworn statement, wherein he c?elmed that
the instructor, Individual A28, taught that QC (Civil) inspectors
are not to expect any support from their QC supervisors. Interview
with A28 resulted in him confirming that he does, in fact, teach
each prospective QC (Civil) inspector that they will be working
alone on many occasions; that there will be times when no support
from their supervisor is immediately available; and that when con-
struction personnel do not agree with them they will have to prove

A28 remarkedtheir position without support from their supervisors.
he did not clarify or explain B&R's position, but added that
experienced QC inspectors will assume that one or two QC supervisors
cannot be at 20 different locations at the same time.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. The investigation also disclosed
that QC supervision is usually available when needed. If QC inspec-
tors are properly trained to deal with the scope of responsibilities
assigned to them they should be capable of independent action within
that scope of responsibilities. No direct safety questions concerning
the plant were involved. This instance involved the lack of QC
management support.

~|
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Allegation No. 8A

That Nonconformance Report (NCR) procedures are not being followed
in that NCR drafts are not serialized; that only approved NCRs are
serialized.

Investigative Findings

Interview of Individuals AS, A10, A22, A29, A35, A36, A43 resulted
in all describing different methods of writing NCRs. All concurred
that most dreft NCRs that are not approved, are destroyed or
discarded prior to assigning a serial number to the NCR.

Conclusion .

This allegation is substantiated. This represents an instance of
lack of QC management support.

Further'information on this allegation is contained below in
paragraph E.1.b, Allegation No. 9A.

o
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Allegation No. 9A

That a large pueber of Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) relative to
maintenance of stored equipment are not being processed and are
being filed away with no action.

Investigative Findings

Individual A36 advised that there has been a large number of Noncon-
formance Reports (NCRs) written over the past year in the Storage
and Maintenance Department. A36 remarked that under the present
system CARS are written and must be answered within 10 days after
they are submitted. A36 stated that there are no instructions as to
the proper action to be taken when the submitted CARS are over 10
days old. A36 explained that, presently delinquent CARS are stored
in a file with no apparent corrective action in progress. A36

emphasized that requested assistance for direction and guidance from
QC management concerning the delinquent CARS has been unproductive.

The NRC understanding of the problem is as follows:

1. QC inspections are performed to verify that equipment on site
is properly stored and maintained.

2. If the Equipment Storage and Maintenance Instruction (ESMI)
card is not being followed or if a ESMI card has not been
issued, this fact is identified in a Storage Inspection Report
(SIR).

3. A response to the SIR is required within 10 d'ays and if not
received a Nonconformance Report (NCR) is issued.

4. A number of NCRs concerning inaction on SIRS, or the
preparation of ESMI cards have been issued by the Storage and
Maintenance department over the past year.

5. Corrective Action Requests (CARS) (Which escalates the matter
within B&R) have been issued by the Storage and Maintenance
department because of the continuing problem with inaction on
SIRS and ESMIs.

During this investigation two CARS were identified relative to
this item, No. 5-139 dated September 18, 1979 and No. 5-149
dated October 4, 1979. They identified numerous SIRS and/or
ESMIs where the required corrective action had not been taken.

This matter was discussed with B&R personnel including Systems
Engineering who have the responsibility for developing the ESMI
cards. Responsible B&R personnel were aware of the backlog and

,
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were working to corrtet this situation. This matter was also
discussed with HL&P QA including an apparent misunderstanding

_

relative to the intent of a third CAR, No. 5-157A which con-
corned resolution of SIRS. HL&P QA had previously identified
this problem and the questionable purpose of CAR S-157A and
were in the process of preparing a memo to B&R management.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. However, the licensee had previously
identified the problem and was in the process of effecting corrective
action. No direct safety problems with in place equipment were
identified. This represents an instanca of lack of QC management
support.

This item is considered unresolved pending completion of the licensee's
corrective action and review by the NRC (498/79-19-02 and 499/79-19-02).
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Allegation No. 10A

That Cadwelders were not requalified as required by specification,
2A010CS.028-G, when 2 of 15 Cadweld splices were rejected per visual
examination by QC inspectors. An NCR was written in October 1979.

Investicative Findings

Interview of Individuals A52 and A35, resulted in each claiming that
A33 refused to requalify Cadwelders in accordance with Brown & Root
procedures after 2 of 15 Cadweld splices conducted by the Cadwelders

A35 advised that anwere visually unacceptable by QC inspectors.
NCR was written, 08, and during the six weeks that it took to resolve
the issue, A33 continued to work his Cadwelders. A35 and A52 pointed
out that each Cadweld made during this time was tagged by QC personnel.
Interview of A33 resulted in a signed sworn statement wherein he
admitted he refused to stop his Cadwelders from Cadwelding when
directed by QC inspectors and QC supervisors, because he (A33)
disagreed with the interpretation of the specifications they were
quoting. A33 remarked that he is not required to stop work when
directed by QC inspectors or by an NCR that is written against his
crew's work performance. A33 concluded by stating in the future he
would stop his Cadwelders until disagreements with QC can be resolved.

Based on the review of D8, it was determined that five Cadwelders
who had two unacceptable production splices within a unit of 15
consecutive splices were permitted to continue splicing without
requalifying as required. Also noted on D8 was a statement that "No
hold tags applied."

Specification No. 2A010C5028-G/DCN/5-2-79 " Concrete Construction,"
in effect at the time of the alleged events, states in paragraph
5.3.3.6 "when a splicer accumulates two unacceptable tests, either,

visual or tensile, within a unit of 15 consecutive test samples, and
'

the rejections are not due to material deficiencies, he shall not be
permitted to continue splicing until he has requalified according to
paragraph 5.3.3.5."

The South Texas Project Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) states
in Amendment 7 dated July 16, 1979, in Chapter 3 paragraph 3.8.1.6.3
"Cadweld Splices:"

"As an alternate to the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.10, the
provisions of the ASME-ACI 359 document, Paragraph CC-4333 are
applicable as follows:

Subparagraph CC-4333.3, Initial Qualification Tests, serves asa.
an alternate to Section C.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.10, except
that a splicer will be requalified if in any 15 consecutive

i

I
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Cadwelds there are 2 unacceptable (either visual or tensile)
Cadwelds made. The splicer will be requalified in the position
or positions in which the failure (s) occurred. Qualification
splices and procedures meet the requirements of Paragraph
CC-4333 and Subarticle CC-5320." ,

D8 was dispositioned by revising the requirements of Specification
2A010CS028-G. This specification change was documented and approved
by Engineering in a Document Change Notice (DCN) dated November 12,
1979.

"When it is identified that a splicer accumulates two (2) unacceptable
tensile tests within a unit of 15 consecutve tests samples, he shall
not be permitted to. continue splicing until he has requalified
according to paragra;m 5.3.3.5.

When it is identified that a splicer has accumulated two (2)
consecutive visual rejections in any one positin, his next two (2)
production splices for that position shall receive 100% inspection
(i.e. , preparation and final).

In view of the fact that the specification revision also affected
commitments contained in the STP-FSAR, DCN/11-12-79 was reviewed to
verify that it was properly coded to initiate a FSAR Change Notice
required by procedure PEP-12. The DCN was properly marked indicat-
ing FSAR paragraphs 3.8.1.6.3.1(a) and 3.8.3.6.3.1(a) would require
revising.

It should be noted that all splices performed by the Cadwelders in
question, both prior to and subsquent to, the alleged events were
properly inspected by QC personnel and those splices not meeting
requirements were replaced. The quality of the Cadwelds in meeting
specified requirements is not in question.

Conclusion

The allegation is substantiated. Both specification requirements
and FSAR commitments were violated. Further, the resolution of D8
was not adequate in that it did not address the fact that Cadwelders,
contrary to applicable specification requirements, were permitted to
continue making production splices after two unacceptable splices
within a unit of 15 consecutive splices were identified by the QC

No safety related questions remain regarding the qualityinspectors.
of Cadwelds completed by these individuals. This represents an
instance of lack of management support.

This item is contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XVI as identified in Appendix A of the report
transmittal letter (498/79 19-03 and 499/79-19-03).

_
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Allegation No. 11A

That Lift #5, RCB-2 shell wall, was not totally inspected for clean-
liness before the placing of concrete. .

Investigative Findings

Individuals A44, A45 and A49, executed signed sworn statements
wherein they indicated that lift #5 was not completely inspected
prior to the concrete placing and that A35 signed off the placement
without totally inspecting the lift. During interview of A35, he
admitted that he signed off the placement knowing that lift #5 was
not 100% inspected for cleanliness.

Conclusion

This allegation is substantiated. This represents a case of
production pressure.

This same allegation was previously investigated by NRC Region IV
inspectors. The results of their investigation are documented in
Report No. 50-498/79-09 and 50-499/79-09 and are summarized in
Appendix 1 herein on page 1-1.

The working environment created by this incident is not conducive
to proper performance of the QC inspectors. If allowed to continue,
such a work environment has the potential for permitting relevant
deficiencies to go uncorrected.

i
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A11eJation No. 12A

That vertical cracks exist in structural steel clips in RCB-1,
El 36', boron injection room FA. These were identified in October
or November 1979.

Investigative Findings

This allegation made by Individual A8 was not investigated and
remains unresolved pending followup during a future inspection
(498/79-19-04 and 499/79-19-04).

|
-

|

|
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1

Allegation No. 13A |

That a pipe sleeve weld located at Azimuth 300', El. 8'-0" in RCB-1
near work panel 15, contains a defect approximately 1/4 inch deep.

Investigative Findings

This allegation made by Individual A8 was not investigated and
remains unresolved pending followup during a future inspection
(498/79-19-05 and 499/79-19-05).

!
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Allegation No. 14A

That a problem existed with the RCB-1 polar crane.

Investigative Findings-

Individual A25 stated that it was his understanding that problems
existed with the RCB-1 polar crane; however, he did not know the
exact problem.

The licensee informed the NRC inspector that it was HL&P's position
that the polar cranes are not safety-related, thus the requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B did not apply to their design, fabrication
or installation.

This item remains unresolved pending further review and determination
of the crane's classification (498/79-19-06 and 499/79-19-06).

i
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Allegation No. 15A

That problems exist with the storage of electrical / mechanical
penetrations and that Megger tests of motors in the warehouse are a
problem because the electricians do not understand the test.

Investigative Findings

Although not included in his statements, Individual A14 believes
that there are problems with the storage of electrical / mechanical
penetrations; however he could not specify the details of the problem.
A14 also believes that there are problems with the Megger tests of
motors in the warehouse because the electricians do not understand
the test; however, he could not specify the details of the problem.

These items were not investigated and remain unresolved pending
followup during a future inspection (498/79-19-07 and 499/79-19-07).

i
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Allegation No. 16A

That an NCR was written because the intake structure was improperly
cured, but no action was taken.

Investigative Findings

This allegation made by Individual A9 was not investigated and
remains unresolved pending followup during a future inspection
(498/79-19-56 and 499/79-19-56).

.
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Allegation No. 17A

A QA auditor, A25, alleged that he had heard a former QC inspector,
B18, say that B18 had told an NRC inspector'something about voids in
concrete. A25 was not aware that this had ever been investigated
since he had not seen an NRC report. A25 thought that B18 had never
seen an NRC report either. Because of this A25 said that some QC
inspectors are reluctant to talk to the NRC.

Investigative Findings

This allegation made by Individual A25 was not investigated and
remains unresolved pending followup during a future inspection
(498/79-19-57 and 499/79-19-57).

|
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|
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A11ecation No. 18A

A QC inspector in a signed sworn statement quoted a QA manager as having
stated that the NRC is telling HL&P/B&R who is talking.

Investinative Findinas

This allegation made by Individual All has not been fully investigated. In a
signed sworn statement the QA manager, Individual A40, explained that his
statement was: "Everytime you go to the NRC we find out." He explained that
this meant that after any allegation is made to the NRC, the NRC arrives at
the site to investigate. This matter remains unresolved and will be referred
to the Office of Inspector and Auditor.

i
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Allegation No. 19A

A QC inspector in,a signed sworn statement indicated that he discovered 3 >

horizontal reinforcing bars omitted. (Resolution unknown).

Investigative Findings

This allegation made by Individual A17 has not been fully investigated to
ascertain whether the missing reinforcing steel was added prior to the place-
ment of concrete, whether there was a FREA or NCR, or other disposition. The
location was determined to be in placement MEl-W250-01 which is the loading
dock area. This remains unresolved pending followup during a future inspection
(498/79-19-59 and 499/79-19-59).

!
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c. Comments and Concerns

Listed below are comments or concerns, expressed by site personnel
during the course of this investigation, that are not contained in
the Summaries of Statements or Results of Interviews. These items
are either discussed elsewhere in this report, were not considered
significant relative to effects on plant safety or the person
expressing the concern had insufficient information to permit a
meaningful investigation. Therefore, the items listed here are
not considered unresolved and need no further followup effort.

(1) Nine individuals expressed concern relative to the adequacy of
concrete curing or the performance of one of the concrete
curing inspectors. These included: (a) It is believed that
inspection of curing is absent or is inadequate on the back
shifts and weekends; (b) one inspector gets seven-day curing
requirements mixed up with 14-day curing requirements; (c) one
QC inspector that inspects curing is not respected by most QC
inspectors; (d) concrete was allowed to " dry out" during the
curing process (wet method) and that inspectors would be fired
for this at other nuclear projects where he has worked.

(2) Over 21 individuals commented or expressed concern relative to
management or management practices. These included: (a) manage-
ment at this site is all " fouled up;" (b) I have never worked
at a site with such poor management; (c) I contribute poor
management to: (i) authority not delegated, (ii) QC supervisors
do not see the big picture, (iii) too many layers of supervision,
(iv) QC inspectors have two bosses at the same time, and (v)
lines of communication are bad, (d) concrete foremen do not
cooperate with QC inspectors; (e) there are many young engineers
who do not know what they are doing.because they are fresh out
of college; (f) the area management concept and procedure
GCP-21 allow too much interpretation; (g) proper action was not
taken against a construction foreman for threatening a QC
inspector; (h) that the usual fix by engineers is "to accept as
is"; many of the construction foremen are not qualified - B&R
has run off all the good crews; (i) construction exerts an

; undue amount of influence on QC personnel; and (j) two QC top
i managers " overrode" a lead QC inspector concerning a rebar

congestion question without investigating the problem.

(3) One individual stated that a problem on thc December 7, 1979
| diesel generator building placement, was lack of preplacementi

inspectors; that additional manpower was requested but none was'

furnished; that placement inspectors were seen standing around
but did not assist the preplacement inspectors.

|
| (4) One individual questioned the integrity of a MEA wall placement

because of a 16-foot lif t on the 1-1/2 foot thick wall. He..
' considered the lift excessive and questioned the ability of

inspectors to observe the placement / consolidation.

!

!
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One individual stated that engineering and construction(5)
generally allows 8-foot free fall of concrete in 12-inch walls;
no tremies are used.

(6) Two individuals stated that the November 9, 1979 QC meeting was
a< farce.

One' individual stated that specifications that QC inspectors(7) must follow are too loose and vague (when a requirement impedes
construction progress it's changed or reworded to be vague).

(8) One individual stated that on occasion concrete constructionpersonnel tried to intimidate the " hell" out of QC inspectors;
that concrete crews think of themselves as " prima donnas."

One individual stated it was his opinion that the wall at(9) MEAB-2 WO12-06 moved because vibrators were repeatedly allowed
to penetrate too far down into the previous layer and that the
base did not develop the required strength to support the
several concrete layers added. This was reported to a supervisor
but he said that the specification did not limit the depth and
that QC inspectors were not the engineers. The individual also
said that during the placement, the lifts were not put in as
per directions on the pour card; that voiding resulted because
grout was not placed around pipe penetrations prior to the
placement of the concrete.

(10) One individual said it was common for walls to go out of
tolerance during a placement because of poor workmanship and
gave examples as: ME2-W001-13, ME2-W0013-6, ME2-W001-00, and

ME2-WO12-04.

(11) One individual stated that a preplacement inspection conducted
two wecks prior to the diesel generator building base mat
placement indicated that the placement area would never be
ready by December 7, 1979; that management knew this and that
this was another example of construction scheduling concrete
placements before they are ready.

One individual said rebar foreman will tell you they have(12)
people who do not know what's going on; that they cannot speak
English; that they stay on the job by just showing up every
day.

(13) One individual stated that during a 20-hour placement, low
slump concrete was dumped in the placement.

(14) One individual stated that part of B&R's problem with turnover
is that they hire inspectors who are less qualifed than many
that are already on the job and pay them a dollar an hour more.~"

,
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d. Summary of Conclusions

Of the initial 12 allegations, nine were substantiated and one was
partially substantiated. Two could not be substantiated. Of the 19
additional allegations, 10 were substantiated and I was not substan-
tiated. Eight additional allegations require further investigation
and are considered unresolved. None of the allegations led to the
discovery of any major deficiencies found in the work already
completed.

Interviews indicated that the QA/QC organization in the civil area
was not sufficiently independent from the pressures of production.
Thirteen of f.ifteen allegations concerning production pressure, lack
of supervisory support of QC inspectors, harassment, intimidation
and/or threats have b3,en substantiated. Repeated cases were reported
where civil construc' tion personnel ignored the findings of QC and
willfully violated procedures and specifications. In other cases QC
allowed improper work practices to be performed.

Interviews also' revearled many instances where QC supervision did not
properly support field inspectors. It is noted that in some instances
a supervisor's correction or overruling of an inspector's decision
was probably justified. However, a significant problem affecting
the quality of work by the QC pctsonnel is indicated by the following
considerations:

(1) QC supervision corrected and overruled civil QC inspectors
decisions in front of construction personnel, usually as a
direct result of a request by construction personnel, although
in some instances the QC inspector was not correct.

(2) The large number of these reported occurrences indicates either
improper training or qualifications of QC inspectors or iniproper
actions by the supervisors in overruling their inspectors.

;

(3) In one instance it was confirmed and admitted by a supervisor
that he had accepted a condition that had not been inspectcd.

i

(4) Confusion exists on the part of many civil QC personnel
regarding the criteria to be met in order to initiate a
controlled nonconformance report (NCR) as well as the meaning
of " temporary stop work" and "stop work" orders and where the
authority to impose and lift these controls actually rests.

Failures to assure the organizational freedom and independence of
QA/QC activities and failures to provide sufficient and well-defined
authority are in noncompliance with Criterion I of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B as discussed in Appendix A to the report transmittal
letter (498/79-19-08 and 499/79-19-08).

i
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2. STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ACTIVITIES

a. Specifications and Procedures

The fol'owing documents reference or provide the guidance,
material and process controls and acceptance criteria for
safety related structural concrete activities:

STP PSAR and FSAR Sections 3.8 and PSAR Section 17.1

B&R Specification 2A010CS001, Rev. G, " Concrete Supply"

B&R Specification 2A010CS027, Rev. F, " Inspection and
Testing of Concrete and Its Constituents"

B&R Specification 2A010CS028, Rev. G, " Concrete
Construction"

STP Quality Construction Procedure (QCP) A040KPCCP-3,
Rev. 14, "Prepour Activities"

STP QCP A040KPCCP-4, Rev. 13 " Concrete Placement and
Finishing"

STP QCP A040KPCCP-8, Rev. 7, " Form Removal, Concrete
Curing and Repair"

STP QCP A040KPCCP-11, Rev. 9 " Reinforcing Steel Mechanical;

Splicing (Cadwelds)"

STP QCP A040KPCCP-12, Rev. 5, " Installation of Waterstop
and Waterproofing Membrane System"

STP QCP A040KPGCP-21, Rev. 8, " Field Requests for
Engineering Action"

STP QCP A040KPGCP-13, Rev. 2, " Indoctrination and Training"

B&R QA Procedure ST-QAP 2.6, Rev. 3/15/79, "Nonconformances"

i B&R QA Personnel Training Manual, Rev. 8/23/79

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) Procedure QC-FSTC,
Rev. 18, " Field Sampling, Testing and Inspection of
Concrete"

i

l PTL Procedure QC-CBP-1, Rev. 7, " Concrete Batch Plant
Inspection"

.

PTL Procedure QC-PQ-2, Rev. 8. " Training and Qualification..

of Testing and Inspection Personnel"

,
.,
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The above documents were reviewed for basic scope, completeness,
consistency with referenced codes, standards and NRC regulatory
guides and for reference during inspection of field activities
and quality records. The following observations were made
regarding the licensee's procedures.

QCP CCP-3 for prepour activities does not require reinspections
of an area after lengthy delays before concrete placement or
.after additional "last minute" construction work has been
performed. It also does not make provision for adequate time
for final QC inspection prior to scheduling of a placement.
Examples of problems in these areas include placement ME2-WO12-06,
placed on November 26, 1979 with the pour card signed off five
days earlier on November 21, 1979 and inspection problems on
DG1-M1 discussed later in this report (E.2.b.).

QCP CCP-8 for concrete curing should specify that ambient
temperatures at the placement are to be determined and when
they are to be determined. This would replace the use of mean
daily temperatures at an offsite (approximately 75 miles) loca-
tion as the procedure now specifies. The time at which curing
actually commences (for record purposes) and the length of
required curing should also be clarified.

Based on field observations and discussions with QC personnel,
it was also determined that, at least on a sampling basis,
water curing inspections should be performed prior to day shift
craft personnel arriving onsite. This could identify and

possibly prevent cases where curing water is being shut off on
backshifts and turned back on at the beginning of day shif t.

Specifications 2A010CS028, " Concrete Construction" and QCP CCP-
4, " Concrete Placement and Finishing," should be revised to
provide a dimensional acceptance criteria for permitted lateral
movement of concrete.

Tighter limitations for free standing water and rainwater for
concrete placement should be instituted in the above two docu-
ments and QCP CCP-3, "Prepour Activities." Paragraph 3.4.1.3
of CCP-4 allows continuation of placing during rainfall and
pushing water ahead of the concrete and ditching for runoff.
This operation could easily result in excessive washing of
mortar, especially at the construction joints.

The above observed deficiencies if corrected can aid in
clarifying and quantifying acceptance criteria. The adequacy
of QCP GCP-21, " Field Request for Engineering Action," and
ST-QAP-2.6, "Nonconformances" is discussed elsewhere in this
report (E.7.). The strengthening of these procedures is identi-=

fied as an unresolved item (498/79-19-09 and 499/79-19-09).

- __ _ .- ._ _ - _ . _ _ _ _
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b. Field Activities

Aggregate storage and batch plant operations were observed. Batch
plant scales had current calibration stickers attached. Plant
inspectors and operators were interviewed as to responsibilities,
procedural requirements, and acceptance criteria. The concrete
laboratory was examined for cylinder curing conditions and equipment
calibration. Compressive strength tests for three 7-day cylinders
(sample 4411) and three 28-day cylinders (sample 4349) were observed.
Loading rate and documentation of failure loads and break types were
acceptable. The specimens tested met the required strengths.

Portions of the following placements were observed:

CIl-W81B 11/20/79 RCB #1 Pressurizer Cubicle Wall

CA- 2-W6 11/28/79 RCB #2 Tendon Gallery Access Shaft
Wall

DG1-M1 12/7/79 #1 Diesel Generator Building Basemat

ME2-WO10-02A 12/18/79 #2 Mechanical Electrical Building Wall

The general condition of forms and the cover and layout of rein-
forcing steel appeared satisfactory. Chutes were utilized to control
freefall and lateral flow distances were not excessive. Slump, air

content and test cylinder molding activities were observed to meet
pr ocedural requirements. Test personnel were interviewed concerning
test requirements and acceptance criteria. Truck tickets were
initialed by the PTL inspector verifying delivery of the proper mix
design.

The following items of concern, however, were observed during these
placements. On placement CIl-W818 vibrators were not being placed
in any uniform pattern as specified in CCP-4 and ACI 309. On numerous

occasions vibrators were left in the concrete for over one minute at
a time. ACI 309 provides guidance as to the visual indications of
sufficient vibration and also specifies a nominal time of immersion

l of 5 to 15 seconds. The general lighting on this placement was
|

inadequate, requiring QC inspectors to use spot lights to see the
concrete being placed on the lower layers of the lift. It appeared

that vibrator operators could not determine the presence of the
visual indications of sufficient vibration identified in ACI 309.
It should be noted that the preplacement plan required special

( lighting be provided to aid QC and placement personnel in ensuring
proper consolidation. This was not provided.

Poor vibrator practices including moving of concrete laterally,
horizontal insertion and no uniform pattern were also observed in

- -placement DG1-M1. In addition, placement methods; i.e., stepped
placement as outlined in ACI 304, were not specified in the place-'

ment plan as required by Paragraph 3.1.1.3 of CCP-4, nor were they

i
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discussed in the preplacement meeting held December 6, 1979. This
large slab (82 feet x 107 feet x 4 feet) consisting of three integral
bays was placed by completing the middle bay and then bringing
forward the side bays from MEA building. This resulted in the
concrete in the north end of the middle bay having been in place
several hours before being tied into the final placements of the
side bays. A specific-placement approach, such as " stepping", is
necessary.for this type of placement to minimize the possibility of
cold joints.

This failure to follow procedure CCP-4 regarding improper vibrator
practices and lack of a specific placement method is in noncom-
pliance with Criterion XVI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B as discussed in
Appendix A to the report transmittal letter (498/79-19-10 and
499/79-19-10).

In addition, IE inspectors noted prior to placement OG1-M1 that many
(estimated later by B&R QC to be more than 100) vertical reinforcing
tie bars had not been wired in place. Many other bars were loosely
wired. The untied shear ties were noted on the preplacement punchlist
but the number and locations were not identified. There were only
two preplacement inspectors assigned to this placement. After the
number of loose ties was identified approximately 15-20 persons
worked to locate and secure the steel. However, when the IE inspec-
tors returned later after the placement was 1/3 completed, approxi-
mately 10 ties were observed, at the north end of the east bay and 3
additional untied bars were noted. The NRC inspectors pointed out
the condition to a B&R QC inspector but relied on the B&R inspectors
to identify additional untied bars. Since they middle bay had been
placed at this point, no one could determine the number of loose
bars in this bay. This matter will have to be addressed by the

licensee in answer to the noncompliance.

This failure to properly inspect the reinforcing steel for placement
DG1-M1, as required by CCP-3, is in noncompliance with Criterion Xi

of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B as discussed in Appendix A to the report
transmittal letter (498/79-19-11 and 499/79-19-11).

It should be noted that craft personnel were working on items to be
embedded in placement-DG1-M1 up to within one hour of the scheduled
time to start concrete placement. There were only two preplacement
inspectors assigned to do the final inspection. This poor schecsling.
coupled with the full concrete batching and placing crews standing
by on an overtime shift, resulted in great pressure on the QC inspec-
tors to accept the preplacement conditions. Numerous QC personnel
stated during interviews that placements are often scheduled prema-
turely resulting in such pressure on QC. A review of the post

placement interview report, required by CCP-4 to highlight problem
areas identified during complex placements, revealed that the

.. problems with the lack of sufficient preplacement. inspectors, last
minute work by construction and the loose tie bars were not'

addressed.

_ _ _ _
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This is another example of noncompliance with Criterion XVI of
10 CFR 50, Appendix 8 as discussed in Appendix A of the report
transmittal letter (498/79-19-10 and 499/79-19-10).

A punchlist of outstanding work items, deficient conditions, FREA's
required, etc., is generated for each concrete placement. Entries
to this punchlist can be made by crafts, engineering, QC or others
and a column is provided for signoff that the item has been corrected
or completed. After the completion of placement ME2-WO10-02A the IE
inspector noted that five items on the punchlist had not been signed
off by the QC inspector as corrected or completed. Discussions with
the preplacement QC inspector indicated that he did not believe that
he needed to sign off items entered by non-QC personnel. Although
the punchlist is not a formal QA document and final acceptance of a
placement for placing of concrete is the signoff on the pour card,
the NRC inspector considers that the punchlist is a necessary and
effective tool to aid the QC preplacement inspector. All items
should be verified by the QC inspector as having been corrected or
completed prior to signing off the pour card.

On at least three occasions inspectors observed loaded concrete
trucks in transit or standing-by with the agitating drum idle. With
the nigh slump concrete often used at STP jarring or shaking during
transport without agitation can cause segregation. In addition,

paragraph 3.2.4.4 of CCP-4 specifies maximum drum revolutions as
part of the acceptance criteria for the interval between batching
and placing. If drums are not rotated this criterion cannot be used
for inspection. In the situations observed there were no indications
that concrete quality had been affected. However, this item is
identified as an unresolved item (498/79-19-12 and 499/79-10-12).
Licensee actions will be examined in a future inspection.

Throughout the investigation the inspectors observed water and
membrane curing of various placements for complete . coverage, protec-
tion, proper initiation and duration. Craftsmen and QC inspectors
responsible for curing inspections were interviewed regarding proce-
dural requirements and problems areas. Procedural changes resulting
in part from the IE observations of curing have been previously
outlined in this report.

The inspector examined completed placement ME2-WO12-06 as a result
of concerns expressed during an interview (See paragraph E.1.c(9)).
These concerns were that the forms had moved during this placement
and that there were voids around pipe penetrations due to poor
placement practices. There appeared to be no significant distortion
of this wall and a review of documents and discussions with involved
personnel indicated that the placement had been stopped and the form
condition ccirected prior to completion. The voiding around the
penetrations resulted from the close spacing of the penetrations and

.. the spillage of concrete into and partially blocking the top spaces.
before the specified grout could be placed. These voids had been
identified and were being repaired.

.. _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - -_ - . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ - . _ - -
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Completed placement ME2-W001-13, ME2-WOO 13-6, ME2-WOO 1-00 and
ME2-WO12-04 were examined for distortion based on concerns expressed
during an interview (See paragraph E.1.c(10)). Although there was
some slight distortion noted in two of these placements, nothing of
significance was noted.

c. Quality Assurance Records

Quality assurance records for four completed placements were examined
for completeness and compliance with licensee procedures, specifica-
tions and commitments. These placements and the records examined
were as follows:

CSI-WS, 660 cubic yards placed October 21, 1977
Pour Card, Curing Inspection Card, Concrete Inspection
Book, Conc 7ete Curing Daily Log, Special Prepour Check-
list, Post Tensioning Inspection Reports, Concrete Test
Load Tickets, Truck Tickets and Attachments II through
VIII of PTL procedure QC-CBP which consist of r'eports on
Daily Batch Plant Operation, Scale Dial Reading Digital
Printout and Batch Tolerance Checks, Batch Record Summary,
Moisture Content of Aggregates, Moisture Adjustments and
Batch Weights, Batch Plant Equipment Inspection and Field
Testing Summary.

CSI-W17, 884 cubic yards placed December 21, 1978
Pour Card, Special Prepour Checklist, Examination Checks
for Preplacement, Placement and Curing, Truck Tickets and
Attachment II - VIII of PTL procedure QC-CBP.

CS2-WS, 464 cubic yards placed April 27, 1979
Pour Card, Special Prepour Checklist, Examination Checks
for Prepour, Placement and Curing; Inspection Repair Card,
Repair Inspection Report, Post Tensioning Inspection'

Reports, Attachments II - VIII of PTL procedure QC-CBP,
| Truck Tickets.

CS2-W7, 450 cubic yards placed September 17, 1979
Special Prepour Checklist, Examination Checks for Prepour,
Placement and Curing, Prescon Corporation report on post
tensioning, Concrete Placement Plan.

I It was noted that the truck tickets in the QA records vault did not
have the required PTL inspectors' initial indicating that the proper
mix design was delivered to that placement. It was then determined
that the initialed copy of the ticket was being forwarded to 8&R's
accounting department and an unsigned copy from the batch plant was

i

! being forwarded to the QA records department. The initialed copy
for future placements will be provided to B&R QA records and those

_,for prior placements have been retrieved from accounting. A spot

check of the retrie4ed copies indicated that PTL inspectors were in, ,

!
-

fact documenting the use of the proper mix design.

*

,
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Pour Cards, Preplacement and Placement Examination Checks for the
following placements.nade November 1-7, November 20, September 12
and September 17, 1979 were reviewed for completeness and the type
and extent of probtems identified:

'

MEl-5203 ME2-WO10-02

ME2-WO12-01 MEl-5047
ME2-WOO 7-09 CS2-W7

ME2-W210-06 ME2-WOO 9-07

CIl-W81B

It was noted that improper consolidation and excessive lif t thick-
ness were mentioned on three of these reports. Review of B&R Site
Internal Surveillance (SIS) Report 26 (November 1979) and the pour
cards and examination checks for placements ME2-WO12-06 and
ME2-W001-04 also indicated that consolidation and lift thickness
continue to be problems. This failure to take effective remedial
action for these repetitive problems is another example of noncom-
pliance with Criterion XVI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B as discussed in
Appendix A to the report transnittal letter (498/79-19-10 and
499/79-19-10).

Curing Examination Checks for eight placements on September 27, 1979
and October 2, 1979 were examined.

Complex pour post placement interview minutes for the following
placements for September - November 1979 were revieved for thorough-
ness and types of problems identified:

CIl-554 CII-W81A
CI2-W14 CIl-W90
CS2-W7 CIl-W83
CS2-W8A

The following additional concrete quality assurance records were
examined.

(1) Main batch plant scale calibration reports for admixture
dispensers (July 1978, January 1979 and July 1979), water and
ice, cement, two' coarse aggregate and sand scales (June 1978
and June 1979).

(2) PTL Concrete Test Data Sheets for cylinder compressive strength
tests performed August through November 1979.

(3) W. R. Grace Company Certified Material Test Reports for air
entraining agent (February 23, May 14 and September I4, 19/9),
water reducing agent (February 23. April 25 and October 79,
1979) and water reducing retarder (February 73, April 25,
May 14, September 14 and October 29, 1979).,,,

.

J
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(4) PTL Daily Aggregate Tests for September 25, 1979.

(5) Report for intensified monitoring of course aggegrate free
moisture for September 6-21, 1979.

(6) Daily Concrete Inspection Test Results for September 25, 1979.

(7) Concrete Inspection Test Reports for placements CII-S54 and ,

ME2-5002 placed on September 25, 1979.

(8) ' Monthly mix water chemical analysis for April - September 1979.

(9) Cement chemical and physical test reports dated June 18, 1979
for grind C-204 and August 27, 1979 for grind C-214.

(10) Early Stiffening of Portland Cement tests run from November 8,
1978 through May 21, 1979.

(11) Six month aggegrate test results for magnesium sulfate sound-
ness, potential alkali reactivity and Los Angeles Abrasion on
PTL report dated September 27, 1979.

(12) Monthly aggregate tests as listed Table 5.6 in specification
2A010CS027 for samples taken July 1, August 2 and September 1,
1979.

The inspector selected the following 11 placements to examine
documentation of the inspection of concrete surfaces for defects as
required by CCP-8: FH1-W99, W16C,13C; MEl-5025A; CIl-W58, W59, W61;
MEl-WO25-03A; MEl-WO33-10; CIl-W37; MEl-WO12-04; ME2-W001-04;
MEl-W001-06; ME2-W006-03; CI2-W14.

The first seven placements had documentation attesting to the
inspection and th'e last four, placed between August - October 1979,
had not yet been inspected. Although there is no time limit for
this inspection, it was noted that some inspections were not per-,

j formed for more than a year after placement and B&R has no log or
| other means to readily verify that each placement has been inspect-
i
I ed. The QC Engineering Civil Supervisor indicated that some method

Thisof keeping track of the inspection status would be developed.
is identified as an unresolved item (498/79-19-13 and 499/79-19-13).

For pumped concrete, sampling for air content, slump, temperature
I and test specimens is performed at the truck discharge, not at the

point of placement as specified in ACI 304-73 and ANSI N45.2.5-1974.
In addition, neither is continuing correlation testing performed asI

f specified in ANSI N45.2.5-1978. Correspondence and correlation
tests results from the approximately 80 tests run during May -
October 1977 were examined. The STP practice of sampling pumped

- concrete only at the truck discharge has not been. accepted by NRC's.s
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and is the subject of'

:

t- n
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FSAR question 130.25 from NRR. On December 21, 1979, HL&P Engi-
neering directed B&R to resume correlation testing for pumped
concrete. Pending resolution of this matter by NRR this item will
be identified as an unresolved item (498/79-19-14 and 499/79-19-14).

The qualification of personnel involved in concrete placement was
examined for compliance with site procedures, licensee commitments
and NRC requirements. In response to NRR question 411.70, HL&P
committed in Appendix A to the PSAR to comply with Regulatory Guide
(R.G.) 1.58, Revision 0. R.G. 1.58 endorses ANSI-N45.2.6-1973 for
qualification of inspection personnel. However, B&R Quality Assur-
ance Personnel Training Manual specifies experience levels con-
sistent with the less restrictive ASME Section III, Division 2, not
ANSI N45.2.6. PTL QC Procedure QC-PQ-2 is not clear as to which
experience requirements apply to concrete inspectors but actual
practice at STP has been to qualify them to the requirements of ASME
Section III, Division 2. This inconsistency between the PSAR commit-
ment and actual site practice is identified as an unresolved item

(498/79-19-15 and 499/79-19-15).

The qualification / certification records of 14 B&R civil QC Inspectors
and six PTL concrete inspectors were reviewed for compliance with
B&R Quality Assurance Personnel Training Manual and PTL Quality
Control Procedure QC-PQ-2. These records indicated that five B&R
inspectors and three PTL inspectors did not have the required
applicable QA/QC experience at the time of their certification.
Examples include less than the required amount (years) of experience,
experience totally unrelated to the inspection tasks certified for
and little or no QA/QC experience (construction experience only).

This failure to follow site procedures is in noncompliance with
Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, as discussed in Appendix A of
the report transmittal letter (498/79-19-16 and 499/79-19-16). A,

' similar item was identified to the licensee in report 50-498/ 79-13.
It should also be noted that the responsible level III inspector and
the site QA Training Coordinator indicated that the experience
listed on personnel resumes is not verified with previous employers.

Construction and QC personnel are briefed on changes to site
procedures during formal training sessions. Personnel requiring

| training are designated by reviewers on a cover sheet to the pro-
cedure revisions. A review of training records for Revisions 8 and
9 to CCP-11 and Revisions 9, 12 and 13 to CCP-4 indicated that a few
QC inspectors and a larger number of construction foremen did not
receive the specifled training. The program for training personnel
in changes to procedures is not included in site procedures and no
training or briefing is performed for revisions to specifications.
Considering the continuing difficulties between construction and QC
and the concrete placement problems at STP, training for QC and

.. construction persqnnel concerning changes to procedures and specifi*
cations should be controlled by a formalized program. This program'

I
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should include a more positive means to assure that all persons
requiring training are identified and that they actually feceive the

This will be identified as an unresolved item (498/79-19-17training.
The PTL program for keeping inspectors currentand 499/79-19-17).,

on procedure and specification changes was examined and appeared
satisfactory,

d. Cadwelding Activities

Due to questions about the accuracy and completeness of Cadweld
records prior to 1979, B&R is conducting a special review of these
records. At the time of this investigation no inspection reports
have yet been located for 106 Cadwelds and 1660 could not.be identi-
fled as to specific location out of a total of 37,030 Cadselds.
This records search is continuing and these activities are being
followed by RIV inspectors.

Acceptance criteria for Cadwelding activities at STP are contained
in CCP-11, Regulatory Guide 1.10 and ASME Section III, Division 2.
Cadweld inspection books for the Unit 1 RCB Dome dated November 8
and 9,1979 and for the Unit 1 MEAB dated November 14 and 15,1979
were examined. The Cadwelder Test Record and Cadwelder Qualifica-
tion Report for Cadwelders 36 and 48 were reviewed for compliance
with test frequency requirements. The satisfactory tensile test of

Cadweld inspectors werequalification Cadweld 80HX2 was observed.
interviewed and were knowledgeable concerning site Cadweld activities
and procedural requirements.

* <

.

.
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3. PLANT BACKFILL -

The inspector met with Houston Lighting and Power (HL&P), Brown and Root
(B&R), and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) representatives to review
in progress and completed work activities relative to the placement and
testing of Category I plant backfill material. The purpose of the review
was to establish:

That the Safety Analysis Report, specifications and procedures are.

consistent, reflect the design criteria and are consistent with NRC
requirements.

That a test fill section had been placed to demonstrate the plant
.

backfill material could be consistently compacted to the required
density using the available equipment, given a systematic and
controlled placement of the material.

That a production sampling program had been implemented in the field
.

during placement to verify the coneistency of the backfill material
and that the specified densities wt e being obtained.

That records of completed work demonstrate the backfill material
.

placement and compaction was accomplished in a controlled manner as
specified and the density test results reflect that the required
soil densities were obtained throughout the placement, both in area
and depth.

That field activities of ongoing work were consistent with pro-
.

cedures and specifications.

a. Specifications and Procedures

The following documents reference or provide the guidance, material
i

} and process tontrols and acceptance criteria for safety related
| Category I backfill.

| (1) STP PSAR and FSAR Section 2.5.4

(2) B&R Specification 3Y069YS029, Rev. F., " Structural Backfill"|

(3) STP Quality Construction Procedure A040KPCCP-2, Rev.'2,
t

i " Structural Backfill"
t

(4) PTL Procedure 15-511-D1556-64, Rev. 2, " Density of Soil
,

In-Place by the Sand Cone Method"

! (5) PTL Procedure IS-510-D2049-69, Rev. 3, " Relative Density of
Cohesionless Soils",

--
,

|
:

!

i 'l
4 .
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The above documents were reviewed for basic scope, completeness,
consistency with referenced codes, standards and NRC regulatory
guides and for reference during inspection of field activities and
in the review of quality records. The following procedural defi-
ciency was discussed with the licensee: PTL's QA Procedure No.
IS-511-D-1556-64 requires that the in place density measurements are
to be performed according to ASTM D-1556. However, there are no
instructions in the PTL procedures as to what depth below the back-
fill lift surface the test should be performed. A review of PTL's
density records and discussions with soil inspectors indicated that
PTL inspection personnel have been performing density tests at
various test depths.

'

This failure to establish procedures for a systematic sampling
technique as part of. 4 testing program to verify that the required
densities are being obtsined throughout the placement lifts is
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, as discussed in Appendix A of the report transmittal
letter (498/73 .19-21,,and 499/79-19-21).

In addition, the FSAR in Section 2.5.4.5.6.1 states that the maximum
lif t thickness for structural backfill would be 18 inches where
there was unrestricted placement. B&R Specification 3YO69YS029,
Rev. F, also indicates the 18 inch maximum lift thickness. The
inspector reviewed the document purported to represent the results
of the test fill program (See Section E.3.b herein). This indicated
that the test fill program resulted in the determination that for 18
inch maximum lif t thickness, it would be necessary to make 12 passes
with the compaction equipment. The inspector reviewed the associated
construction procedure, STP-QCP A040dPCCP-2, Rev. 2, Structural
Backfill, and determined it required only 8 passes with the compac-
tion equipment for the maximum lift thickness of 18 inches.

The failure to complete backfill compaction, a special process, in
accordance with a procedure that reflected the qualification proce-
dures used for an activity affecting quality is a noncompliance and
is contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 8,
Criterion IX as discussed in Appendix A of the report transmittal,

|
~ letter (498/79-19-18 and 499/79-19-18).

The NRC inspector also determined from conversations with theg

cognizant B&R engineer initially responsible for specifying the lift
thickness that 12 inch lifts had originally been specified. The|

| lift thickness was changed to 18 inches as a result of a suggestion
by the soils consultant, Woodward-Lundgren, during the review of the
B&R specification. Woodward-Lundgren in making that recommendation

|
also suggested that a test fill section should be completed to
demonstrate that 18 inch lifts could be consistently compacted to

| the required density. This item remains unresolved pending further
M eview (498/79-19-58 and 499/79-19-58).*

| .

t

!

,
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b. Test Fill

Discussions with HL&P and B&R began on Cecember 18, 1979 concerning
whether a test fill had been completed. Finally, on January 3,
1980, after several discussions subsequent to December 18, 1979, the
inspector was informed by HL&P that a test fill had not been completed
at STP. However, the next day the B&R cognizant engineer (the
design engineer from B&R, Houston) presented a memo to the inspector
as the document representing the results of the test fill program.
This indicated the use of 18 inch lifts of material and compacted

using 12 passes of the equipment. The memo, No. BC-00990-JDG dated
June 16, 1976, was reviewed and considered to be inadequate for the
following reasons:

(1) Backfill material used for the test was not identified.

(2) The base material used for the test fill was not idehtified.

(3) The report did not indicate placement of more than ohe test
lift. If in fact only one test lift was placed the specified
testing depth of 18 to 24 inches would only reflect density
tests on the base material.

(4) Some of the documents attached to the test fill record indicate
a 16 inch loose lift was tested while the cover letter on the
memo stated a 18 inch loose lift had been tested.

During the review of information relative to a test fill program the
inspector determined that the licensee's soils consultant, Woodward-
Lundgren, recommended in their Special Study No. 330, dated February
12, 1975, that a test fill (field test) be performed, stating that
it would be crest.mptuous not to conduct a field trial test. They
again recommended a test fill in their subsequent review of the B&R
Structrual Backfill Specification 3YO69YS029, dated April 14, 1975.

Since the performance of a valid test fill program is important to
verify that the relevant backfill placement parameters are adequat(.
in order to achieve the desired field densities, the inspector

requested inplace fieTd density tests. The performance of these
tests in a normal fill area, could, if they met the compattion
requirements, provide verification of the construction method being
used to compact the backfill material. Relevant paramete'rs which
can affect field compaction are considered to be loose thickness of
lift; weight, speed, and frequency of vibratory compaction equipment;
number of passes; and moisture used.

Two density tests were performed to verify the adequacy o~f the
compaction equipment which had completed an 18 inch lift. The two

.. density tests performed for the inspector on January 7, l'980 f ailed-
the acceptance criteria even though the lift had been previously'

approved by PTL for placement of the next lift. The results of the

_ _ _ _
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tests conducted for the inspector indicated that the upper part of
the lift as well as the top of the previous lift had not been
compacted to the required density.

Following placement of another 18 inch lift in the same area, six
additional tests were conducted on January 8,1980. The upper two
tests indicated that the top 12 inches of the lift were not compacted
to the required density. This is not considered to be abnormal for,

this type of material. The other four tests, taken at -12, -18. -28
and -34 inches, all passed but were not considered representative
since the number of passes in the test area by the compaction equip-
ment was observed by the NRC inspectors to greatly exceed the eight
one-way passes specified in the site procedure.

The same special treatment (i.e., excessive number of passes of
compaction equipment and extra watering) was observed on the next
lift. The licensee's representative in response to questioning
concerning the special treatment given the selected test are stated
"it's only human nature" that they want to make sure the tests pass.

Because of observations in the field, Woodward-Lundgren's special
study, discussions with the B&R soils engineer and HL&P field personnel
and a literature review, it is evident that the upper part of the
last lift of the backfill material used at STP "cannot" be compacted
using the current methods. Given this fact, at least six to nine
inches of material beneath Category I buildings probably does not
meet compaction criteria. B&R's cognizant engineer, when questioned
about the loose fill, indicated that they have literature that
indicates loose material under the structures is satisfactory. This
item remains unresolved pending review of the B&R literature
(498/79-19-19 and 499/79-19-19).

Subsequently, on February 6, 1980, as a result of the NRC findings,
the licensee conducted a site test fill to demonstrate that 18 inch
lifts could indeed be compacted with only eight one-way passes of
the equipment in use. The results of this test fill had not been
fully evaluated as of February 21, 1980 and had not been provided to
the NRC. During the conduct of the retest of fill placement the NRC
inspector and the licensee's representative observed that the compac-
tion equipment roller was overlapping a full half drum width. Thus,
the center section of the test fill would have received 16 passes
instead of the specified eight of the field procedure. The licensee,

following questioning by the NRC, stopped the improper rolling of
the test fill. The matter remains unresolved pending review of
the test fill resu'lts (498/79-19-20 and 499/79-19-20).

. . .

%
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c. Soil Sampling Program

A comprehensive soil sampling (testing) program must be implemented
at the ,beginning of backfill operations to verify the consistency of
the backfill placement procedures and to insure that the specified
densities were obtained.

The FSAR in Section 2.5.4.5.6.2.4 and B&R's Specification No.
3YO69YS029, Revision F, paragraph 9.e, and B&R's Procedure No.
A040KPCCP-2, paragraph 3.3.3.5 require that at least one relative
density test be performed for every fourth field sand cone density
test. A review of PTL's relative density laboratory data on
December 18, 1979, indicated that a relative density test had not
been performed since November 17, 1979, although plant backfill
material continued to be placed during that period. Furthermore the
testing laboratory personnel failed to document and correct this
nonconforming condition. Discussions with the PTL cognizant indi-
vidual indicated that the relative density test apparatus had been
out of service since November 17, 1979 and had been breaking down
periodically during the previous month. The test equipment was
replaced and relative density testing was resumed on January 7,
1980, nearly two months later. Plant backlift continued to be
placed during the entire period of the equipment breakdown. Subse-
quent tests on the retained samples indicated that the required
relative densities had been met.

The failure to take prompt corrective action once the defective
equipment was identified and the failure to preclude repeated cases
of tests not being performed is in noncompliance with Criterian XVI
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B as discussed in Appendix A of the report
transmittal letter (498/79-19-22 and 499/79-19-22),

d. Records

Quality assurance records for backfill inspections were examined for
completeness and compliance with licensee specifications, procedures
and commitments.

B&R Specification No. 3Y069YS029, in paragraph 7.1.e, requires that
the backfill material be placed in uniform layers not exceeding
18 inches of loose thickness. Paragraph 3.3.3.2 of B&R Procedure
No. 'CCP-2 requires that the minimum number of passes of compaction
equipment will be eight one-way passes. A review of the test records
and procedure indicated that neither the procedure or the test
record Form SF-6, "In-Place Density Test by Sand Cone Method,"
required this important information to be documented.

_,lt was determined from discussions with PTL's personnel that the
lift number on the test record has no relationship to lift elevation
in a specific area. The NRC inspector and HL&P personnel attempted
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to obtain elevation data on consecutive lifts in a specifted area
from other QA records to establish that the fill had been!placed
systematically and uniformly in 18 inch layers and compacted
accordingly. However, due to the method of lift numberins and
system of filing, this could not be accomplished during the inspec-
tion. The licensee is continuing their efforts to assemble this
data. Further review is planned for future inspections on this
unresolved item (498/79-19-23 and 499/79-19-23).

Discussions with B&R excavation personnel indicated that no
instructions as to minimum number of passes to make with the compac-
tion equipment are given to the compactor operators. The operators
are told to roll an area until told to stop. This inform & tion was
obtained through an interpreter since the' compactor opera {or did not
speak English and his foreman didn't speak Spanish. B&R's excavation
superintendent also indicated that "there are no project iequirements
on number of passes of equipment since each compactor has different
characteristics, and to specify number of passes would be meaningless."
PTL's soil inspectors indicated that they have no idea on how many
passes of the compactor the fill area received before they test it,
only that the B&R supervisor calls them over to perform a. test.

Failure to document the lift thickness and the number of passes of
the compaction equipment, which are needed to assure that.the back-
fill material is being systematically placed and compacted, is
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII
as discussed in Appendix A of the report transmitti1 letter
(498/79-19-24 and 499/79-19-24).

e. Field Activities

PTL's testing activities were observed both in the soils laboratory
and in the field. PTL personnel were interviewed as to r)spon-

|
sibilities and procedural requirements and acceptance criteria.

! A laboratory relative density test was observed and was performed in
accordance with the procedure. However, a review of PTL'c laboratory
data.on relative density determinations indicated that PTi. had run only

|

|
dry maximum density determinations in the laboratory. ASTM D-2049-69,

|
the reference testing standard states in Note 2 that, "Wh:ile the dry
method is preferred from the standpoint of securing results in aI

shorter period of time, the highest maximum density is ob,ained fort

some soils in a saturated state. At the beginning of a laboratory
testing program, or $then a radical change of materials octurs, the
maximum density test should be performed on both wet and dry soil
to determine which method results in the higher maximum density.
If the wet method produces higher maximum densities, (in' excess uI
one per cent) it shall be followed in succeeding tests." Therefore.

. .the inspector requested that a maximum density test be run wet and
- a Modified Proctor test be run to determine if the maximum density

that PTL is using to control the backfill placement is iddeed the
maximum density. The results of these tests indicated that the

|

|
l
|

|
, .
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placement'is indeed the maximum density. The results of these tests
indicated that the relative wet maximum density was less than the
relative dry density. In fact, the material in the relative density
sold became looser under vibration with the addition of water. This
matter was discussed with B&R and HL&P personnel to detersine what
effect this might have on the plant backfill material under earth-
quake conditions in view of the normal plant high water table. HL&P
and B&R representatives indicated that the would look into it. The

problem of possible liquefaction is considered unresolved pending
completion of their review. (498/17-19-25 and 499/79-19-25)

The Modified Proctor test showed a maximum dry density of 127.5
pounds per cubic foot which agreed with the values documented in the
SAR. The minimum-maximum relative density values referenced by the
FSAR (93.5 and 128.1 pcf) represent those values noted orginally in
the PSAR. These were different from those being used in the field
(105.3 and 123.6 pcf). In light of discussions with PTL personnel
who indicated that the material properties haven't changed during
the course of the work, the inspector questioned what backfill material
was tested to obtain the SAR's values. Since the values documented
in the SAR's were used for liquefaction studies, further review of
this matter is needed. This item remains unresolved pending this
further review (498/79-19-26 and 499/79-19-26).

Numerous field sand cone density tests were observed. The one PTL
soils inspector that performed the tests was conducting them accor-
ding to established procedures. (Lack of instructions relative to
the sampling technique for the tests is discussed in paragraph 3.a.
above).

f. Additional Soil Penetration Tests

Subsequent to the initial phase of the investigation, the licensee
initiated a soil penetration test program to ascertain whether the
plant backfill was adequately placed and compacted. The NRC was
informed of this program on January 30, 1980, after the testing

*

commenced on January 28, 1980.

A review of the Woodward-Lundgren drilling procedure indicated that
they were to conduct the soil penetration tests according to ASTM
0-1586, " Penetration Test and Split-Barr(1 Sampling of Soils."

The resident NRC inspector determined on January 30, 1980 after
several tests were run, that the required ASTM 140 pound hammer on
the test rig did not have a weight certification. Upon further
examination it was determined that the hammer had been wehghed on
January 28, 1980 and was found to be in nonconformance with the
requirements of ASTM D-1586. This nonconformance was documented on

..a Woodward-Lundgren "Nonconformance and Corrective Action Report"
dated January 28, 1980. Although disposition of this nonconformance-

was not completed until February 4, 1980, site soil penetration
testing activities were allowed to continue during the period

,

e
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January 28 to February 4,1980, using this hammer which had been
identified as nonconforming.

This is contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XV as discussed in Appendix A of the report transmittal
letter (498/79-19-27 and 499/79-19-27).

On February 5, 1980 the NRC inspector measured the inside diameter
of the split-spoon cutting edge to be 1.50 inches. ASTM D-1586
requires the spoon inside diameter of the cutting edge to be 1.375
inches. Also, the required 0.75 inch taper on the end was 0.50
inches and the cutting edge was very rough. From discussions with
the Woodward-Lundgren engineer responsible for logging in the borings,
it was determined that he was not aware that the split-spoon should

~

be 1.375 inches.

This failure to identify a deviation from the specified ASTM test
procedures is in noncompliance with Criterion XI of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B as discussed in Appendix A of the report transmittal
letter (498/79-19-28 and 499/79-19-28).

The recorded blow counts with these two deviations (i.e., hammer
weight and split spoon size) cannot be compared to " Standard Penetra-
tion Test-Relative Density Curves" since they are not " standard"
blow counts. This item is currently under review by Woodward-Lundgren
to determine if the recorded blow counts can be transformed into
" standard" blow counts. This item is considered unresolved pending
review of the results of this study (498/79-19-29 and 499/79-19-29).

During the subsequent intpection it was also learned that Boring
204, near containment building No. 2 encountered loose material near
the base of the foundation mat. The extent and thickness of the
area of loose material had not been determined as of February 21,
1980 but B&R indicated that this matter was being evaluated. B&R

engineering indicated that there had been a slope washout at that
location during August 1977 before any backfill material was placed.
However, a review of PTL's inspection reports for backfill material
placed in the same area met density requirements. The NRC is
currently waiting for the Woodward-Lundgren subgrade verification;

report for that area. Pending receipt and review of this report
this item is considered to be unresolved (498/79-19-30 and
499/79-19-30).

|

l
.

M

|
|
|
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4. REVIEW OF WELDING ACTIVITY

a. Review of Welding Procedures

The inspector reviewed the following welding procedures which
appeared to meet applicable code requirements which for the STP
are contained in the ASME B&PV Cooe, 1974, with addenda through
winter 1975.

A040KPMECP-1 Qualification of Welders & Welding Operators
A040KPMECP-2 Field Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel
A040KPMECP-4 Field Fabrication and Welding of Piping Systems and

Components Nuclear Systems
A040KPMECP-8 Control of Welding Material
A040KPMECP-9 Field Welding and Inspection of Instrument Lines
A040KPWCP-2 Administration and Organization of Welding Engineering

Department
A040KPWCP-6 Functional Check of Electrode Ovens
A040KSWES-1 Stud Welding
A040KSWES-2 0xygen Indicators
A040KSWES-4 Field Welding of Aluminum-Bronze Pipes (Inspection

Plan)
A040KSWES-5 Instructions for Weld Documentation
A040KSWES-8 Maintenance of Welding Power Supplies
A040KSWES-11 Electronic Alignment, Performance Verification and

Maintenance of the Dimetrics Gold Track II Automatic
Welding System

A040KSWES-12 Main Coolant Luop Pipe Welding

The inspector identified document control problems during the course
of the inspection. Document control procedures i the B&R QA Manual
Section 6 states in part: "Documer.ts used for t design, procure-
meret, and construction of code and safety-relat items should be
distributed and controlled in accordance with approved Project
Procedures..."

Contrary to the previously referenced procedure, on January 8,1980,
| the inspector identified that the licensee's controlled copies (Nos.I

04 and 05)of the contractor's QA manual did not contain the latest
issue of interim changes.

Additionally, an NRC inspector noted in a copy of the HL&P STP
Project (site) QA manual from the HL&P library that the entire
manual contained procedures dated 1976. This copy was compared to
the NRC copy, which was current (1979). The library copy was found
to be completely outdated. The HL&P Site QA supervisor stated that
it should be understood that this manual was uncontrolled since

..there was no insert to say it was controlled. The NRC inspector
stated that it is acceptable to maintain outdated manuals, specifi-
cations and drawings, however, such reference material must be
clearly marked obsolete, superceded or for information only.

. _ _ _ _ _
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This failure to control documents is contrary to the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI. as discussed in Appendix A of
the transmittal letter (498/79-19-33 and 499/79-19-33).

b. Welder / Welding Operator Performance Qualification Test (PQT) Records

The inspector reviewed records of examinations performed on welder /
weld.er operator PQT's specimens. The reviews were conducted to
determine compliance with regulatory and ASME Code requirements.
The contractor's welder qualification procedure, MECP-1, is based on
Section IX of the ASME Code " Welding Qualifications" and requirements
delineated therein are consistent with those of Section IX. This
procedure provices guidance for welding plate and pipe type specimens
in positions specified in Section IX. Tension and bend tests or
radiographic ex mination of the welded specimens is required to
verify weld quality. Since radiography is the principal examination
method employed by the contractor, radiographic documentation was
reviewed. Radiographs of plate type specimens and small and large
bore pipe of varying wall thickness were selected for review.

Two questionable practices were observed relative to welder / welder
operator qualification as follows:

(1) The methods used for welders qualifying for the 2G position for
pipe welding was questioned because the pipe was rotated after
welding 180 instead of welding a continuous 360*. The NRC
inspector interpreted tne Code to mean weld 360 while the
contractor interpreted that it could be welded 180 folicwed by
a break then reinitiating the arc and welding the remaining
180*. This practice was used because of the unusual layout of
the qualification room.

(2) Welders' qualification for pipe welding was performed by opening
;
' the root gap from 3/8 to 1/2-inch instead of the required 1/16

to 1/8 inch. Also a backing ring was used during the qualifica-
tien and was not removed prior to radiographing. This is not

typical of production welding and the backing ring silhouette
may interfere with interpreting the radiograph.

| These matters are considered unresolved pending further review.
| (498/79-19-31 and 499/79-19-31)

.

Radiographs of PQT pipe specimens 8 inches in diameter and less were
observed to contain film side penetrameter(s). The applicable
implementing radiographic procedure, ST-NDEP-2.1, which is based on

j
' the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, 1974, with addenda through Winter

1975, requires that a source side penetrameter be used, accessibility-

permitting. Since the inside surface was accessible the inspector.
a

questioned the undocumented departure from procedural requirements.
!

Discussions with examination personnel disclosed that site QA manage-
ment had issued oral instructions contradicting procedural requirements

'
!

- .
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with respect to penetrameter placement. Reportedly, approximately
152 welders / welder operators have been qualified using these examina-
tion techniques. Specific radiographs of PQTs which show a film
side penetrameter include the following:

Log No. 1362, Log No. 1889, Log No. 1983, Log No. 2021, Log No.
2024, Log No. 2047, Log No. 2051, Log No. 2054, Log No. 2176, Log
No. 2063, Log No. 2138, Log No. 2074, and Log No. 2193.

Paragraph NB-4321 of Section III of the ASME B&PV Code requires that
welder / welding operator performance qualification tests be conducted
in accordance with Section IX of the ASME Code. Section IX, QW-191,
requires that radiography be performed to meet the technique require-
ments of Article 2, of Section V, of the ASME Code. Paragraph
T-263, of Article 2 of Section V, requires the use of a source side
penetrameter where accessibility permits hand placement on the
source side of the item being examined. The contractors implementing
procedure, ST-NDEP-2.1, reiterates these requirements. Contrary to

these requirerents, the aforementioned radiographs contained a film
side penetrameter.

This failure to follow the requirements of Section III of the 1974
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda through Winter 1975
to obtain the correct radiograph technique to qualify welders is
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, Codes and Standards
(d)(3) as described in Appendix A of the transmittal letter.
(498/79-19-32 and 499/79-19-32).

c. Observation of Welding Activities

(1) Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPS) Piping Welding

The inspector observed the welding of steam generator nozzles
to hot leg spool pieces for two steam generators located in the
northeast and northwest quadrant of Unit 1 reactor containment
building. Fitup, cleaning, land dye check, tack welding the
insert, purge dam installation and purge, root pass, and hot

,
pass operations were witnessed.

f The inspector reviewed the x-ray report, Log #2191, subsequent
|

I to completing the weld. This weld was made by welders identified
as unqualified in paragraph 4.b(2) above.'

(2) Safety Related (Piping) Welding

| The requirements to control welding were:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX, " Control of Special
Processes" states in part that: " Measures shall be established'

to assure that special processes, including welding ., are"
-

controlled and accomplished in accordance with applicable
codes, standards, specifications . . . . ."

f

- -
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' Section 17, of the licensee's PSAR, titled " Control of Special
Processes," states in part that: ". . . written procedures and.

controls be prepared to ensure special processes, including
welding, . . . . . accomplished in accordance with applicable
codes, standards, specifications,. . . . ."

ASME B&PV Code, 1974, Section III, with Addenda through Winter
1975, paragraph ND-4412. " Cleanliness and Protection.of Welding
Surfaces" states in part, that: ". .The work shall be..

protected from deleterious contamination and from rain, snow
and wind during welding . . . ."

Contrary to the above requirements the inspector observed the
following:

(a) Field weld No. 0011A in a safety injection pipe in Unit 1
Spent Fuel Building, lowest level, was being TIG welded.
The consumable insert had been tack welded in place. The
inspector observed that a sand blasting operation had
occurred above the weld location and cleanup was in
progress overhead. A piece of plywood was overturned and
the sand / dust decended profusely through the metal grating
and covered the weld joint surfaces which had been tack
welded. The joint was disassembled to clean. The welding
surfaces of field weld No. 0011A were not adequately
protected. The joint fit up on this weld was also found
to be improper because mismatch was so great that exces-
sive stressing occurred when the clamp was loosened and
many of the tack welds cracked. The inspector requested
to see a procedure or instruction which describes the use
of Dearman clamps to align piping with respect to ovality,
maximum offset or out of roundness. No procedure was
available.

(b) Fitup of a carbon steel flued head to carbon steel
penetration sleeve No. 27 was in progress in RCB-1 at
approximately elevation 18 feet in the northwest quadrant
of the building. All tack welds contained porosity. The

,

| inert gas line had a leak. Sand blasting operation was in

(
progress nearby during fitup and the supervisor and weldei
did not take adequate action to protect the joi't. Then

next day welding proceeded and the root pass.and hot pass
was put in. The torch (rosebud) was lighted to heat the
weld joint area up prior to welding. Sand and dust was
being ignited and sparks were visually observed by the NRC
inspector and the welding personnel, The welding personnel
could not understand why sparks were emitted. The inspector
observed that sand blasting was again in progress about 20
feet from the welding area. The inspector had* pointed out''

the minor contamination to the welders on the previous day

!
-

1

-

:.

.
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yet, heavy contamination was observed the next day. A
radiograph of the root pass showed incomplete fusion of
the insert.

(c) A six inch diameter 308L stainless steel seamless pipe
(schedule 40), Line #AF2004, was being welded to a pene-
tration. This weld, FWOOS, was located at the base of a
building wall in an excavation where loose sand was
observed. The inspector questioned the welder as to how
the weld would be protected from contamination and wind.

The inspector later observed a make shift method of
protection (a lean-to made from polyethylene). This left

two ends open and created a wind tunnel effect which was
as bad or worse than no protection. A radiograph of the
subject weld showed " sugaring" which is usually caused by
the loss of cover gas. The cover gas could not be main-
tained on the weld because of the wind. The welding was
not protected from " deleterious contamination and from the
wind during welding".

This failure to control welding processes, which are
special processes, is contrary to the requirements of 10
CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion IX as discussed in Appendix A
of the transmittal letter (498/79-19-34 and 499/79-19-34).

(3) Observation of Welding on Safety Related Structural Steel
supports and Components

(a) The inspector observed work performed on all of the Unit 1 ,

steam generators. The inspector questioned HL&P and B&R
installation and QA/QC personnel about the sequences of
alignment of steam generators B and C. The inspector

|
could not determine the following from discussions with

| construction personnel:
,

(i) The reason the base plate of the upper vertical steel
support column was not aligned prior to aligning the
steam generator. The inspector observed this sequence
of alignment to be unusual in that the base plate is
usually leveled prior to the commencement of pipe
installation.

(ii) The reason the upper vertical steel structural
| supports were marked with an "N" stamp while the

lower vertical steel (H-beam) columns were not marked
| with an "N" stamp. Licensee personnel stated the
,

! lower columns were considered a part of the building
| - structure, not as coded supports.' ~^

f
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These matters are considered unresolved pending
further review (498/79-19-35 and 499/79-19-35).

(b) The inspector observed in the Fuel Handling Building (FHB)
No.1 that the end of the fuel transfer tube did not have
a ASME Code symbol. As a result, the HL&P QA mechanical
engineer was interviewed and he stated it would take
approximately two days to get the documentation, from the
Houston office, which contained an evaluation which had
determined that a ASME Code symbol was not required. He
said the tube (code stamped) arrived on site in two pieces;
thus the two pieces had to be welded. Additionally, the
expansion bellows had to be welded during installation.
When these welds were completed a hydro test was performed
per ASME tode requirements. The welds were made but the
authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) inspected only one w id
and did not witness the hydro test due to a misunderstanding.
Subsequently concrete was placed without the required ANI
inspection,,being completed.

Brown & Root personnel requested the ANI to sign the data
sheet and the ANI refused because he had not performed the
necessary inspection and access was now prevented by the
concrete. This matter was referred to B&R engineering for
evaluation and engineering directed site personnel to
remove the code symbol because the ANI had not signed the
data report. This matter is unresolved pending further
review to determine if adequate inspections have been
performed. (498/79-19-36 and 499/79-19-36).

(c) Lower steam generator structural steel supports were
formerly stamped NDT856, NDT848, and NDT852 but the stamps
had been removed as explained in paragraph 4.c.(3)(ii)

I

I above. The inspector observed various pipe hangers,
clips, gussets, brackets and studs which were welded to
these and other safety related equipment supports through-
out the entire RCB-1. These columns were post weld heat
treated and thus subsequent welding could effect the
results of the heat treatment of these supports. The
inspector requested to see the weld records for the hangers,
clips, etc. and was informed that there are no welding
records to document this welding activity. There appears

i

to be no control of the welding of various parts on attach-
ments. This apparently is also the case with other beams.

| columns and supports located inside containment.

B&R QA Manual Section 9.0, " Control of Special Processes"
states in part, "The B&R QA Department shall ensure that
special processes are performed in accordance with appli-

- cable Project Procedures, Code and regulatory requirement's~

by performing inspections and audit, to verify implementation

|

i
s
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of the special process controls. These procedures shall
provide a method for the control of special processes and
materials, the qualifications of procedures and personnel
used to perform special processes and for performance of
special processes under environmentally controlled conditions.

This matter is unresolved pending future review:during
inspections (498/79-19-37 and 499/79-19-37) -

(d) The inspector reviewed a B&R letter, BC-22539, dated
1/16/80 concerning the subject of weld root opening (NF
Hangers) (Reference same letter dated 11/26/79) . and letter
BC-22625. Letter BC-22539 directed the following to the
B&R QA Project Manager and was approved by him in BC-22539:

:

" Root opening shall not exceed 1/8" max. If

root opening exceeds 1/8", buttering is rehuired
to build-up weld end prep of component. T6e
amount of filler metal deposited for buttering

'

shall not exceed 3/4".

This requirement will be addressed in MCEP-3 and
MECP-4 In addition, the size of the fillet leg
shall be increased on one side by that amopnt

*

(1/8") max. See sketch below."

This unauthorized change violated the B&R QA Mariaal Document
Control Procedure, Section 6, and Design Control Procedure,
Section 3, in that the letters authorized changes prior to:

(i) Review and approval of changes to Welding Proce-
dures MCEP-3 and MCEP-4

(ii) Review and approval of changes to spetification

'.
A010P002, Piping Erection and Fabrication
Criteria; dated 7/18/78.

,

.
FurthErmore, field Welding personnel and inspectors kere using

| these letters as guidance to inspect and weld safety related
| piping hangers.

i

|
The failure to control changes to design documents i$ contrary

! to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria III as
discussed in Appendix A to the transmittal letter (498/79-19-38
and 499/79-19-38).

|
'

( . ..

|
L

! .
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5. NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION (NDE) ACTIVITIES

a. Liquid Penetrant Examination

(1) Liquid Penetrant Procedure

The inspector reviewed the contractor's implementing procedure
titled, " Liquid Penetrant Examination" (Solvent Removable
Process Visible and Fluorescent Dye), ST-NDEP-4.1. The review
was to determine that procedural requirements met those speci-
fied in applicable sections of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
(B&PV) Code, 1974, with addenda through Winter 1975.

The inspector determined that the procedure was technically
adequate and met the procedural requirements of the 1974 ASME
Code, including the 1975 Addenda for Section III and all
applicable Subparts, and Section V. Although a recently
revised procedure permitted the use of flourescent material,
this revision did not reflect additional training requirements
for the liquid penetrant examination. The licensee indicated
that no safety related work was being performed or scheduled.

The following are code and NDE procedure requirements relevant
to the observation of liquid penetrant examination discussed in
paragraph 5.a(2) below:

ASME Code, Section III, Paragraph ND-5351, " Evaluation of
Indications" stipulates that any indication which is believed
to be nonrelevant shall be regarded as a defect and shall be
reexamined to verify whether or not actual defects are present.
Surface conditioning may precede the reexamination.

NDE procedure ST-NDEP-4.1 paragraph 5.1.7, " Interpretation of
Indications", states in part, "Any indication believed to be
non-relevant shall be regarded as a defect until proven cther-
wise", and paragraph 5.1.8, " Final Cleaning", states in part,
"Upon completion of the examination, the penetrant materials
shall be removed as soon as possible by an acceptable method.
Two acceptable methods are the precleaning method prescribed
herein"

(2) Observation of Liquid Penetrant Examinatic,

The inspector observed the performance of ac'tivities associated
with liquid penetrant examination of Unit 1 steam generator "C"
hot leg nozzle cladding, and in the essential cooling water
system field weld, FW-0017, line 1205-WT, drawing 3Y361P-3G,
sheet 2. During the interpretation of results of the latter
examination, the inspector observed the appearance of numerous
linear indications adjacent to the weld being examined. Linear, ,,

indications in excess of the acceptance standards ranging in

.
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length up to 0.5-inch, were randomly dispersed and were oriented
parallel to the longitudinal axis and adjacent to the weld.
After the prescribed development time had elapsed, the examiner
selected and removed a respresentative indication with his
finger and resprayed a thin coat of developer over tnis small

This, as explained to the inspector, was to determinearea.
the relevancy of this and similar indications in this weld and
to determine weld acceptability. The inspector stated that
although the indications observed may have been nonrelevant,
both the applicable ASME Code and applicable site examination
procedure require actions to be taken to verify that the indica-
tions are not defects. The inspector added that he also
observed that the cleaning had not been done in accordance with
the procedure. .

The inspector reviewed the liquid penetrant examination report
associated with the above described weld. This report only
showed the weld to be acceptable and made no reference to
whether the observed linear indication was relevant or non-
relevant. The report did not describe how the examiher disposi-
tioned the linear indication. Further, the report did not
indicate that a second examination was performed. Neither did
the report describe what type of mechanical surface conditioning,
if any preceded the re-examination.

This is contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion IX as discussed in Appendix A of the transhittal
letter (498/79-19-39 and 499/79-19-39).

This test report did not have a serial number and other
.

examination reports were similar. Documentation of examination
results was inadequate. This item is identified as unresolved
and will be reviewed and discussed with the licensee during a
future inspection (498/79-19-40 and 499/79-19-40).

b. , Radiograph c Examination (RT) |i

(1) Review of RT Procedure

The inspector reviewed implementing " Radiographic Examir.ation"
procedure ST-NDEP-2.1. The review determined that this proce-

dure generally met the requirements of applicable sections of
ASME B&PV Code, Sections III, V, and IX, 1974 Edition including
through the 1975 Winter Addenda. The procedure did not
adequately describe the method for identifying radiographs to
ensure the position traceability back to the weld that was
radiographed. This was also identified in Audit BR 29, Check-
list M3.1-021, Item No. 4.2. dated October 15-18, 1979. Also
the procedure did not adequately describe NDE acceptance
criteria, i.e, multi-acceptance standards are included in.one,

' -a,-
specification. Therefore, the Level II interpreter was confused

|
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as to what acceptance criteria were applicable. This was also
- identified in the previously referenced audit.

The inspector's discussion with licensee / contractor personnel
disclosed that no formal procedure to establish dark room
practices and controls to ensure acceptable film had been
developed. Based on the poor radiographic quality of the
radiograph, discussed below, it is necessary that procedures be
developed to assure that all final radiographs are readable and
meet the quality required by the applicable Code. Additionally,

the contractor's procedure, ST-QAP-2.3, establishes minimum
retention periods for certain documents. The procedure must
consider requirements relative to producing a level in radio-
graphs which will allow maintenance of their quality during the
stipulated retention periods.

This failure to provide written procedures to control special
processes is contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion V as discussed in Appendix A to the
transmittal letter (498/79-19-41 and 499/79-19-41).

On December 10, 1979, the inspector determined that interim
changes are routinely issued which are in force for a period of
60 days as stated on the cover sheet. These changes become
void on the expiration date. For example, for NDE Examination
Procedure ST-NDEP-4.1, dated May 22, 1979, an interim change
was issued on August 30, 1979. However, this interim change to
the procedure was still being used by B&R NDE personnel in
January 1980. A similar instance was observed relative to RT
procedure, ST-NDEP-2.1, dateo March 13, 1979.

This failure to provide and/or folicw current NDE procedures is
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V
as discussed in Appendix A to the transmittal letter (498/79-19-41
and 499/79-19-41).

(2) Review of Radiographs
l

(a) Radiographic Film Quality

The following are requirements relative to radiographic
film quality:

|
Paragraph T-233.2 of Section V of the ASME Code requires
that all radiographs be free from mechanical, chemical, or
other blemishes to the extent that they cannot mask or be
confused with the image of any discontinuity, including
fogging, processing defects such as streaks, water marks,
or chemical stains.

. am.
_

\
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Paragraph 5.5.2 " Radiographic Film Quality", of NDE
procedure ST-NDEP-2.1 states in part, "All radiographs
shall be free from mechanical, chemical or other blemishes
to the extent that they cannot mask or be confused with
the image of any discontinuity in the area of interest of
the object being radiographed. Such blemishes include:
a. fogging, b. processing defects such as streaking,
water marks, or chemical stains, c. scratches, finger
marks, crimps, dirtiness, static marks, smudges, or tears".

Paragraph 5.1.2, " Radiographic Sensitivity" of NDE
Procedure ST-NDEP 2.1 states in part, " Radiography shall
be performed with a technique of sufficient sensitivity to
display the penetrameter image, the specified hold, and
the identifying numbers, which are essential indications
of the image quality of the radiograph. The penetrameter
shall be of the thickness specified for the thickness of
weld being examined, as shown in I,ttachment 6-D, or 6-E as
applicable."

The inspector reviewed randomly selected site produced
radiographs. This review was conducted to determine
whether radiographic quality had been achieved and main-
tained throughout their production. Radiographs of field
welds made on 4 inch to 30 inch diameter pipe used both
the single and double wall exposure technique. However,
the single wall viewing method was employed. The following
identified systems / welds were included in this review:
CV-1204 - FW-0004, CV-1006 - FW-0015, CV-1086 - FW-0002,
CV-1088 - FW-0018, CV-1088 - FW-0023, CC-1189 - FW-0002,
CS-1012 - FW-0003, EW-1205 - FW-0042, and EW-1305 - FW-0043.
The inspector found the following practices to be contrary
to the requirements identified above:

The above radiographs exhibited characteristics indicative
of chemical contamination in varying degrees. The radio-
graphs of the two welds in lines EW-1205 and EW-1305
contoined views with discolored film. The former radio-
graph was processed November 28, 1979. In addition, the

inspector observed extreme weld image distortion on radio-
graphs of small bore pipe to fitting welds. Also, several

radiographs disclosed excessivt light fogging in the area
of interest.

Radiographs of FW-0018, line CV-1088, had two views (double
film) whereby one film was much darker than its m. ting
fi t.n and it appeared that the speed of the auto processor
was increased to reduce film density one film. Also, all

film appeared to be extremely dark on FW-0004, line CV-1204.
. .

,
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The radiograph of the first steam generator nozzle to pipe
weld was reviewed by the inspector. The inspector found
that the radiograph to be double film and of the same film
speed. The nozzle material and associated ramp was much
thicker than the adjoining pipe. The radiograph did not
clearly show the penetrameter image on the nozzle side.
Also, the film was very narrow in relation to the crown of
the weld and the outline of the weld was not readily
discernible. The licensee representation told the inspector
that the film was considered to be informative radiography.
Even though the licensee considered the film informa-
tional, the inspector considered the radiographic technique
and interpretation unacceptable.

This failure to control radiography is contrary to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX as
discussed in Appendix A to the transmittal letter
(498/.79-19-39 and 499/79-19-39).,

(b) Radiographic Review - Weld Quality

The inspector reviewed contractor field produced radiographs
and associated documentation. This review included portions

of shop welds and contractor field welds, and welder / welding
operator performance qualification tests (PQTs). This
review was conducted to determine whether weld quality met
the required quality levels established by the applicable
ASME Code section. Radiographs selected for this review
had been dispositioned as acceptable on the accompanying
interpretation (reader) sheets. The NRC inspector's
observations relative to radiographic documentation of
welds were based on the following requirements:

Paragraph T-290 of Section V of the ASME Code states in
| part,.. " radiographs shall be examined and interpreted.,

' record on a review from accompanying the radiographs the
interpretation of each radiograph and disposition of the
material examined..."

Paragraph 5.d.1 of NDE Procedure ST-NDEP-2.1, Report
Contents, states in part, "the following items shall
appear on the report: d. Film interpretation noting
discontinuities and including dispositions as to acceptance
or rejection"

The inspector observed and reviewed radiographs and
reports in the following systems. Conditions describedi

below are contrary to these requirements.
!

. .-,

t

i

!

i

__ __ _________
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Safety Injection System (SI)

Weld, FW-0003, SI-1101-21B, Drawing 2F-361P, Sheet w.
Observation: There were elongated indications throughout
entire length of weld. This weld had been accepted when
it should have been rejected.

Welds, FW-0007, SI-1101-UB, Drawing 2F-361P, Sheet 2.
Observation: There were linear indications throughout
entire length of weld. This weld had been accepted when
it should have been rejected.

Containment Spray (CS)

Weld, FW-0005, C -1004-PB, Drawing 2C-361P, Sheet 2.
Observation: The radiograph shows root concavity. This

, condition was noted on the film reader sheet. However, it
had not been quantitatively / qualitatively evaluated, i.e.,

no remarks on this report.

Weld, FW-0003, CS-1012-PB, Drawing 2C-361P, Sheet 1.
Observation: Linear indication in area of interest was
not recorded on the film reader sheet.

Chemical Volume Control System (CV)

Weld, FW-0008, CV-1088, Drawing 2M-361P, Sheet 1.
Observation: There was a linear indication between
stations 0-2. This indication was not recorded on '.he film
reader sheet.

Weld, FW-0002, CV-1086, Drawing 2M-361P, Sheet 2.
Observation: A linear inoication between stations 4-6-0.
This indication was not recorded on the film reader sheet.

Weld, FW-0006, CV-1019, Drawing 2M-361P, Sheet 2.
Observation: Original radiograph showed indication
between station 6-0. After the repair the reshot (R1)
showed thatethe excavation and repair of weld-exter.ded
into the next station area between 4-5. The R1 film of
stations 6-0 overlapped into station 4-5 and shows a
linear indication. This indication was not recorded on
the film reader sheet; nor was the entire repaired area /
weld reradiographed.

Weld, FW-0018, CV-1088, Drawing 2M-361P, Sheet 2.
Observation: There was root concavity observed between
stations 2-4 not recorded on the film reader sheet.

;. --

. , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Essential Cooling Water System (EW)
.

Weld, FW-0032, EW-1202.
Observation: There was an indication in the intersecting
longitudinal seem adjacent to the circumferential field
weld. This indication was not reported on the film reader
sheet. Also, apparent surface indications showed on the
film; however, the reader sheet did not identify nor
adequately describe the type of surface indications on the
00 or 10 surface. Also the report did not describe how
the indications were observed that is, visually or

borescope.

Weld, FW-0016, EW-EW-2305, Drawing 3Y-362P, Sheet 2.
Observation: There were linear indications between
stations 3-6 and 15-17 in weld area. Also, a transverse
linear indication was in the base material adjacent to
weld. Neither of these indications were reported on the

associated film reader sheets.

Weld, FW-0047, EW-2205, Drawing 3Y-362P, Rev. 0-B.
Observation: A linear indication was recorded on film
reader sheet only as an "elong5ted indication." However,
there was no documentation to describe what the indication
was, nor to support its acceptance.

Weld, FW-0032, EW-2302, Drawing 3Y-362P.
Observation: A linear indication between station numbers
5-6 were not recorded on the film reader sheet. Addi-
tionally, linear indications between stations 6-9 and 17-0
were reported only as surface indications. However, the

reader sheet did not identify which surface (inside or
outside) nor does it describe what type indication (s)
(file, mark, undercut, etc.). Additionally, the reader

sheet did not state hcw this determination was made (visual
examination etc.) -

Welder /Weiding Operator Performance Qualification Test
(PQT)

.

Log No. 1890.
Observation: There was a faint continuous linear indica-
tion in weld area extending between station numbers 2 and
5, This was not recorded on the film reader sheet. In
this case the welder was considered qualified / certified
however. If the film had had been correctly interpreted,
he would not have been qualified.

Based on this review the inspector determined that these
welds did not meet the minimum quality requirements of the

, ...
- ASME Code. Discussions with both site and corporate

1

_-- __. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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radiographers, qualified as Level I, II and III, indicated
that.the radiographic film interpreters had not been
adequately trained. One film interpreter said that he was

. told by a Level III that as long as the image of the
required penetrameter hole was observable the radiograph
was to be considered acceptable.

The inspector observed that on several occasions the Level
II interpreter assisted the Level II radiographer as a
Level I radiographer. On many of these occasions poor
quality radiographs were produced due to improper techniques
or poor processing practices. The film interpreter had
been functioning, in the field, as a Level I radiographer.
He had been involved in the production of inferior quality
radiographs and, therefore, was reluctant to reject radio-
graphs of poor quality. Additionally, the interpreters
did not appear to be sufficiently familiar with the unique
characteristics associated with the welding of alumium-
bronze material to render a valid radiographic interpreta-
tion. Further, several reader sheets recorded elongated
indications that had been accepted when they should have
been rejected. A review of the. associated radiographs
showed that these indications exceeded the length allowed
by the Code. The radiographer and interpreters stated
that they had been orally instructed by a level III, that
unless the indications could be identified as lack of
penetration, just to record them as elongated indications
and accept the weld. All radiographs exposed prior to
November 1979 had been discarded because the Code does not
require radiography be performed and these radiographs
were considered to be nonessential radiographs. As a
result, the review of the EW system consisted of films
made subsequent to that date. However, welds in this
system (essential cooling water) are Code Class 3 and must
meet the requirements of subsection ND of the ASME Code.
Since the licensee had determined the weld joint efficiency
to be .80, the Code does not require radiographic examination.

Based on the inspector's findings described above the
inspector determined that neither the welds nor radiographs
were of adequate quality to meet the minimum quality
required by the ASME Code.

This failure to control radiography is contrary to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX as
discussed in Appendix A to the transmittal letter
(498/79-19-39 and 499/79-19-39).

c. Personnel Qualification Records
' The inspector reviewed qualification records of contractor personnel

performing NDE at the site. The records reviewed identified the
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discipline in which the individual had been trained and certified.
The associated physical examination records indicated whether or not
visual aids were required to meet minimum near distance visual
acuity requirements specified in the applicable Code. No departures
from SNT-TC-1A (the governing document) recommendations were identi-
fled except in the following instances:

(1) the liquid penetrant examination procedure had been revised to
include the use of flourescent materials. In this instance the
training records did not document that additional training had
been administered to the individuals certified to perform the
examination. However, examinations utilizing the flourescent
material were not being performed on safety-related components.

(2) the inspector's review of other personnel qualifications later
disclosed that no training had been provided for the following:

(a) processing radiograph,

(b) performing visual examination per AWS requirements;

(c) performing radiographic film interpretation, i.e.,

relative to responsibility, authority and training
necessary to read film of thick wall welds and aluminum
bronze welds) and,

(d) recording information on the examination reports.

The above items are considered unresolved pending a subsequent NRC
review (498/79-19-42 and 499/79-19-42).

d. Radiological Safety

On approxirrately December 6,1979, the inspector toured the site
work area at Brown Minneapolis Tank Co. (BMT) and ebserved question-
able radiographic techniques relative to the safe use of X-ray
equipment.

The inspector notified the State of Texas, a reciprocal agreement
State, relative to these safety issues such as the area not being
roped off, and general lack of knowledge relative to using this
equipment. The State immediately performed an inspection and
impounded the console which controls this equipment because the

I equipment had been rented from an Oklahoma company and because BMT
| had failed to notify the State of Texas relative to their operation
I at South Texas Project.

._.

_ _ _ _ _
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6. QUALITY CONTROL PERSONNEL TURNOVER
'

The Brown and Root Site Quality Assurance Department personnel staffing
was reviewed for the period February 1979 through November 1979, for
organizational structure and rate of personnel changes. The review was
prompted in part by the many comments received during interviews and
discussions with site workers concerning low morale and high personnel
turnover.

Two QC sections within the site QA department were selected for detailed
study to determine personnel changes that occurred during the period
February 1, 1979, through November 1979 (10 months). One of the groups
selected inspects civil activities and the other inspects mechanical and
nondestructive examination (NDE) activities. Protective coatings, soils,

and maintenance / storage inspectors as well as clerical personnel were
excluded. The civil and mechanical QC groups were selected because the
majority of site work in progress involves these disciplines.

The Brown and Root QA department personnel staff reports for February 1,
1979 and November 30, 1979 indicated the following:

*

a. Civil QC Inspectors

Staff as of February 1, 1979

1 Supervisor
4 Quality Engineers
4 Lead Inspectors (Job Class IV)

29 Inspectors (All at Job Class III)
38 Total in Group

.

Staff as of November 30, 1979

1 Supervisor
4 Quality Engineers
6 Lead Inspectors

29 Inspectors (Includes two Trainees)
40 Total in Group

t
Summary of Civil QC Inspection Staff Changes (10 months ending

| November 30, 1979) !
| *

22 of the 38 in the Civil QC Inspection Group as of ,
February 1,1979 voluntarily terminated)were terminated, or
re-assigned.

| The Supervisor was replaced
!

Two of the four original Quality Engineers were rep 1' aced

Three of the four original Lead Inspectors were rep 1; aced

| '

:-

.-. _ .. . ,-. .-.
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Two new Lead Inspectors were added

Sixteen of 29 Inspectors were replaced (two of the replace-
ments were trainees)

b. Mechanical /NDE Inspectors

Staff as of February 1,'1979

1 Supervisor
5 Quality Engineers
7 Lead Inspectors (Job Class IV)

27 Inspectors (Includes two trainees)
40 Total,in Group

Staff as of November 30, 197

1 . Supervisor
2 Quality Engineers
6 Lead Inspectors

31 Inspectors (Includes five instectors in training)
40 Total in Group

Summary of Mechanical /NDE Inspection Statf Char.ges (10 months
ending November 30, 1979)

28 of the 40 in the Mechanical /NDE Inspection Group as of
February 1,1979 voluntarily terminated, were terminated, or
reassigned

The Supervisor was replaced

All five original Quality Engineers no longer serve

Two of the original five Quality Engineers were replaced

Three Quality Engineers positions were not filled

Two of the s'even' original Lead Inspectors no longer serve

One of the original seven Lead Inspectors was replaced

One Lead Inspector position was not refilled

Twenty of 27 Inspectors were replaced
,

|
Four new Inspectors were added (Trainees)

;. ...

i

|
i
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c. Summary and Conclusions

-High personnel turnover:

(1) Is frequently an indication of poor management or management
practice.

(2) Ganerally lowers the overall qualification and impacts on the
effectiveness of the organization.

(3) Affects continuity of the work effort.

(4) Impacts on the audit and surveillance activities needed to
assure continued effective implementation of quality program
requirements.

(5) Adds significantly to the orientation and job training needs.

|

,

. .
,
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7. NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS and FIELD REQUESTS for ENGINEERING ACTION

Nonconformance Reports (NCRs), Field Requests for Engineering Action
(FREAs), Examination Checks (ECs), and other inspection records were
reviewed for types of problems identified, repetitive occurrences, resolu-
tion of the problems including action taken to identify and correct " root
causes", and timeliness of resolution.

The review was con'ducied as follows: (1) random selection from record.

files, (2.) as part of the document reviews for inspection of on going
activities, and (3) in the investigation of specific allegations.

a. Nonconformance Reports

Prior to June 26, 1978, deficient items and conditions were identified
in Deficiency and Disposition Reports (DDRs). Starting on June 26,
1978, DDRs were discontinued and since then these items have been
identified and documented in Nonconformance Reports (NCRs).

A total'of 420 DDRs were issued between December 15, 1975 and June 26,
1978. As of November 27, 1979, 2388 NCRs had been issued. This
includes about 125 that involve non-safety related work.

The number of DDRs and NCRs issued to date is not considered abnormal
for a two unit plant at this stage of construction.

Each NCR is coded as follows:

S - Safety Related
Nonsafety RelatedSN -

G - General
MechanicalM -

Electrical and Instrument ControlE -

C - Civil / Structural

Thus NCR No. S-CXXX, for exar.ple, would involve a safety related
structure, component or activity in the civil / structural area. The
NCR numbers, a brief description of each nonconformance, dates, and
other information is entered in a Log book maintained by the Brown
and Root QA/QC Department.

A review of the NCR Log book for the period July 1978 through
November 27, 1979 indicated that 202 NCRs had been withdrawn or
voided. Thus, about 10 percent of the NCRs initially processed are
later withdrawn or voided.

Procedure No. ST-QAP 2.6 Revision dated March 15, 1979, titled
|

"Nonconformances" was the procedure in effect at the time of the
investigation. The procedure does not address the processing method,

,, approval chain, record retention requirements or feedback procedures
to the originator for the disposition of withdrawn NCRs either in the

_ - _ _ _ __.
_ _ _ _ -__
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body of the procedure or in the attached flow diagram. This matter
was discussed with the licensee and is considered to be unresolved
pending review of the revised procedure (498/79-19-43 and 499/79-19-43).

Thirty voided NCRs were selected at random for detailed review as to
why they were withdrawn or voided. The following summarized the
results of the review: .

(1) Four were duplicates of previously issued NCRs.

(2) Eight were voided for other justifiable reasons such as
misinterpretation of drawings, etc.

(3) One was voided and a Corrective Action Request (CAR) was issued
instead. The voided NCR involved the improper disposition of a
previously issued NCR (No. 1830), i.e., the required QC inspec-
tion was not performed.

(4) Eleven were voided and FREAs were issued instead. NCRs S-C
2716, S-C 2206, S-C 2207, S-C 3188 and S-C 2225 are typical of
these.

(5) Six appeared to be valid NCRs but subsequent discussions with
one or more of the QC inspectors involved in the issuance of
these NCRs indicated that they had no problem with the NCR
being voided since the condition was either considered not
nonconforming or had been corrected to their satisfaction.

Although in the above instances the QC inspectors did not question
the NCR being voided, it would appear processing the NCR in some
cases would have been more appropriate than voiding it. NCR No. 5-C
3147 provides an example of this. The nonconforming condition
observed by the QC inspector was " reworked" to bring the installation
into compliance with requirements. " Rework" is an acceptable method
of dispositioning a NCR under NRC regulations and site Quality
Assurance Procedure ST-QAP-2.6.

During discussions with QC inspectors, several commented that they
were sometimes thwarted in their efforts to issue a NCR, that the
NCR would be " blocked" by a supervisor; usually someone higher than
their immediate supervisor (see Allegation 8A, Section E.1.b). This
same allegation had previously been investigated by Region IV with
the results documented in report No. 50-498/78-12 and 50-499/78-12.
This was one of the items discussed in the August 15, 1978 meeting
with Houston Lighting and Power corporate management.

A discussion was held with the B&R Nonconformance Supervisor on
November 29, 1979 as to how NCRs are processed. The following steps

were outlined to the NRC inspector:

. - .

4
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(1) Draft NCRs are prepared by a QA/QC inspector, construction
. personnel, engineering personnel or any other employee of B&R.

(2) Draft NCRs prepared by QA/QC inspectors go to their supervisor
or Quality Engineer (i.e. , those authorized to review and
prepare NCRs by the B&R Project QA Manager).

(3) If the supervisor or Quality Engineer (QE) agrees, he attaches
a signed prenumbered NCR form and forwards it to the Noncon-
formance Supervisor.

(4) The NCR supervisor has the NCR typed, coded, etc. and then
returns it to the originator's supervisor or QE for proof
reading.

(5) The NCR then is returned to the NCR Supervisor.

(6) It is then submitted to the Project QA Manager for his
approval, which validates the NCR.

(7) The NCR then is sent to the organization responsible for
resolution via the NCR Supervisor.

Subsequently, the NCR supervisor informed the NRC inspector that he had
not meant to imply in his orevious discussion that draft NCRs were not
assigned a number until approved by the originator's supervisor or QE.
At that time, the NRC inspector also learned that all NCRs issued by
civil QC inspectors had to be reviewed by the civil QCE supervisor before
they are processed.

Discussions with the civil QCE supervisor indicated that he reviewed the
NCRs to stay better informed on the types of problems his inspectors were
identifying and that he had not blocked the issuance of any NCRs as a
result of these reviews.

In the course'of the investigation three instances were identified where
draft NCRs had not been assigned a number or processed and where sufficient
information was available to the NRC inspector to permit followup. One
involved failure to properly maintain a piece of equipment, another
involved lack of required documentation and the last concerned unreported
damaged equipment. In all three cases, followup inspection verified that
the reported deficiency had been corrected. None of the three instances
concerned the civil / structural area. ,

Prenumbered NCR forms in packets of 100 are issued as requested to the
field construction and QC supervisors. Discussion with QC inspectors in
the.various groups indicate each group processes f;CRs slightly differently.
In some groups the prenumbered forms are readily available to the inspec-
tors and in others they are controlled by the supervisor.

'

Twenty three (23) NCRs were selected at random for a cursory review. No

deficiencies were identified.

!

i
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b. Field Requests for Engineerina Action
,

Quality Construction Procedure A040KPGCP-21 applies to the issuance
and processing of Field Requests for Engineering Action. Revision
No. 8 dated June 28, 1979 was in effect at the time of the inspection.
As described in Paragraph 3.3.2.1 of the procedure, the site Document
Control Center maintains a FREA master log which includes.the FREA
number, date requested, originator, date construction com41ete, etc.

The first number of the FREA indicates which unit it applies to; a
zero meaning it applies to both units. The letter in the number
indicates the discipline, i.e., M for Mechanical, C for Civil, E for
Electrical, W for Welding, etc. and the last four numbers are the
sequential number. Thus FREA No. 0-C-2420 applies to both units,
concerns the civil area and is the 2420th FRFA issued forithe civil
area.

The master FREA log indicated the first FREA for the civii discipline
was issued on August 12, 1976 and from that date through December 4,
1979 . total of 4323 were processed. (Approximately 10% of these
were later voided or disapproved). About 77% of the FREAs are coded
to a specific unit, primarily Unit 1.

Following assignment of a number, review and approval, the FREA is
distributed to the field from the Document Control Center (DCC).
Each person to whom controlled drawings are issued is resionsible
for maintaining a file of all applicable FREAs (usually a. loose leaf
notebook). He is also responsible for entering the FREA number on
the applicable drawing.

The NRC inspectors primarily limited their review of FREAs to the
civil / structural area since the majority had been issued in this
discipline; for example only 93 FREAs had been issued in the
Mechanical a'reas as of December 6,1979 and 24 of those h&d been
voided or disapproved. :

When construction completes the work authorized by the FRIA, a line
is drawn through the FREA number on the drawing. When QCiinspectors
complete their inspection of the work for concrete placement they
enter the FREA number on the back of the pour card. The 'ompletionc
status of the work or the inspection of that work cannot be deter-
mined by looking at the FREA form. The form is signed by the B&R
construction chief engineer to indicate completion, but this generally
occurs well after the work has been completed and concrete placed.

A sample review of FREAs in the record vault indicated th*e completion
signature on the FREA sometimes occurred as late as a yea,'r after the
work was completed and on occasion by a person who was not at the

- a site at the time the work was done. For example,-FREA No. 1 - C- 1593-
,

was authorized on September 13,1978 and signed as completed on

1
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July 7, 1979. FREA No. 1-C-0997 was authorized on May 19, 1978 and
signed as complete on July 17, 1979. These FREAs involved concrete
placements completed by September 20, 1978.

Considerable confusion exists relative to the use of FREAs versus
NCRs. In response to questioning, most HL&P and B&R supervisory
personnel stated that in regard to civil work an NCR is not used
unless a structural deficiency is identified after concrete has been
placed. Deficiencies identified prior to concrete placement, such
as omitted rebar, improper spacing, etc. are either corrected to
meet design requirdments without issuance of an NCR or if left "as
is" a FREA is used as the authorizing document and not an NCR.
Discussions and interviews with QC inspectors indicate they feel
strongly that repeated deviations from specifications are allowed by
FREAs; that FREAs allsw construction to "get away" with work that
does not meet requirements.

QC inspection findings relative to placement No. CIl-518, W22E
placed on February 24, 1978, provides a good example of this concern.
The final QC in'spectten list dated February 22, 1978 identified
nineteen (19) discrepancies. Some of these discrepancies were minor
and easily corrected; others concerned fabrication or installation
details that did net meet specification requirements and should have
been documented on an NCR, even though concrete had not been placed.
Records indicate all items were either corrected or accepted "as is"
based on Engineering approval obtained via use of FREAs including
FREA Nos. 1-C-0713 and 1-C-0746.

Another point brought out in discussions with construction and QC
inspection personnel is that the initiation of work that deviates
from drawings or specifications is sometimes authorized verbally
pending issuance of a FREA. Thus it is possible for the work to be
completed before a copy of the FREA is recieved in the field.
These, for example may involve unanticipated interferences etc.,
where verbal approval is given to deviate to avoid construction
delays. Procedural requirements exist to notify the involved QC
inspections when such action is taken but this does not always
occur. Thus a QC inspector not knowing about the verbal authoriza-
tion, may issue a NCR,if he notes the installation deviates from the

: drawing. Such occurrences account for some of the voided NCRs.
| High turnover of QC inspection personnel also contributes to this

problem area (i.e., replacement inspectors are not always aware of'

previous activities; FREAs, etc.)
,

The NRC inspectors did not identify an instance where verbally
authorized FREAs were not subsequently issued in written form.

c. Trending

- 'Occumentation reviews and discussions with site personnel were,-
conducted to determine if QA program provisions were being effectively

;
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implemented relative to the identification of repetitive deficiencies /
discrepancies, evaluation of " root causes" and corrective action to
prevent recurrences. This review was primarily limited to those
deficiencies / discrepancies documented on NCRs, FREAs and EC/ Inspection
Books concerning civil / structural activities.

At the time of the inspection, on November 28, 1979, no formal trend
analysis program was being conducted for NCRs nor did approved pro-
cedures exist for such a program. The trend analysis supervisor had
been transferred to another job in September 1979 and his position
had not been filled as of November 28, 1979. One trend analysis
clerk was assignec to the group but the experience and education
background could not qualify the clerk to review and evaluate
deficiencies /discrepencies.

Records indicate that a " preliminary" QA trend analysis report was
issued in three parts in March and April 1978. Part One covered
DDRs from December 1975 to February 28, 1978, Part Two from January
through March 1978 and Part Three covered DDRs issued in April 1978.

The first formal trend evaluation of NCRs/DDRs was apparently
conducted for the period May 1 through December 30, 1978, and docu-
mented in a report dated March 6, 1979. This evaluation, as were
subsequent evaluations was conducted without benefit of an " approved
procedure." The second formal NCR trend analysis report dated
May 22, 1979 was for the period January 1, 1979 through March 31,
1979. The third dated July 17, 1979 was for the period April 1,
1979 through June 30, 1979. The fourth dated August 6, 1979 was for
July 1979 and the fifth dated September 4, 1979, and the last one
issued as of November 28, 1979 was for NCRs processed in August 1979.

Except for the first report the transmittal letters for the reports
all stated that there were no significant trends to report. The
first report indicated that a serious problem existed in the area of
documentation and that "it was universal and has existed since day

one." These documentation problen.2 primarily involved the material
receiving area and this activity was not reviewed during this special
investigation. However, a review of Receiving Inspection Report No.
4 dated July 17, 1979, indicated that, although improvement was
made, a significant problem with documentation still exists involving
some of the same vendors identified in 1978. A review of material
receiving activities is planned for future inspections and is identi-
fied as an inspector followup item 498/79-19-44 and 499/79-19-44).

Provisions exist for coding NCRs for trend analysis. For example in

the Civil / structural area the following codes were established:

C1 - Excavation / Backfill
C2 - Preplacement of concrete

- -C3 - Concrete Batch Plant Operation,-
C4 - Structural / Misc Steel Fabrication
C5 - Structural / Misc Steel Installation
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C6 - Cadwelding
C7 , Welding
C8 - Nondestructive Examination Results
C9 - Inspection / Surveillance.

A sample review of deficiencies identified in recent NCRs as to how
they were coded indicated that the codes are not being applied uni-
formally, for example deficiencies involving omitted reinforceing
steel were coded to'C2, C5 and C9 and deficiencies involving cold
bent reinforcemnt' steel were coded to C2, C4, CS and C9.

Descriptions of nonconformances involving the civil / structural area
and specifically reinforceing steel (rebar) were reviewed for repeti-
tive deficiencies for the period-July 1, 1979 through November 27,
1979. The results of this review indicated the following:

34 NCRs concerned omitted rebar
35 NCRs concerned cold bending of rebar
44 NCRs concerned improper spacing or location of rebar.

A review of Trend Analysis Program - Non-Conformance Reports No 3, 4
and 5 indicated that 9.9 percent of the 161 NCRs processed relative
to safety related civil activities during April through June 1979,
28.8 percent of the 45 NCRs processed in July 1979 and 57.4 percent
of the 68 NCR processed in August 1979 involved preplacement concrete
problems. Neither report No. 4 or 5 identified this as a significanttrend.

Available records were reviewed and discussions were held with field
design engineers relative to the evaluation and trending of FREAs.
The inspector was informed that no trending or evaluation of FREAs
was presently in progress and that the last report issued relative
to analysis of FREAs (ST-BR-HL-20252) was issued on January 9, 1979.
This report was identified by the author as a simple anlaysis and
primarily dealt with number of FREAs issued, number open, whether
the site or Houston engineering group approved them, turn around
time, etc.

Although information and records were requested it could not be
established that a procedure existed for trending FREAs or for
evaluating the cuniulative effects on structures of the discrepancies
and deviations f. rom design authorized by FREAs. The item involving
evaluation of cumulative effects of FREAs is considered unresolved
pending further review (498/79-19- 45 and 499/79-19-45).

A review relative to the evaluation and trending of Examination
Check (EC)/ Inspection Books was initiated by the NRC Inspectors.
This effort was discontinued when it was learned that B & R QA/QC
had already identified the problem encountered by the NRC inspectors.
The problem was that very few unsatisfactory ECs were being written;

- 'i. hat unsatisfactory conditions were being resolved before completion
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of the inspection and completion of the ECs and thus the unsatisfac-
tory conditions were not being documented. Followup review in this
area is planned for future inspections and is identified as an
unresolved item (498/79-19-46 and 499/79-191-46).

d. Summary and Conclusions

(1) Considerable confusion exists at all levels within QA, QC,
Engineering and construction over use of FREAs vs NCRs

(2) FREAs are frequently used instead of NCRs.

(3) QC inspectors feel strongly that repeated deviations from
specifications are allowed by use of FREAs. That FREAs are
used to avoid construction delays without adequate attention
given to why the construction did not meet design in the first
place.

(4) Practice of entering FREA numbers on drawings in the field,
lining out the FREA number to indicate construction work is
completed and entering the FREA number on the back of the' pour
card to indicate the work was inspected has a number of weak-
nesses including:

(a) No positive way of assuring all applicable FREAs are
listed on all drawings.

(b) In many cases work to be authorized by a FREA is initiated
verbally

(c) Construction sign off in block 20 or 21 has little meaning.

(d) No signature blocks provided on the FREA form for craft
signoff for completion of work or for QC verification of
acceptability

(5) No effective trending of FREAs is being conducted. This concern
is heightened by the large number of FREAs issued in the civil /
structural area.

,

In view of the above and discussions with QC, engineering, and
construction personnel it is concluded that a program to identify
and effectively prevent repetitive problems adverse to quality was
not being implemented on a continuing basis as evidenced in the
civil area.,

! This is considered to be in noncompliance with the requirements of

I Criterion XVI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B as discussed in Appendix A of
'

the transmittal letter (498/79-19-47 and 499/79-19-47).
!

.
.
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8. PROJECT AUDIT SYSTEMS

a. Scope of Review

The audit systems as implemented by Houston Lighting and Power Co.
(HL&P) and the Brown & Root Inc. (B&R) were reviewed for compliance
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII; South Texas Project PSAR,
Section 17.1.18; South Texas QA Plan Section 8.0; HL&P QAP-5; B&R
ST-QAP-7.1 and applicable ANSI Standards, N45.2 and N45.2.12. The
greatest emphasis was on audits of site activities from January 1,
1978 through December 31, 1979; however, the review also covered

s the audit periods dating back to 1976.
.

b. Purpose of Review

The purpose of the review was to determine that implementation of
the QA program had been audited by HL&P and B&R as required by the
PSAR and applicable audit procedures. This included verifying: (1)
that the subject audits reviewed objective evidence that the docu -
mented program was properly implemented, (2) that the audits assessed
the effectiveness of the QA Program, and (3) that program nonconform-
ances were identified and corrected. In order to review this effort,

the NRC inspector selected the area of concrete activities to deter-
mine whether or not routine and/or supplemental audits were being
performed to the depth necessary to assure that the HL&P and B&R
site quality procedures were being implemented effectively.

c. Review of Procedures

HL&P STP QA Plan Section 8.0 " Auditing" and QAPS " Audit Procedure"
did not describe the criteria for performing supplemental audits as
required by paragraph 17.1.18A of the STP PSAR and paragraph 3.4.3
of ANSI N45.2.12 " Requirement for Auditing of QA Programs for Nuclear
Power Plants."

This represents a noncompliance with the requirements of Criterion
XVIII of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, as discussed in Apr.endix A of the
transmittal letter (498/79-19-48 and 499/79-19-48).

HL&P QA Plan, Section'8.0, Auditing, paragraph 8.2.4 states in part:
"Other organizations are responsible as specified through purchase
order requirements for performing internal and external audits of
quality related activities and vendors." Pittsburgh DesMoines
contract PDM 35-1197-0011, dated April 30, 1974, contained Quality
Requirements: (1) 10CFR50, Appendix B (April 1974), (2) ANSI N45.2
(Reg. Guide 1.28), QA Program Requirements, (3) ANSI N.45.2.9 (Reg.
Guide 1.88), Collection, Storage and Maintenance of Nuclear Power
Plant QA Records, (4) Reg. Guide 1.19, Revision 1, NDE of Primary
Containment Liner Welds, and (5) Reg. Guide 1.57, Design Limits and

~

..-Loading Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor Containment System
Components. The NRC inspector interviewed the licensee's site QA
(Lead) mechanical engineer relative to why ANSI N45.2.12 audit

,

i

-. . . . - -- . - -_-. -- . ._. .
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requfrements were not included in the contract. The inspector was
not able to determine why this commitment was not passed on to the
subcontractor. This matter is unresolved pending receipt and review
of additional information from the licensee (498/79-19-49 and

-! 499/79-19-49).

d. Audit Requirements

.

The STP audit system requirements are as follows:

Criterion XVIII of 10CFR 50, Appendix B, states in part: "A
1 comprehensive system of audits shall be carried out to:

verify compliance with all aspects of the QA program....
,' determine the effectiveness of the program....

The STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraphs 17.1.18A states in part:
" Houston Lighting & Power Company (HL&P) requires in its Quality
Assurance (QA) Pro' gram, through approved written policies, plans,
procedures, and instructions, planned and periodic audits be performed
to verify compliance with all aspects of the program. HL&P will'

perform such audits internally as well as on Westinghouse Electric
Corporation (Westinghouse), Brown & Root Inc. (B&R), and others, as;

necessary, to determine that the QA Program has been developed and
documented in accordance with established requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) N45.2,
to verify by evaluation of objective evidence that the documented
program has been properly implemented; to assess the effectiveness
of the QA Program: to identify program non-conformances; to deter-

mine quality pros ess; and to verify correction of identified non-
;

conformances. The HL&P QA Program places this same requirement and
philosphy on the quality activities of the prime contractors to
assure they satisfy the above objectives in their auditing.....'

Applicable elements of the QA Program shall be audited at least
annually or at least once within the life of the activity, whichever ;

i

| is shorter. The frequency of audits shall be accomplished as indi-
cated above with the following additional criteria to be used for
modifying the audit frequency: ....

(3) When significant changes are made in the QA Program of
either HL&P, the Contractor or Vendor

(4) When it is suspected the safety, performance or reliability
of an item is in jeopardy due to deficiencies and noncon-
formances with respect to the organization's QA Program

(5) When it is considered necessary to verify implementation
of required corrective actions

( 7 )- When a systematic, independent assessment of program-
-

" ""*

ef fectiveness or item quality, or both, is necessary. . ."-

- - - _,, - . . _ _ . - - - . - . - - - _ . - - -. - .-
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The STP PSAR section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.188 states in part:

" Brown & Root, Incorporated (B&R) has established an audit system
both for internal and external audits. Internal audits are audits
of activities of the B&R organization and external audits are audits
of suppliers and contractors outside the B&R organization. Such
activities are engineering, design, procurment, construction, fabri-
cation, installation, inspection, and documentation results of all-

activities. B&R performs audits of all activities affecting quality,
including but not limited to the following:

The evaluation of work areas, activities, processes, and items
(hardware)

The review of~do"cuments and records

An objective evaluation of

a. Quality related practices, procedures and instruction
b. The effectiveness of implementation"

HL&P STP QA Plan Section 8 states in part: "HL&P has the responsi-
bility for the overall auditing of quality activities for the South
Texas Project. The Quality Assurance Department is responsible for
internal and external quality assurance audits performed by HL&P and
for ensuring and verifying that audits are performed by the other
outside organizations who are responsible for audits. The frequency
of audits performed by HL&P is based upon the individual character-
istics of the equipment, material or service being provided and are
generally as follows:

HL&P Site QA - Semi-annually
B&R Construction Site QA/QC - Semi-annually

Annually"B&R Construction Site -

Houston Lighting & Power Co. (HL&P) Quality Assurance Procedures
QAP-5B states in part:

"6.2 Conducting the Audit

6.2.2 Audit Process

6.2.2.2 Objective Evidence. Objective evidence
shall be examined for compliance with Quality
Assurance requirements. This includes review of
Quality Assurance / Quality Control procedures and

,

j documentation which implement the Quality Assurance

|
Program Requirements.

[ :=
|

|
'

1 <

.

j~ . .
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6.2.2.3 Implementation. Selected elements of the
quality assurance effort shall be audited to the
depth necessary to determine whether or not it is
being implemented effectively."

The following details describe five findings which were contrary to
the requirements described above.

(1) HL&P Audit of the HL&P Site QA Function

HL&P corporate audits of site QA activities HL-27
(2-23-76), HL-34 (6-28,29-76) HL-37 (10-7-76) HL-47 (6-29,
30-77), HL-51 (12-28,29-77), HL-58 (7-7,13-78), HL-62
(3-12,13-79) and HL-71 (8-20,21-79) were reviewed.

These audits were reviews of objective evidence (records)
which documented the following: (1) Site QA Surveillance
Schedule, (2) Training Records, (3) Site Discrepancy
Administration, (4) Procurement Document Review, and (5)
Checklist per Site QAP. Although objective evidence was
reviewed, the audits were not performed to the depth
necessary to determine whether or not Site Quality for STP
were being effectively implemented as required by the STP
PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.18A, and QA Procedure
QAP-5.

That is, the audits referenced above did not identify that
concrete surveillance checklists C.2.1 through C.2.5 did
not document unsatisfactory conditions as required by
PSQCP-C, Revision 1, and PSQP-A3, Revision 9. The HL&P
Projects QA Manager was interviewed relative to this
subject. The inspector questioned the effectiveness of
the subject surveillances. The HL&P representatives
stated that unsatisfactory conditions observed during
these surveillances had not been documented if B&R had
initiated action.

The audits also failed to question the effectiveness of
the Surveillance 4hecklist C.2.1 since only one unsatis-
factory condition had been identified since April 26, 1976
(after 184 observations). If the material receiving and

storage of cement, aggregate, etc. was always satisfactory,
QA management could have reduced the. frequency or included
additional or more meaningful characteristics to be checked.
Thus, surveillance time could have been more profitably
spent in areas where problems were known to exist. An
adequi.te audit would have shown this.

* ***
.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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This failure to perform adequate audits is contrary to the
requirements of 10CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII as
discussed in Appendix A of the transmittal letter and paragraph
E.9.a of this report which describes HL&P surveillance
(498/79-19-48 ary! 499/79-19-48).

(2) HL&P Audit of Brown & Root Site Activities

HL&P corporate audits of B&R's site activities BR-10(10-76)*,
BR-11 (8-76), BR-14 (10-76)*, BR-16 (13-77)*, BR-19 (6-77)*,
BR-20 (5-78)*, BR-22 (11-78), BR-24 (3-79), BR-26 (6-79)*, and
BR-29 (10-79)* were reviewed.

* Denotes all audits of site activities that HL&P identified and '

submitted to the NRC inspector.

These audits were reviews of objective evidence (records) and
were not performed to the depth necessary to determine whether
or not the B&R site procedures were being implemented effectively
as required by the STP PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.18A
and QAP-5, Audit Procedure. HL&P had not audited B&R to the
frequency specified in the South Texas QA Plan Section 8.0,
paragraph 8.5.1.

That is, the B&R ST-QA Procedures (ST-QAP-2.7, 3.1, 3.2, 4.3,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.11 and 6.1) had not been audited in 1978 and
1979. Furthermore, brief review of the 1976-1977 audits indi-
cated that some of these same procedures had not been audited
during those years.

None of the Brown & Root Site construction procedures had been
audited during 1977, 1978 or 1979. These included GCP-1 thru
GCP-35; PICP-1 thru PICP-5; PMCP-02 thru PMCP-10; CCP-1 thru
CCP-7; MECP-1 thru MECP-10, and WCP 2 and 6, less any deleted
procedures.

The HL&P Audit Coordinator was interviewed regarding this
matter on January 23, 1980. He referred the question to the

| HL&P QA Manager who explained that HL&P never intended to audit
all of the B&R site procedures. Further, he stated that HL&P
had committed to perform audits, but it was not necessary for
the corporate audit group to do more than was currently being
done, i.e., review records only, because of the B&R audits of
site and HL&P surveillances of site activities. The HL&P
surveillances were stated to be a part of the HL&P audits of
site during this interview, but on January 24, 1980, during the|

NRC exit meeting, the QA manager stated that he now felt that
the surveillances were not audits.

The PSAR Section 17.0, paragraph 17.1.18A, STP QA Plan, Section-,-
8.0, paragraph 8.5.1, and HL&P QA Procedures QAP-5, paragraph

|

. _ _ __ . _ . _ .
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6.2.2.3, state that B&R QA/QC Site Organization and Procedures
swill be audited semi-annually and construction site will be
audited annually. The same requirements require in depth audit
to assure effective implementation in addition to audit of
objective evidence that the documented QA Program was properly
implemented.

This failure to perform audits which assure effective implemen-
,

tation of the B&R QA program is contrary to the requirements of
-10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII as discussed in Appendix A
of the transmittal letter (498/79-19-48 and 499/79-19-48).

The inspector found that concrete activities had not been
audited since 1976 and the 1976 audits were primarily record
reviews. No supplemental audits of the civil (concrete)
activity were performed nor was the frequency increased despite
the criteria described in the previously referenced requirement.

This failure to perform supplemental audits and/or increase the
audit frequency is contrary to the requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B, Criterion XVIII as discussed in Appendix A of the
transmittal letter (498/79-19-48 and 499/79-19-48).

(3) Brown & Root (Houston) Audits of B&R Site

B&R audits of site ST-08 (11/8-10/77), ST-09 (4/4-5/78), ST-10
(5/4-5/78), ST-11 (6/13-15/78), ST-13 (7/11-13/78), ST-14
(8/8-9/78), ST-17 (10/24-26/78), ST-19 (1/29-2/1/79) ST-21
(3/19-21/79) and ST-26 (7/30-8/8/79) were reviewed.

These audits were primarily an audit or review of objective
evidence (records) and were not performed to the depth necessary
to determine whether or not the B&R site activities were being
implemented effectively. These audits of site activities were
considered inadequate. The site surveillances performed by
Brown & Root site from September 1979 were the exception.
Prior to this date, the site group had been performing highly
effective surveillances since August 31, 1978. B&R management
apparently had recognized the inadequacy of tneir audit system
and slowly strengthened their audit process. Interviews with
B&R personnel confirmed that the audit system was very weak
because of inadequate manpower. The audits were acknowledged
to be " arm chair" audits, i.e., primarily QA record reviews.

This failure to perform audits which assure effective implemen-
tation of the QA program is contrary to the requirements of
10CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII as discussed in Appendix A
of the transmittal letter (498/79-19-48 and 499/79-19-48).

.
,

r
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B&R (Houston) did not schedule or perform supplemental audits,
or increase the frequency of audits as described in PSAR
Section 17.0, B&R QA Procedure ST-QAP 7.1, paragraph 5.3 or as
required by ANSI N45.2.12. That is, additional audits were not
performed even though site surveillances of concrete and SIS 12
and SIS 12.1-12.5, identified serious repetitive deficiancies.
Continuing allegations of substandard construction and inspection
activities in the civil area should have triggered supplemental
audits. Recent program changes should have also caused additional
audit effort.

This failure to perform supplemental audits or increase the
audit frequency is contrary to the requirements of 10CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XVIII as discussed in Appendix A of the
transmittal letter (498/79-19-50 and 499/79-19-50).

The followup of previous audits ST-10 and B&R-27 was an action
item listed in audit plan ST-13, but was not documented in the
issued audit report, ST-13. A letter was subsequently found
for followup on ST-10, but B&R-27 followup was not documented.
Followup should have been documented in the audit report. This
matter is unresolved pending receipt and review of the revised
procedure (498/79-19-51 and 499/79-19-51).

Design Control was not audited in 1978 after audit ST-12 was
cancelled; that is, it (design control) vas not rescheduled for
audit in 1978. In general, B&R Checklists did not reference
the procedure audited; therefore, the NRC inspector could not
readily correlate and determine whether all B&R procedures had
been audited. This matter is unresolved pending receipt and
review of a matrix from B&R which will cross index procedures
audited to the audit report and checklists (498/79-19-52 and
499/79-19-52).

,

.-
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F. SUMMARY OF ITEMS

1. NONCDMPLIANCES

Tracking Noncomp. Report Page
No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-03 13 E.1.b. 37 Failure to take corrective
action when Cadwelders

' needed requalification.

79-19-08 1 E.1.d. 49 Lack of QA/QC freedom,
independence and sufficient,
well-defined authority

79-19-10 7 E.2.b. 53,54 Failure to take corrective
E.2.c. 56 action on improper vibrator

and conc. placement practices

79-19-11 20 E.2.b. 53 Failure to inspect reinforcing
steel for loose rebar prior to
conc. placement

79-19-16 8 E.2.c. 58 Failure to follow procedures
with regard to qualification
of civil and conc. QC
inspectors

79-19-18 2 E.3.a. 61 Failure to complete backfill
compaction in accordance
with a qualified procedure

79-19-21 4 E.3.a. 61 Failure to establish
procedures for systematic
sampling as part of soil
testing program

79-19-22 3 E.3.c. 64 Failure to take prompt
corrective action when test
apparatus failed, halting
testing

79-19-24 5 E.3.d. 65 Failure to document soil
lift thickness and no. of
passes of equip. as QA
records

79-19-27 16 E.3.f. 67 Failure to control the use
of a nonconform. hammer for

. ...
soil penetration tests'
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Tracking Noncomp. Report Page
No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-28 17 E.3.f. 67 Failure to control the
dimensions of the split
spoon in soils test control

.

79-19-32 22 E.4.b. 70 Failure to follow ASME B&PV
Code per 10 CFR 50.55a for
radiography qualification
technique

79-19-33 9 E.4.a. 69 Failure to control documents
in that the contractor's QA.

Manual copies out of date

79-19-34 10 E.4.c.(2)(c) 72 Failure to control welding
as a special process with
regard to cleanliness

79-19-38 21 E.4.c.(3)(d) 74 Failure to control design
changes in root openings and
weld dimensions

i

79-19-39 11a E.5.b.(2)(a) 79 Failure to control
radiography, a special
process, in that radiograph
quality was poor

79-19-39 11b E.5.b.(2)(b) 82 Failure to control
radiography, a special
process, in that interpre-
tations were incorrect

79-19-39 11c E.5.a.(2) 76 Failure to control liquid
penetrant exam., a spec.
process in that indications,

weren't reexamined

! 79-19-41 12 E.5.b.(1) 77 Failure to follow procedures
I in that a procedure was used
| after an expiration date
l
'

79-19-47 6 E.7.d. 94 Failure to take corrective
action in control of NCRs
and FREAs

i

79-19-48 18a E.8.c. 95 Failure to provide procedures
for supplemental audits as~ ~ *

. part of the HL&P QA plan'and
audit system

i
t
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Tracking Noncomp. Report Page
No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-48 18a E.8.d.(2) 100 Failure of HL&P to perform

supplemental audits of B&R
site activities

79-19-48 18b E.8.d.(1) 99 Failure of HL&P to perform

E.9.a.(3) 104 adequate audits in that
unsatisfactory conditions
were not observed

79-19-48 18c E.8.d.(2) 100 Failure to perform audits on
the prescribed frequency. --

79-19-48 19 E.8.d.(3) 100 Failure of B&R to perform
in-depth audits of site
activities

,

79-19-50 18a E.8.d.(3) 101 Failure of B&R to perform
supplemental audits of B&R
site activities

79-19-53 15 E.9.a.(1) 103 Failure to follow procedures

to document and correct
unsatisfactory conditions

79-19-55 14 E.9.b.(3) 106 Failure to take corrective
action in a reasonable time
and management did not get
the conditions corrected or
the problem resolved

. . .

,_ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ _ _ , . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . __ _ . _ _ , . - . . , .
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2. UNRESOLVED ITEMS

Tracking Report Page

No. Section No. Subject

79-19-01 E.1. a 24 Licensee is correcting discrepancy
Allegation 12 found in traceability of embedded

steel plates

79-19-02 E.1.b 35 Licensee is correcting problems
Allegation 10A found in the resolution of old NCRs

A on Storage /Mainten.

'79-19-09 E.2.a 51 Need for additional controls in
procedures addressing prepour,
constr., curing of conc.

79-19-12 E.2.b. 54 Recheck on conc. transit trucks
standing or in-transit w/o agitation

79-19-13 E.2.c. 57 Final inspections on completed
placements not adequately controlled
and up to date

79-19-14 E.2.c. 58 Sampling of pumped concrete and the
lack of correlation program

79-19-15 E.2.c. 58 Conflict of personnel qualification
req'ts for concrete placement ( ANSI
vs ASME)

79-19-17 E.2.c. 59 Need for systematic program to
assure that training is given to all
on spec / proc. revs.

79-19-19 E.3.b. 63 Compaction of upper part of last
lift which may remain below Cat. I
bidgs; B&R literature

79-19-20 * E.3.b. 63 Retest fill section comple'ted with
excessive number of passes by double
roll overlap

79-19-23 E.3.d. 65 Records of fill lifts vs. location
in order to reconstruct fill
placement procedure lacking

79-19-25 E.3.e. 66 Decrease in relative density
.

(bulking) of compacted mat'l in wet-~~

state under vibration

. _ _
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Tracking Report Page

No. Section No. Subject

79-19-26 E.3.e. 66 Discrepancies in min-max relative
densities of materials used vs.
reported is SAR for liquefaction

79-19-29 E.3.f. 67 Attempt to correlate Std Penetration
values to those from oversized,
blunt spoon & nonconforming hammer

79-19-30 E. 3. f. 67 Boring 204, loose mat'l near base of
fnd. mat of RCB Unit 2 - Aug. '77
washout area

79-19-31 E.4.b. 69 Details of welder qualification
procedures - work stoppage; root
gap & backing ring in question

79-19-35 E.4.c.(3)(a) 73 Alignment procedures on S. Gen. B&C
and Code stamp on lower S. Gen.
supports considered now as bldg.

79-19-36 E.4.c.(3)(b) 73 No Code inspection by ANI on weld
now embedded in concrete on the fuel
trans. tube

79-19-37 E.4.c.(3)(c) 74 Control of attachuents on material
post-weld heat treat. - lower SG
supports & others

79-19-40 E.5.a.(2) 76 Test reports of liquid penetrant
examination not serialized and
documentation of examinations inadeg.

79-19-42 E.5.c. 83 No training for QC personnel in liq.
pene by flourescent mat'Is,
processing & reading radiographs,
visual AWS, recordkeeping

79-19-43 E.7.a. 88 Procedure for NCRs lacks processing,
approvals, feedback & records
retention details

%

79-19-44 E.7.c. 92 Review of documentation involved
with Receiving tocumentation fori

some vendors

79-19-45 E.7.c. 93 No procedures for trending FREAs and
reviewing cumulative impact of all
changes

..
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Tracking Report Page
No. Section No. Subject

79-19-46 . E.7.c. 94 Unsatisfactory conditions found
during ECs not being documented

79-19-49 E.8.c. 95 Aduit requirements of ANSI N45.2.12
not part of the PDM contract

79-19-51 E.8.d.(3) 101 Audit B&R-27 followup not documented
and procedure to require this in
general is being written

79-19-52 E.8.d.(3) 101 Question of whether all B&R
procedures have been audited by B&R
Houston. Design control not audited
in 1978

79-19-54 E.9.b.(2) 105 Inadequate responses to surveillance
findings in that bases for closecut
lacking

79-19-58 E.3.a. 61 Resolution of why spec was revised
from 12 to 18" lifts that was
counter to the B&R cog. engr.

.

1
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3. OPEN ALLEGATIONS' ,

Tracking Report Page

No. Section No. Subject

79-19-04 E.1.b. 39 Vertical cracks in structural steel
Allegation 12A clips in the boron injection room of

RCB Unit 1, E1. 36'

40 Pipe sleeve weld defect 1/4" deep at79-19-05 E.1.b. '

Allegation 13A Az. 300*, El. 8' in RCB Unit 1 near
work panel 15

79-19-06 E.1.b. 41 Classification of containment polar
Allegation 14A crane

79-19-07 E.1.b. 42 Storage of elec./ mech penetrations
and lack of understanding by
warehouse electricians of Megger
tests on motors

79-19-56 E.1.b. 43 Curing of the conc. intake structure
Allegation 16A on which an NCR was written

79-19-57 E.1.b. 44 NRC told of voids in concrete with no
Allegation 17A definite closecut or resolution

79-19-59 E .1. b . 46 Missing 3 horiz. rebars
Allegation 19A

.

9 a>O
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4. OPEN ITEMS FOR REFERRAL

Referral Report Page
To Section No. Subject

DIA Allegation 1A 26 Falsification of a conc. curing
record admitted by an individual

OIA Allegation 18A 45 HL&P/B&R obtain information on who
allegers are from the NRC-

.
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F. SLM4ARY OF ITEMS

1. NONCOMPLIANCES

Tracking Noncomp. Report Page

No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-03 13 E.1.b. 37 Failure to take corrective
action when Cadwelders
needed requalification

79-19-08 1 E .1. d. 49 ' Lack of QA/QC freedom,
independence and sufficient,
well-defined authority

79-19-10 7 * ' E.2.b. 53,54 Failure to take corrective"

E.2.c. 56 action on improper vibrator
and conc. placement practices

E.2.b. 53 Failure to inspect reinforcing79-19-11 20 -

steel for loose rebar prior to

conc. placement

79-19-16 8 E.2.c. 58 Failure to follow procedures
with regard to qualification
of civil and conc. QC
inspectors

79-19-18 2 E.3.a. 61 Failure to complete tackfill
compaction in accordance
with a qualified procedure

79-19-21 4 E.3.a. 61 Failure to establish
procedures for systematic
sampling as part of soil
testing program

79-19-22 3 E.3.c. 64 Failure to take prompt

corrective action when test
apparatus failed, halting'

testing

79-19-24 5 E.3.d. 65 Failure to document soil
lift thickness and no. of
passes of equip. as QA
records

79-19-27 16 E.3.f. 67 Failure to control the use
of a nonconform hammer for
soil penetration tests

.
.

4
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Tracking Noncomp. Report Page
No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-28 17 E.3.f. 67 Failure f.o control the
dimensions of the split
spoon in soils test control

.

79-19 32 22 E.4.b. 70 Failure to follow ASME B&PV
Code per 10 CFR 50.55a for
radiography qualification
technique

79-19-33 9 E.4.a. 69 Failure to control documents
in that the contractor's QA.

Manual copies out of date

79-19-34 10 E.4.c.(2)(c) 72 Failure to control welding
as a special process with
regard to cleanliness

79-19-38 21 E.4.c.(3)(d) 74 Failure to control design
changes in root openings and
weld dimensions

79-19-39 11a E.5.b.(2)(a) 79 Failure to control
radiography, a special
process, in that radiograph
quality was poor

79-19-39 11b E.5.b.(2)(b) 82 Failure to control
radiography, a special
process, in that interpre-
tations were incorrect

79-19-39 11c E.5.a.(2) 76 Failure to control liquid
penetrant exam., a spec.
process in that indications

* weren't reexamined

79-19-41 12 E.5.b.(1) 77 Failure to follow procedures
in that a procedure was used
af ter an expiration date

'

79-19-47 6 E.7.d. 94 Failure to take corrective
| action in control of NCRs

and FREAs

79-19-48 18a E.8.c. 95 Failure to provide procedures
for supplemental audits as
part of the HL&P QA plan and.
audit system~*
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Tracking Noncomp. Report Page

No. No. Section No. Subject

79-19-48 18a E.8.d.(2) 100 Failure of HL&P to perform
supplemental audits of B&R
site activities

79-19-48 18b E.8.d.(1) 99 Failure of HL&P to perform
E.9.a.(3) 104 adequate audits in that

unsatisfactory conditions
were not observed

79-19-48 18c E.8.d.(2) 100 Failure to perform audits on
the prescribed frequency

79-19-48 19 E.8.d.(3) 100 Failure of B&R to perform
in-depth audits of site
activities

79-19-50 18a E.8.d.(3) 101 Failure of B&R to perform
supplemental audits of B&R
site activities

79-19-53 15 E.9.a.(1) 103 Failure to follow procedures

to document and correct
unsatisfactory conditions

79-19-55 14 E.9.b.(3) 106 Failure to take corrective
action in a reasonable time
and management did not get
the conditions corrected or
the problem resolved

<

.*

7
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2. UNRESOLVED ITEMS

Tracking Report Page
No. Section No. Subject

'

79-19-01 E.1.a 24 Licensee is correcting discrepancy
Allegation 12 found in traceability of embedded

steel plates

79-19-02 E.1.b 35 Licensee is correcting problems
Allegation 10A found in the resolution of old NCRs

on Storage /Mainten.

79-19-09 E.2.a 51 Need for additional controls in
procedures addressing prepour,
constr., curing of conc.

79-19-12 E.2.b. 54 Recheck on conc. transit trucks
standing or in-transit w/o agitation

79-19-13 E.2.c. 57 Final inspections on completed
placements not adequately controlled
and up to date

79-19-14 E.2.c. 58 Sampling of pumped concrete and the
lack of correlation program

79-19-15 E.2.c. 58 Conflict of personnel qualification
reg'ts for concrete placement (ANSI
vs ASME)

79-19-17 E.2.c. 59 Need for systematic program to
assure that training is given to all
on spec / proc. revs.

79-19-19 E.3.b. 63 Compaction of upper part of last
lift which may remain below Cat. I
bidgs; B&R literature

79-19-20 ' E.3.5. 63 Retest fill section completed with
excessivt number of passes by double
roll overlap

79-19-23 E.3.d. 65 Records of fill lifts vs. location
in order to reconstruct fill
placement procedure lacking

79-19-25 E.3.e. 66 Decrease in relative density
(bulking) of compacted mat'l in wet
state under vibration

..

_ - . __ - _ , . -- . __,
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Tracking Report Page
No. . Section No. Subject

79-19-26 E.3.e. 66 Discrepancies in min-max relative
densities of materials used vs.
reported is SAR for liquefaction

79-19-29 E. 3. f. 67 Attempt to correlate Std Penetration
values to those from oversized,
blunt spoon & nonconforming hammer

79-19-30 E. 3. f. 67 Boring 204, loose mat'l near base of
fnd mat of RCB Unit 2 - Aug. '77
washout area

79-19-31 E.4.b. 69 Details of welder qualification
procedures - work stoppage; root
gap & backing ring in question

79-19-35 E.4.c.(3)(a) 73 Alignment procedures on S. Gen. B&C
and Code stamp on lower S. Gen.
supports considered ncw as bldg.

79-19-36 E.4.c.(3)(b) 73 No Code inspection by ANI on weld
now embedded in concrete on the fuel
trans tube

79-19-37 E.4.c.(3)(c) 74 Control of attachments on material
post-weld heat treat. - lower SG
supports & others

79-19-40 E.5.a.(2) 76 Test reports of liquid penetrant
examination not serialized and
documentation of examinations inadeq.

79-19-42 E.5.c. 83 No training for QC personnel in lio.
pene. by flourescent mat'Is,
processing & reading radiographs,
visual AWS, recordkeeping

79-19-43 E.7 a. 88 Procedure for NCRs lacks processing,
approvals, feedback & records
retention details

79-19-44 E.7.c. 92 Review of documentation involved
with Receiving documentation for
some vendors

79-19-45 E.7.c. 93 No procedures for trending FREAs and
reviewing cumulative impact of all

_

changes
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Tracking Report Page

No. Section No. Subject

79-19-46 E.7.c. 94 Unsatisfactory conditions found
during ECs not being documented

79-19-49 E.8.c. 96 Aduit requirements of ANSI N45.2.12
not part of the PDM contract

79-19-51 E.8.d.(3) 101 Audit B&R-27 followup not documented
and procedure to require this in
general is being written

79-19-52 E.8.d.(3) 101 Question of whether all B&R
procedures have been audited by B&R
Houston. Design control not audited
in 1978

79-19-54 E.9.b.(2) 105 Inadequate responses to surveillance
findings in that bases for closecut
lacking

79-19-58 E.3.a. 61 Resolution of why spec was revised
from 12 to 18" lifts that was
counter to the B&R cog. engr.

!
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3. OPEN ALLEGATIONS ,

Tracking Report Page

No. Section No. Subject

79-19-04 E.1.b. 39 Vertical cracks in structural steel
Allegation 12A clips in the boron injection room of

RCB Unit 1, El. 36'

40 Pipe sleeve weld des *-:t 1/4" deep at79-19-05 E.1.b. s

Allegation 13A Az. 300*, El. 8' in RCB Unit 1 near
work panel 15

79-19-06 E.1.b. 41 Classification of containment polar
Allegation 14A, crane

79-19-07 E.1.b. 42 Storage of elec./ mech penetrations
and lack of understanding by
warehouse electricians of Megger
tests on motors-

79-19-56 E.1.b. 43 Curing of the conc. intake structure
Allegation 16A on which an NCR was written

79-19-57 E.1.b. 44 NRC told of voids in ccccrete with no
Allegation 17A definite closeout or resolution

79-19-59 E.1.b. 46 Missing 3 horiz. rebars
Allegation 19A

,

1
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4. OPEN ITEMS FOR REFERRAL

Referral Report Page
To Section No. Subject

DIA Allegation lA 26 Falsification of a conc. curing
record admitted by an individual

OIA Allegation 18A 45 HL&P/B&R obtain information on who
allegers are from the NRC-

i
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APPENDIX 1

Listed below are the NRC report numbers, dates and brief summaries of the
results of invest'igations into previous allegations concerning construction
practices at the South Texas Project.

Report No. 50-498/79-14; 50-499/79-14

Dates of Inves~tigation: September 4-7 and 11-14, 1979

On August 8, 1979, the licensee reported alleged intimidation of QC inspectors
by construction personnel. Subsequently, allegations of QA/QC program irregu-
larities were received from confidential sources.

Results of Invest'gation: Four of the ten allegations were substantiated,
resulting in a deviation (improper record entry) and an item of noncompliance
(violation of a stop work notice). Four of the allegations were not substan-
tiated and the other two could neither be substantiated nor refuted. In
regard to the alleged intimidation, the QC inspectors involved perceived
statements of five construction workers as serious threats meant to hinder
their performance as QC inspectors. The construction workers denied making
threats or using abusive language in direct conversations with inspectors.

Report No. 50-498/79-09; 50-499/79-09

Dates of Investigation: May 15-18 and 22-23, 1979

On May 1,1979 and other dates in May 1979, an individual alleged: (1) that
the responsible QC inspector -efused to sign the concrete pour card for Lift 5
of the Unit 2 containment building because of discrepancies he had identified,
and that subsequently the card was signed off by his supervisor, and (2) there
were widespread discrepancies in Cadweld "as-built" location records.

Results of Investigation: Both allegations were substantiated. However, it

could not be established whether or not the final cleanliness of the Lift 5
placement area was acceptable (reason for the inspector's refusal to sign the
pour card) since concrete had been placed and the area was thus inaccessible
for inspection. In regard to the second allegation, it was determined that
the licensee was aware of the record discrepancies and was actively engaged in
measures to correct them.

Report No. 50-498/79-01; 50-499/79-01

Dates of Investigation: January 23-26, 30 and February 2, 1979

An individual on January 13, 1979 and other dates in January 1979, alleged
irregularities in the civil construction and QA Program. The six specific
allegatio,ns concerned installation and inspection of Cadwelds.

,

.
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Results of Investigation: Two of the six allegations were substantiated,
,

resulting in an item of noncompliance. The substantiated allegations
involved: (1) copying over of Cadweld Examination Checklists (ECs) and as a
result another person entered the field inspectors initials on the record
copy. (At the time, procedures did not prevent this and the practice was
considered acceptable) and (2) a Cadweld was accepted although QC records
indicated the existence of excess voids in the filler metal. (Records
indicated that the Cadweld was acceptable based on an evaluation in a " Field
Request for Engineering Action", considered an acceptable method of resolving
such matters).

Report No. 50-498/78-15; 50-499/78-15

Dates of Investigation: September 11-14, 1978

An individual on September 9,1978, alleged irregularities in the civil
construction and QA program. Eleven (11) of the thirteen (13) specific
allegations concerned installation and inspection of Cadwelds; one concerned
mislocation of Unit 2 structures and the last was that Brown and Root foreman
can neither read nor write.

Results of Investigation: Four of the thirteen allegations were substantiated,
resulting in two items of noncompliance. The substantiated allegations involved:
(1) loss of a field sketch, (2) application of centering marks to rebar after
Cadweld was fired, (3) lack of second shift QC coverage of Cadwelding, and (4)
that only three inspectors are available for Cadweld inspection. The allegation
regarding the inability of foreman to read or write was not reviewed by communi-
cation problems will continue to be the subject of future inspections. The

possible mislocation of Unit 2 structures had already been identified by the
licensee.

Report No. 50-498/78-14; 50-499/78-14

Dates of Investigation: August 22-25, 1978

Brown and Root representatives on August 17, 1978 alleged a bribery attempt by
a QC inspector.

Results of Investigation: The allegation that a QC inspector offered to
expedite acceptance of construction in exchange for material favors could not
be substantiated. The allegation was denied by the inspector. No witnesses
were present during the alleged bribery attenpt.

Report No. 50-498/78-12; 50-499/78-12

Dates of Investigation: July 25-28, 1978

An individual reported on July 17, 1978 an alleged breakdown in the civil 0A
program. Allegations included: (1) inadequate training on new procedures, .2)~

. inadequate noncomformance reporting system, (3) inadequate support of QC

.
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inspectors, (4) inaccessibility of upper management and (5) undue pressure
from construction on QC inspectors.

Results of Investigation: In general, the allegations were not substantiated
or only substantiated in part. The investigation did indicate apparent low
morale of some QA/QC civil inspectors and weaknesses in the civil QA program.

A special meeting was held on August 15, 1978 with Houston Lighting and Power
Company (HL&P) corporate management relative to the investigation findings,
and it was agreed that the licensee would pursue these matters to bring about
program improvements. The meeting is documented in Report No. 50-498/78-13;
50-499/78-13. A HL&P letter dated October 3,1978 to the NRC Region IV office
documents the licensee response to the allegations presented in Report No.
50-498/78-12; 50-499/78-12.

1 Report No. 50-498/78-09; 50-499/78-09

Dates of Investigation: May 16-18, 1978

An anonymous individual on May 15, 1978 alleged falsification of Cadweld
records concerning lack of qualification of QC inspectors ar:d pressure on QC
inspectors to violate procedures and not hold up construction.

Re,ults of Investigation: No evidence was found to indicate Cadweld records
had been falsified or that QC inspectors were not properly qualified. Inter-
v ews with QC inspectors indicated that while there was normal pressure to get
the job done, there was no undue pressure for them to forego hold orders (i.e.
violation procedures). One QC supervisor stated his " holds" had sometimes
been overruled by higher authority but he stated this was their prerogative
and did not result from construction pressure.

Report No. 50-498/77-08

Dates of Investigation: July 6-8, 1977

An individual on July 1, 1977 alleged QC inspectors were threatened if they
identified unacceptable items during concrete placement.

Results of Investigation: Two incidents involving threats to QC inspectors did
occur on June 30, 1977. Interviews with ten (10) civil QC inspectors indicated
six had experienced some harassment; several indicated they felt QC inspectors
were not receiving enough management support and that an inordinate amount of
friction had developed between QC and construction. All the inspectors

ques,tioned stated that they had not overlooked unacceptable inspection items.

Report No. 50-498/77-03

Dates of Investigation.- February 2-3, 1977

The licens'ee reported on February 1,1977 that a Pittsburgh ' Testing Laboratory~

employee was alleged to have falsified concrete material test records.
.
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Results of Investigation: Allegation was substantiated; however, there was no
effect on concrete quality as other tests established that material met
requirements.

.
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APPENDIX 2 .

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY Al AT BAY CITY, TEXAS

In the fall of 1979, A40 stated in a meeting that he would know if anyone went
to the NRC, and insinuated that action would follow or words to that effect.
I interpreted this to mean that the person would be fired.

QC Inspectors are frustrated through harassment and threat from construction
personnel and lack of support of QA personnel, particulary in the last 30
days.

A3 and A6 told me that during a post placement meeting A50 threatened A3
during the meeting. I believe.this occurred over the placement of a concrete
wall.

As an example of A50 knowingly violates the specification: In the spring of

1979, an incident occurred wherein a concrete placement was in process. I
observed that too much freefall and excessive lateral movement was going to
take place in violation of specification that only allowed a 5 foot lateral
movemer.t. I complained to A45 to stop the process. A50 started to place
concrete although he knew that I wanted it stopped. A2 was also present at
this time. I notified my boss, A30, who arrived af ter the placement started.
I told him of my concern and A50 who was present asked me if I measured the
distance. I said no, but it was about 10 feet; A50 said 3 feet. A30 said if
you didn't measure you don't know. I checked consolidation and it was OK.
Later the specification was changed to allow the lateral movement.

A45 told me about 2 months ago that lift #3 (RCS-1 Shell wall) was worse than
lifts 8 and 15 combined. I asked A45 "How do you know." He said, "I was
there and construction practices weren't very good back then."

An error in judgment was made wherein concrete personnel placed concrete in
two foot lifts with proper consolidation, and at that time the specification
only authorized 18" with an occasional variance of up to 24" A35 and A30
found out about it. A50 offered to lie and report that the lifts were proper.

Now the specifications have been changed. Proper consolidation was assured
and the remainder of the placement was changed back to 18" lifts.

About 8 months ago QC inspectors started losing support from QC supervisor
A35. He has the reputation that if QC inspectors will not sign off a job,
then A35 will arrive and sign off the job. I have heard A45 say if QC inspec-
tors don' t sign of f the placement, then A35 will. A45 told me Lift #5 (RCB-2
shellwall) was dirty. I believe that NRC investigated this.

During a-QC/QA staff deeting in early November 1979, A40 said every time you
call NRC we get a call telling us who called them. NRC is getting tired of

your complaints. Af ter the meeting, A35 told me "You don' t have much time
left, if-you're smart,you will keep your mouth shut."

|
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This is just another example of QA supporting construction. Also, QC does not
regularly go into the field. Also, A20 has walked into QC shacks and threatened
to pull out the air conditions because too many people (QC) were in the shacks.
QA did not stand ,up to construction.

It is my opinion that morale is very low because of the above.

It is my opinion that QC inspectors should have two-way radios to report
problems. "It is hard to ask a construction foreman if I could use his radio
to place him on report." A35 refused to provide me a radio when I asked for
one.

Also inspectors are having problems with doing their inspections because of
lack of a set of prints in the field.

About one month ago A9 told me that during a placement, a concrete foreman
left for about I hour during the placing and the concrete construction personnel
would not correct improper procedures.

Recently, A2 said that concrete personnel told him they were going to throw
him off the wall.

A5 said that one time a carpenter threatened to hit him with a crescent wrench,
over a water curing dispute.

A12 said that during a recent vendor surveillance, he noticed son,eone usir.g a
halogenic marker to mark stainless steel items and believed that a non-halogenic
marker should be used. Also a vendor was packing carbon steel and stainless
together (touching).

A25 said that traceability of embeds was lost af ter leaving the receiving
section. Also, he wrote a CAR (Corrective Action Request) but it was turned
down. Supposedly the NRC was aware of it.

I have made this statement because I am afraid of the indifference towards
Quality Control. I believe that the safety of the public is not in jeopardy,
but the danger is in the trend to lessen the effectiveness of the quality
control program.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two typewritten pages. I

have made any necessary corrections and have initia' led them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

s

Signature by Al

. ..
,
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A2 AT BAY CITY, TEXAS

About 2/3 month ago I went to Unit 1 elevation 60' on a wall to relieve A10.
While I was there I told A45's crew they made a QC inspector very upset! One

of the construction men, last name unknown, said to me " don't give us any
trouble, we'll throw you off the wall and you can pick the side." I said OK
" Friar Tuck" and looked him straight in the eye. He did not say or do anything.
I did not report this to anyone because I did not take him serious.

To the best of' my knowledge, A45's crew was giving A9 a hard time, by not
listening to A9 and violating placement procedures. A45 told me that he put

in a 4' lift on A9 when a 18" lift was the most allowed.

In the fall of 1979, A35 said during a QC meeting that A45 used to violate
specifications and procedures behind QC inspectors back, but now he will do it
in front of the inspectors.

I do not feel that intimidation is a problem at the site but I feel most of
the QC people are harassed!*

A45 said on two different occasions that he does not worry about any serious
problems because A56 would back him up or support him.

During the spring of 1979, I recall A45 and his crew were placing a wall. Al
and I were present when A45 started to place the wall. Al and I could see
that there was going to be more than a 5 foot lateral movement of concrete
because the trunk was not long enough. Al and I stopped them but A50 got down
inside the wall and ordered the crew to use vibrators to move the concrete
more than 5 feet. A30 arrived and we told him what had happened but he did
not support Al and myself.

I do not know of any intimidation of myself or other QC inspectors other than
what I have written herein above.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two handwritten pages. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

.

Signature by A2

|
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A3 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, I noticed an improper concrete placement technique at
four places, in that the freefall exceeded the 42" max. The tremies were cut
approximately 10' above the previously placed concrete (worst case observed of
the four tremies). I told A45 that the freefall exceeded the max and was
unacceptable. He said and did nothing. I then told A50 and he did nothing to
correct the situation immediately. I then told A50 I was leaving the placement.
A50 then stopped the job and corrected the situation.

During a subsequent meeting A50 said there was a problem in placing the concrete,*

however, he corrected the situation as soon as he was informed. At this time
I told A50 that I disagreed with that comment. A50 then said Quote: are you

calling me a liar... I come across that table... Unquote. Before he could
finish A35 told A50 Quote: we don't need any of that here. Unquote. A50

calmed down. I felt threatened and humiliated, intimidated. I did not feel
that my supervisor supported me and did not take a strong stand against con-
struction people. I do not know of any direct intimidation by QC supervisors
or construction supervisors, but do feel that there is a lack of support from*

QC supervisors.
,

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two handwritten pages. I

have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

Signature by A3
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A4 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, I discovered that an Examination Check (E. C.) for curing
performed had not been completed. I brought this to the attention of A31.
A31 told me that it would be taken care of Monday and to sign off my own
Inspection. I signed my inspection off for Saturday and left the ot.her item
on the E. C. blank.

There was a QA/QC staff meeting called by A40. At this meeting A40:said, to
the best of my knowledge, the following: AS FAR AS G0ING TO NRC OR HL&P, I
WILL INFORM YOU PEOPLE THAT WE WILL KNOW WHO AND WHEN, 50 DON'T FEEL YOU'RE
DOING ANYTHING BEHIND~ANYBODY'S BACK. I interpreted this to mean, a warning,
that QC inspectors would get into some kind of trouble.

i I believe that two-way radios are needed for curing inspections, especially on
'

weekends. Also, they are sometimes needed for placements. I also feel that
QC inspectors need specifications, procedures, and ACI Codes in the field.

I have no knowledge of intimidation of QC inspectors, or defective structures,
components or materials. I have not altered any records or do I know of
anyone else who has altered records except as mentioned above. Also I have
not been intimidated or threatened, but upon occassions have been harassed by
construction.

I do not feel that QA/QC management is giving QC inspectors total back up. I
have never written an NCR.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two handwritten p4ges. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

Signature by A4
i
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SU MARY OF STATEMENTS BY A5 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

This fall I observed an improper watering practice (curing) of a concrete
wall. For some reason a carpenter had turned off the water. I told the

carpenter to turn the water back on. The carpenter said "Do you want a crescent
wrench along side of your head." I just walked away. I do not know if the
carpenter turned the water on but I did report the incident to A31. I do not
know what happened about the incident and I do not believe that I could identify
the carpenter if seen again. Also I do not know the carpenter's name.

This fall I have signed off curing examination checks as inspected when I did
not actually inspect the curing. I did this because A31 told me that someone
else had inspected the curing ,and it was OK. A31 did not tell me who had
inspected the curing. I took off one-half day and when I returned the following
day I was told to sign off on the curing of a wall that I only inspected
during the morning hours. Another time I was off work and when I came back
A31 told me to sign off on curing for the dates I was off. I have signed my
name to the quality assurance depcrtment examination checklist, and have
placed my initials next to the dates where I had signed off but had not
inspected.

I believe that all placing of concrete should be done when the QC inspector
has a two-way radio. It is very difficult to stop a placement once it has
started. Also I believe that all QC inspectors should have access to a set of
prints and specifications.

I believe that most of the QC inspectors are frustrated because of a lack of
support from QA supervisory personnel. As an example:

A. I can only submit a draft of an NCR.
B. I never find out the results of an NCR that I have submitted.
C. To the best of my knowledge my QA Supervisor has never supported me on an

NCR.

I have always performed my job to the best of my ability, in spite of a lack
of support from my supervisors.

Also I do not have any knowledge of any defective structures, components or
materials. ,

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two typewritten pages. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my

|
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of

,

my knowledge and belief.

|

Signature by A5
|
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT DY A6 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Ouring a post placement meeti,ng this fall, A3 disagreed with A50. At this

time A50 got mad ,nd said, " Call me a liar and I'll come across the table."a
Then A35 said, "Before this goes any farther we need to get settled down," or
words to the effect. I believe A50 thought that A3 had insulted him in front
of his supervisors.

I have not witnessed any QC/QA person that was being intimidated or am I aware
of any defective structures, components or materials. I have never altered
records nor do I know of anyone who has altered records.

In early November 1979, during a QA/QC staff meeting A40 said words to the
effect that if you go to NRC,swe have ways of finding out, people will tell
us. I took this to mean a warn'Ing and, that a person would get into trouble
if he talked to NRC.

I believe that two-way radios should be with QC placing inspectors on all
complex placements and others where problems could occur. I also believe that
prints and specifications should be in the field.

I also believe that QC supervisors could give more support to QC inspectors.
It appears to me that they do not want to make waves with construction.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 2 handwritten pages. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A6
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A9 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Early this fall I was inspecting a concrete placement at an approximate time
of 10:30 a.m. During the placement I mentioned to A45 that nis men were
vibrating excessively in one place. A45 became upset upon this comment and
stated, "Would you like to be fired instead of my concrete workers if honey-
combing occurs."

Later, about 11:45 a.m., A45 left the placement leaving no one in charge to my
knowledge. The placement ended at 12:45 p.m. It was reported to me later
that A45 was bragging about placing a 4 foot lift. This comment was bragging
in my opinion since I had monitored the placement thoroughly and would not
have hesitated to write an NCR if a specification requirement had been violated.
The placement was considered structurally sound although I was pushed to the
limit as for acceptance within the specification and procedures. No specifi-
cation requirement was violated, therefore, no NCR was not written. Procedural
violations were documented on the preplacement examination checklist.

I have no knowledge of defective rtructures, components, or materials. I have
never altered records or know of anyone who has falsified records. I have not
been intimidated or threatened.

I believe on a concrete placement that a two-way radio should be present with
the QC Inspector.

In area MEA 1 we have two (2) sets of prints and specifications.

My supervisors have backed me up, however, I believe I may be an exception
because I have heard and seen other QC inspectors r.ot being backed up on minor
areas.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

!. knowledge and belief.

Signature by A9
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY All AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

I do not feel that QC supervisors back up the QC inspectors and that is one of
the reasons I am quitting. As an example, A20 will go to the QC supervisor or
upper management when he disagrees with a Q.C. Inspector and get things changed
or corrected to his thinking.

In early November 1979, during a QA/QC meeting, A40 stated, "I am tired of
people calling NRC about things, NRC is getting tired of hearing it and NRC is
telling us who is talking," or words to that effect. It is my feeling that

A40 is warning the inspectors that if anyone talked to the NRC then that
person would get into trouble.-

I have not been intimidated or do I know of any defective structures,
components or materials on this site. I have not altered or know of anyone

,
that has altered any records.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of one typewritten page. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialled them. I have signed
my name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best
of my knowledge and belief.

Signature by All

,
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A14 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, I was inspecting a pre placement area consisting of a
one-foot thick wall, to be placed in an eight foot lift. After I completed my
inspection I signed off on the concrete pour card with the exception of the
bottom line. I did not sign the bottom line because of a memo, signed by a
former QC assistant supervisor who worked for A35. This memo states that the
bottom line should not be signed off until a QC placement inspector is present.
This memo is still in effect because it is posted in'my QC shack. When I
refused to sign off on the card, A50 became upset and stepped into a nearby
engineering shack that had a telephone. A few minutes later, A50 told me that
A35 wanted to talk to me on the phone. I picked up the phone and A35 told me
to sign off on the bottom line of the concrete card and take the place of the
QC inspector for placement until he arrives. I tried to explain to A35 my
side of the problem but he told me to "get up there and watch the pour." I
feel that A35 did not support me in this matter and totally supported construc-
tion. Later when I returned to my lead (inspector) A17, he told me that A35
had called him and told him that he did not want A14 to talk back to him which
I interpreted as I cannot explain my position when construction calls him.

I am not aware of any defective structures, components or materials. I have
never altered or know of anyone who has altered records. Except for A50, I
have not been harassed or intimidated by anyone nor do I know of anyone who
has.

I also feel that the use of typical drawings instead of detail drawings cause
the inspector to be in doubt as to what rebars should be placed in what loca-
tion and what rebar spacing should be in relations to other rebars, embeds,
etc.

Also that all QC inspectors on placements should have two-way radios for quick
access to supervisors.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A14
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A16 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT ,

In November 1979, during the morning hours, A35 said words to the effect "you
know the NRC is here." I said "yes." He said "They'll be here for 6 weeks.
It is a congressional investigation. It is my opinion that if QC Inspectors
don't. straighten up they'll be hitting the gate." Due to the tone of his
voice I interpreted it that management would get rid of QC personnel who
talked to the NRC.

It is my personal belief that the QC inspectors that are in danger of losing
their jobs are those v;ho are first to talk to NRC. (Understood to mean those
first inspectors who talked to the NRC during this investigation are in danger
of losing their jobs)

I believe that A35 is a highly qualified man. However, the QC inspectors have
given a nickname because he signs off and overrides QC inspectors. I have no
knowledge of a job he did not sign off when asked by construction.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 handwritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have intialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A16
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A17 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, one of the QC inspectors noticed an improper procedure
(work activity) a,nd called it to my attention. I concurred and started to
write a NCR. During this time I also notified A53. A53 became upset with me
and said "one of these days I'm going to stomp your ass." This comment was
made in my office and overheard by a senior civil engineer. I was more
embarrassed than scared. I continued to write the NCR. I reported this

comment of A53 to my boss and he informed A53's boss.

About 6 months ago I discovered three horizontal bars missing from a wall and
brought this to the attention of B10. He became upset with me for not finding
the problem earlier and said to me " lying --expletive deleted-- son of a bitch."
I believe that this response was due to the fact that the previous day I told
810 I thought everything was OK with the wall. About one month ago one of the
inspectors, A14, was told by A50 to sign off on a pour card that A14 felt was
improper. A50 became upset when A14 refused to sign off on the card and
called A35, who is not in our chain of command, and complained about A14
holding up work. Later I received a call from A35 who is not my boss, and

told me to tell A14 that he (A35) is still his boss and he does not want his
orders questioned. I passed the message to A14 and later I learned that had
happened from B8 who was present during the A50/A14 confrontation. At this

time A35 admitted that he acted without having the full story. In my opinion
A50 should never have bypassed A14's chain of command (supervisor).

In addition, I do not know of any defective structures, components or materials.
I have not altered or known of anyone who has altered records. I believe all

placing inspectors should have 2-way radios.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
knowledge and belief.

Signature by A17
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A18 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, during the morning hours I rejected three of four loads
of concrete to the STP site, because of high slump. During the afternoon a
test load came and I allowed B&R Construction to fill a bucket with two yards
of concrete because the slump looked OK. During this test I discovered that
the air content was below the specifications of PTL, but within the specifica-
tions of B&R and therefore, the B&R engineer accepted the load. About this
time, A50 learned of test results by way of a two-way radio and wanted to add
10 gallons of water to the load. I told A50 that if he would put the test
load (bucket) back into the truck and then add the 10 gallons then I would
consider it. At this time A50 became upset and asked me over the two-way
radio what my location was. After I told him, he A50, showed up a few minutes
later and said to me "You long haired hippie get your shit together or I'll
kick your ass." I was more supFised than scared. I told A50 that he was
yelling at the wrong man, because I just test it, not make it (concrete).

I believe that A23 was present and overheard A50's comments to me.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typwritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the niargin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A18
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A21 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In early November 197'3, during a QC meeting with A40, he made a comment, words
to the effect of he did not want people going and talking to the NRC. He

wanted people to come to him first, and if they didn't, he said we have means
of finding out who leaked the information. He then indicated that there would
be consequences. I interpreted this to mean that QC inspectors would get into
some type of trouble with management.

I have worked with numerous foreman and have not had any difficulty with the
exception of one person and that is A50. This occurred during the summer of
1979. At this time I mentioned to A50 to be sure that he did not get ahead of
the other adjacent lifts per engineering instruction. A50 said to me words to
the effect of, "You must be new here, I place concrete the way I want to." I
then reported this incident to my supervisor, B7 (who is no longer present on
site) and he subsequently received word from the design engineer who restated
that the placement should be completed as instructed.

I have not been intimidated nor do I know of any other QC inspector who has
been harassed, or intimidated, I have not altered any records, nor do I know
of anyone who has. Also I am not aware of any defective structures, components,
or materials.

I would also like to comment that friction between QC and engineering is
partially caused by Field Procedure Book, Quality Construction Procedure
A040KPGCP-21, Rev. 8, Appendix A, Paragraph 25. This paragraph does not give
QC inspectors the ability to identify and question procedural violations
and/or deviations from design drawings and/or specifications.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A21
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$UNERY OF WATEBENT W ARB.W}i TEXAS PROJECT

In early NaamaberISE I dead a confrontation between A50 and A18. At
Theapproximatek 4:M ,insegoslacing a very congested 12" wall.

first lead htch for Sfs uN ura scheduled " test" load and A18 performed
the plastic tmsts inumivet

The slimp m 3-W4" esth usemMed range of 3"-5", the air content was 3.5%
with a speciOied rany-of 4K.#18 called me to see if I would accept the
low air, consent dichwas Athhey allowable i 1% " buy" range. I told him I
would and huuded towed thrAmment to sign the test ticket.

A50 overheast the test results athe radio and called me to see if I would
add the 10 piloes of avafWester in order to raise the slump to 5" to
f acilitate placement af th4IL I asked A18 to go ahead and add the 10
gallons but te said that turanteoncrete had already been discharged to
consider tint Toad as " full'm13tst we couldn't add the water, because he
couldn't verify He eesct.mmM concrete remaining in the load. By then,
I had arrivebat the ;laceert :arbegan to discuss A1R's decision with him.
A50 arrived it the placemesverangry about A18's decision and started to
protest loutly.

A50 indicatet that he had urc2at PTL and Champion were having conflicts
with each opar and that at thar"Goddammed silly games" were costing Brown
1 Root a loc of time and amey,md that "If you and all your long-haired
Hpple sons of-bitches doa*. gene ;r. shit together, I'll kick the dog-shit,

.sut of you.' A55 walAed ci" wit.418 not having said anything.

It is part af my job to modt:r3ampion's and PTL's operations and I had
determined mt Crampicn wntntentionally batching erractic concrete and
that Pil was p. rtarming aM martests according to specifications.-

A50 has an a;gressive perssa? .spand at times will attempt to intimidate
people to artivate them or smaat them. He was upset on the day of the

.
incident dur to several les of:encrete being rejected as too wet or dumped
as too dry.

I personall) have not beer treated or intimidated on this job. I am not
aware of any cafective strv:urs, components, or materials. I have not
altered or filsified recora or apw anyone who has altered or falsified
records.

| I have! have read the foregoing statest consisting of 2 handwritten pages.
gade any necessary corrections A have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. Thistatement is the truth to the best of my
snowledge and beIief.

Signature by A23
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A27 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

I would like to state that the QC supervisors are not supporting the QC
inspectors in the field. The following are examples:

In November 1979, I was the pre placement inspector and during this time, I
discovered a 3" R000 FOAM II seismic material, between the fuel handling
building 2 and MEA building 2, to have been burned by a torch. I brought this

to the attention of Bil, that the thickness of the ROD 0 FOAM had been decreased
due to shrinkage caused by the burn. According to drawings the seismic joint
is to be 3" with no tolerance given. B11 inspected the problem and then
called 812. B12 arrived a few minutes later and inspected the joint. At this
time both B12 and B11 advised me that there was not significant problem and
asked me to sign off the pour card. I then said I would check with A17, who
initially told me not to sign off. Later A17 said to go ahead and sign off
but make a comment / note on the back of the pour card, which I did. Within
minutes A17 called me and said HOLD IT, A35 said B12 does not have the authority
to authorize comment on the pour card. A little later A35 arrived. However,
the bulk head was completely in place and it obstructed the questionable area.
At this time, A35 looked through the mesh and said to construction go ahead
and place. No NCR or FREA was written.

Later on the same placement while monitoring the placement along with A6 it
was noted that the vibrator crew was observed running the vibrator to a depth
of 5 feet from the top of the newly placed concrete. A6 and I felt that this
was a violation on concrete ' specification in C50288, CCP-4 and ACI 309-72,
paragraphy 7.1. A6 brought this to the attention of B13 (last name unknown),
who indicated he would take care of it. Later A6 again mentioned to 813 that
this crew was running the vibrator too deep but nothing was done. The place-
ment rate of this wall was 2 feet per hour which was no problem. However, as
the placement progressed it became evident that the forms were moving and this
was verified by the field engineers. B14 and B11 decided to halt the placement.
I believe that at this time B5 and A50 were told to stop the placement by B14.
At this time the placement was stopped. Bil left the area, about 2:30.

Later, about 5:00, B5 and 814 told me they wanted to start the placement up
again and asked me if I had any problems with this. I said yes, that too much
time had passed and I was worried about a cold joint. Then A35 arrived and
said that the specification did not apply to this case and authorized 85 to
start the placement. A35 told me that I was not to interpret specifications,
and was not qualified to make engineering comments. I tried to explain that I

was only using common sense and A35 told me not to. I then left the placement.

! Later the forms were removed and there was evidence of a cold joint.

Within the next day A46 took polaroid pictures of the wall. Later I believe
that B15, B8 and Bll all inspected the wall and I was told that some cores
would be' drilled.

IThe above is an example of non-support of QC management to QC inspectors.'

have never seen cr heard from other QC inspectors that A35 or A40 when
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confronted by construction on any controversy or procedural interpretation
supported QC. At all times QC supervisors have backed or favored construction.

In the late summer of 1979, during a training class A26 said when we got into
the field, that w'e were going to be on our own, and NOT TO EXPECT ANY SUPPORT
FROM OUR SUPERVISOR BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT GOING TO GET IT. I did not fully

believe him, but now I do.

In early November 1979, during a meeting A40 stated words to the effect that
every time you people go to the NRC or news media, that we have ways of findtag
out who talked, adding that action would follow

Also I believe that all placement QC inspectors should have a 2-way radio
during a placement.

I am not aware of any defective structures, components or materials. I have
not altered my records nor do I know of anyone who has altered records. I
have performed all required inspections within my area of responsibility.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 2 typewritten pages. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A27
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A30 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Ouring the spring of 1979, A50 was placing concrete with excessive freefall.
The QC inspectors on the site tried to stop A50 but they were unsuccessful and
I was called in. When I arrived one pass had occurred and the second pass was
in progress. When I measured the freefall on the second pass the freefall was
within limits, but would have been in excess during the first pass, but because
my QC inspectors had not actually measured the freefall distance, I told them
in the future to measure the freefall when in doubt, instead of eyeballing the
distance. Also because the placement was not critical I allowed the placement
to stand without an NCR. I cannot recall if any paperwork was written up on
this placement. I am aware that A50 has allowed excessive freefall in the
past. A50 will not always listen to QC inspectors and stop a placement when
requested to do so by a QC inspgctor. It is allowable for concrete.to be
moved over five feet provided'that the flow is natural before inserting vibrator.
During this placement another problem was mentioned that lateral movement was
more than five feet, however, my inspectors Al and A2 did not measure the
lateral movement and agai.n I had to remind them to measure distances before
stopping the placement. Again-I do not recall if any paperwork was completed.

During the past two years I have been threatened at least three times.

1. A construction person threatend to hit me with a shovel, by picking it up
and walking towards me. I picked up some rebar to defend myself and we
finally resolved the problem.

2. Again, the same construction person became upset with me for not passing
his work and he to!d me that the would be waiting for me in the parking
lot with a .357 magnum. I became worried that he was serious and about a
month later I finally told my supervisor, A35. We discussed it and I
decided not to pursue it any further. I later learned from the construc-
tion person that he was under a lot of pressure from construction bosses
to get concrete placed.

,

l 3. A construction civil engineer took a swing at me on one occasion and as a
result he was transferred to another area by Brown & Root.

!
'

The cause of the voids in lift 15 (RCB-1 shell wall) in 1978, occurred when
there was an equipment breakdown for an extended period of time, wherein the
concrete began to harden in the slick line. This low slump concrete was
released and pumped from the line after hammering the slick line with a hammer
and rebar to free the concrete. This problem goes back to the construction
supervisor because they were not ready to place; there was insufficient backup
equipment, lhe equipment broke down many times during the placement.

It is my opinion that construction is almost never ready to make a placement
the first time. As a result, QC inspectors almost always find things at the
last minute and QC persons get blamed for holding up the placement. Also it
is my opinion that another reason that voids occur is the improper vibration.
I~have he'a'rd from vibrator operators (ID unknown) that they were told by their

\
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bosses, when they are behind to just vibrate the outside face first and forget
~

about the middle. This could have happened in the past but not now, because
in the past QC only had two QC inspectors on the placement, and now QC has six
inspectors on the placements.

Also, during the spring of 1979, I became aware via a two-way radio that some
forms were moving during the placement. Since the placement was one of my
concerns I went to the placement site. At this time, Al told me that he had a
4' lift and to save time construction made two 24" passes, instead of the
normal 18". placement as per specifications. The specifications do allow for a
6" over/under. As a result of the weight of the concrete the forms moved
about 1 to 2", however, the forms were repaired. Also A35 arrived and talked
to A1. I believe that A45 and A50 were present. Construction wanted to
complete the placement because their concrete finishers were present. I do
not believe any paperwork was made because Construction got the forms back in
line.

Also, at Lift #5 (RCB-2 shell wall) I was asked by A35 to inspect a portion of
the lift to insure that the lift was clean. At this time I checked the
northwest corner (area) to the southwest area. Also B1 checked the east side
earlier. When I finished the inspection my side was clean. A35 talked to B1
and then B1 walked away. I saw A35 inspect some (one or two) areas and ther.
sign off on the placement. To the best of my knowledge the east side was
never 100% checked before the concrete was placed, A35 just did not have
enough time to inspect it before the placement started. I would also like to
state that I saw A35 have construction remove debris at two locations that he
reinspected after 81 left the area.

I have read for foregoing statement consisting of 2 typewritten pages. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature by A30
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A31 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

All QC placing inspectors have temporary stop work authority, by letter dated
September 30, 1977, from QA management. I have no knowledge of procedural or
other Brown & Root instructions to this effect. :

To the best of my knowledge only one placement foreman has ignored nstructions,
by QC inspectors, to halt placing operations. ThisforemanisA45.j

All QC inspect 6rs have the authority to write an NCR. For clarity, NCR's are
drafted, then written (typed) on numbered forms.

I have no knowledge of anyone signing a curing report without actually
inspecting the placement.

I have never instructed a QC inspector to sign a curing report that they did
not inspect. Curing inspection is required at least once each day.

I check all curing cards at least twice each week for proper entrieI. I
believe I would notice anyone signing a curing report if they did not make
inspection. I also know the inspectors who work weekends as I make those
assignments.

I am not aware of any defective structures, components, or materials. I am
not aware of any altered records. I have never been threatened, asiaulted or
intimidated.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 2 handwritten pages. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature by A31 ,
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A33 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT, WADSWORTH, TX

I was present on the Lif t #5 containment shell placement (RCB-2 shell wall).
81 was the lead QC civil inspector. I was with B1 as he made his cleanliness
inspection before the placement and saw all of his areas of concern. Although
I didn't agree with any of his concerns, with the exception of one area, I had

Allall of the areas recleaned and personally reinspected all areas myself.
areas were reinspected by other QC Inspectors, with the exception of the 0* to
160* segment, which I'm not positive was reinspected by QC. Concrete was then
placed on the lift. I feel that the complete placement area was clean as I
did inspect it myself and found it meeting all requirements.

In the fall of 1979, some of the Cadweld splices were rejected by QC for not
passing visual inspection and a NCR was written. I disagreed with their
interpretation of the specification and continued production Cadwelding while
this question was being resolved. As it turned out my interpretation was
correct. However, in the future I would not continue to work when QC believes
they, or we, have a problem. I believe this because if I have the authority
to disregard QC's concern, then QC's effectiveness has to be questioned.
Supervisors at my level should have to respect all of the QC department's
concerns; not ignore them and continue work.

I feel that one way this situation could be remedied would be to have the
design engineers on site look at these problems face to face. They could then
make the necessary decisions and work proceed in the field. As it is now,

when QC and construction disagree, we have to try to explain the problem over
the phone, to the design engineer in Houston. This causes considerable time
delays and often unintended misinterpretation of the true situation. The

present P.S.E. program is not now effective because the engineers are reluctant
to niake a decision, however minor, without first consulting the engineers in
Houston.

I have read tne foregoing statement consisting of two handwritten pages. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

Signature by A33
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A40 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

I was aware of the first incident between A50 and A3 and that construction
management reprimanded A50 for his unprofessional attitude.

I was aware of the second incident with A50 and A18 and that Construction
Management warned A50 that they would condone no more incidents.

I was not aware of AL3 threatening to beat up on an inspector; a carpenter
threatening to hit an inspector with a crescent wrench; the threat to throw an
inspector off the dome; the threat to hit an inspector with a shovel and get
him later in the parking lot with a .357 magnum.

I am not aware of modifications made in the NCR program wherein the draft NCR
is not serialized.

I do not condone the alleged type of action that was described relating to the
conversation between A50 and A35 and the alleged direction given to the QC
inspector as a result of that conversation.

I am not aware of nor do I condone any statement "After the NRC finishes, we
have to get rid of some of our people" indicating that people would be
terminated for talking to the NRC.

During an "all hands" QA meeting I made the following statement: "Every time
you go to the NRC we find out," meaning they immediately arrive on site to
investigate. I also said " Going to the NRC they are probably getting tired of
all the calls." This is my persor.al opinion.

I did not, as alleged, infer that if anyone went to NRC that action would
follow.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 handwritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A40
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A44 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT
'

I was working on Lift 5 (RCB-2 shell wall), with B1 and A49, both QC inspectors.
We arrived at the site about 6:15 in the morning. At that time, B1 told me
that he and A49 were going to check the inside shell wall and told me to check
the outside shell wall between the reinforcement and form work. It took me
about 1-1/2 hours to check the spaces and it took B1 and A49 about 2 'to 2-1/2
hours to check their spaces. My spaces were clean after I had some minor
loose material removed. When I saw B1 and A49, B1 told me that his spaces
were very dirty. I was present when B1 told A33 that the spaces he checked
were dirty. At this time B1 again went down into the wall to check some more.
A little later A33 asked me to point out the area that B1 had said was dirty.
I pointed out one area that 81 had told me was dirty. At this time A33 went
down into the area and returned about 15 minutes later, did not say anything
but just walked away. A short time later B16 arrived and talked to Bl. I did
not hear the conversation. About 10 to 15 minutes later A35 arrived and went
down into the wall. About 30 minutes or less later he came out, but did not
say anytning to me. Later B1 told me that A35 had signed off the placement.

It is my opinion that the placement was dirty because Bl told me it was dirty
and A35 only spent about 30 minutes or less inside the wall.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of one typewritten page. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

Signature by A44
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A45 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT
a

In the spring of 1979, I was placing concrete and two of the QC inspectors
complained that the concrete was dropped too far and I had vibrated too much
lateraly. As I recall A30, a QC supervisor, arrived and determined that the
two QC inspectors did not measure the drop or the lateral movement. I recall
that the drop was okay but that I did move the concrete more than the allowed
five feet. I believed that I vibrated the concrete about 7 feet. Presently,
there is no restriction on the movement of concrete with a vibrator.

It is also possible that I made a comment to the effect that Lift #3 (RCB-1
shell wall) was worse Lifts #8 and #15. The reason that I may have made a
statement to that effect was that during the early days when concrete was
being placed the slump was 2'! which is lower than it is now. Now the slump is

~

about 4 to 6 inches. Also the QC is better than it was back in 1976.

On Lift #5 (RCB-2 shell wall), I did make a comment that the lift may have
been dirty, because when I was placing the concrete I noticed a top of a can
float to the side next to a form. (It was not removed) I also recalled that
B1 a QC inspector refused to sign off on the placement, because he allegedly
believed it was dirty. I knew that construction wanted to make the placement
and I believed that A35 would sign off the placement if it was close to being
clean. I may have made a comment to someone to this effect. I have worked
with A35 for about 3 years.

I instruct my men to vibrate for about 30 sec. to 1 min. This was not
acceptable to one of the QC inspectors and they told me to stop because I was
over vibrating. I did not gtop because around June 1976 one time I under
vibrated and honeycomb occurred. Also during a recent placement I left the
placement to attend a meeting. I was gone about one hour. I left one of my
men in charge of the placement and gave him my two-way radio. I did not tell
the QC inspector who was present I was leaving or who was in charge because
whoever had the radio was in charge.

In the fall of 1979, during a placement I had cut the tremie off too short and
two of the QC inspectors told me to stop, but I did not stop at that time. I
had planned to stop after I finished the placement.at the end near the form.
At this time the QC inspectors threatened to walk off the job and A50 told me
to stop, which I did. In the future, I have decided that any time QC inspectors
request me to stop, I will stop.

I have never stated that I made a 4 foot lift when a QC inspector was not
looking nor have I done anything like this.

On the secondary shield wall I have made about 90% of the placements, all of
which have been complex.

I have never threatened, harassed, or intimidated anyone during my work on the
job site. I do not know of any defective materials, compvoepts or >Leuctures.
I- do noc-k'now of any altered records.

.
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I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Signature By A45
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SUPNARY OF STATEMENT BY A49 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

B1 and I arrived at Lift #5 (RCB-2 shell wall) because this placement was
assigned to me. I had asked 81 to help me because it was a big placement.
Also present was A44, who I believe was a trainee. I inspected one half of
the area and 81 agreed to inspect the other half which had the most penetra-
tions. I finished my inspection in about three hours. I found some dirty

areas and had them cleaned up. Bl told me that his half was very dirty. 81
said that when, construction attempted to removed debris, sand and tie wires,
the pressurized water was unsuccessful because some areas were inaccessible
and the material was entrapped between penetrations. According to B1 it was
impossible to clean without removing the forms. I would like to add that the
day before I had inspected the area that B1 had inspected and I found the area
to be dirty. I recall that I told construction people to clean the, area, and

they told me that it would be taken care of.

I believe that construction could have cleaned the area up without removing
the forms if they.did it a certain way, wherein one of the construction people
would have to go into the dirty area with a bucket and clean the debris out by
hand. This may have taken extra time. B1 spent about 2-1/2 to 3 hours
inspecting the area.

I worked for B1 about 4 to 6 months, and to the best of my knowledge he has
always been honest with me.

I saw A35 talking to B1 after I finished my inspection. Also, I saw A50, A56,
and B17 of construction at the site (lift 5). I recall that these construction
personnel appeared to be very upset and wanted to make the placement as soon
as possible (if QC approved).

I do not know of any defective structures or materials used during the building
of this site. Also I do not know, nor am I aware, of any false records

maintained or executed at this site.

I I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

|
knowledge and belief.

Signature by A49
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A50 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

In the fall of 1979, while making a placement, I was notified by A3 that the
tremies were too short. When I realized the problem I ordered the foremen to
stop the placement. I was not aware that QC inspections had asked the foreman
to stop the placement before it was brought to my attention. Later during a
post placement meeting at which time we were discussing the placement, A3
overheard my description of the problem that occurred on the placement when it
was stopped. A3 stated words to the effect, "No, that's wrong." I then got
mad, lost my temper and said to A3 words to the effect " Don't call me a liar
or I'll come across the table ..." I did not continue this statement.

Last year I recall that I learned that a placement (forms) had moved af ter
concrete was placed. I arrived at the scene and to the best of my knowledge,
the concrete foreman and QC inspector agreed to place two 24" lifts on a 4'
lift instead of 18" lifts. When I arrived I took immediate corrective action
and checked the placement to insure that it was completed correctly. After
A35 arrived, I told A35 that construction was responsible for what had happened
and not necessarily A1.

Also, I recall that during the spring of 1979, Al and A2 claimed that the
concrete that was being placed was freefalling in excess of five feet and that
the vibrators were moving concrete more than the allowable five feet. (Presently,
it is okay to move concrete over five feet.) I called A30 to the placement

site and told him that neither Al nor A2 had measured the distance. A30
agreed with me and the placement was allowed to stand. I do not believe that
the lateral movement was more than five feet.

In the fall of 1979, while placing concrete in Unit 2, a QC inspector told me
not to get ahead of other adjacent lifts. I told the QC inspector that I knew
how to place concrete. I called B7 over and discussed the situation with him.
I do not recall if the placement was stopped before or after B7 arrived.
However, I did stop the placement and conformed to the engineering specifica-
tions, of which I did not have a copy.

In the fall of 1979, I recall that a QC inspector signed off a pre placement
card. I then ordered the concrete. Later after the concrete arrived I learned
from the same QC inspector that had signed the pre placement card that the
placement QC Inspector would not be arriving for about 20 minutes. I then

~

asked the present QC Inspector if he would watch the placement, at which time
he said "no." I then called A35 on the phone, told him the problem and asked
him for support. A35 said to put the QC inspector on the telephone, which I
did and as a result the QC inspector watched the placement, until the placement
QC inspector arrived.

Whenever a foreman or general foreman is hired by B&R, who does not have
nuclear construction experience, then that person should be sent to an indoctri-
nation school to learn about QC specifications, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and the importance of building safety into the job. It took me a couple of

years te-learn about all these things.

!
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I now realize.that I have not always followed the chain of command in the past
when dealing with QC inspectors and other inspectors, and I believe that this
can create problems. I now believe that a chain of command should be followed

.

by all foremen, and all' personnel on the site and should be supported by all
management level personnel.

I also recall an incident that happened wherein PTL had started to refuse to
accept concrete loads from the Champion Concrete Company. I believe it was a
problem between the PTL QC inspector and the Champion personnel in that the
PTL inspector was allowing a personal problem to interfere with construction.
I questioned the PTL QC inspector and received a smart answer, lost my temper
and said words to the effect.. "Long hair hippie, I could kick your ass". The
comment I made to him was wrong and we got together later and straightened
things out. This problem between PTL and Champion is one that has occurred
over a two week period, and needed to be resolved before it affected the
quality of construction.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two typewritten pages. I
have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my
name in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.

Signature by A50
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY A52 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

The investigator has asked me if I know of any problems concerning the QC
program at the STP Project. I would like to state that generally QC inspectors
have only limited problems with the construction personnel but have numerous
problems with the QC management in the area of receiving support.

In the fall of 1979, some Cadwelds were rejected on various personnel
(Cadwelders). As I recall there were two bad Cadwelds in a series of 15
splices. B&R procedures (2A010CS028, paragraph 5.3.3.6) state that Cadwelders
who make 2 or more bad Cadwelds should be requalified. QC inspectors pointed
this out to A33, on a NCR, at which time he was told that until the disposi-
tion is received from B&R in Houston, the Cadwelders should not continue to
splice. A33 decided that he would disregard the QC directive and I was told
to flag each splice but not to do a final inspection, until the reply from B&R
Houston was received. As it turned out the resolution was in favor of the
splices, but my concern is that Cadwelders will continue to operate regardless
of restrictions placed on them by QC inspectors.

Another example of lack of QC support to the QC inspectors occurred at the
containment dome shell wall. I rejected the weld because I was not informed
that witness marks on a 12" spacing was exceeded by 1" The B&R procedures
state that I should be notified. I discovered the excess during my inspection
and rejected the weld, because I could not determine the spacing between the
rebars. Later about 4 to 5 days, A39 told me that he had talked to A33 and
that the weld appeared to be OK, because A33 claimed that I was notified of
the excess. At this time A39 told me to sign off on the weld, which I did. I
knew that A39 and A35 were close friends and it would be of no use to complain.
I personally feel that the weld is OK, but my concern is the lack of support
of my management when it comes down to my word and the welders' words.

I am not aware of any defects to structures, materials, and have no knowledge
of any altered records.

I ' ave not been threatened or harassed by anyone on this job site, nor do I
e1 of anyone who has, during my presence.8

in my opinion there may be some construction foremen that are not fully
qualified.

4

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 1 typewritten page. I.have
made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have signed my name
in the margin of each.page. This statement is the truth to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Signature by A52
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APPENDIX 3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A8 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A8 stated that he had attended a QA meeting in November 1979 and that the
meeting had gotten out of hand. There were a lot of questions, many repeti-
tions, and many gripes. He thought some of the inspectors were demanding
respect from Construction when it really must be earned.

A8 considered the quality of work at this site to be as good as at other sites
where he had worked.

, ,,

A8 expressed two concerns relative to construction defects: (1) he had noted
vertical cracks in structural steel clips in RCB-1, E1.36, Boron Injection
Room FA. He thought that this had been reported to QC on November 7, 1979;
(2) he had observed a weld defect approximately 1/4-inch deep in a pipe sleeve
weld at azimuth 300, El.8 in RCB-1 ne' r work panel 15.a

I A8 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials except
as stated above.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A8.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A10 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A10 commented that he believes that QC concrete placing inspectors should be
provided with two-way radios when observing a placement. In addition, A10

stated that a copy of blueprints and specifications should be located in the
field. A10 remarked that the method of processing an NCR is as follows:

1. He writes an NCR in rough draft.

2. His supervisor (Lead QC Inspector) must approve the
draft NCR.

3. The draf t NCR is then forwarded to the QC supervisor
who then, if he agrees, will serialize the NCR.

4. If the draft is disapproved, then it is thrown away.

A10 stated he was present when A40 said at a recent meeting, "I get hollered
at every day. You are at a construction site not in an office environment.
The NRC is getting tired of petty complaints."

A10 feels that the curing of concrete is net controlled.

He also gave one instance where he questioned the effectiveness of the curing
inspector. Dry concrete noted during curing inspection is not written up on
an NCR because the specification allows adding days to the required curing
period.

A10 witnessed one instance where an inspector held up a concrete placement
because the mud had not been cleaned off the stainless steel as required by
procedure. Construction supervisors came to the scene as well as an engineer
and they said it did not matter. The inspector still refused to sign off the
placement. A10 remarked that they argued so long that the time limit for
ordering concrete had expired and as a result they had to scrap the placernent.
He believed it would have taken only a few minutes to clean the steel but

t

! Construction was too stubborn to clean it.

A10 stated that he heard A40 threaten to fire inspectors who constantly refuse
to sign off placements. A10 felt that inspectors shoulo have a way to question
conditions differing from design.

A10 felt that FREAs and NCRs are being used interchangeably thereby allowing
the writing of NCRs to be avoided.

A10 stated he was not aware of:

A' . Any~ threats or intimidation.

,
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B. Any defective structures, components, or materials not previously reported
and investigated by NRC.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A10.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A12 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A12 explained that during a September 1979 vendor surveillance he assisted in
the inspection at Capital Pipe Company in Pearland, Texas. At this time, A12
stated he observed possible irregularities wherein a marker possibly containing
halogenic material was used on stainless steel. In addition, he also observed
sloppy storage, wherein carbon steel was stored in contact with stainless
steel. A12 remarked he advised his supervisor of these observations who in
turn notified the vendor. A12 advised that he overheard the vendor instruct
an employee to " clean up the pipes before shipment is made." A12 knew of no
other irregularities.

A12 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A12.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A13 AT SOURTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A13 advised that during a vendor surveillance (Capital Pipe Company, Pearland,
Texas) he witnessed a few markings potentially containing halogenic material
on stainless steel and reported this to his supervisor and the situation, to
the best of his knowledge, was corrected. A13 stated he also observed stain-
less steel and carbon steel stored together (touching), but advised that a
plastic bag holding the stainless steel had broken open and some of the stain-
less steel items had come in contact with carbon steel items. A13 stated he
reported this immediately and the vendor agreed to correct the situation. A13
advised that to the best of his knowledge a vendor surveillance report was
written which is filed in Houston.

A13 remarked he is not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A13.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A19 at SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A19 stated he opens the majority of shipments received from various vendors
and is responsible for getting them properly stored. A19 recalled opening
shipments from Capital Pipe Company and on a few occasions had found stainless

,

steel and carbon steel items packed together. A19 stated that when this
occurs he immediately returns the shipment to the company. A19 claimed that
most of the time stainless steel and carbon steel items are packaged in separate
boxes.

A19 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A19.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A20 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A20 stated that during~the summer of 1979, he observed a number of construc-
tion personnel spending too much time in the air-conditioned shacks. A20
claimed that he decided to go into all of the shacks and determine if he
needed to pull the air conditioners out in order to get the pc'sonnel out on
the job site. A20 remarked that while going to the shacks on site he also
entered the quality control department shacks. A20 pointed out that he removed
air conditioners from various shacks where he thought it was appropriate. A20
could not recall if he pulled any air conditioners out of QC shacks.

A20 stated that it is not thd. policy or the position of B&R to encourage
intimidation, threats, or harassment toward anyone in order to get the job
completed. He maintained that when incidents of threats have happened and
that have been brought to his attention he has taken proper action by either
terminating the individual or warning him that threats would not be tolerated
by himself or other management personnel.

A20 stated he was well aware of the chain of command of construction and QC
personnel and stated he was unaware of anyone bypassing their supervisor and
dealing directly with supervisors in other departments and/or disciplines. He
explained when construction and quality control personnel have a conflict and
cannot resolve their differences, then the matter is forwarded to the design
engineers in Houston, Texas, where it will be resolved. A20 stated that the
design engineering representatives located on the site are not a sufficient
staff for the amount of NRCs and FREAs generated and are therefore bypassed.

In response to questioning, A20 said there was considerable pressure on cost
and scheduling; overall, he felt QC was doing a good job but some inspectors
lacked experience.

A20 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation other than mentioned above.

B. Any defective structures, . components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A20.

.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A22 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

.

A22 stated that the method of processing an NCR is as follows:

,
1. He writes an NCR in draft form.

2. The NCR is then submitted to the QC Supervisor's secretary for typing
and to be serialized.

3. The draft NCR is thrown away.

He stated that he is not aware that he has stop work authority.

He stated that he has seldom seen Brown & Root QA personnel in the field. He

also stated that typical drawings are occasionally a problem.

A22 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A22.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A25 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A25 stated that there is some mistrust of the NRC because he heard that 818, a
former QC inspector, had told an NRC inspector something about voids in concrete.
A25 was unaware that this had been investigated, because he had never seen an
NRC report. He also thought B18 had never seen the NRC Report. A25 said that
some inspectors are reluctant to talk to the NRC because of this.

A25 claimed in the fall of 1979, he performed surveillance and found that
concrete QC inspectors did not know about stop work authority and were afraid
to stop placements. The surveillance also identified there were no stop work
procedures. He implied that he had recently turned in a surveillance report
that identified significant findings, but could not provide any details.

A25 stated there is no traceability after materials (embeds) reach the lay-

down yard.

A25 stated he had been told that the PSAR was no longer in effect. A25

stated that an audit identified problems with the polar crane but that the
findings were ignored.

(A25, after extensive interview, could not provide any further pertinent
information amplifying details of the above comments).

End of summary of Results of Interview of A25.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW A26 AT BROWN & ROOT, INC., HOUSTON, TEXAS

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A26 recalled a vendor surveillance of the Capital Pipe Company, Pearland,
Texas conducted September 24-28, 1979. A26 explained that a number of problems
were identified during the surveillance including the storage of stainless
steel and carbon steel together. A26 provided a copy of the B&R corrective
action report and the Vendor Surveillance Report for Capital Pipe Company.
A26 emphasized that no items with identified deficiencies were released for
shipment from Capital Pipe Company during this time frame, adding that correc-
tive action by the vendor would have to be accomplished and inspected again by
B&R before shipment.

A26 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any defective structures, components, or materials
being shipped to STP.

B. Any altered records at STP or B&R Houston offices.

C. Any threats or intimidation by B&R or HL&P employees.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A26.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A28 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A28 stated.that the B&R training classes that he conducts usually last about
four to five days depending on the engineering discipline involved. A28
maintained that included in his instructions to concrete inspectors is an
explanation of the QC inspectors' temporary stop work authority. A28 also
maintained that he emphasized to each QC civil inspector that:

1. They must know their scope and purpose.

2. They will be working alone on many occasions.

3. That there will be times when no support from their management
(supervisor) is immediately available.

4. That many times construction personnel will not agree with them and
they will have to prove their position to construction personnel
without support from their supervisors.

A28 remarked he did not explain why QC inspectors would be acting alone but
reasoned that one supervisor cannot be at 20 or 30 activities at one time and
that experienced QC inspectors would know this.

A28 commented that one way to bring QC in closer contact with their supervisors
would be to utilize two-way radios, operating on a separate channel.

A28 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Semmary of Results of Interview of A28.

.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A29 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT
,

!

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A29 stated that a large number of NCRs are written because of, in his opinion,
poor design of the spent fuel pool liner. A29 explained that NCRs are written
in the rough and if approved by QC supervisors they are serialized. However,
if the draft is not approved then the draft is destroyed.

A29 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective struct'ures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A29.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A32 SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A32 stated that the method of processing an NCR is as follows:

1. He verbally informs his lead QC inspector of the problem.

2. If the lead agrees with the inspector, then the lead inspector writes
an NCR and submits it to the QC supervisor.

3. If the lead disagrees, then nothing is written.
.

A32 remarked he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.
~

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A32.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A35 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves. *

A35 began the interview by accusing the NRC investigator and inspector in a
hostile manner, of improper conduct with comments such as, 'Well, here I am,
the guy you have nicknamed. I don't like what I have heard about how you

guys have conducted this investigation," "You are out to get me." The inter-
viewers explained the investigation was not out to get anyone, just obtain
facts.

A35 calmed down and advised that he has been employed by B&R for about seven
years.

A35 was asked for his comments on any knowledge of threats or harassment of
himself or his men by construction personnel. A35 remarked that he was aware
that a construction person, A50, had made threats to QC inspectors A3 and A18
and had been counseled by construction management on both occasions. Also
that A53 had threatened one of his inspectors A17 and only received a few
comments from his boss not to let it happen again. A35 claimed that one of
his inspectors, A30, told him a construction worker threatened to "get him"
with a .357 magnum in the parking lot after work, but that the inspector did
not desire anything be done, because the corstruction worker was under a lot
of pressure to meet concrete placement dates. A35 remarked he learntd that A2
was also threatened by a corstruction worker and when he questioned A2, he
(A2) stated there was no problem. A35 explained he was also aware that A5 was
threatened by a carpenter, but that the carpenter's identity could not be
established. A35 stated he was at the meeting when A50 threatened A3. He

said he nad told A56 to put A50's refusal to stop work on the agenda. A35
told A56 that work must stop when the inspector tells the foreman to stop.
A50 said A3 did not tell him about the problem until all the trouble started
but that he (A50) had stopped when A3 said stop. A3 said in a meek tone of
voice "I disagree." A50 then threatened A3. A35 said, "Let's hold the tone

of this meeting down or we had better just reconvene in A40's office," at
which time A56 replied, "maybe we should do that and talk about inexperienced
inspectors." A35 replied, "Maybe we should." A35 explained that the meeting
did continue and after the meeting he told A3 to write an NCR about the threat.
A35 indicated that he thought everyth)Pg had been settled.

A35 claimed to the best of his knowledge that QC inspectors have never
threatened construction workers.

A35 claimed that, on occasion, A50 would contact him directly to obtain support
during confrontations with QC inspectors. A35 remarked that most of the time
he supported A50 because A50 was right. A35 advised that A50 did not want to
wait until the inspector wrote a NCR because when placing concrete, time is
critical. A35 admitted that in the fall of 1979, he went to A50 and asked him
to tell~his people to stop making consents to his inspectors that he (A35)

5
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would sign off placements, because it is undermining his authority and
credibility. A35 claimed that A50 agreed to talk to his men.

A35 remarked that he was also aware that a construction person, A33, had
disregarded a written NCR and continued to allow Cadwalding by Cadwelders
requiring requalification.

A35 commented that a construction person, A20 attempted to apply pressure to
the QC program by trying to remove air conditioners from QC spaces, however,
this approach was unsuccessful.

A35 described another example of pressure by construction personnel on
inspectors is the scheduling of the placement of concrete. Construction
would give notice that a placement was ready to be inspected. After QC had
inspected the placement and signed the pour card, the concrete was ordered.
However, before the concrete arrived, anywhere from three to 24 hours later,
the inspector would identify additional problems or discover that someone had
inadvertently changed or altered forms or dropped debris into the placement.
Construction would try to pressure inspectors to accept these conditions
because of the time and money it would cost to correct the situation. If

construction was unsuccessful and the placement was stopped, then it always
seemed to be QC's fault.

A35 recalled an incident that occurred on RCB-2 shell wall lift #5, wherein a
QC inspector refused to sign off the lift as clean, claiming the lift was
dirty. A35 remarked he went to the lift to try and resolve the issue, pointing
out that the concrete had to be ordered within a few hours and a large number
of construction personnel including construction top site management were
standing by to begin the placement. A35 claimed that he personally checked
out a couple of suspected dirty areas, and had them cleaned out, however, he
added that even with a number of QC inspectors assisting him the lift was not
100% checked out. A35 indicated on a sketch the area that neither he nor his
assisting inspectors had inspected. This area was approximately between
azimuths 130 and 160 degrees. A35 stated that he signed off the necessary
documents to get the placement underway due to the critical time frame for
ordering the concrete. A35 added that one of the QC inspectors, 81, walked
off the placement site after claiming there were numerous dirty areas remaining.
A35 explained if the same type of situation occurred again he would not sign
off the placement, but would have notified his supervisor.

A35 remarked thet about eight months ago Al had allowed construction personnel
(A45) to place a complete 24-inch lift instead of the specified 18-inch lift
and the placement forms started to shift. He stated he immediately went to
the area and emphasized to Al that he was to follow the specification and not
to be swayed by A45.

A35 pointed out that A45 has tried to make placements incorrectly in the past
and maintained that he (A35) personally went to AS4, a HL&P supervisor, and
complained that A45 has been identified by his inspectors as a foreman that

.
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cannot be trusted, adding that in the past A45 has knowingly violated procedures
and specifications when no one was observing and has just recently started to
violate procedures and specifications directly in front of the inspectors. A35

cited examples of excessive freefall, lateral movement, placement rhte, and
overvibration. A35 remarked that AS4 indicated that A45 was very close to
being removed from the site.

A35 advised that A45, A50 and A53 are all still'present.

A35 admitted that during mid-November 1979, after NRC began this investigation,
he made the comment, "after NRC is finished investigating, we need to get rid
of some people." A35 emphasized that his intention was to get the message
across to people that if they were not performing their jobs in the proper
manner they would be relieved. A35 said as a supervisor he is not responsible
for the way people interpret his comments, explaining he does not have time
to explain his comments to everyone.

A35 denied he ever told anyone to keep their mouth shut when talking to NRC.
A35 maintained that all of his QC inspectors should be aware of their temporary
stop work authority, because they are taught this in their training sessions.
He stated that he has stopped more placements than anyone else since 1977.

A35 advised that the lack of two-way radios for his inspectors does cause a
problem, but it is a problem that inspectors work around. He stated radios
have been requested, but that the client turned the request down.

A35 stated that he supports his inspectors at all times when they are right
and pointed out the large number of NCRs that are written as an indication of
his support. A35 stated that NCRs made in draft and if not approved and
serialized, they are destroyed.

A35 stated that he was familiar with the problem that occurred between A50 and
A14. A50 was trying to get a placement inspector to the area to keep from
holding up a placement. A50 called me and told me that he wanted A14, and an

i

inspector, to stay for 15 minutes and watch the placement since it'was ready'

to begin. A35 acknowledged that he was not A14's supervisor but had ordered
A14 to stay, and felt if A14 misunderstood the intent he could not help that.
A35 explained that nis intention was to provide inspection so the placement,

l

could begin - not to side with A50. The way, A50 went about it was not correct.
I support my people but I can't support them when they are wrong. |

A35 stated that B&R Procedure GCP-21 had caused inspection problems because
i this makes the engineer " God." The site PSE (site design engineer) makes the

final decision on interpretations. He stated that he did not know if this was
detrimental to the quality or safety of the structures. All quality control

does is inspect per drawings and specifications. There is no formal system to
require the PSE to give quality control an answer or feedback in writing..

'

.'A35 sta wd he knows of no material traceability problems since traceability to
receiving is all that is required by the Code.

!

|
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A35 stated that punchlists are to be used by construction engineering and
quality control but he felt that quality control ends up putting down most of
the problems. Most of the " weight" is on QC inspectors not on construction to
perform good work.

A35 recalled that on one occasion B20 and 821 were the inspectors on RCB-1, a
shield wall placement where no lights had been installed by the electricians.
A50 came to A35 and asked that the placement be stopped because of the lighting.
Toward the end of this placement, the pumping equipment broke down and stayed
down for two hours. The concrete left in the lines was low slump and dry.
The inspectors saw concrete crewmen beat the lines to free up the flow of
concrete when the pumping resumed. One of the problems was the vertical
rebar. It had been run up too far ahead and this prevented detection of
problems and proper consolidation. He stated that he contacted the inspectors
af ter the placement and they reported everything was alright. Because the QC
inspectors did not document the above problems on the examination checklist,
the QC inspectors received three days suspension for inadequate inspection
practices.

A35 stated he had never instructed inspectors not to go to the NRC. In fact,

claimed that he personnally had made reports to the NRC by calling Arlington,
Texas.

A35 stated that A5 is an inspector who needs to be fired because he makes
$9.50/hr. , but can hardly do Level I work, yet, makes more money than Level II
inspectors who are more highly qualified.

A35 stated he was not at the first QA meeting held by A40 on November 9, 1979.
He claimed he was at the second meeting on that same day and recalled A40
remarked that the NRC is getting tired of getting involved with inspectors
bringing in petty things and said they should go through the chain-of-command
first and then go to the NRC if supervisors do not solve the problem. A35
said he did not hear A40 say that he would find out who was talking to the
NRC. A35 indicated there were about 50 people at the r,.eeting.

A35 stated that getting qualified people is a real problem since many sites in
more desirable locations pay more. This is evidenced by the high turnover
rate.

A35 stated that a major problem exists with construction management; that they
only think of quality as a necessary evil and emphasized that this is true at
least up to A20's level, if not further. There is much controversy over cost
overruns and not meeting schedules.

A 35 advised he was unaware of any defective structures, components, or
,

j materials or any altered or false records.
!

! End of Summary of Results of Interview of A35.
l
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SUWuRY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A36 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A36 explained that the method of processing an NCR is as follows:

1. The inspector writes the NCR in draft form.

2. The NCR is reviewed by engineering.

3. If engineering approves the draft, then the draft is serialized.

4. If engineering does not approve, then the draft is returned to QC
inspector, marked disapproved and filed.

A36 remarked that because of the large amount of NCRs written over the year
that, presently, emphasis is now placed on writing corrective action reports
(CARS). Under this system, CARS must be answered in 10 days and then they are
filed. A36 stated that there are no instructions as to what action to take on
CARS over 10 days old and as a result they just stay in the files.

A36 stated that former QA/QC supervisors had disapproved the submission of
A36's NCRs in the past but has received support recently on NCRs written.

A36 explained that his repeated request for assistance in the area of direc-
tion and guidance from QC management has not resulted in any support.

A36 believes there are problems with electrical / mechanical penetre.tions,
however, A-36 did not specify details of the problem.

A36 believed that there are megger test problems because electricians do not
understand the test.

A36 explained that he htd received a threat in the past, but the NRC had
investigated the incident and the individual who made the threat had gone out
of his way to be nice since the incident.

A36 was not aware of:

A. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

B. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A36.

.,,
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A37 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

*

A37 stated he and two other inspectors are currently working on straightening
out Cadweld records. A37 advised that some Cadweld locations were not recorded
on records adding that the Cadweld records system was not the best since some
inspection records may be lost. A37 pointed out the number is quite small
considering 37,000 Cadwelds had been made to date. He stated he knew of no
cases where records had been falsified.

A37 stated that in August 1979, a controversy had developed between QC inspectors
and construction over poor ligh4ing and congestion during a placement in the
reactor building. A37 advised that the QC supervisor overrode the QC inspector
and signed off the placement, and this has led to a feeling among the QC
inspectors that QC management is nonsupportive.

~

A37 was unaware of threats or harassment of QC inspectors.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A37.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A38 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A38 stated that all incoming items at the B&R warehouse are inspected and
stored properly. A38 remarked that he inspects all items that are issued and
to the best of his knowledge he has not issued any defective items. A38
explained that he has discovered improper or defective items and has segregated
them in an isolated area and executed an NCR in accordance with site procedures.
A38 stated he had written an NCR regarding Capital Piping Company of Pearland,
Texas concerning markings potentially containing halogenic materials on stain-

j'
less steel itens.

A38 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

8. Any defective structures, components, or materials at
STP other than the ones he has identified.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A38.
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SUMMARY OF RESUL'TS OF INTERVIEW WITH A39 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A39 stated that there had been problems with the capping of tendon sheathing
(part of the containment post tensioning system). He stated that the problem
had now been solved. A39 said he would take a little harder line than some
irspectors. He indicated that the specification had been changed to provide
for alternate means of sealing the sheathing.

A39 stated that the November 9, 1979 QA/QC meeting was mostly a gripe and
bitch session.

A39 remarked that iie had not been advised by any supervisor that inspectors
would be " canned" If they talked to the NRC. However, A16 had complained to
him of receiving a phone call from A35 who indicated that if inspectors talked
to the NRC they would be " canned."

A39 believed that there should be a formal method of documenting minor
deficiencies. He said that the present examination checklist was not properly
doing the job.

A39 stated he believes in backing up his men, and that he has received very
good support from his supervisor (A35) although they did not always agree.

A39 stated he had not been threatened but had heard that there had been many
confrontations with construction. A39 stated he knew of no falsified or

| altered records.

A39 stated that in October 1979, A33 had refused to stop work (Cadwelding)
( after A52 discovered a possible specification violation. A39 explained that

an NCR was written concerning this matter and about six weeks later the NCR
was resolved. A39 expressed concern over the fact that A33 refused to stop
work when confronted by QC supervision and a written NCR.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A39.

*
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A41 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A41 stated he has not been threatened, but routinely gets a lot of static from
construction. A41 remarked he will not sign off on an inspection until
requirements have been met. He stated that his supervisors sometimes sign off
over his objection when it is a matter of interpretation. A41 explained that
A35 is his civil QC supervisor.

A41 stated he witnessed an incident in August or September 1979 in the MEAB #2
when 819, rebar general foreman, knocked off A27's hard hat because A27 put an
item on the punchlist. A27 reported it and the foreman was counseled by his
management. He believed this incident was caused by pressure to place concrete.

A41 stated he received adequate support from his supervisors.

A41 stated he is required to write an unnumbered draft NCR and to submit it to
his supervisor for proper disposition.

A41 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

B. Any falsified or altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A41.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A42 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A42 stated that he is respon'sible to ensure that all mechanical work under his
discipline is performed in accordance with procedures, in order to build a

, safe plant. A42 remarked he regularly visits the field to personally observe
, the work and also relies on four personnel in his department to visually'

observe the construction.

A42 stated that he knew the weld rejects rates were high but did not feel they
were any higher than at other plants. He stated he was aware of the difficulty
in attracting and retaining good welders at South Texas Project.

A42 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A42.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A43 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves. *

A43 stated it is not uncommon for construction (concrete) personnel to swear
at him or other QC inspectors when they are told to halt their work for correc-
tive action. A43 explained that experienced QC inspectors should expect
strong words from construction, but it should not affect the quality control
work. A43 stated problems with construction are just part of the job.

A43 advised that the method of processing an NCR is as follows:

1. The inspector writes a rough draft.

2. The draft is then sent to a QE (quality engineer).

3. If the QE approves the draft, then the draft is sent to the QC
supervisor for a serial number and typing.

4. If the draft is not approved, it is returned to the inspector and
discarded.

A43 recalled a meeting in early November 1979 that he attended along with
other QC inspectors, wherein A40 stated words to the effect that the NRC is
tired of hearing complaints and implying that they would know who went to the
NRC and that some type of action would follow. A43 remarked he just wanted to
do his job and to stay out of the way of management.

A43 stated this is the worst job he had even been on, as far as turnover is
concerned. He stated he worked at several nuclear projects.

A43 stated there are many in-house problems between managers, claiming A35 and
A40 are the biggest problems in QA/QC. A43 did not specify or detail the
problems, however, he added that A35 was a good inspector.

A43 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidatics. not reported to NRC.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A43.
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StM4ARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A46 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A46 stated that he makes daily trips to the field to observe construction
progress to ensure that all procedures are being followed. A46 explained that
in the past six months only three or four site discrepancy memos (SDM) had
been written by him or his department. A46 claimed that he has never identified
a SDM but has been notified by B&R personnel of discrepancies and took immediate
action. A46 remarked he spends much of his time trying to resolve problems
with B&R counterparts before they become discrepancies.

A46 commented that during the7CB-2 shell wall Lif t #5 controversy over whether
or not the lift was clean, only the QC inspector (s) originally identifying the
foreign material could have known where all the debris was located, unless the
lift was 100% inspected by ather inspecto7s.

A46 stated that A20 told him about an anchor bolt problem. This problem was
audited and traceability was found to be a problem, and is documented in a
report to HL&P.

A46 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials at STP that were
not reported.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A46.

.
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$UMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A47 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

.

A47 stated that whenever construction falls behind in placing concrete, that
QC inspectors seem to always get the blame. This feeling is expressed at
upper management lev?1 meetings and in general conversations.

A47 feels that the two major problems are as follows:

1. Improper scheduling between the construction and QC departments,
explaining there is no liaison between the two.

2. A lack of understanding by construction personnel of the specifications
that QC inspectors must inspect against. A47 stated recently he held
a small training meeting with some of the construction general foremen
and foremen where he provided a brief explanation of QC specifications.
The Construction personnel were surprised at the QC specification
requirements. A47 suggested that additional training sessions for
construction personnel (supervisory) in the area of QC procedures and
specifications would give them a better understanding of the mission
of QC and of NCRs.

He stated that poor scheduling has been a problem since the beginning of the
project because construction always says they are ready when they are not.
A47 believed that at one time QC had a 24-hour period to do their inspection.
However construction scheduling pressures gradually reduced this inspection
period.

A47 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation not reported or investigated by NRC in
the past.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records. .

, End of Summary of Results of Interview of A47.
|
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SUMMARY OF RESOLTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A48 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A48 advised he attempts to get out into the field once a day explaining his
job is to ensure that B&R engineering, construction and QA/QC departments are
conforming to required specifications, procedures and codes.

A48 stated that he feels that B&R has an effective QA program and does not
believe that construction personnel would actually threaten QC personnel. A48
remarked he has heard rumors of threats but has disregarded them and did not
investigate or report these things to this supervisor.

A48 claimed he personally, within the past month, reviewed the B&R NCR program
and found it to be working correctly. A48 remarked he went to the B&R QC
supervisor and asked if any problems existed in the NCR program and he was
assured that everything was working well. A48 observed NCRs being typed and
serialized and is confident that the procedures are being followed.

A48 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A48.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A51 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A51 stated he had observed falsification of records relative to grouting of
the lower lateral support secondary shield wall, Unit No. 1. 87 recorded the
temperature of the grout without actually taking the temperature. A51 informed
his supervisor and the man got chewed out and a letter was placed in his file.
87 later quit and went to another job.

A51 was familiar with the problem of QC inspectors refusal to sign inspection
records on a Unit I west secondary shield wall blockout placement. He was
involved and stated tnat the problem was inspectors said they could only see
the upper three feet of a ten (10) foot wall placement. One foot was placed
before the problem was corrected. Holes were cut at the bottom so inspectors
could see.

A51 stated he had heard the nickname for the QC person who seemed to side with
construction but did not agree with the' implication.

A51 knew of no threats or harassment first hand.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A51.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A53 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the'NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves. *

A53 advised that recently he~was preparing to make a large concrete placement
and had previously answered three NCRs to the satisfaction of QC inspectors..

A53 explained that shortly before he was ready to place concrete he received
another NCR from A17. A53 admitted he lost his temper and threatened A17 by
stating, "I ought to stomp your ass." A53 explained that he did not intend to
hurt anyone but was frustrated in not being able to make the placement. A53
said, "I had A20 and 2000 yards of concrete on my back." A53 remarked that he
does not harbor any ill feeling towards A17 and indicated.he has never lost
his temper and threatened people in the past, adding he is sure that he won't
in the future.

A53 concluded that the STP construction is much more difficult than the
Comanche Peak construction, stating that STP does not have as many highly
skilled personnel as' Comanche Peak, and therefore the man hours / cubic yard of
concrete is higher than previous projects.

A53 pointed out that many STP laborers are Mexican-American or other nationali-
ties and do not speak or understand English as well as the laborers at Comanche
Peak. A53 stated that field construction personnel (workers) should be trained
so they would know QC's function.

A53 stated he was not aware of:

A. Any threats or intimidation other than mentioned above.

B. Any defective structures, components, or materials.

C. Any altered records.

End of Summary of Results of Interv'iew of A53.
,
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH AS4 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

i

AS4 remarked that he feels that the QC program of B&R is effective and is
working appropriately. He stated that HL&P QA department is effective and is
sensitive to the problems in building a plant of this size.

AS4 stated 'he is aware of the threats by A50, however, is confident that B&R
management has given him proper counseling. A54, when told by NRC of five
suspected threats by B&R construction personnel towards B&R QC inspectors,
explained he was not aware of all threats, however, added that he did not
believe they w;11 have any effect on the B&R QC program.

AS4 commented, a few months ago he approached A35 and asked him if the QC
program personnel were having any trouble with construction personnel. AS4
stated that A35 answered him claiming that A45 could not be trusted to place
concrete to meet specifications, however, adding that they were keeping a
close eye on him. AS4 advised he was not aware that A45 is involved in about
90% of the complex placements on the interior shield walls.

AS4 further claimed he was unaware of any bypassing of supervisors into other
departments or areas and was also unaware of any iregularities concerning the
processing of B&R NCRs.

AS4 remarked that he felt that the plant is being built safety and correctly,
and that his personnel are keeping him informed of pertinent information.

AS4 concluded that both the B&R Construction and QC management have kept him
informed of problems of interest to him.

AS4 stated he felt that the B&R QC people go to the NRC to get something they
want that they otherwise would not be able to get. When asked, AS4 was unabie
to give an example.

Other than as noted above, AS4 is not aware of any threats or intimidations ati

STP, any defective structures, components, or materials at STP; or any altered
|

records at STP.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of AS4.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A55 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT (TELEPHONIC)

Prior to the interview the NRC investigator properly identified himself.

A55 explained that he was formerly employed by Brown & Root in Houston, Texas.
A55 advised that by education he is an engineer, however, when working for
Brown & Root he was considered an expert in cost accounting and overruns. A55
advised that he worked as a technical assistant to the senior construction
manager for all of Brown & Root projects. A55, when asked if he had any
knowledge of any irregularities concerning the construction site of the South
Texas Project, answered by stating that his concern is with the cost overruns
only, claiming that in his opinion, they are the worst in America. ASS, when
asked for specific details, advised that "This is none of NRC's business."
A55 declined to provide specifTc details of this problem explaining that it is
a Brown & Root internal problem. He repeated that it was none of NRC's
business and he did not want to comment further. A55 did comment that he felt
that the NRC was in error in requiring background experience only for QA and
QC personnel, but not for construction workers / laborers (male and female).
A55 did not elaborate on this comment but felt that the NRC should require
equal background experiences in all areas of construction as well as in the
QA/QC program.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A55.
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SLM4ARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A56 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT
'

Prior to the interview, the NRC investigator .nd inspector properly identified
themselves.

A56 a'dvised that he was aware that one of his personnel, A50, had made two
threats to quality control inspectors in November 1979. A56 explained that on
the first occasion, he had counseled A50 and told him that this type of action
would not be tolerated. A56 advised that his boss, A20, had counseled A50 on
the second incident. A56 further commented he was aware that A50 had bypassed
his own chain of command as well as the quality control chain-of-command and
had also counseled A50 that this type of activity would not be tolerated. A56
admitted that A50 may have followed his example, explaining that in the past,
when he was a superintendent, he (A56) confronted various QC inspectors
personally and went directly over their heads to the QC inspector's supervisor
in order to get the inspector to change his mind on a question concerning con-
crete. A56 quickly pointed out that QC supervision has complained to him on
at least two occasions of using rough language towards QC inspectors and in
swearing in their presence in order to get the inspectors to change their
minds. A56 admitted that his conduct was not proper and had assured QC
supervisors that he would refrain from this type of activity in the future.

A56 remarked that A50 had probably picked up some of his habits but pointed
out that A50 is one of the best men he has ever had working for him. A56
explained that he has not put out any policy or directions to his general
foremen or foremen to ignore QC inspectors or to bypass their chain-of-commend.
He claimed that he had conducted a meeting with his personnel about temper
flares, indicating to them that loss of tempers would not be tolerated on-the-
job. A 56 denied the rumor wherein construction personnel were told to either
hit QC inspector with' vibrators or drop concrete on them to get rid of them
and get them out of the way. A56 stated that A45 conducts about 75% of the
complex placements on the site adding that he has not received any complaints
about his (A45's) work. A56 commented that during a concrete placement that
his foreman must be present during the placement and that if any foreman
walked away from the placement, that would be grounds for termination. A56,
when reminded that one foreman identified as A45 had walked away while a
placement was in progress, quickly explained that that particular incident was
caused by one of his superintendents calling a meeting and requiring A45 to be
present. A45 was merely following orders. A56 advised that he has since
asked his personnel not to conduct any meetings that require foremen or general
foremen to leave a concrete placement that is in progress. A56 was not aware
of any altered records at STP.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A56.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH A57 AT SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT

Prior to the interview the NNC investigator and inspector properly identified
themselves.

A57 stated that he currently works for B&R with job responsibilities in the
area of site auditing. He stated that a site surveillance group not shown in
the B&R organization charts or described in B&R procedures was formed in early
1978. By August 31, 1978 the group was performing a surveillance function.
As of January 1, 1980 this group became officially known as the Site Aedit
Group. The group had scheduled surveillance of concrete activities for mid-1980.
QA records are being audited on a monthly basis. When asked why concrete
activities were not reviewed earlier and more frequently, A57 stated that
audits of concrete activities have been given lower priority due to serious
problems in QA s ecords vault.

A57 indicated that information in surveillance report SIS-26 from special
surveillance of concrete activities performed in October 1979 and into November
1979 was revised by management after disagreements over the findings.

End of Summary of Results of Interview of A57.
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The Light.

ME%f Houston Lighting & Power P.O. Box 1700 Houston, Texas 77601 [713)228 9211
. . _ _ - - - e - _ _ - -- _-

:
:

March 24, 1980 i
ST-HL-AE-433 .

SFN: V-0100

Mr. Karl Seyfrit
Director, Region IV
Nuclear Regulatory Comission -

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76102

'

Dear Mr. Seyfrit:

South Texas Project
Units 1 & 2

Docket Nos. STN 50-498, STN 50-499
First Interim Report on Damage to

The Steel Liner Plate in the
Unit 2 Reactor Containment Buildino

In a pavious letter (ST-HL-AE-429), Houston Lighting fi Powei Company
.

comi'ted to provide a first interini report on the liner plate bulge by
March 28,1980. The attached logic for the liner bulge repair is provided
in_ response to this comitment. A second interim report will be submitted
by June 6,1980.

Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. Shawn Rodgers at
(713) 676-7953.

Very t ly yours,

f|.,

-
. by p a r.#

Exdu tiv ice President
'

MP:bf '

Attachment i
*

.
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ST-HL-AE- 433
Page 2

.

CC: 1.Aw Turner
D.G..B'rkera
C.L. McNeese
H.R. Dean
R.L. Waldrop
G.B. Painter '

A.J. Greager
R.A. Frazar
M.D. Schwarz (Baker & Botts)
R. Gordon Gooch (Baker & Botts)
J.R. Newnan (Lowenstein, Newman, Reis. Axelrad & Toll)
' Director, Office of Inspection & Enforcement

Nuclear Regulatory Cormnission
Washington, D.C. 20555

M.L. Borchelt
Executive Vice President
Central Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 2121
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403

,

R.L. Hancocke

- Director of Electrical Utilities
City of Austin
P.O. Box 1088
Austin, Texas 78767 -

J.B. Poston -

Assistant General Manager of Operations
City Public Service Board
P.O. Box 1771
San Antonio, Texas 78296

R.C. Mecke
City Public Service Board
P.O. Box 1771 ,

San Antonio, Texas 78296

M.C. Nitcholas
City of Austin
P.O. Box 1088
Austin, Texas 78767

R.L. Range
Central Power & Light Company

,
P.0,. Box 2121

- Corpus Christi, Texas 7B403

Charles Bechoefer Esquire
Chairman, Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.__ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . - _ _ . __. _ . . _ _ _ - -
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ST-HL-AE - 433
Page 3

Dr. James C. Lamb III
313 Woodhaven Road
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

1

Dr. Emmeth A. L9ebke
Atomic Safety & Licensing Comission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Steven A. Sinkin, Esquire
116 Villita Street
San Antonio, Texas 78205

Citizens for Equitable Utilities
c/o Ms. Peggy Buchorn
Route 1, Box 432
Brazoria, Texas 77422

Richard W. Lowerre, Esquire
.

Assistant Attorney General for the State of Texas
P.O. Box 12548"

._- Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Henry J. McGurren, Esquire
Hearing Attorney
Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

. . .
,
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' BROWN & ROOT COhSTRUCTION AND
QAMC S$MINAR

'

STP JO5 SITE

JANUARY 4,1980 i

I. INTRODUCTION
~

II. THE ROLE OF QC PERSONNEL AT SOUTH
TEXAS PROJECT,

III. CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT FOR STP QA
PROGRAM

IV. CONCLUSION
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Implementation of the
j Brown & Root

Quality Assurance Program'

at the
South Texas Project Jobsite

,

i

!
l
i
I I. INTRODUCTION

' The South Texas Project Quality Assurance
program, to be fully effective, must be understood,,

accepted and fully implemented by each employee
on this Project.

The purpose of this meeting is to retterate Brown
I & Root Management policy regarding the respon-

sibilities and duties of Brown & Root Construction'

and QA/QC personnel in implementing this QA

,
program.

-
The Project QA Manager will describe in detail the~

role QA/QC personnel play on this Project. their
duties and responsibilities, and standards of per-
formance and conduct expected by Brown & Root
Management.

The Project Construction Manager will describe
how Construction personnel support the Quality
Assurance program and what standards of perfor--

mance and conduct are expected frnm Construc-
tion personnel.

.

J.R. G eurts
.

Vice President & General Manaser
South Texas Project
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trm.cndit t k:s the full coordin tion ef affrrt cf!!. THE R2LE CF QC PEREDNNEL AT SOUTH

* everyone on the team. working together, toTEXAS PROJECT .

accomplish the objective of a safe nuclear power
plant.

A. INTRODUCTION

In the past year due to events like Three Mlle
Island public attention was focused on the safety D. ROLE OF QA/QC
aspects of nuclear power plants, and the effective. .

ness of.the Quality Assurance programs under Now let us examine specifically the role of the QA/
which they are built and operated. This attention QC organisation in regard to safety, it is the,

responsibility of QA/QC to verify that this projectIhas caused increased pressure and tensions among
all involved parties, the Nuclear Regulatory Com- is constructed in compliance with the app!! cable )
mission, the HL&P and Brown & Root. Therefore. design documents. This is an important and i

with the eyes of the world upon every roove. it has speelfic role in assuring nuclear safety, but Q A/QC |

become evident that we re. examine and restate the does not carry the sole and total responsibility for j
*

purpose and the function of the Quality safety. Safety is a responsibility shared with Con-
Assurance / Quality Control program and personnel struction and Engineering. It is Construction *s
within the framework of the Brown & Root team. responsibility to build the plant in accordance with

applicable design documents. Engineering also
B. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK shares in the responsibility for safety in that the

design must satisfy all of the appilcable federal
First. let us briefly review the role of the Nuclear and industry codes and standards.
Regulatory Commission. The United States Con.
gress through the Atomic Energy Act charged the it is also the responsibility of the QA/QC
Commission with the responsibility to oversee the organlaation to ensure that this verification is car.
comp!!ance with safety standards through the pro. ried out in a timely cost efrective manner. It is
cess of licensing responsible public utility com. Important that each of us place his own respon.
panies to plan and construct nuclear power plants sibility in proper perspective with the concurrent
and later to operate these plants when completed. responsibility of the engineers and construction
Thus the NRC is responsible for reviewing, forces. QA/QC like construction and engineering
inspecting and approving a!! aspects of the design. starts with plans, specifications and other docu.
construction and operation of the plants. This ments specifying requirements and procedural
regulatory power is exercised through the licensing methods. In verifying the acceptability of the erec.
r s directly upon the utility company as tion and fabrication it is expected and required
betnsee. Thus the licensee is directly responsible that we follow the design documents, specifica.
to the NRC for nuclear safety. The licensee can be tions and procedures strictly as written by the
i ned or denied a license because of failure to corr..

'"9'"***ply with regulatory standards or to promptly report
to the NRC anything that could or might possibly
affect safety. The QA/QC organization while carrying out their

required function in a timely and cost effective
C. BROWN & ROOT'S TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY manner shares another Brown & Root team

responsibility of completing the project on
The licensee has placed a tremendous confidence schedult within the projected cost estimate. Time
in Brown & Root as the er g'neers, constructors of completion is of great importance to the osners
and project general managers at South Texas Pro- and to the public. However. Quality is the top con-
Ject. The safety of this plant is of paramount sideration for Construction as well as in QA/QC.
Importance to Brown & Root. This responsibillry , Thus the ultimate goal of the Brown & Root team
for safety is the responsibility of every Brown & Is a safe plant, constructed on schedule at the
Root employee. Each of us has a role to play on the lowest possible cost.

2 3
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E. NECESSITY FZ1 ATTITUDE OF RESPECT

c ,xnot be mir2 erstly, resolved. The QA/QC

AND COOPERATION organization while Independent must reccanize*

that higher authorities do exist who have total
If the Brown & Root team is to succeed in meeting responsibility for design, construction and safety.
their ultimate goal, a safe plant at the most
economic cost and shortest possible schedule. it is
necessary that an atmosphere of mutual respect H. QAMC DECISIONS CAN BE CHALLENGED
and understanding be maintained at ali times. It .

also means that QA/QC must perform inspections We all have pride in our work, and it is an injury to

promptly so that work does not progress wasteful- our pride when our work is questioned or criticized. |

All Brown & Root team members must realize thatly. It means that Construction must be willing to .

correct deficiencies whenever found.
they are not the final word, and that their dect-
slons are subject to challenge and that it is.

apl ropriate for higher authority to make decisionsiThis is not to imply that Construction must accept
every QA/QC rejection of its work without ques- upholding or rejecting their werk. Too of ten people

,

*

tion. The QA/QC personnel are not the final word feel that a challenge of their decision is an abuse.

on the acceptability or unacceptability of any an attempt to discredit them, an attempt to under-
mine their authority, or an attempt to cover upgiven item or circumstance. shoddy and unacceptable work. Perhaps this

F. OTHERS HAVE A ROLE IN THE REVIEW attitude results from the lack of understanding the

AND APPROVAL PROCESS responsibilities others share in the design and con-
struction of a nuclear power plant.

The Brown & Root team Is divided necessarily into
a team of specialists. The QA/QC is but one ele-
ment of that team and is not expected by anyone to 1. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF QA/QC
be ' capable of making the ultimate decision on

The Project QA/QC is made up of a number ofevery concern of acceptability. It is the function of
the QA/QC organization to document the as. built specialized groups and functions. Each QC inspec-

condition of the plant. It is the responsibility of tot has a clearly defined area and scope of work.

engineering to disposition departures from the and he has the responsibility to inspect the work in

applicable design documents that will not be his jurisdiction to assure that it is performed
reworked to conformance. It is important to realize according to plans and specifications. The inspec-

that even the engineer's disposition is subject to tor has the responsibillry and absolute authority to

s' and approval by the owner and the Nuclear prevent the work from proceeding until the work is

Regulatory Commission's design review prior to satisfactory. This is a power which must be ener-

Issuing the owner an operating license for this cised with a high sense of responsibility. It is a
power and authority which is not absolute or final.'

pla n t.
but which may be st.bject to challenge and review

G. INDEPENDENCE OF QA/QC by others vested with even greater authority and
responsibility. It is never easy to accept a reversal

.

The QA/QC organization, although a full fledged of one's decision. but it should help if ue realize
member of the Brown & Root Project Management that a reversal of such a decision may not mean.
Team, enjoys a unique organizational status in and probably does rot mean, that the decision was
that it also reports directly to the top executive wrong or that it was an abuse of authority to refuse
management of Brown & Root Power Division. to " sign off" work which a higher authority later

approves. It may not be immediately apparent toThis independence is provided to assure that undue
~

pressures cannot be applied to cause nonconform. you why such a reversal of the decision does not
Ing work to be accepted. There are even higher mean that the decision was wrong, but le t's
authorities in the owner's organization and the examine that and I think you will understand that
NRC to resolve questions of such serious nature as what I am saying is correct.
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J. SUCCESSIVE LEVELS OF DECISIONS TO All cf this cdds up to enz big Jib fte QA/QC per.
APFRSVE DEVIATIONS sonnel - o very demsnding rssponsibi!Ity requir-

Ing a lot of skill and a lot of special personal traits
it is correct that the QC Inspector is not allowed to of character. First, of course. ls technical empertise
esercise discretion in walving deviations from required to interpret the plans. specifications and
strict and IIteral compliance with plans and other requirements and standards and to evalute
specif! cations and he must refuse to " sign-off'' the compilance with these requirements of the
any work which does not' conform enactly to the construction work performed. We have a highly

.

drawings. specifications and/or procedures. These skilled group of QA/QC personnel, and all of you
are higher authorstles within the QA/QC and have demonstrated your qualifications in these

areas. The personality traits and character traitsEngineering organlaations who are allowed ,

broader discretions and greater authority to required are more subjective and require iden-
approve work not within strict and/or literal comp- tification and close considerations. Let's look at
flance with the drawings or words of the specifica- them one by one.

'tions, but which are within the real Intent of the

design engineer. It is entirely proper for these *

authorities to have and to apply a broader degree
of discretion in approving, as satisfactory, a literal
deviation which is within the intent of the plans 1. Integrity. Honesty and Candor
and specifications. But even they are restrictesi la
their discretion, and they are act permitted to These are so closely related they may be
approve deviations if they could possibly involve a treated as one. Obviously we cannot have
departure from the intent of the design engineer: - reliability in the assurance of safety and
The design engineer may, of course, interpret. quality unless the QC Inspections and all
clarify. or change the des!gn documents to permit QA/QC personnel are trustworthy and
the acceptance of the work as it has been per- reliable to a degree that inspires complete
formed. If you reallae that you are part of a large confidence and allows no suspicion. Any
team, with a very important but limited scope of- doubt in this area would require replace-authority and responsibility, and that no one is the
final word, it should be easier to accept the idea ment of such person.

that Construction has a right to question QA/QC
2. Support of Nuclear Powerdecisions. and that a question or even a reversalis

not necessarily discrediting or undermining QA/QC personnel have great respon.
a u t hority. sibility for accomplishing the purposes of

,

constructing a safe nuclear plant at
Should there arise a case in which the matter is s

minimum cost and on schedule.serious that it Indicates incompetence or bad faith ,

or bad judgement or even misunderstanding on the
3. Loyalty to Brown & Root

part of your immediate supervisor who reviewed
the matter and allowed construction to prevail You have a responsibility to your.

over your rejection. you havc the duty to pursue the employer as a part of the Brown & Root
matter further until you are satisfied that compe- team responsible for building this plant.
tent authority within Brown & Root at the highest As a member of this team you are
level, if necessary, has received notice, considered erpected to pull for the team and that,

the matter and found it safe. And further. If you rneans all of the team, including the con-
! still feel you are right, you have a duty to report the struction crews. That means you must

matter to the Nuclear Regulatory Commsission. have respect for your team, and realize
'

|
that an absolutely safe plant is the prim-

K. QUALITIES REQUIRED OF QAMC ary objective of the entire organization.'

PERSONNEL not just QA/QC. There is no room here
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for o QA/QC m:n who lacks c:nfidence L. SUMMARY AND CONCL $ ON
in the management or 'In his fellow
workers on the Brown & Root team. There What I've been talking about is of vitalimportance
is no room for a man who would seek to to all of us here today - to each of us individually,
embarrass or harm his company when he to the orgenlaation unit which we represent, to our
could instead help his company do its job company. Brown & Root, and to the public and our
right. country. It is important that we all understand our

proper function in helping to. solve our Nation's*

4. Devotion to Duty energy problem.

In summary. let us emphasize the vital and impor.QA/QC personnel must be dedicated to g
the vital safety and quality assurance tant points.;

function they are hired to perform and ,

they must be unwilling to become a party q

to unacceptable practices just to save 1. QA/QC is but one element in ensuring
their Job. The inspector who would charge that the facility we are involved in build-
that violations had occurred in the past Ing vill be safe when it is finished and
and that he participated and failed to placed in operation.
report them because he "was making 2. QA/QC is but one member of the Brown
good money."Is contemptible.and has no & Root team commissioned to build this '

P ace at Brown & Root- nuclear power plant. each member havingl

his share of the totai responsibility for the
5. Team Spirit cost and timely completion of a facility

which will be safe to operate.
QA/QC personnel are expected t

3. All Brown & Root employees here on thisapproach their work with a team spirit
You are not here to catch and punish

y ,, , , ,

violators, but to assist other team mem-
visors have greater responsibility andbets to perform their work correctly. You

are expected to check and assure that authority than those whom they super-
vise. The supervisors have the remon-mist, kes are detected and corrected at the
sibility to review technical decisions ndproper time before their correction m dify or reverse them where needed andbecomes too costly. You are expected to
to enf rce discipline, including the duty todo a difficult and sometimes unpleasant
reprimand or discharge those who are notjob with tact and diplomacy. Be helpful
Performir.g in accordance with the estab-and go the extra mile to help expedite and
I'h'd 'Y''' **simplify corrective measures. I

4. Within the QA/QC organization we have*
,

6. Responsivenese to Authority a sp*Clal responsibility for ensuring that
the plant is constructed in accordance

Each employee has a boss and responsive- with the design. The ultimate respon-

ness to the dir,ections of one's supervisor sibility for the safety of the plant rests
is an essential part of the discipline with the Power Division Management.

necessary to make any organization oper. 5. We all, individuell . have a responsibility/

ate e f fectively. In QA/QC work this to the NRC. If anyone feels that the
means responsiveness to technical as well system has failed in its paramount objec-
as the administrative decisions of your tive of safety. he has a duty to report his
superiors. Your supervisor is the proper concern to the NRC, after first being sure,.

authority to evaluan your decisions and that responsible Brown & Root officials
to relax them where required. are aware of the situation.

I \
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III. CCNSTRUCTION SUPPORT F3R STP QAThis is a complex subject which requires m:tur2

PROGRAM
judgement and understanding. Within the QA/QC
organization you have the capacity of such unders. The Project QA Manager has spoken to you this
tanding. If you have any questions, take them to afternoon about the dutids and responsibilites of
your supervisor Individually and he will explore QA/QC at STP. I emphasize the responsibilities of
them in depth. If you still have questions or con. Construction on building a safe nuclear powercerns. I will be on site pveral days a week and P ant. We are that part of the team charged withlmaintain an "Open Door Policy" to discuss any erection of the engineer's design.
other matters with you. ,

| How do we go about this effort and remain cost
effective? Number one we have to plan our work
in such a manner that we can build the plant onePraject QA Manager
time as near as possible to the plans and specifica-

. tions. We have to have engineering approval for
j any deviations.There has been in the past history

of this project some differences of opInlon between
the construction foremen and the QC Inspectors
over what constituted a deviation from the draw.

,

Ings and specs. The Project QA Manager has;
pointed out that the QC Inspector has very limited
latitude when an interpretation is required. When

! the construction foreman does not agree with the
i QC inspector, at this point they should call in their

immediate supervisors to resolve the dispute. Con.
struction Management on this project will not
tolerate verbal or physical harassment of QC
Inspectors by construction employees and such
intimidation will be grounds for termination.

In many ca ees it will be more cost effective to cor.
rect the deviation than call in several layers of
management to get involved in the problem. We
need at all times to strive to keep our pride out of a
decision that could add additional cost and delays.

' There is exhibited on this project at the superviso.
ry level a spirit of cooperation and team effort. I
feel with added communication we can have this

| same team spirit throughout the ranks. We are
developing a program to familiarize all construe.
tion foremen with the requirements and duties of

,

the QC inspectors.
-

| Quality is not inspected into any product. We build'

quality products. then inspect them to assure we
have maintained a quality product.

.

Construction Management on this project recogn.
tres and supports our QA/QC Department as an
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428IV. CONCLUSIONintegral part of the total project crg:nizati:n.,

Given my choice I woul? prefer to have Quality In conclusion.1 want to say we still have a big job*

Control on any project that I am associated with in ahead of us in completing the South Texas Project.
the future. ;

|
Complete cooperation from all contributing
groups is required and intimidation and harass.

I would like to close with this statement. ! have an : ment from any quarter will not be tolerated. We
"Open Door Policy" and, will be available to dis. will be taking a number of s'eps in the future to
cuss your problems with you at any time that you
cannot get a satisfactory response from your followup and reemphas% the Brown & Root

! dedication to quality that you heard today. I have
supervisor. I every confidence in our Brown & Root team. in our

ability to reco2nlae the importance of each con.
tributing group of people and in our ability, work.

Ptsject Construction Manager Ing together, to build a safe nuclear power plant of
great importance to Brown & Root and to our
Client. Houston Lighting & Power. I appreciate
your attention and thank you for coming.

J.R. G eurts
Vice President & General Manager

South Texas Project
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CROWN O ROST. INC. STP.PGM.02
REV.NO.O

SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT PAGE 2 OF 3

1.0 PURPOSE

STP.PGM.02 The purpose of this procedure is to state Brown &
. Root policy regarding the implementation of the

REVISION O South Texas Project QA programs, and to define
the method for resolving disputes between Brown
& Root Construction and QA/QC personnel.+

2.0 SCOPE

PROCEDURE FOR RMOLVING DISPUTES The scope applies to the resolution of differences
I pinion on technical or procedural requirements

CONSTRUCTION AND QA/QC PERSONNEL that cannot be resolved by the Construction and
QA/QC personnel directly involved.

3.0 DISTRIBUTIONJanuary 7,1980

Distribution shall include:

1. Project General Manager

| 2. Engineering Project Manager
3. Construction Project Manager

/ 4. Project Controls Manager
5. Project Material Man 1ger
6. Project QA ManagerJ.R. GEURTS DATE

STP PROJECT GENERAL MANAGER Other copies shall be distributed, as regt. ired. In
order to assure complete compliance with this
document.

4.0 PROCEDURE

4.1 Policy- - -

Brown & Root is dedicated to furnishing high
jquallry. reliable plants and services. All work shall

comply with applicable design documentation and
good construction practices.

.

Ordinarily a rejection of construction work by a
QC Inspector should be immeciately accepted and
the work corrected immediately. In cases uhere
genuine and substantial differences of opinion
arise, and the matter cannot be easily and speedily
resolved at the working level extended arguments-

shoul6 be avoided by prompt referral of the matter-

for resolution by higher QA/QC authority.

~
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STP.PGM 02 declolos is changed through the foregoing pro.
REV.NO.O cedure.
PAGE 3 OF 3

Differences of opinion between Brown & Root
Construction and Brown & Root QA/QC personnelTo implement this policy the following procedure

has been adopted. To be fully effective this on technical or procedural requirements are to be

program must be understood, accepted and fully resolved promptly and in a businesslike manner.

Implemented by each e'mployee. Therefore, all Violence, threats of violence.,or harassment by

supervisors in the Engineering. Construcuon. and any Brown & Root employee of any cther dr,v n &
Root employee will not b<. tolerated. An offe .'-d

QA/QC orgenlaations shall cooperate to assure ,

complete comp!1ance. employee should bring such conduct to the stten'

tion of his own immediate supervisor. All such

4.2 Procedure Detalle complaints shall be reviewed immedletely by the
.

Brown & Root Project Management for proper
If differences of opinion on technical or procedural action which may include termination of employ--

requirements between a Construction supervisor ment of the offending employee. This is a normal'

and a QC Inspectnr cannot be speedily resolved function of the "Open Door Policy" which allovs
between them at the working level the decision of any employee to bring any job related problems to
the QC inspector shall prevall subject to the the attention of his successive supervistars and

following procedure: citimately to company officers without fear of
retallation or intimidation.

1. If the Construction supervisor wishes a
5.0 REFERENCESreslew he shall contact his own direct

supervisor who shall in turn contact his
Nonecounterpart supervisor in the QA/QC

organization. The decision of which
Interpretation is correct will be made by
the QC supervisor in consultation with
the Construction supervisory personnel.
The QC supervisor will utilire whatever
technical assistance he deems necessary
to supplement his own knowledge in mak.
Ing this decision. ,

The QC supervisor's decision and the
justification will be documented on the
appropriate report, and the QC inspector .-

will be furnished a copy thereof. Other
involved parties will be gisen a copy if
requested.

2. If there is. still disagreement, the

| differences will be referred immediately

,

to the highest level of Brown & Root QA/
-

QC supervision then present at the slie'

for review and final decision and docu.
mented as provided above.

| The decisinn of the QC inspector shall be complied
with by the Construction organlaation unless that
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